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A Family of New Deal Dam Builders .I. -· ~The~We~ek.ofA!lln•"l2.1-2.7,1.996-
Novel spotlights those who helped tame water in the West 
BUCKING THE SUN 
By Ivan Doig 
Simon & Schuster; 412 pages; $23 

REVIEWED BY JOHN HARVEY 

5 ince his award-winning memoir, 
"This House of Sky," was published 
in the late '70s, Montana-born writer 

and historian Ivan Doig has used the novel 
form to speculate upon the lives of people 
who lived and live in the West. 

With "Bucking the Sun," which is prin
cipally set in the upper reaches of Missouri 
River country in the Depression years lead
ing up to the start of World War II, he has 
achieved his most adroit blend of fact and 
fancy in what is perhaps his best book 
since that first work. 

What sets Doig apart from others who 
have farmed the same terrain is the deft 
way he handles the fruits of his research; 
fact and anecdote are woven into the text 
with a light and often humorous touch. 
The sense we have is of a storyteller who is 
familiar and comfortable with his materi
al; as readers, we trust the teller, and so we 
trust the tale. 

Taking as its basis the construction of 
. the Fort Peck Dam, a major New Deal pro

ject that brought work to thousands and in 
so doing flooded vast tracts of land, Doig 
centers his story on the lives of the Du.ff 
family - whose men were immigrants 
from Scotland, as was the case with Doig's 
own kin. H Doig the historian, with his 
light but liberal use of archive material 
from the Fort Peck Dam oral history pro
ject and the pages of the "Engineering 
News-Record," gives this saga an authentic 
structure, it is Doig the novelist who lifts it 

to great heights with his portrayal of the 
five Duff men - two brothers and three 
sons - and the women they love and mar-
ry. -

"Selfmade men always do a lopsided 
job of it," the novel begins - a wonderful 
phrase - and in part that is what the story 
explores: Hugh Duff and his twin sons, Neil 
and Bruce, forever adapting to the chang
ing demands of the land and work around 
them, learning as they go. Set against them 
is the older son, Owen, who turns against 
his father by going to college to study engi
neering and helpsmastermind the building 
of the dam. 

They are a headstrong bunch, crea
tures of hard work and heady impulse, 
adroit with their hands in every sense, and 
given to wooing women on the tight-grain
ed tongue-and-groove dance floor of the 
Blue Eagle - a floor they laid themselves 
in a single night. 

Hugh, the fa th er, is stubborn and 
strong-willed, loving his wife Meg almost · 

Doig the historian gives 
this saga an authentic 
structure, while Doig the 
novelist lifts it to great 
heights with his 
portrayal of the five 
Duff men and the women 
they love 

despite himself in a relationship that owes 
as much to attrition as it does to affection. 
He respects and admires Meg just as he 
writhes under the weight of her judgment, 
her "nurselike sense of attention, the way 
of peering at you as if clerking for God." 
And some Friday nights, his pay burning a 
hole in his back pocket, he kicks over the 
traces and defies her by spending the night 
in town, drinking the whorehous~ dry. 

Hugh never quite forgives Owen for 
turning his back cm him and finding a life 
of his own - a life that threatens the one 
Hugh had struggled to build for .himself -
yet nevertheless he eventually bows to the 
inevitable and accepts .work on the con
struction of the dam. He moves himself 
and Meg into an ill-built shack, which Ow
en, tellingly, papers over with blueprints to 
stem the cold. 

The younger sons also benefit from Ow
en's patronage and find work attached to 
the new project; Neil is seemingly the 
more stable, while Bruce jumps fitfully 
from one dangerous _task to the next, rel-

ishing each new risk. When Hugh's broth
er, Darius, a left-wing agitator from the 
shipyards of the Clyde, arrives without call 
or expectation in their midst, things are 
thrown up into the air even more. Not only 
are Darius' political beliefs a potential 
threat to the building of the dam, the love 
he has nurtured all these years for Hugh's 
wife, Meg, has the capability of wrenching 
that central relationship asunder. 

But this is not a book about men doing 
what men do; women are given nearly 
equal space in the story. Their strengths 
are their own - they are handsome, will
ful, dangerous - and they are not used 
.solely to hold family and community to
gether, though to a point they do that too. 
There is a pervading sense that Doig, in 
common with, say, two writers as different 
as Larry McMurtry and Carl Hiaasen, not 
only respects women, he actually likes 
them. For example, Owen's wife Charleen, 
independent and single-minded) becomes 
as involved in the running of her own busi
ness as Owen is in his work on the dam. 

Some way into the novel, Doig uses a 
perfect simile: "This family is like nine ra
dios going at once .... Every Duff a differ
ent station." It's apt because these Duffs 
are talkers, and when they're not talking, 
they're singing, or dancing, or doing all 
three at once. The remark also describes 
how the narrative works, the skill with 
which we are switched around from voice 
to voice, location to location, eavesdrop
ping on a sentence here, a brief scene 
there, a near-documentary description or 
the most intimate of moments. This is a 
story about connections, attractions, shift
ing currents and the relationship between 

' water and land, and about the nature of 
...... -------------------------------------------- love, its fluctuations and irresistible flow. 

IVA 

What Doig understands well and de
scribes with fascinating power is the way 
nothing in life is ever still. You can dam 
rivers and still they break. You can ignore 
for just so long the beating of the heart, 
but that will do nothing to quell the rush of 
blood along the vein. Owen's constant fear 
is "seepage," the knowledge that no matter 
how much weight of earth you use to stem 
the river's passage, water can still eat its 
way underneath; and in just such a way the 
firmest foundations of a marriage can be 
undermined by a look, a word, by intima
tions of a touch. 

Doig's great achievement is to string his 
compelling narrative along these connec
tions between outer and inner worlds, the 
silent stirrings of the human heart and the 
swelling moments of a river, both imper
ceptible until it is almost too late. He does 
this with dramatic sweep and yet great 
subtlety, letting the human and the natu
ral spheres spin together and bind to one 
another, almost unseen. • 

John Harvey's forthcoming novel is 'Easy Meat' 
(Henry Holt). 
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just--over a century . ago may well 
enjoy pursuing Our·~··Lahqlady, a 
collection of newspaper columns 
about a Small town in the newly ad~ ' 
mitted state of South Dakota, by L. · 
Frank.Baum, )Vho would Hiter give 

; Readers who are prepared to forgo ii:: < · ~-

~~~~~c~~~e r~~~0:~sth~~ JS: , ·Historical Fiction 
love. foolish, wise, casual, canng, ob- ··:rr.·":,.. . -
s~ssive, deluded, self-sacrificing, and }·~:lTw· h C 

the world the ullf orgettable: tale of 
Dorothy's adventures in the ·land of 
Oz. Baum, a young man from New ,.~ .. 

selfish. Beginning in the late 17th cen- (t~ Yi. ' It ontemporary 
tkry with a rather colorless tale by the.i~"j :._~~'. . .. 

- ~~~·~~h~pr~:i~~~~~~~:a~~~~;ir~_;1 '.;', Mo· ntana· Edge 
York who followed Horace Gre~ley's 
advfce about ··going West.1. Baum 
spent three years ( 1888-1891) in .. 
Aberdeen, S.D., where he con
tributed a humorous, mildly satiri
cal c6Iuinn to the Aberdeen .Satur
day Pioneer. 

her liVIng by the pen, the collectu;>p_. . · . . 
$:ips over the 18th centµry to proce~d <\ · · 

Baum's column featured the fic
titious character -"Mrs. Bilkins," ·a 
lively, opinionated, penny-pinching, 
woman who runs a boarding house • 
and cuts .every corner she can when 
it c,0ines to feeding her sometimes 
hard.,.up paying customers. 

Mrs .. Bilkin's decided opinions 

LAND Gl~RLS . 
-By'iingela Huth '· 

St, Martin's Press/ A 
. Thomas Dunne Book . 
318pp.., $23.95 By L. 

chronologically into the 19th and 4,Qth:~· ., 
Centuries. (Irritatingly, the editor Ja.ijs ,~ · 
·to provide the actual dates of thec'sto
ties' composition or publicatioI\rper~ 
;haps out of a mistaken belief tha;t to. do 

· 'so invites readers ·to consider:,. them 
· :inere "period pieces.") / ··_:. 

~ : Sutherland has done an tinli~ually 
fme job of finding interesting and rel-

on a ·Variety of subjects, from · l 

. A FINE BALANCE 
By Rohinton Mistry 

Alfred A. Krwpf 
. 640 pp., $26 

. atively unfamiliar works by-,v~yery · fa
mous authors, including M~ry Shelly, 
Anthony Trollope, William .Mak~peace 
Thackeray, Thomas Hardy, ··-Rudyard 
Kipling, H.G. Wells, JohrtGalsworthy, 

· Somerset Maugham, Virginia Woolf, 
D.H. Lawrence, Aldous Huxley, 
Katherine Mansfield, and Elizabeth 

. droughtS, crop failures, and eco
nomic fluctuations to suffrage, Pro
hibition, ang politics, exhibit a dis
tinctive · blend of naivete, 
shrewdness, cynicism, and dogg~,d . 
optimism. 

Although these journalistic vi
gnettes scarcely rise · to the artistic 
and imaginative heights of his Oz 
books, they constitute a colorful 
sampling of Americana and are ex
pertly edited and annotated by 
Nancy Tystad Koupal in an attrac
tive, illustrated vol e. 

The 28 stories se ...... ecr-,t,_e_,_.. __ 
John Sutherland ·for The 

t.-.E OXFORD BOOK OF 
ENGLiSH LOVE STORIES 

Edited by John 
. Sutherldnd .. 

O~f0rd University 
· · Press 

4.5~pp.,$2f?.,·. 

'ouR LANDLADY · 
Frank Baum 

University of Nebraska 
Press · 

~{J5pp., $$.5_ ' 
. . 

Bowen. 
It probably says more about the 

temperament . of this partic ular editor 
than it does about . the English love 
story in general that most o these sto
ries end unhappily: with noble self-re
nunciation at best, despair and ruin at 
worst, and a great deal of betrayal and 
disillusionment in between. 

Book of English Love Stories, 
were chosen in large part for the 
ways in which they confound con- ,, 
ventional expectations. They are, 
ind_eed, a far cry from . the worid of 
Harlequin romances. 

But there are also shafts of sweet
ness and light. Fr.om Thackeray's 
daughter, Anne Ritchie, there's a deli
cate story of devotion narrated by a 
man unembittered by his disappoint
ment; from Phyllis Bentley, a crisply 
written account of malice that ends up 
outsmarting itself. 

Although this anthology of love sto
ries may not be a collection to warm 
the hearts of true romantics, it brings 
together a fascinating and enlighten
ing variety of perspectives on the 
harsher realities that may lie in wait 

In these love stories, love does 
not always conquer all, and even 
when it does, the result is not al
ways the proverbial happy ending. 
Many of these stories . are surpris
ingly unsentimental and, perhaps ~ , 
even more surprisingly, most are 
quite unerotic. 

. for unsuspecting lovers. 

• Mer/,e Rubin . regularly reviews 
books for the Monitor. . 

· A Jury of One's Peeis Goes Up in S,noke 
By Lawrence J. Goodrich 

J OHN GRISHAM'S latest legal 
thriller, "The Runaway Jury," 
has it all: mystery, legal ma

neuvering, behind-the-scenes 
views of a trial; jury tampering, 
and plenty of other skullduggery. 

Taking a page from today's 
headlines, Grisham takes us· to 
Biloxi, on Mississippi's Gulf 
Coast, and the latest tobacco 
trial. The combatants/conspira
tors/protagonists are many, but 
most of the action centers around 
two men, Rankin Fitch and 
Nicholas Easter. 

Fitch runs the tobacco com
panies' secret l~gal .fund. He's a 
bully who hires the lawyers, jury 
consultants, and investigators, 
and who ·fixes the juries. His 
clients are scared silly of him, but 

they put up· with him because Big play hardball - complete with 
Tobacco hasn't lost a case since spitballs and beanballs. 
'he's been in charge: _ This · is .no civics-textbook 

The stakes are tremendous for trial. As the action unfolds, both 
plaintiff and defendant alike. If sides are trying to·fix the jury, but 
the jury fmds that cigarette that panel seems to have a mind 
smoking killed Jacob Wood, and of its own~ Before long it's going 
that he couldn't quit because the on strike and dictating terms to 

THE RUNAWAY JURY 
By John Grisham 

Doub/,eday, 401 pp., $26.95 

tobacco companies got him 
hooked as a c~ild and then spiked 
their cigarettes with more nico
tine to keep him hooked, the 
coalition of trial lawyers fmanc
ing the case expects to cash in 
big in future lawsuits. The to

the judge. It's a runaway jury. 
As usual, Grisham ·draws a 

fmely detailed, realistic picture of 
the action and the characters. 
The judge, the lawyers on both 
sides, the witnesses, . even · the 
court officers are painted as real 
human· beings . with real foibles. 
And true to Grisham's style, just 
when you .think you know the 
ending, you suddenly find out 
that you don't. 

bacco companies need to head _ •Lawrence J. Goodrich 
that off. Both sides are ready to Mon it or editorial writer. 

is a 

Doig delivers what hzs readers expect 

By Brad Knickerbocker 

I
F there is any potential problem with really enjoying a con
temporary writer - relishing the thought of the next book 
- it's that the new work will simply_replow safe ground, be 

too predictable in style and subject matter. Or, alternatively, 
that there will. have been a jarring de.parture in approach . 

With Ivan Doig's latest novel, fans need not worry. All the 
steel and sweetness, the granite and· light, the humor and 
sharp dialogue, in Doig's writing are here with new flair and 
depth~, The grit and warmth is · · 
pure Doig, only more so. 

· "Bucking the Sun," Doig's fifth 
novel (he has written three non-

. fiction books as well), ·is set in his 
home ~tate of Montana during 
the Great Depress' on of the mid-
1930s. Thanks to the Roosevelt 
administration, Fort Peck Dam 
on the Missouri River is to be a 
massive public-works project 
that will employ thousandS, in
cluding some whose homesteads 
will be .inundated by the lake it 
creates. 

The tale centers on the Duff 
family. P(ttriarch Hugh and his 
wife, Meg, Scottish immigrants 
who are just barely making it on 
land tougher than they are; their 
elder son, Owen, an engineer and 
"fillmaster" on what will be one of 

B ·t1 -; J·"' i· N. C , l. . '- . ] 

l V.A N DOIG 

BUCKING THE SUN 
By Ivan Doig 

Simon & Schuster, 
412 PP~ , $23 

the largest earthen dams ever built; twin younger brothers, 
Neil and Bruce; and Hugh's brother Darius, a militant Marx
ist shipyard worker who shows up running from a violent past 
in Scotland carrying political and personal grudges. ' 

Quite soon, all the Duff men are married - to women (two 
of them sisters) just as tough-minded, yet vulnerable, as the 
Duffs are. We know from the start that a man and a woman 
from two different couples will end up naked and. dead in a 
truck that has rolled off the dam. 

Doig has the perfect background for this kind of writing. 
He grew up· on Montana ranches before going off to get a doc
tora,te in history. His factual recounting of the Fort Peck Dam 
project is full of fascinating historical tidbits. The scenes 

. where FDR himself came to see the project and speak to the 
awed assembly gives~ gritty newsreel quality to events. 

In fact, .I kept wishing that photographs from that time had 
been included. . · 

The promise of the era is fully felt, as well as the growing 
concern about events in Europe as the shadow offascism falls. 
. Some of the. characters are politically radical to the point of 
being anarchic - a chilling precursor to the militias and 
"freemen" found in that part of the country today. 

If there is one weakness in "Bucking the Sun," it's that the 
surreptitious affair between two of the Duffs is not fully de
veloped - not developed at all, in fact. From all we're told, it 
could just as easily have been any two others, . and there's 
plenty to work with here without it, which leaves one won
dering why it's there in the first place. 

But this is a relatively minor quibble. Ivan Doig is a terrific · 
.writer and a great storyteller with a healthy outlook as indi
cated in his dedication: "To novelists who deliver the elo
quence of the edge of the world rather than stammers from 
the psychiatrist's bin." 

I'm lookiflg forward to his next work, whatever it may be. 

•Brad Knickerbocker is a Monitor correspondent who 
covers environmental issues from Ashland, Ore. 
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:> "The government which robs Peter to pay Paul can always dep end on the support of Paul." 
- George Bernard Shaw 

!vf~~ Starltibune 

Can today's authors live up to, these? 

Ernest Hemingway William Faulkner Willa Cather Langston Hughes John Steinbeck 

Future Hons? 
> Maya Angelou 
:> Pat Conroy 

> Robertson 
Davies 

> lvanDoig 
> Richard Ford 

> John Gardner 
> David 

McCullough 

> Toni Morrison 

> Larry McMurtry 
:> Reynolds Price 

> Allee Walker 

Almost 
forgotten 
> Margaret 

An endangered species Atwood 
> E.L. Doctorow 

:> Joseph Heller 

>- John Irving 

In the land of million-dollar advances, 
the pop celebrity author is king. 

>- Norman Maller 
:> Anne Tyler 

:> John Updike 

John Grisham and Anne Rice are pale successors 
to William Faulkner and Willa Cather. 

Past _popular 
> Wiiiiam Peter 

Blatty 
> Grace Metallous 
> Mickey Spillane 
:> Jacqueline 

Will anyone remember these authors? Susann 

. ...... If ..... ~ ....................... ... .............................. ...... If ................. 1' ............ . ...... .. .......... • •••• ,. ......... ,. ....... t. ......... ,. ... .... . 1i ........ .. " .................... If !* .., ........................... ... ......... ......... ...... .. .. .................. ii> ..... ' 

Michael Crichton John Grisham 

By Jeff Guinn 
Fort Worth Star-Telegram 

HUMORIST DAVE BARRY dreads 
1 this hypothetical moment in a high 

school or college classroom. 
"It terrifies me that a teacher 

might someday ask a student, 
'Explain how Mr. Barry utilizes the 
word 'booger,' " he says. "I don't 
know that my writing should be 

Dave Barry studied by future generations." 
Yet it's entirely possible that 

around 2010 Bar 's name will be 

Anne Rice 

Cornwell, Michael Crichton, John 
Grisham, Stephen King and Anne Rice. 

If fiction on current bestseller lists 
seems so lightweight it could float, the 
nonfiction list looks no better. The days 
when history-marking, if not history
mak.ing, tomes such as William Shirer' s 
"The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich," 
Theodore White's "The Making of the Pres
ident 1960" and Will and Ariel Durant's 
epic 10-volume "The Story of Civilization" 
set high literary standards are long gone. 
So far in 1997, those ubiquitous "self-help" 
books (Sarah Breathnach's "Simple Abun-

Tom Clancy Stephen King 

Are these statements true? 
> Book publishers don't promote quality. 
> Teleyision takes up time people once 

devoted to reading. 

> Modern lives are so stressful that read
ers want mind candy, not challenge. 

:> Authors used to be celebrltles In their 
own rights, but not anymore. 

> Mbre readers of earlier generations 
appreciated good writing. 

:> Teachers aren't Introducing students 
to new writers. 
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Will anyone remember these authors? 

Michael Crichton John Grisham 

By Jeff Guinn 
Fort Worth Star-Telegram 

HUMORIST DA VE BARRY dreads 
this hypothetical moment in a h igh 
school or college classroom. 

"It terrifies me that a teacher 
might someday ask a student, 
'Explain how Mr. Barry utilizes the 
word 'booger,' " he says. "I don't 
know that my writing should be 

Dave Barry studied by future generations." 
Yet it's entirely possible that 

around 2010 Barry's name will be 
included on reading lists of classes 
focusing on popular authors of the late 
20th century. In alphabetical order, the 
Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist might 
be joined by Tom Clancy, Patricia 

Anne Rice 

Cornwell, Michael Crichton, John 
Grisham, Stephen King and Anne Rice. 

If fiction on current bestseller lists 
seems so lightweight it could float, the 
nonfiction list looks no better. The days 
when history-marking, if not history
m aking, tomes such as William Shirer' s 
"The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich ," 
Theodore White's "The Making of the Pres
ident 1960" and Will and Ariel Durant's 
epic 10-volume "The Story of Civilization" 
set high literary standards are long gone. 
So far in 1997, those ubiquitous "self-help" 
books (Sarah Breathnach's "Simple Abun
dance," $uzanne Somers' "Eat Great, Lose 
Weight") comprise more than three
quarters of the nonfiction bestsellers. 

Turn to WRITERS on E7 

> Grace Metallous 
> Mickey Spillane 
> Jacqueline 

Susann 

TomClan~y Stephen King 

Are these statements true? 
> Book publishers don't promote quality. 
> Teleyision takes up time people once 

devoted to reading. 

> Modem Ives are so stressful that read
ers want mind candy, not challenge. 

> Authors used to be celebrltles In their 
own rights, but not anymore. 

> More readers of earlier generations 
appreciated good writing. 

> Teachers aren't intrOduclng students 
to new writers. 

> There aren't any more great writers. 

Read on to find out 

.• 
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Nonfiction bestsellers, then and now: 
"The Making of the President 1960" 
by historian Theodore H. White 

WRllERS from E1 

"Eat Great, Lose Weight" 
by sitcom star Suzanne Somers 

The art! commerce crossover 
may be a casualty of the· times 

Meanwhile, survivors among 
the previous generations of greats 
are in their unremarked dotage. 
Joseph Heller, Norman Mailer, 
John Updike and a few others still 
publish. But, like ex-presidents, 
their past achievements get all 
the attention. Quick, what's the 
title of Heller's recent sequel to 
"Catch-22," and what was its 
highest position on the bestseller 
list? ("Closing Time," and it 
didn't even make it.) 

The best-known authors 
among the current crop 'might 
sell millions of books, but their 
collective talent pales when com
pared to the American literary li
ons immediately preceding them 
- Ernest Hemingway, John 
Steinbeck, William Faulkner, 
Langston Hughes, Willa Cather. 
It's painfully obvious that when 
future scholars judge the reading 
habits of late-20th-century Amer
icans (and, by direct inference, 
our relative intelligence) their 
verdicts aren't likely to be kind. 

The question is no longer 
whether the modern era will pro
duce writers whose present excel
lence guarantees them future re-

nown; instead, it's necessary to 
ask why it didn't. There are sever-. 
·al prevalent theories. 

> Book publishers don't pro
mote quality. According to Ameri
can Bookseller Association fig
ures, more books are published 
annually- approximately 50,000 
new titles each year - than ever. 
This means, in theory, that book
store browsers have a much wid
er range of selections. 

In reality, fewer than one in 
100 of those books will sell in sig
nificant numbers. Sales of 45,000 
to 60,000 usually are required to 
make the bestseller list. 

"The way publishers market 
their books has radically changed," 
says Rob Harvey, manage~ of Bor
ders Books and Music in Fort 
Worth, Texas. "The publishers are 
backing fewer and fewer books 
with more and more money, and 
those are the so-called star 
authors. The more literary writers 
who are published get left by the 
promotional wayside. When a 
Grisham or Clancy has a new 
novel, we get 150 to 300 copies to 
display in our store. We only get 
seven to 10 copies of books by 
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what we call 'midlist' or good but 
unknown authors. So it's hard for 
the great unknowns to get noticed 
because of how much [display] 
space the Clancys take up." 

The bottom line is, of course, 
money. For publishers to recoup 
the $4 million advances on 
earned royalties paid to the likes 
of Clancy, they must sell a million 
copies of his latest book. They 
have far less financially at stake 
with the anonymous, better writ
er whose advance was $5,000. 

> Television takes up time peo
ple once devoted to reading. If it's 
true the average American watch
es alrnost 30 hours of 1V each 
week, it follows that there's little 
time left to spend with well-writ
ten, challenging books. 

"It can be hard work reading a 
good book," says Judy Alter, di
rector of Texas Christian Univer
sity Press and the author of more 
than a dozen novels. "It's not as 
easy as watching a 1V show. Let's 
face it: 1V shows are more intel
lectually accessible." 

Fort Worth psychologist Rich
ard Citrin agrees, but only in 
part. "It's also true that 1V has 
now been with us for around 50 
years, and in the '40s many of the 
most famous authors, the ones 
who sold the most books, were 
also the best wr_iters," he says. 

"People no longer rely on 
books for information. We've got 
cable television channels devoted 
to news and biographies of the 
great and near-great. The Net of-· 
fers immediate access to data on 
every conceivable subject. Radio 
talk shows debate the most min
ute political maneuver. . .. 

Why would someone spend 
three days or even three weeks 
reading a book when he could 
learn a lot about the same subject 
with just an hour of watching TV 
or working on a home computer?" 

> Modern lives are so stressful 
that readers want mind candy, not 
challenge. Critics claim that Gris
ham rehashes essentially the 
same trial-based plots in every 
novel, with just names and loca
tions changed. Cynthia Hiatt of 
Arlington, Texas, agrees - and 
says that's why she snaps up each 
Grisham potboiler. 

"I'm a single parent raising 
two children under 6," Hiatt says. 

"Escapist fiction, particularly, is what 
readers seem now to be looking for, but it's 

been that way for a long time. 
Take a genre like mysteries. You had 

Dashiell Hammett being published, but also 
Mickey Spillane. Spillane outsold . 

Hammett by a lot, but there was never any 
question that Hammett had 

Mickey Spillane 

"After work I have to run to day 
care, fix supper, pay bills. When I 
sit down for half an hour with a 
book, I want it to be fun, and 
maybe be able to figure out who's 
guilty or whatever. I can count on 
John Grisham for that. I don't 
want some book I have to study." 

> Authors are no longer celebri
ties in their own right. If writers 
who toil in anonymity share one 
gripe, it's the attention and sales 
furor that accompany the release 
of autobiographies of 1V celebri
ties and sports stars. In Dallas, a 
book-signing by the Cowboys' 
Emmitt Smith attracted 1,500 ea
ger fans; a few weeks later at the 
same bookstore, Norman Mailer 
sold about 25 books at his signing. · 
The difference between today and 

"I'm a single parent 
raising two children 
under 6. After work I 

have to run to day care, 
fix supper, pay bills. 

When I sit down for half 
an hour with a book, I 
want it to be fun, and 
~ybe be able to figure 

out who's guilty or 
whatever. I can count on 
John Grisham for that. I 
don't want some book I 

have to study." 

- Cynthia Hiatt of Arlington, Texas 

the better quality of writing." 

- Elmer Kelton, western w~iter Dashiell Hammett 

del. " But the bulk of the list re-a generation ago might be that a 
select few authors are still famous; 
it's just that they no longer are 
famous for "quality" writing. 

. mains tried-and-true classics: 

> More readers of earlier gener
ations appreciated good writing. 
This is probably correct, but we 
miss the point entirely if we as-

. sume slick literary trash is a sales 
phenomenon of the late 1990s. 

"Escapist fiction, particularly, 
is what readers seem now to be 
looking for, but it's been that way 
for a long time," suggests Elmer 
Kelton, who writes westerns. 
"Take a genre like mysteries. You 
had Dashiell Hammett being pub
lished, but also Mickey Spillane. 
Spillane outsold Hammett by a 
lot, but there was never any ques
tion that Hammett had the better 
quality of writing." 

In 1956, Grace Metalious' low
brow "Peyton Place" was the 
runaway literary hit, outselling 
Edwin O'Connor's "The Last 
Hurrah" and James Thurber's 
"Fables for Our Times" com
bined. Jacquelyn Susann's "The 
Valley of the Dolls" was fiction's 
bestseller of the '60s. · 

In the past, however, books 
such as O'Connor's and Thur
ber's were also bestsellers, if in 
fewer numbers than "Peyton 
Place" or William Peter Blatty's 
"The Exorcist. " 

> Teachers aren't introducing 
students to new writers. True and 
false. Fort Worth's Paschal High's 
top-flight honors English classes 
read a smattering of recent works 
- Barbara Kingsolver' s "The · 
Bean Trees," Maya Angelou's "I 
Know Why the Caged Bird 
Sings," John Gardner's "Gren-

"Heart of Darkness," "Lord of the 
Flies," "The Adventures of Huck- ' 
le berry Finn." 

A teacher who asked not to be 
identified (and who is not on the 
Paschal staff) said her reason for 
sticking to the classics is simple: 
"There are now always some par
ents who come down on you for 
requiring a book they somehow 
decide is bad or religiously in
correct." 

When she tried to have her 
class read Alice Walker's "The 
Color Purple," several parents 
called the principal to complain 
that certain scenes - mostly in
volving sex, though a few with 
modestly coarse language -
were inappropriate. If the book 
wasn't removed from the class 
reading lists, these parents 
threatened, they would complain 
to the school board or withdraw 
their children. 

> There aren't any more great 
writers. Yes, there are. Most of 
them are just unknown. 

"There's Ivan Doig, there's 
Reynolds Price, or David McCul
lough, or Stephen Ambrose," Al
ter says. "Sometimes the best 
writers are stereotyped as region
al. Robertson Davies in Canada is 
one example. John Graves here in 
Texas is another. I couldn't tell 
you which modern writers with 
worthwhile work will be studied 
by students in the future or re
main widely read in the future. 

"But I'm confident there will be 
some, and not those names like 
John Grisham or Anne Rice from 
tne top of the bestseller lists." 
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In Our House 
of Sky 

A chat with Ivan Doig 
at the Salt Lake Airport 

by Kathy Ashton 

Ivan Doig, one of our favorite 
authors, passed through Salt Lake in 
late March on his way from Seattle to 

·k Santa Fe to accept the Spirit of the 
b' wm . ·ii read from is West Award from the Mountains and 

rvan voig ~ 1 7 p.m. at 'fl(B. Plains Booksellers Association. We met 
wed., MaY ' him on the concourse at the Salt Lake Airport, where 

amongst screaming children, blaring TV's, and frequent airline 
announcements, we sat down with him and his wife Carol to try to have a 
little chat (and mostly succeeded, thanks to Doig's powers of concentration) . 
We wondered what had been going on in his life since his last book tour 
for his extraordinary Bucking the Sun (about to be released in paper 
- he will be reading from it at The King's English on Wednesday, May 21, 
at 7 p.m.). 

Nosy as always, we asked why in the world he lives in Seattle when he 

Doig, amtinued on page 4 

Digressions 
lNith a Point, Finally 

by Ann Edwards Cannon 

Every now and then when my kids want a good laugh, they like to pull 
out Pictures From My Youth and look at what my hair was doing. Mostly 
what it was doing was making me look like a dork - especially when I was 
in high school during the early '70s. I wore my hair long and straight then, 
parted in the middle and hanging like heavy drapes over my ears just like 
(a) Susan St.James on McMillan and Wife and (b) Cher before she dumped 
Sonny. All the other girls at my high school wore their hair this way, too, 
although some of them added tiny barrettes at the brow to make a crisper, 
more defined fashion statement. 

Of course the boys all looked like each other, too. They had these 
absolute wheat fields of hair sprouting from their scalps, waving mildly in 

Cannon, continued on page 2 
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Thursday, June 12 (Kids' Day}, 
through Sunday, June 15 

at TKE - BOOK SALE 
30% off selected hardbacks, 40% off if you 

buy 3 or more, 10% off entire TKE stock 

W~ R~ T~ W('M4 
FRIDAY, MAY 16, 7:30 p.m. 
A reading of two original one act plays, Fade and Manhattan 

Insecurities, by Michael Kranes. 
SATURDAY, MAY 17, 2 p.m. 
Prince Manucher Farmanfarmaian and his daughter Roxanne will dis
cuss their book, Blood And Oil: Memoirs Of A Persian Prince. 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 21, 7 p.m. 
Ivan Doig, one of our favorite authors, will be reading from his latest 
novel, Bucking the Sun. 

THURSDAY, MAY 22, 7 p.m. 
Author Peter Rock, a current Wallace Stegner fellow at Stanford 
University, will be reading from his new novel, This ls The Place. 

THURSDAY,JUNE 12, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
KIDS' DAY with Pat Bagley, Ann Cannon, magician Christopher Fair, 
Vera Rosenberry, and Rick Walton. (See page 12) 

SATURDAY, JUNE 14, 7 p.m. 
Leslie Kelen and Eileen Hallet Stone will be reading from and signing 
copies of their book, Missing Stories. 

NEW WEB SITE ADDRESS: HTTP://WWW.KINGSENGLISH.COM (See page 5) 



NEW BOOKS 

The Saskiad, Brian Hall 
Brian Hall has managed to do something 
fresh with this coming-of-age novel which 
revolves around Saskia, a ferociously 
bright 12-year-old who lives with her 
mother on the remains of a commune. 
• 

1
e .1 H E 5 A , K 1 A n Saskia is a child who 

- lives primarily 
1 . , \~\ · through books and 

.:.; her rich fantasy Ufe. 
She is, however, large
ly responsible for 
holding together the 
remains of the com
mune while trying to 

ignore her mother's ex-boyfriend. 
Watching Saskia learn to separate fact 
from fantasy as she navigates the journey 
from childhood to adulthood is a true joy. 
This strange book, infused with great ten
demes.5 and enormous heart, is one of the 
most vivid I have read all year. - CMF, 
Houghton Mifflin, $23.95 

Lives of the Monster Dogs, 
Kirsten Bakis 
The year is 2011, and a young woman is 
sunk in the slough of despond, the after
math of a failed love affair, when strange 
half-human creatures begin taking New 
York by storm - monster dogs - which 
stand upright, speak (through mechanical 
voice boxes) , and are clearly as intelligent 
as any human. Although the protagonist 
tries, she doesn't always succeed in loving 
them wisely as they attempt to find a safe 

port in a world for 
which they are only 
partly suited. An aston
ishing, complicated first 
novel about the animal 
world, about the bonds 
that tie sentient beings, 
and the things that sep-

arate them-BB, FSG, $23 

The Man in the Box, Thomas Moran 
Niki Lukasser is 13 when the doctor who 
saved his life when he was a baby returns 
and asks to be hidden from the Nazis. 
Despite protests, Niki 's father builds a false 
wall in the barn and hides the doctor. 
Once "the box" is built, Niki's father 
seems to want to forget about the man, 
so it falls to Niki and his best friend Sigi, 
the blind girl next door, to care for him. 
To the children, Dr. Weis.5 seems as myste
rious as all of adult life, and the novel 

Continued on page 5 
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Doig, continued from page 1 
feels such strong ties to Montana. The answer: his wife's 
job has been in Seattle for the last 30 years and, "really, 
Mis.5oula is only a day's drive away." Living in Seattle 
has been much better for his work "in terms of getting 
the books written, being able to hole up in a West-coast 
suburb and do the books. There's a lot of obligation 
and citizenship that goes with a smaller state commu
nity such as Montana. Author Jim Welch ended up serv
ing on the parole board for 10 years while he was writ
ing his books." Doig tries to pitch in where he can in 
Seattle, but "I've been able to do more 
writing there than I would living any
where else." 

Since his wife Carol was with him 
we decided to see how much she is ' 

now because of the large chains, we asked 
about his philosophy regarding signings and readings. 
In the past, he has dealt overwhelmingly with indepen
dents - "by now, I've done nearly 500 bookstore 
appearances, and fewer than two dozen were in chain
stores," but he regrets how much the scene is changing. 
"Several of my friends with small bookstores have gone 
out of busines.5 or are going." (Cities such as Great Falls 
and Billings, he points out, have no independent book
stores left.) But, wherever he can, Doig tries to give an 
independent first crack at a signing, as he recently did 
in a trio of signings in Mis.5oula - "the locally owned 

involved in his actual writing proces.5, if 
she does much preliminary reading for 
him. We had remembered Doig men
tioning during another interview that 
when he was writing Bucking the 
Sun he had Carol read a lot of the pas
sages on dam engineering to see if they 
were too technical. She does read much 
of his work, mostly she says (laughing), 
"to edit out too much Scotch politics." 

He is, of course, a Westerner born "My ch~racters are Baby Boomers, the reluctant peanut butter and jelly 
and bred, but sees himself f1'rst and core- sand~ched between their kids and their aging parents,,, says Doig of his 

11 novel-in-progress. 
most a writer. He is a very accomplished 
one, with a National Book Award nomination for Ibis 
House of Sky, along with five novels and three books 
of non-fiction to his credit. But we were curious as to 
how he felt about the pigeonholing proces.5. Reviewers 
often tend to pigeonhole Western writers as "regional," 
even though their work transcends such labels. Doig is 
almost always reviewed as a Western writer, even when 
those reviews appear in places like The New York 
Times Book Review and Time magazine. He thinks 
that may be partially due to the fact "that Western 
topics - the land, working by hand, family resilience 
- throw reviewers, a lot of whom are Easterners. For 
instance, Ibis House of Sky came out on Labor 
Day of 1978, and wasn't reviewed in The New York 
Times until the next February, and might not have 
been then, except for the National Book Award nomina
tion." Only Southerners, we agreed with a laugh, some
how don't get looked down on as "regional." But all 
good writers, Doig says, wherever they base themselves, 
"are trying to write about that larger country- Ufe." 

Hoping that there will be a new book in the near 
future, we asked what he is currently working on. His 
answer - "A new novel set partly along the Pacific 
Coast and partly in Rocky Mountain country. My char
acters are Baby Boomers, the reluctant peanut butter 
and jelly sandwiched between their kids and their aging 
parents. Meanwhile they're facing that old American 
question, can they go home again." Publication date, 
he reports will be just ahead of the millennium -
1999. (Perhaps, if we're lucky, he'll visit TKE when the 
new book comes out. He didn't make any commit
ments, but there is always hope.) 

With so many independent bookstores in trouble 

store on the first day, then a chain, then a Costco. All 
three were big signings, different book-buying con
stituencies - for instance, the people I come from, 
blue-collar ranch folk a lot of them, shop at Costco. 
They go there to get fence posts and barbed wire, and if 
I'm there, they'll stop by to say hello and buy a book." 
Readings at chains are getting harder to tum down: 
"Readings are a neces.5ary part of writers' lives; they 
have to go where audiences are." 

Knowing it was like asking a parent which child is 
the favorite, we persevered anyway, asking if he had a 
favorite book. That was indeed a tough question, but he 
allowed that he probably "had two, simply because 
they've sold so well, Ibis House of Sky and 
Dancing at the Rascal Fair." We adored Heart 
Earth for the sheer beauty of the language and asked 
him if he had any special feelings for it. He seemed sur
prised at our question and remarked that "I do joint 
readings with a poet friend, Linda Bierds, and at the 
end of our shtick, we always read from each other's 
work. At our most recent appearance, she read from 
Heart Earth because she just loves it. For some rea
son, other writers seem very attracted to it." We think we 
know why the work attracts other writers - it's the 
elegance of his craft: his skilled use of language makes 
the work seem more poetry than the prose it is. 

Doig seems to have more eclectic taste than most 
and enjoys book talk. He has just finished Ismael 
Kadare's Chronicle in Stone and 1be Pyramid. 
Kadare is an exiled Albanian author (writing in French 
rather than his native tongue) who Doig feels we may 
see nominated for the Nobel Prize in the near future. 
"Chronicle In Stone is a kind of Garcia-Marquez-

The Inkslinger 



Like performance, but I think it's better. It's a World War 
II memoir done in fiction." He is also reading Frank 
O'Connor's critical anthology, 1be Lonely Voice. 
Carol offered the title One Sweet Quarrel by Deirdre 
McNamer, a Montanan who both Doigs feel is a comer. 

When we asked if he liked traveling, he responded 
that if he could "do it without planes or hotels, I'd like 
traveling a lot better. I particularly like bookstore 
appearances." He had wonderful readings in the East in 
Vermont and Connecticut on his tour for Bucking 
the Sun. 

We always like to know how writers feel about the 
interview process and if they have any pet peeves. Doig's 
is "the pegging process." He sees himself as a "writer 
who lives in the West by choice, not as a Western writer" 
(as well he should). As a follow-up, we asked him what 
he most liked to talk about, and his response was, "the 
craft of writing." He likes people to ask him "Why did I 
do what I did and how did I do it?" Doig elaborated 
that he hates first drafts. He doesn't really enjoy writing 
until his fourth or fifth draft, when he "gets to the point 

Inkslinger on the Web 

where I can tinker with prepositions." 
Doig recently contributed to a book on Wallace 

Stegner, and we wondered how they met, imagining a 
boyhood friendship or something of that sort, even 
though Doig is younger than Stegner. It occurred to us 
that they might have run into each other - they did, 
but much more recently than we might have guessed. 
Their first meeting was engineered by Clams Backes, 
book review editor of The Denver Post, at an ABA 
meeting in Anaheim. Backes was working on a book 
entitled Growing Up Westem and thought that it 
would be a good idea for these two giants of Western 
literature to meet. 

At this point, the boarding call for their next flight 
was announced, and the interview was over. We called 
goodbyes and thank yous as the Doigs dashed off 
across the concourse, wishing that we had more time 
with them. 

Please join us for a longer visit with Ivan Doig at 
TKE on May 21, for his reading of Bucking 1be 
Sun, newly released in paper. 

The King's English is and always has been an advocate of the printed word. The Inkslinger will be in print 
as long as the store exists, but much as we hate to do this, due to ever-escalating printing costs, we are asking 
everyone who now receives TKE's Inkslinger to either voluntarily send us an annual $3 to $5 
contribution or take it by e-mail instead of Snail-mail (U. S. Postal Service). If you are con
nected to the web, e-mail will be free of charge. If you can't use the web or if you can't afford the sub
scription price, we will, of course, continue to deliver the Inkslinger to you by mail. You can find us at our 
NEW ADDRESS: HTTP://WWW.KINGSENGUSH.COM 
We are now connected to all major search engines. Please call 484-9100 if you have any questions. 

Book Groups 
A flower-filled patio, a glass of wine, good books, and 

good friends. Sign yourself up for a few summer 
evenings like this with the book groups at The King's 
English. Margaret Neville's group, which meets on 
Monday nights, will sample Eastern writers with novels 
by authors from Rushdie to Mahfouz. The Friday night 
group, led by Eve Leonard, plans a sort of Mediterranean 
and American split, with reading that ranges from Peter 
Mayle's Provence to Artemio Cruz in Carlos Fuentes' 
Mexico. The groups meet once a month and welcome 
men and women, both singles and those otherwise 
engaged. (Eve's group started out as a singles' group, 
but that category has faded.) 

Margaret's Group 
May 5: A Fine Balance, Rohinton Mistry 
June 2: 1be Moor's Last Sigh, Salman Rushdie 
July 7: Children of the Alley, Naguib Mahfouz 
August 4: Reef, Romesh Gunesekera 

Eve's Group 
April 18: To 1be Wedding, John Berger 
May 30: Dancing After Hours, Andre Dubus 
June 27: 1be Death of Artemio Cruz, Carlos Fuentes 
August 1: Hotel Pastis, Peter Mayle 

The Inkslinger 

Christopher Fair 
Magician 

Magic with a Flair! 

(801) 265-2244 

NEW BOOKS 
follows the passage from innocence to 
knowledge with a light touch and an 
earthy sense of humor. A masterful first 
novel, it combines humor and pathos as it 
explores the manner in which even our 
most noble deeds rarely proceed from 
unmixed motivations. - CMF, 
Riverhead Books, $21.95 

Human Croquet, Kate Atkinson 
From the first chop of the axe in Arden 
forest to the final whine of the chain saw 
as it bites into the bark of 'Lady Oak,' we 
watch strange and sometimes dangerous 
games played out in the shade of the 
ancient trees, snort at puns and witticisms 
while blood leaks from the bodies of the 
players. The book's heroine Isobel is busy, 
along with her brother Charles, hunting 
for her mother, who disappeared years 
before; busy resisting the hole in time that 
keeps trying to suck her into some parallel 
universe. Isobel tries desperately to leach 
truth from the cracks in reality as her 
world fractures and then realigns itself 
over and over again. Like its predecessor, 
Whitbread award-winning Behind the 
Scenes at the Museum, Human 
Croquet is a triumph - a book which 
at once dazzles and moves the reader. -
BB, Picador, $24 

Cold Mountain, Charles Frazier 
An odyssey in which a young man, 
Inman, wounded and disheartened by the 
Civil War, attempts to make his way home 
to his beloved Cold Mountain and the 
woman he loves. 
Fighting outliers 
(outlaws), wild 
animals, Northern 
soldiers, and his 
own conscience, he 
reaches his 
destination, only to 
find that "home" 
has changed. His 
sweetheart Ada has lost her father, and 
through that loss, her own will to live. A 
gorgeous and heart-rending first novel. 
- KA, Publisher's Group West (Atlantic 
Monthly Press) , $23 

1be Discovery of Heaven, 
Harry MuLisch 
More imaginative than anything we have 
read in a long time, this is the tale of 
three friends destined to meet through the 
machinations of a couple of enterprising 

Continued on page 6 
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Building Lives 
In Montana 
The power of geography 
in a big, roistering novel 

M
ONTANA NOVELIST IVAN DOIG 

sets himself a challenge in his 
big, roistering new novel, Buck
ing the Sun (Simon & Schuster; 

412 pages; $23). His subject-not just the 
book's setting but also the presence that 
rules its composition-is a monstrous, 
chancy construction project in the mid-
1930s, the huge Fort Peck dam across the 
Missouri River in Montana bottomland. 

To save his novel from the curse 
of what used to 

B u C K I G be called socialist 
T H E S ll • r realism, Doig must 

come up with char-
acters large enough 
to symbolize the un,.. 
ruly river and the 
vast dam in combat 
as construction pro

J v A N o o 1 G ceeds, but sufficient-
ly strong and gritty 

in their own right so that they can't be 
yawned away as costumed actors posing 
in front of a diorama. 

He finds effective protagonists in the 
Duff clan, Scottish immigrants and hard
scrabble farmers losing their battle with 
drought and grasshoppers in the river 
valley until the dam project lurches into 
motion. Owen, the bookish eldest son, is 
an engineer. His twin brothers Neil, a 
truck driver, and Bruce, a diver, work in 
the river's murk. Father Hugh is a reluc
tant laborer and enthusiastic boozer, and 
Uncle Darius, a union organizer on the 
run. The younger men marry and risk 
lives and livers as they watch the river 
slowly pool up behind the growing dam. 

The reader is pulled into their story 
by a puzzle the author has set: What two 
Duffs-man and woman, naked, mar
ried but not to each other-are extracted 
drowned from a submerged truck as the 
construction winds down? This is skillful 
manipulation, the novelist as conjurer 
ensuring that the reader's first thought is 
of human beings, not power shovels and 
spillways. The device works beautifully, 
and so does Doig' s roguish novel. 
Though not well enough-perhaps nev
er that well, if your characters wear 
jeans-for its author to escape the tag 
"regional." --- -By John Skow 

B 0 0 KS 

MAKING A STATEMENT: 
Moore plays tricks with the 
notion of poetic ju.stice 

ed statement identifying the 
intended victim as "Pierre 
Brossard, former Chief of 
the Second Section of the 
Marseilles region of the Mil
ice, condemned to death in 
absentia by French courts, 
in 1944 and again in 1946." 
The statement goes on to say 
that Brossard was charged 
with the massacre of 14 Jews 
on June 15, 1945. The docu
ment, which the old man re
alizes was to be pinned on 
his body, concludes, 'The 
case is closed." 

To Avenge or to 
Forget the Past? 

Not true, of course, be
cause the old man-who is 
indeed Brossard, although 
he has called himself Pou
liot for many years-sur
vives. But who, in 1989, still 
wants to punish him for his 
past by killing him? Bros
sard assumes that Jewish 
money is behind this at
tempt on his life. That be
lief, a measure of his re
flexive anti-Semitism, will 
have fatal consequences. 

The Statement may 
have a classic thriller's plot 
-a character on the run, 
private power plays behind 
public. fac;:ades:__but it un
folds in a moral universe in-

A provocative thriller is set in a 
complex moral universe 

finitely more complex and 
compromised than the white hats vs. 
the black hats so typical of the genre. The 
novel asks not only who is trying to 
murder Brossard but also why Brossard 
has been able to remain in France for 

G
IVEN A SCENE IN WHICH AN AS

sassin .stalks a potential victim, 
most readers will, in the absence of 
other evidence, instinctively root 

for the quarry. In the opening pages of 
his new novel, The Statement (Dutton; 
250 pages; $22.95), Brian Moore pro
vides just such a scene: in a village in the 
south of France an old man is being 
tailed by a hired killer. The murder, the 
assassin decides, will take place when his 
target drives back to the monastery 
where he has been staying. Feigning en
gine trouble along the route, he waits for 
the old man to stop, then approaches as 
if to ask for a lift, pulls out a pistol and is 
fatally shot twice in the chest by the man 
he planned to kill. 

This sort of narrative turnaround usu
ally provides the pleasure of surprise, the 
sense that poetic justice has foiled a 
malevolent act. Moore quickly cuts off 
such easy certainties. He shows the old 
man examining the possessions of his 
would-be murderer. They iriclude a print-

TIME, JULY 1, 1996 

44 years, receiving asylum 
from various. Roman Cath
olic monasteries, and a 1971 
presidential pardon for the 
crimes he committed during 
the German occupation and 
the Vichy regime. . 

"It is hard to pass judg
ment on what peo"ple did 
back then," says a French 
army colonel who is also 
looking to bring Brossard to justice. This 
remark is the crux of the novel. Does a 
time come when people must be forgiv
en for doing what they mistakenly be
lieved was right or unavoidable? Or 
should evil never be forgiven or forgot
ten? By challenging the reader to con
front these questions, The Statement is 
ultimately unforgettable. ~By Paul Gray 
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Simon & Schuster congratulates 

DAVID LONDON 
Sundancer 

BUCKING 

THE SUN 

l \ ' ,\ N I ) '--' I G 

STEPHEN E. AMBROSE 
Undaunted Courage 

WINNER-

IVAN DOIG 
~ 

WINNER-~PIRIT OF 
THE WES"°f'LITERARY 
ACHIEVEMENT 

SIMON & SCHUSTER II 
A VIACOM COMPAMY-

http://www.SimonSays.com 
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In the news 
Irish novelist Roddy Doyle will appear in a benefit for Seattle Arts & 

Lectures' Writers in the Schools program, 7:30 p.m., fan. 15 at the First 
.United Methodist Church ($5; 624-6600). IOOIS 

GETIIN G A READ 

~ 

Bestselling books in the 
Pacific Northwest for 
1996, as reported by 
Pacific Pipeline, a 
Ke.nt-based wholesale 
dis.tributor. 

~ Hardcover 
• 

fiction 
1. "Primary Colors" 

Anonymous 
2. ) "Bucking the Sun" 

' lvanDoig 
3. "Executive 

.'Orders" 
";Tom Clancy 

4. " "The Tenth 
·· insight" 
· fames Redfield 

5. '1Crown of 
Swords" 
Robert Jordan 

6. :.'Name Withheld" 
· ].A.Janee 

7. "The Runaway 
Jury" 
john Grisham 

8. "Behind the 
Lines" 
W.E.B. Griffin 

9. "The Horse 
Whisperer" 
Nicholas Evans 

10. "The Fallen 
Man" 
Tony Hillerman 

11, "The Web" 
, Jonathan Kellerman 

12. "The Deep End 

ON THE 

DONN FRY 
Seattle Times book editor 

As someone 
who normally 
gravitates 
toward literary 
fiction, I was 
surprised to dis
cover that my 
most memo
rable reading 
experiences of 

1996 were mostly works of nonfic
tion. 

Looking back over my reading 
list for the year, it became clear that 
memoirs and small-scale histo,ries 
are the books that charged my 
imagination. There were some fine 
works of fiction in 1996, of course, 
but the best of those apparently 
were read by other Seattle Times 
reviewers: Alice Munro's "Select
ed Stories," for instance, or David 
Foster Wallace's "Infinite Jest" 
and Graham Swift's Booker Prize
winning "Last Orders." 

In fact, it was not an outstanding 
year for quality literature of any 
genre: The editors of The New 
York Times Book Review found 
only eight books they could agree 
on for their annual "Editors' 
Choice" feature. 

While no single work this year 
knocked me out, in retrospect I'm 
struck by the liveliness and range 
ound i ose mn:row-foc11~ AY:lnii. 

year there was Tobias Wolffs satis-Jr 
fying story collection, "The Night 
in Question" (Knopf). 

So what were the most me o
rable books of 1996? Those m -
tioned above, of course, as well s 
the other titles below, which 
seleyted on the basis of my o n 
reading or the opinions of Sea le 
Times reviewers. 

. This is not a "Top 10" l' t; 
rather, these are books release in 
1996 that will repay your attenti 

Fiction 
"Burning Your Boats: e 

Collected Stories of Ang la 
Carter," by Angela Carter (H ry 
Holt). This satisfying, often s al 
collection of the short work of 
British writer who died of lung n
cer in 1992 "will appeal to any ne ' 
enamored of the gothic d 
macabre, as well as anyone enti ed 
by an exquisitely ribald, maste Hy 
pyrotechnic prose style." 

"Derby Dugan' s Depress n 
Funnies," by Tom De Ha en 
(Henry Holt/Metropolitan). In 
1936, a hack novelist and ghQst
writer for a hugely popular comic 
strip wanders an exciting New York 
City filled with gangsters, bord os 
and a woman with the most beauti
ful smile in the world. Yet looking 
back 30 years later, Al Bready fibds 
"undercurrents of failed ambi n, 
longing and loss" in this "rare c m-
h;n'l t;,....,.... r.f h u TY'l n r ,,,....,:i n 'l thnc..-" _._ __ .......,. 

story master shows her "astonish
ing ability to capture moods and 
impulses for which no easy formu
las exist." 

"Last Orders," by Graham 
Swift (Knopf). This year's winner of 
Britain's prestigious Booker Prize 

· traces four men's odyssey to scat
ter the ashes of a departed friend, a 
darkly comic journey "which may 
leave even the most cynical readers 
in tears but resplendent in their 
commitment to the joys and cata
strophes we call life." 

"My Other Life," by Paul Ther
.oux (Houghton Mifflin). The prolific 

·· travel writer and 
novelist is up to 
his old tricks: 
mixing his own 
peripatetic life 
with liberal doses 
of imagination to 
produce "that 
most exotic of all 
journeys, an 
excursion into he realm Theroux 
calls 'what if?' " The result: "a self
portrait painted in a hall of mirrors." 

"In the Beauty of the Lilies," 
· by John Updike (Knopf). This acute 

observer of life and love among the 
American middle class examines 
the generational -.fallout from a 
Presbyterian pastor's loss of faith in 
"a fast, gripping novel ... a literary 
masterwork." 

"Infinite Jest," by David Foster 
Wallace (Little, Brown). This 1,079-
naQ'.e noY-e is "that rare literanr feat 

'Alias Grace' 
The enigma of a 19th-century . " ... 

murder haunts Margaret 
Atwood's new novel . 

NEXT SUNDAY in BOOKS 
' ,...,.__ _______________________________ / 

,j 

California childhood to the Euro
pean battlefields of World War II, 
this longtime Rutgers English pro
fessor and author engagingly 
recounts his development of "the 
crusty shell of a cantankerous skep
tic, committed to exposing the truth 
in the face of dumb insolence from a 
self-serving officialdom." 

"Hitler's Willing Execution
ers: Ordinary Germans and the 
Holocaust," by Daniel Jonah Gold
hagen (Knopf). This provocative 
study by a young Harvard professor 
raised cries of protest in Germany 
because of his powerful, persuasive 
conclusion that "the driving force of 
the Holocaust was the universal 
and extraordinarily virulent anti
Semitism at every level of German 
society." 

"The Living and the Dead: 
Robert McNamara and Five 
Lives of a Lost War," by Paul 
Hendrickson (Knopf). This National 
Book Award finalist by a Washing
ton Post features writer is a search
ing examination of five lives irrevo
cably altered - or ended - by a 
disastrous war promoted too long 
by a Defense secretary who pri
vately saw its futility. 

"Sahara Unveiled: A Journey 
Across the Desert," by William 
Langewiesche (Pantheon). This 
mesmerizing journey through the 
vastness of (mostly) Algeria rivals 
"the best of Paul Bowles' North 
African writings with its hypnotic 
ve unsentimental nrrn;e n its 
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Mitchard 
13. ''The Celestine 

Prophecy" 
James Redfield 

14. "How Stella Got 
Her Groove 
Back" 
Terry McMillan 

15. "Cause of Death" 
· Patricia Cornwell 

:: Hardcover 
nonfiction 

.~ I 
1. "Men Are from 

·Mars, Women 
Are from 
Venus" 
john Gray 

2. "The Zone" 
Barry Sears with 
Bill La.wren 

3. "Bad As I Wanna 
Be" 

1Dennis Rodman 
with Tim Keown 

4. ·"The Dilbert 
.;Principle" 
Scott Adams 

5. · "Rush Limbaugh 
· Is a Big, Fat Idiot" 
.Al Franken 

6. '" 'The Seven 
.Spiritual Laws of 
'Success" 
/)eepak Chopra 

7. ''In Contempt" 
Christopher Dard
en with jess Walter 

8. ) "How Could You 
Do That?" 
Dr. wura Sch
lessinger 

9. "Midnight in the 
·Garden of Good 
~&Evil" 
/ohn Berendt 

10. :"The Way of the 
.:Wizard" 
'1Jeepak Chopra 

11. "Emotional Intel
ligence" 
·Daniel Goleman 

12. '"Into the Wild" 
Jon Krakauer 

13. "Miss America" 
Howard Stern 

14. "Undaunted 
Courage: Meri
wether Lewis, 
Thomas Jeffer
son, and the 
Opening of the 
American West" 
Stephen E. 
Ambrose 

15. "The Road Ahead" 
Bill Gates 

mrougn emory or 1storical 
investigation. 

Both Jonathan Raban's "Bad 
Land: An American Romance" 
(Pantheon), which is a lyrical explo
ration of failed Montana home
steading earlier in 
this century, and B ,\ n LAxn 
Mary Gordon's 
"The Shadow 
Man: A Daugh
ter's Search for 
Her Father" 
(Random House), 
which just as 
tellingly explores 
the mystery of her own· father, fall 
into this category. 

So, too, are such strikingly differ -
ent works as "Into the Wild" (Vil
lard), Seattle writer Jon Krakauer's 
wrenching portrait of the final two 
years in the life of a charismatic 
young idealist who marched unpre
pared into the Alaskan wilderness, 
and Calvin Trill in' s "Messages ' 
from My Father" (Farrar, Straus 
& Giroux), a subtle, funny and 
deceptively profound reminiscence 
of his late father, Kansas City grocer 
Abe Trillin. 

Into this mix, I would even 
insert Seattle writer David Shields' 
iconoclastic and unclassifiable 
"Remote" (Knopf), a quirky and 
irreverent meditation on the clut
tered surface of late 20th-century 
American life. 

My fiction favorites? Well, at the 
beginning of 1996, .there was "The 
Moor's Last Sigh" (Pantheon), 
Salman Rushdie's absorbing gener
ational saga of a most singular Indi
an family, while at the end of the 

Doig (Simon & Schuster). The 
Seattle novelist returns once again 
to his native Montana for a lively, 
New Deal-era chronicle set against 
the building of the Fort Peck Dam, 
"powerfully rendering life 
death in one family, and ........ "'"'"'·" 
them the people and places of 
American West in the 1930s.'' 

"The Woman Who Walked .· 
Through Doors," by Roddy Doyle> 
(Viking). The Booker Prize-win:: 
ning Irish author of "Paddy Clarke 
Ha Ha Ha" has penned a 
examination of an alcoholic 
housewife's escape from do1mestH;t 
abuse, written so sensitively 
"we understand why she stays 
this marriage as much as why 
finally ends it in her own '-'"'"'· ................... . 
ironic way." 

"The Tailor of Panama," 
John le Carre (Knopf). The 
international intrigue keeps 
new possibilities for fiction. This 
involves the lively, often ..... J ... v ... v ... •>J. 

exploits of Harry Pendel, tailor 
the diplomatic power brokers in · 
Panama City who is soon out of 
depth in a game of espionage. 

"Martin Dressler: The 
of an American Dreamer," 
Steven Millhauser (Crown). 
fantastical National Book Award 
finalist, about a 19th-century New 
York hotel entrepreneur whose 
projects grow ever more surreal, 
a haunting study of how the inven
tive mind harbors desires "to over~ 
throw itself, to smash itself to 
and burst into new forms.'' 

"Selected Stories,'! by Alice 
Munro (Knopf). This rich overview 
of 28 stories by the Canadian short-

NG READERS 

during the California Gold 
Rush. Yet I'm well aware that 
it resonated with me partly 
because my great-grandfather 
once worked as a miner in the 
same breathtaking country 
where Lucy's family struggles 
to survive. , 

BY KARI WERGEIAND 

Special to The Seattle Times 

As the curtain falls on 1996, 
I've been mulling over the 
children's books that I 
reviewed in this monthly col
umn over the year - hoping I 
would see some way to boil 
them down into a list of my 10 
favorites. 

It's an impossible task. 
Give 10 children's librarians 
the same assignment, and you 
would probably end up with 10 

entirely different lists. The 
biggest reason for this is vol
ume: Children's book publish
ers may be trimming_ the fat, 
but they are still cranking out 
lots of titles. 

How is one supposed to dis
till 5, 000 books into 10? 

And, of course, personal 
experience colors every 
reviewer's reaction. I loved 
Karen Cushman's "The Bal
lad of Lucy Whipple," which 
· · set in the Sierra Nevadas 

Besides, it's not always the 
starred books or award-win
ners - or even the popular 
series like Scholastic' s "The 
Adventures of the Bailey Hill 
School Kids" - that will grab 
a child's attention. Any librari
an knows it isn't always possi
ble to predict which book will 
lure a particular child into the 
world of reading. 

And adults' judgment of 
wonderful literature for kids 
sometimes speaks more to 
th e who have long since fin-

comic epic on a par with such great, 
sprawling novels of the 20th centu
ry as 'Ulysses,' 'The Recognitions' 
and 'Gravity's Rainbow'." 

Nonfiction 
"Undaunted Courage: Meri

wether Lewis, Thomas Jeffer
son, and the Opening of the 
American West," by Stephen E. 
Ambrose (Simon & Schuster). This 
absorbing chronicle by an eminent 
historian is a fascinating study of 
the man who successfully led the 
most arduous journey into the 

· unknown in American history, only 
to succumb afterward to politics 

. and his own personal demons. 
"Great Books," by David 

Denby (Simon & Schuster). Nearly 
30 years after first taking Columbia 
University's two core-curriculum 
courses in Western literature and 
philosophy, this 48-year-old_ film 
critic re-enrolled, casting "a won-
dering eye on the soul-enriching 
complexity and radicalness of the 
Great Books," along the way writ

·. ing a "great book" of his own. 
·. "Jesse: The Life and Pilgrim
age of Jesse Jackson," by Mar
shall Frady (Random House). An 

·award-winning political journalist 
offers a "rigorously honest" profile 

. of the quicksilver African-American 
leader and social activist who rose 

~ from humble beginnings to make 
bold runs at the Democratic presi
dential nomination in 1984 and, 
especially, 1988. 
· "Doing Battle: The Making of 
a Skeptic," by Paul Fussell (Little, 
·Brown). Moving from his leisurely 

drama of desolation and distance' 
that is the Sahara Desert." 

"Love Thy Neighbor: A Story 
of War," by Peter Maass (Knopf). 
Within the growing body of litera
ture on the ethnic conflict and geno
cide in the former Yugoslavia, noth
ing has been written with "such 
compassion and conviction" as this 
work by a Washington Post corre
s'pondent who "cuts through all the 
Serbian exculpations, firmly and 
convincingly placing the blame for 
this heinous war in their hands." 

"Angela's Ashes: A Memoir," 
by Frank McCourt (Scribner). The 

most extravagant
ly praised memoir 
of 1996 - and of 
many other years 
as well - is this 
first book by a 
retired 66-year-old 
New York high-
school writing 
teacher, who 

recalls how his hard-luck immigrant 
parents left the land of his own birth 
and returned to the grinding poverty 
of their native Ireland, an experi
ence whose scars still dance vividly 
in his memory. 

"The Song of the Dodo: 
Island Biogeography in an Age 
of Extinction," by David Quam
men (Scribner). Traveling to some 
of the world's most remote 
ecosystems, this Montana-based 
natural-history writer tries to 
understand the forces propelling 
the current rush of extinctions, 
and in the process he has produced 
a sobering "masterpiece of science 
journalism.'~ 

friendly, despite any other per
sonal biases I might harbor: 

Moser, is a collection of sassy 
African-American tales. 

f\ 

ished growing up than to their 
pint-sized friends. Every year I 
notice more children's books 
that actually appeal to adults , 
and just last month, the Chil
dren's Book Council 
announced "Not Just for Chil
dren Anymore!", a program 
whose goal is to encourage 
adults to add children's books 
to their reading lists. 

While I applaud anything 
that will widen the audience 
for the fine work being done by 
children's authors - who rack 
up the least prestige in the lit
erary world - I hope that pub
lishers do not lose sight of 
kids ' tastes as they try to 
please grownups. 

Destined to be a classic is 
"My Very First Mother 
Goose" (Candlewick), edited 
by Iona Opie and illustrated by 
Rosemary Wells. Betsy Byars 
scores an ace with "My Broth
er, Ant" (Viking) in the begin
ning reader category. "Lilly's 
Purple Plastic Purse" 
(Greenwillow), -by Kevin 
Henkes, will grace most other 
lists of notable books for 1996. 

Older children will enjoy 
the, pirates ·in "Tingleberries,. · 
Tuckert.ubs and Tele
phones" (Viking), by Mar- " 
garet Mahy. "Falling Up" 
(HarperCollins), by Shel Sil
verstein, is a collection of the 
author's signature poems. 
Phyllis Reynolds Naylor con
tinues the story of the dog . 
Shiloh in "Shiloh Season?' 

So here are my 10 favorite 
children's books of 1996. 
Hopefully thes titles are kid-

Julius Lester and Jerry 
Pinkney breathe new life into 
the controversial "Little Black 
Sambo" story with "Sam and 
the Tigers" (Dial). "When 
Birds Could Talk & Bats 
Cound Sing" (Blue Sky 
Press), by Virginia Hamilton 
and illustrated y Barry 

(Athene um). 
A determined heroine turns . 

her nose up at California in 
"The Ballad of Lucy Whip
ple" (Clarion), by Karen Cush
man. And finally, Donna Jo 
Napoli depicts a mother's 
betrayal in "Ze" (Dutton), a 
novel length version of the · 
RapuI? -iel story. 
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-BEST 
SELLERS 

LOCAL 
Here are the area's best-selling books, 

according to information from the Tattered 
Cover, the Boulder Book Store, Barnes & 
Noble in Greenwood Village, Media Play 
downtown and the Chinook Bookshop, 
Colorado Springs. 

FICTION 
, 1. The Tenth Insight, by James Redfield. 

(Warner, $19.95.) 
2. The Celestine Prophecy, by James 

Redfield. (Warner, $17.95.) . 
- :;>r- 3. How Stella Got Her Groove Back, by 
l J... "Terry McMillan. (Viking, $23.95.) 

· - 4. Primary Colors, by Anonymous. (Ran
"dom House, $24.) 

5. Bucking the Sun, by Ivan Doig. (Simon 
& Schuster, $23.) 
6. The Horse Whisperer; by Nicholas Ev-

SECTION E 

ans. (Delacorte, $23.95.) 
7. Moonlight Becomes You, by Mary Hig

gins Clark. (Simon & Schuster, $24.) 
8. All the Places You'll Go, by Dr. Seuss. 

(Random House, $16.) . 
9. Malice, by Danielle Steel. (Delacorte, 

$24.95.) 
10. The Debt to Pleasure, by John Lan
chester. (Holt, $20.) 

NONFICTION 
1. Simple Abundance, by Sarah Ban 

Breathnach (Warner, $17.95.) 
2. Undaunted Courage, by Stephen E. 

Ambrose. (Simon & Schuster, $27.50.) 
3. The Dilbert Principle, by Scott Adams. 

(HarperCollins, $18.) 
4. At Your Own Risk, by Tom and Jean 

Sutherland. (Fulcrum, $27.95.) 
5. Another Lousy Day in Paradise, by 

John Gierach. (Simon & Schuster, $22.) 
6. Clicking, by Faith Popcorn. (HarperCol

lins, $26.) 
7. Men Are From Mars, Women Are From 

Venus, by John Gray. (_HarperCollins, $20.) 
8. The Seven Spirituallaws of Success, 

THE DENVER Pffir 

by Deepak Chopra. (New World Library, 
$12.95.) 
9. Emotional Intelligence, by Daniel Gole

man. (Bantam, $23.95.) 
10. Shelter of Each Other, by Mary Pipher. 
(Putnam, $24.95.) -

FICTION PAPERBACK 
1. The Green Mile: The Mouse on the 

Mile, by Stephen King. (Signet, $2.99.) 
2. Snow Falling on Cedars, by. David Gu

terson. (Vintage, $12.) 
3. Op Center Ill, by Tom Clancy. (Berkley, 

$6.99.) . 
4. Ladder of Years, by Anne Tyler. (Bal-

lantine, $12.) · 
5. Moo, by Jane Smiley. (Random House, 
$12~ . 

NONFICTION PAPERBACK 
1. Reviving Ophelia, by Mary Pipher. (Bal

lantine, $12.50.,) 
2. A Third Serving of Chicken Soup for 

the Soul, by Jack Canfield. (Health Com
munications, $16.95.) 
3. C~icken Soup for the§oul, by Jack 
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By Cv~ M. Doig 

Ivan Do+g: A Montana dan clashes in his 
eloquent novel 'Bucking the Sun.' 

~ ci -...r: v , .;, _·u 

In 'Sun,' traveling a family's dark and rocky terrain 
Bucking the Sun 
By Ivan Doig 
Simon & Schuster 
409 pp., $23 

By Angela Herrin 
USA TODAY 

In the spring of 1938. a pickup 
truck is pulled from the Missouri 
River, near Montana's mammoth 
Fort Peck earthen dam project The 
bodies of a man and woman are in
side, their clothes 11oating beside 
.them_ 

Is this a married couple, the sher
ir! asks the crowd of dam workers, 
and was this murder or an accident? 
Well, their last name is Du ff and 

they're married all right, an embar
rassed worker finally says - just not 
to each other. 

The sherirr will spend the next 50 
years pondering this riddle, trying to 
unravel just how he and this couple 
arrived at the riverbank that day. 
But the story really belongs to the 

Dut:rs, a rough. 
Book Review raucous family 

struggling wiL1 
the cross-cur

rents of secrets and grudges swirling 
around them. • 

This is familiar territory for Ivan 
Doig: the misunderstandings and 
tragedies that plague generations of 
the same family, that divide brothers 
and estrange lovers. 

In earlier books, like Dancing at 

the Ra.seal Fair and English Creek, 
these tales were set in the Montana 
of the past as ranchers struggled to 
hold onto homesteads and their fam
ilies in the raw, unsettled West They 
tight iloods, blizzards and locusts. 

More importantly, they fight each 
other. 

This time, it is government and 
technology in the form of the unre
lenting advance of the Army Corps 
of Engineers that threatens the fam
ily. In a New Deal program worked 
out in Washington, the government 
takes the Dut!s' bottomland farm so 
a huge earthen dam can be built 
acrcss the Missouri. 

The DuIT-s all find work at the 
dam. but it's an uneasy alliance. Old
est son Owen, who lert the farm for 

college, is a head engineer on the 
project, while his father and two 
younger brothers find jobs as labor
ers. 

The family resentments don't 
prove any easier to tame than the 
river itself. Hugh Durr can't relin
quish his role as powerful patriarch 
of the family; his wife can't forgive 
his harsh carelessness. As each son 
marries, new tensions emerge over 
the limits of love and control. 

The answer to the riddle - which 
two members or the Dutr family end 
up in that submerged truck in the 
Mis.souri River? - doesn't show up 
until the last page of the book. But in 
such an epic tale, written in such a 
geDgraphy of love and pain, there's 
little temptation to skip pages. 

BUCKING 

TI-IE S U N 

IV A;\ D 0 f G 
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just over a century ago may well 
ertjoy pursuing Our Landlady, a 
collection of newspaper colwnns 
about a small town in the newly ad
mitted state of South Dakota, by L. 
Frank Baum, who would later give 
the world the unforgettable tale of 
Dorothy's adventures in the land of 
Oz. Baum, a young man from New 
York who followed Horace Greeley's 
advice about going West, Baum 
spent three years (1888-1891) in 
Aberdeen, S.D., where he con
tributed a humorous, mildly satiri
cal column to the Aberdeen Satur
day Pioneer. 

Baum's column featured the fic
titious character "Mrs. Bil.kins," a 
lively, opinionated, penny-pinching 
woman who runs a boarding house 
and cuts every corner she can when 
it comes to feeding her sometimes 
hard-up paying customers. 

Mrs. Bilkin's decided opinions 
on a variety of subjects, from 
droughts, crop failures, and eco
nomic fluctuations to suffrage, Pro
hibition, and politics, exhlbit a dis
tinctive blend of naivete, 
shrewdness, cynicism, and dogged 
optimism. 

Although these journalistic vi
gnettes scarcely rise to the artistic 
and imaginative heights of his Oz 
books, they constitute a colorful 
sampling of Americana and are ex
pertly edited and annotated by 
Nancy Tystad Koupal in an attrac
tive, illustrated volume. 

The 28 stories selected by edit'Or 
John Suthe1fand for The Oxford 
Book of English Love Stories, 
were chosen in large part for the 
ways in which they confound con
ventional expectations. They are, 
indeed, a far cry from the world of 
Harlequin romances. 

In these love stories, love does 
not always con~uer all, and even 
when it does, the result is not al
ways the proverbial happy ending. 
Many of these stories are surpris
ingly unsentimental and, perhaps 
even more surprisingly, most are 
quite unerotic. 

LAND GIRLS , 
By Angela Huth 

St. Martin's Press/ A 
Thornas I>t!,n/M Book · 
378 pp. $23.95 By L. 

A FINE BALANCE 
ByRohinUm Mistry 

Alfred A Knapf 
640 pp~, $26 

THE OXFORD BOOK .OF 
ENG"JSH LOVE STORIES 

, Edited by John · 
Suther/,and 

.Oxfard University 
Press 

452pp.,$25 

OUR LANDLADY 
Frank Baum 

.;,l/n. iversity .of Nebraska 
· l'ress · 

285 pp., $35-

THE CHRISTIAN SCJENCE MONITOR 

Readers who are prepared to forgo · 
the predictable will find stories that 
brilliantly illuminate many kinds of 
love: foolish, wise, casual, caring, ob- · 
sessive, deluded, self-sacrificing, and" 
selfish. Beginning in the late 17th cen
tury with a rather colorless tale by the 
colorful Aphra N ehn, commonly cred
ited as the fiI"st Englishwoman to make 
her living by the pen, the collection 
skips over the 18th century to proceed 
chronologically into the 19th and 20th 
centuries. (Irritatingly, the editor fails 
to provide the actual dates of the sto
ries' composition or publication, per
haps out of a mistaken belief that to do 
so invites readers to consider them 
mere "period pieces.") 

Sutherland has done an unusually 
fine job of finding interesting and rel
atively unfamiliar works by very fa
mous authors, including Mary Shelly, 
Anthony Trollope, William Makepeace 
Thack"€ray, Thomas Hardy, Rudyard 
Kipling, H.G. Wells, John Galsworthy, 
Somerset Maugham, Virginia Woolf, 
D.H. Lawrence, Aldous Huxley, 
Katherine Mansfield, and ·Elizabeth 
Bowen. 

It probably says more about the 
temperament of this particular editor 
than it does about the English love 
story in general that most of these sto
ries end unhappily: with noble self-re
nunciation at best, despair and ruin at 
worst, and a great deal of betrayal and 
disillusionment in between. 

But there are also shafts of sweet
ness and light. From Thackeray's 
daughter, Anne Ritchie, there's a deli
cate story of devotion narrated by a 
man unembittered by his disappoint
ment; from Phyllis Bentley, a crisply 
written account of malice that ends up 
outsmarting itself. 

Although this anthology of love sto
ries may not be a collection to warm 
the hearts of true romantics, it brings 
together a fascinating and enlighten
ing variety of perspe«ives on the 
harsher realities that may lie in wait 
for unsuspecting lovers. 

• Merle Rubin regul,arly reviews 
books for the Monitor. 

A Jury of One's Peers Goes Up in Smoke 
By Lawrence J. Goodrich 

J OHN GRISHAM'S latest legal 
thriller, "The Runaway Jury," 
has it all: mystery, legal ma

neuvering, behind-the-scenes 
views of a trial, jury tampering, 
and plenty of other skullduggery. 

Taking a page from today's 
headlines, Grisham takes us to 
Biloxi, on Mississippi's Gulf 
Coast, and the latest tobacco 
trial. The combatants/conspira
tors/protagonists are many, but 
most of the action centers around 
two men, Rankin Fitch and 
Nicholas Easter. 

Fitch runs the tobacco com
panies' secret legal fund. He's a 
bully who hires the lawyers, jury 
consultants, and investigators, 
and who fixes the juries. His 
clients are scared silly of him, but 

they put up with him because Big play hardball - complete with 
Tobacco hasn't lost a case since spitballs and beanballs. 
he 's been in charge. This is no civics-textbook 

The stakes are tremendous for trial. As the action unfolds, both 
plaintiff and defendant alike. If sides are trying to fix the jury, but 
the jury finds that cigarette that panel seems to have a mind 
smoking killed Jacob Wood, and of its own. Before long it's going 
that he couldn't quit because the on strike and dictating terms to 

THE RUNAWAY JURY 
By John Grisham 

Doubleday, 401 pp., $26.95 

tobacco compani~s got him 
hooked as a child and then spiked 
their cigarettes with more nico
tine to keep him hooked, the 
coalition of trial lawyers financ
ing the case expects to cash in 
big in future lawsuits. The to
bacco companies need to head 
that off. Both sides are ready to 

the judge. It's a runaway jury. 
As usual, Grisham draws a 

fmely detailed, realistic picture of 
the action and the characters. 
The judge, the lawyers on both 
sides, the witnesses, even the 
court officers are. painted as real 
human beings with real foibles. 
And true to Grisham's style, just 
when you think you lrnow the 
ending, you suddenly fmd out 
that you don't. · 

•Lawrence J. Goodrich is a 
Mon it or editorial writer. 

Historical Fiction 
With Contemporary 

Montana Edge 
Doig delivers what his readers expect 

By Brad Knickerbocker 

I F there is any potential problem' with really ertjoying a con
temporary writer - relishing the thought of the next book 
- it's that the new work will simply replow safe ground, be 

too predictable in style and subject matter. Or, alternatively, 
that there will have been a jarring departure in approach. 

With Ivan Doig's latest novel, fans need not worry. All the 
steel and sweetness, the granite and light, the humor and 
sharp dialogue, in Doig's writing are here with new flair and 
depth. The grit and warmth is 
pure Doig, only more so. 

"Bucking the Sun," Doig's fifth 
novel (he has written three non
fiction books as well), is set in his 
home state of Montana during 
the Great Depression of the mid-
1930s. Thanks to the Roosevelt 
administration, Fort Peck Dam 
on the Missouri River is to be a 
massive public-works project 
that will employ thousands, in
cluding some whose homesteads 
will be inundated by the lake it 
creates. 

The tale centers on the Duff 
family. Patriarch Hugh and his 
wife, Meg, Scottish immigrants 
who are just barely making it on 
land tougher than they are; their 
elder son, Owen, an engineer and 
"fillmaster" on what will be one of 

B 
SUN 

BUCKING THE SUN 
By Ivan Doig 

Simon & Schuster, 
41,pp., $23 

the largest earthen dams ever built; twin younger brothers, 
Neil and Bruce; and Hugh's brother Darius, a militant Marx
ist shipyard worker who shows up running from a violent past 
in Scotland carrying political and personal grudges. 

Quite soon, all the Duff men are married - to women (two 
of them sisters) just as tough-minded, yet vulnerable, as the 
Duffs are. We know from the start that a man and a woman 
from two different couples will end up naked and dead in a 
truck that has rolled off the dam. 

Doig has the perfect background for this kind of writing. 
He grew up on Montana ranches before going off to get a doc
torate in history. His factual recounting of the Fort Peck Dam 
project is full of fascinating historical tidbits. The scenes 
where FDR himself came to see the project and speak to the 
awed assembly gives a gritty newsreel quality to events. 

In fact, I kept wishin·g that photographs from that time had 
been included. 

The promise of the era is fully felt, as well as the growing 
concern about events in Europe as the shadow of fascism falls. 
Some of the characters are politically radical to the point of 
being anarchic - a chilling precursor to the militias and 
"freemen" found in that part of the country today. 

If there is one weakness in "Bucking the Sun," it's that the 
surreptitious affair between two of the Duffs is not fully de
veloped - not developed at all, in fact. From all we're told, it 
could just as easily have been any two others, and there's 
plenty to work with here without it, which leaves one won
dering why it's there in the first place. 

But this is a relatively minor quibble. Ivan Doig is a terrific 
writer and a great storyteller with a healthy outloo\< as indi
cated in his dedication: "To novelists who deliver the elo
quence of the edge of the world rather than stammers from 
the psychiatrist's bin." 

·rm looking forward to his next work, whatever it may be. 

•Brad Knickerbocker is a Monitor correspondent who 
covers environmental issues from Ashland, Ore. 
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' 
Ivan Doig's latest novel chronicles the building of Fort Peck Dam 

Photo courtesy of the Montana Historical Society 

Wheeler was one of several boom towns that 
sprung up as 10,500 people found jobs help
ing the build the dam. The towns were 
described as rough and wild in Doig's novel. 

mid the poverty that plagued 
Montana during the Depression 
years, Ivan Doig finds a wealth of 
treasure. 

The riches he brings to us in 
his newest novel, "Bucking the 
Sun," are of the Montanans who 

labored in an epic stniggle - building what was 
the largest earth dam in the world. Chick 
Siderius' job in 1934 was to tell the farmers 
along 125 miles of the Missouri River they had 
to sell their land to the federal government for 
the dam. 

"Siderius always kept to the same spiel, had it 
down slick by now: 'Here on official business ... 
kind of a hard thing, I know, but there's no getting 
around it ... at least make you a fair offer. ' Saying 
it the same helped him, whether or not it did any 
good for these bottom land honyockers . ... 

"'Don't know if you'd've heard yet, but they're 
going to be putting up a big dam over by Glasgow. 

"This, this'll be under the lake."' 
The dam forming Fort Peck Reservoir was 

built in desolate country. But it made this land in 
northeast Montana a center of activity. 

"The hiring in Glasgow that morning had a 
carnival spirit to it. Men milled into lines, expec
tant, not wanting to hope too much but buoyant 
with the prospect of a paying job, a steady half-dol
lar-an-hour after the cashless bafjlement the 
Depression had brought." 

Doig tells us of the construction through the 
lives of scrappy Scottish immigrants - the Duff 
family. 

"I made them up entirely to fit a situation I 
wanted to explore in fiction," he said in a tele
phone interview last week from his Seattle 
home. 

The Duffs are a passionate family, with 
brothers Hugh and Darius both in love with the 
same woman, Meg, who married Hugh. Their 
twins, Neil and Bruce, find wives amid whirl
wind romances. 

Owen Duff, the oldest son of Hugh and Meg, 

is a hotshot engineer and mirrors the intensity 
of the dam's record-breaking construction. 

"His father, Hugh Duff, practically invented 
himself out of actuality," Doig said. "I didn't 
have to research very far or listen to very many 
people in the interviews and oral histories to 
learn that people had been driven out of the 
pretty prosperous alfalfa seed farming there in 
the valley bottom." 

The book took three years to write plus after
noons he devoted to it while writing "Ride with 
Me, Mariah Montana" and "Heart Earth," said 
Doig, 57. Research alone took an additional 
year. He has published six books since 'This 
House of Sky," which won him acclaim in 1978. 

He is pleased with "Bucking the Sun." 
"In readers' terms, what has really pleased 

me is it didn't become a manual on building a 
dam," Doig said. "People have responded to the 
characters and the story." 

Critics also liked what they read. 
The New York Times wrote, "A historian and 

journalist by training, he has nonetheless striven 
for years to bear witness to Montana history in 
fiction, and to become if not the Homer at least 
the Virgil of generations of Scots who migrated 
to northwestern Montana ... " 

The Washington Post was impressed. "It's 
one of those books that takes you over as you 
read it, invading your daydreams, lodging its 
cadence in your brain, summoning you back to 
the pages." 

"Doig's great achievement is to string his 
compelling narrative along these connections 
between outer and inner worlds, the silent stir
rings of the human heart and the swelling 
moments of a river, both imperceptible until it is 
almost too late," a reviewer wrote in the San 
Francisco Chronicle. 

Doig will be in Bozeman Friday, June 28, at 
Country Bookshelf from 7:30 to 9 p.m. for a 
reading and to sign autographs. 

He's already working on his next novel, but 
hasn't yet given it a name. It will be a .story of 
baby boomers in coastal Alaska and Seattle 

Author Ivan Doig spE 
on interviews and re~ 

returning to the Rocky 
aging parents. 

'They face question 
changed. Should they ~ 
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Doig, who grew up 
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Story by Al l)nauber of the Chronicle 
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Photo courtesy of Carol M. Doig. 

Author Ivan Doig spent more then three years writing "Bucking the Sun," the saga of construction of the dam that created the Fort Peck Reservoir. He spent another year 
on interviews and research. He is shown at the spillway of dam. 

returning to the Rocky Mountains to care for 
aging parents. 

'They face questions how things have 
changed. Should they stay, dare they stay?" he 
said. 

Doig, who grew up in White Sulphur Springs 
and Dupuyer, has no plans to return to Montana 
from Seattle, where he and Carol, married for 31 
years, have lived since they were newlyweds. 

Despite having moved from this landscape of 
mountains and prairie, pine and sage, his roots 
in Montana remain well nourished by his memo
ries. 

'The stuff that we absorb as we grow up, the 
way people talk, the way they look, the way they 
do things. That is always the best stuff a writer 
has," he said. "Really that's what Montana is for 
me." 

President 
Franklin D. 
Roosevelt visit
ed Glasgow, 
the nearest 
town to the 
construction of 
the dam. It was 
one of the 
many federal 
projects in the 
1930s aimed at 
re-starting the 
economy left 
stalled by the 
Depression. 

hronicle 

Photo courtesy of the Montana Historical Society. ---
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e~;;k;LET-IN_] · ----------------
Author paints Montana with words 
By Carolyn Lamberson 
The Bulletin 

For almost 20 years, Ivan Doig 
has painted the Big Sky country 
with. words, putting Montana on 
paper for the world to read and 
share. · · 

In ''This House of Sky," a 1979 
National Book Award finalist, Doig 
chronicled his life with his sheep
herding.· father in the Rocky Moun
tain 'Front · region of Montana'. ·The 
succe.ssftil "Medicine Creek" trilogy 
pulled together · the multigenera
tion~l stories of the fictional Mc-

. What: Author Ivan Doig will 
read selections from his novel, 
"Bucking the Sun." 

When: From 6 to 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday, June 21. 

Where: Paulina Springs Book 
Co., 252 W. Hood Ave., Sisters. 

Admission: Free. 
Info: Paulina Springs, 549-

0866. 

Caskill clan. . · 
Last year, Doig released what It was time, he said, for him to 

could be his most .epic work. "Buck- bang out an epic story, with the 
ing the Sun," just out in paperback,· work all done on his manual Royal 
looks at one of the New Deal's most typewriter. "But it also damn near 
audacious projects - the earth- killed me," Doig said. "It was an 
filled Fort Peck Dam designed to amount of work to make a person 
put people to work arid stop the buckle." 
flow of the Missouri River. The book he's working on now, 

To coincide with the paperback due out in 1999, again will be set in 
release, Doig will read from "Buck- Montana. But he's moving beyond 
ing the Sun" at Paulina Springs the .Big Sky country and has scenes 
Book Co. in Sisters on Saturday as set in. San Francisco, Seattle and 
part of a mini-tour that includes flashbacks to the Exxon Valdez oil 
Bellingham, Wash., and Salt Lake spill in Alaska. He's examining an 
City. issue that has worried him - the 

Doig and his wife, Carol, have death of small towns. 
lived in Seattle for 30 years. In a He was fascinated to learn, he 
telephone interview from his home, said, that America's least populat-
Doig said the genesis of "Bucking'' ed county is in Montana: Petroleum 
_came during the research he did on County, where 600 souls live in an 
the "Medicine Creek" novels - . area the size of the Los Angeles 
"English Greek," "Dancing at the Basin. 
Rascal Fair," and "Ride with Me, '~A lot of places are emptying 
Mariah Montana." · ·out, and not just in Montana, but 

"There was a frequent refrain I'd guess also in places like Eastern 
when I was talking to people of, · Oregon," he said. 
'Wh¢n I got on at Fort Peck,' or Submitted photo/Carol Doig While his work 'always is set in 
'Whe'p"I married Joe at Fort Peck,'" D · b · h" e· Sk · t 5· t 5 t d the West, Doig doesn't consider 
Doig' said .. ''My' own family was· not 019 rm9s IS 19 Y 9emus 0 IS ers on a ur ay himself a Western writer. He just 
at all'involved in that. They were brothers, Neil and Bruce, have per- something that "A River Runs writes what he knows. 
still herding sheep on the western sonalities as different as their faces Through It" author Norman "It's the voices and senses that 
side .of the Rockies - and doing are similar. Maclean once said to Doig: "The .ca- have stayed between my ears dur
quite' well at it, too - and were Their father, a Scottish immi- pacity for being ornery is the one ing my life," he said. "It's why 

· hundreds of miles away from F<;>rt grant, tri~d in vain to make his power left to a person in old age." (James) Joyce wrote about Dublin 
Peck. :Sut for. many people, it. was piece of land work and how battles "Bucking the Sun," which refers and (William) Faulkner wrote 
their. firs·t.· re.al· wage. Fir'st hard his drinking demons; their mother, to driving into a sunrise or sunset, about Mississippi." 
drin~. First good kiss. It · stuck .in a trooper, fights to keep the clan to- was an immense piece of work. AI.- · He credits his visit to Sisters to 
their memories." ·· · ' ' · gether. · though the McCaskill saga could be a "good and diligent" bookstore in 

What made Fort Peck .so spec- Joining them is a quartet of called epic, Doig told that huge sto- Paulina Springs. But Oregon al-
tacufar is'.that while most New Duff wives, and Uncle Darius from ry jn three novels. ways .has been a good place for him, 
Deal ;·da:m-:-liuilders ef.ected concrete Scotland, who brings a troubl.ed He was a year into "Bucking" he said. 
mono1iths like. the ·Grand Coulee in past and Socialist Party politics. before he fully understood the engi- "Oregon is one of the mother 
Washington and Hoover in Ari- Of all these characters, Doig's neering involved in the Fort Peck lodes of readership for me, more so 
zona~· engineers .in Montana want- favorite is the outsider, Sheriff Carl Dam. And with 11 main characters, than the Puget Sound area in 
ed to nlay with Q.irt. Enough dirt to Kinnick: Kinnic,k comes. in at the "It was a job ,that · I knew early on terms of turnout at readings and 
stretcnfour miles and _stand 25 sto- begirinirig of the"story, when t~o of was really Russian in size," he said, book signings," Doig said. "(Central 
ries nigh. Enough dirt fo turn the Duffs, a inan and woman(not 'lius- :. alluding to the mammotli novels of 'Oregon) is an area Carol and I 
Missouri River into a lake. · · band and wife) areJound in a pick- . Leo Tolstoy and Fyodor Dos- have liked, and we're going to do l 

"It sounded like a really big top- up at the bottom of the reservoir. : toyevsky. . some looking around." 
ic th:;tt gave me a way to get a lot of Kinnick suffers from what sofoe 
different elements of life, from poli- might call "~hort-guy" syndrome -
tics to love and betrayal," Doig he's short on stature and tall oh :at
said. . titude. Despite all his bravado, the 

Against the backdrop of Fort Duff case gets under his skin. 
Peckj ·Doig has drawn the Duffs, a "I found it interesting to be 
family forced off their farm by writing away at this dull, d,elicate, 
dam-building and subsequently frequently mean little man who ul
hired to work on the relief project. timately was lonely in life ... yet he 

Owen, the college-educated and kept getting by," Doig said. 
ambitious older son, is the fillmas-, One of the sheriff's lines (spo
ter in charge of moving millions of ken inwardly, as he miserably sits 
tons of earth into shape. The twin in. his nursing home room), was 

.. · .' 



Bruncn. aucaon a mar• 
Women's Lobby Spring Fling 

The Montana Women's Lobby has scheduled This year the Belle Winestine award recipient 
its gala kick-off to springtime in the Rockies with is Anne Macintyre, administrator of the Montana 
its Helena Spring Fling Brunch and Auction Human Rights Commission. 
scheduled for this Saturday, May 3, at 10 a.m. The organizing committee for this year's 

Held annually at the spring fling includes An-
Rocky Mountain Neighbor- dree Larose, board mem-
hood Center, the Spring ber, Holly Franz and Amy 
Fling features delightful Pfeifer, Helena attorneys; 
brunch selections, great cof- Jaimi Dogget, Meagher 
fee and the ambiance of County commissioner; and 
fresh flowers, spring colors Linda Gryczan of Alice B. 
and good friends. Coming at Toeclips Cyclery. 
the close of the legislative . According to Andree 
session, it's a welcome way' Larose, the auctions, which 
for Helena's feminist/pro- consist of items generously 
gressive community to gather donated by Montana mer-
-and reaffirm the values chants, will feature several 
which drive the Lobby's ac- outstanding contributions 

Photo by Third Eye Photography 
tivity at the Capitol. this year including: raft trip 

The_Montana Women's From left, Women's Lobby officials in Glacier, several get-away 
Lobby is· a grassroots progres- Andree Larose and Sandy Oitzinger packages to bed and break-
sive public interest coalition and artist . Sarah Jaege_r check out fasts in Montana and the 
whose mission is to work for the Spring Fling door prize, a surrounding area; authentic 
the political empowerment of casserole dish made by Jaeger. Persian rug; an overnight 
women and to develop, edu- stay in Ivan Doig's ranch 
cate and advocate for progres- home near Whi~e Sulphur 
sive public policy benefiting women and fami- Springs; professional services; gift certificates 
lies.The Spring Fling, a keystone event for the from local restaurants; pottery and other art 
lobby, is planned by a committee of Helena works. 
Lobby members who obtain items for the silent The $I 0 tickets for the event may be pur-
and live auction, cook, and select the annual re- chased from lobby board members and are also 
cipient of the Lobby's Belle Winestine award, available at the door the morning of the event. 
which is given to a Helena woman for political For more information please call 449-7917. 
excellence. · Complimentary child care is available. 

20 - The Independent Record, Helena, Mont., Friday, May 2, 1997 



George Regas, 
rector emeritus, 

All Saints Church: 
"Fist Stick Knife Gun," 

by Geoffrey Canada 
(Beacon Press). 

"This is one of the best books on 
urban violence that I have re~d. 

Canada provides an insightful 
look at the environment in 

which young people are acting 
out in such deadly ways." 

Tony Crowell, 
investment advisor: 
"Bucking the Sun," by-Ivan 
Doig (Simon & Schuster). 
"Opening with a double murder, 
this is an incredibly vivid 
account of families living in the 
West in the 1930s and working 
on a huge WPA dam project. It's 
the story of people who start 
with nothing, intent on building 
their own little pursuit of 
happiness." 
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tHB SUN 

Ivan Doig's 
epic dam . 
The novelist's sprawling 
tale set beneath 
a giant dam hammers 
to the .core 
of Northwest culture 

. By ROBIN CODY 

I 
n the 18 years since his best book, 

· "This House of Sky," Ivan Doig has 
written some of the finest North
we~t fiction and nonfiction. Mining 

much the same ground, he has come up 
with smaller and smaller nuggets. He's 
so damn good, you want him to go for it. 
"¥ ou want him to drill into the mother 
lode and blast away. 

With "Buck
ing the Sun, ' ' 
Doig does just 
that. 

This is his -
most ambitious 
novel, an epic 
tangle of Mon
tana sod-busters 
turned dam 
workers - all in 
the Duff family 
- in the mid-
1930s. They're 

c- DOIG building Fort 
Peck Dam, a 

• DAM HISTORY: The 
building of a Montana 
dam, a massive public 
works project of the 
'30s, gave Ivan Doig 
the right stuff for hi$ 
latest novel - a piv
otal point in history 
and working-class 
characters. See Ellen 
Heltzel's "Writing in 
the Rain."/ 7" 

massive earthen · 
plug on the 
upper Missouri 
River. 

These Duffs 
have range. The 
patriarch, Hugh 
Duff, leaves the 

•soon-to-be 
drowned home
stead for a job at 
the construction 
site, slipping off 

: on drunken jags. 
: His son Owen, 

. the chief dirt-
moving engineer, believes in the nature

ousting destiny of Western Man. Hugh's 
other sons, twins, bring to the job polar 

, opposites of quiet reliability and ram
,bunctious stunts. And here, fresh from 
Scotland, comes the old man's brother, 
Darius Duff, after bashing a guy's head 
in for trying to snuff a communist ship
yard' rally. 

To this explosive mix, add wives. In 
addition to Hugh's long-suffering part

. ner, we get a social-climbing beautician, 
a savvy waitress, a dreamy novice writ
er and a hooker with the proverbial 

· . heart of gold. 
Doig lights the fuse on this powder 

kee rieht awav. 

Portland Opera brings its 1995-96 season to a romantic, elegant and lighthearted conclusion wl1 

The master's sunny, sexy 'Marriage of Fit 

BANFF CENTRE FOR THE ARTS 

"The Count wlll klll me If he finds me here," sings Cherubino 
whlle Susanna, the maid, begs him not to jump out the window. 

By AMY MARTINEZ STARKI 
of The Oregonian staff 

he Mar 
Figaro," 
ated er 
wrote, 
Wester11 
tion. Tha 
excessi' 
wouldn't 

. .find lov 
· zart's music who would agree 

The Portland Opera closei 
season with Mozart's grea 
satire, a musical play that p 
pompous aristocracy and m~ 
of the help. . 

One of three Mozart ope 
libretto by Lorenzo da Ponte, 
also the oldest opera in the 

· repertoire of most opera hm 
: miered in 1786. 

Beyond its playfulness o1 
complexity of plot, "Figaro" 
its vivid characterizations. 

Mozart toyed with r~volt 
operatic version of the Bee: 

·play spoofing the upper clas 
created a scandal because of 
sive political content. 

However, Mozart's "Figa 
· thing but a political tract. 1 
gathering of operatic hits, wi 
dozen famous arias, amoni 
vuol ballare" ("If you wish 
"Non so piu" (Chertibino's 
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tana sod-busters 
turned dam 
workers - all in 
the Duff family 
- in the mid-
1930s. They're 
building Fort 
Peck Dam, a 
massive earthen · 
plug on the 
upper Missouri 
River. 

These Duffs 
have range. The 
patriarch, Hugh 
Duff, leaves the 

· soon-to-be 
drowned home
stead for a job at 
the construction 
site, slipping off 

• DAM HISTORY: The 
building of a Montana 
dam, a massive public 
works project of the 
'30s, gave Ivan Doig 
the right stuff for his 
latest novel - a piv
otal point in history 
and working-class 
characters. See Ellen 
Heltzel's "Writing in 
the Rain."/ ·r ; on drunken jags. 

·His son Owen, 
the chief dirt

moving engineer, believes in the nature
ousting destiny of Western Man. Hugh's 
other sons, twins, bring to the job polar 

.°opposites of quiet reliability and ram
"·bunctious stunts. And here, fresh from 
Scotland, comes the old man's brother, 

·Darius Duff, after bashing a guy's head 
in for trying to snuff a communist ship
yard rally. 

To this explosive mix, add wives. In 
addition to Hugh's long-suffering part
ner, we get a social-climbing beautician, 
a savvy waitress, a dreamy novice writ
er and a hooker with the proverbial 
heart of gold. 

Doig lights the fuse on this powder 
keg right away. 

In a flash forward, we learn that a 
· naked man and a naked woman - both 
Duffs, not married to each other - have 
rolled in a truck to their deaths off the 
dam . . 

Four hundred pages later, we learn 
why. And who they were. 

It doesn't really matter who they 
were. Of the 20 possible pairings of 

· unmatched Ouffs, at least 12 would have 
made as surprising and satisfying an 
ending as the pairing Doig chose. 

No, the real story - Doig at his best 
- is about people moving earth. It's 

·about men and women carving a land
scape, dredging the river bottom to stop
per a great waterway with its own stuff. 
It's about the river, fighting back. It's 

·about the weather. Nobody writes the 

Please turn to 
DOIG, Page 7. 
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Doig tackles 'sizzle point' of ·Depression 
M 

ontana, 1996. The Un-
,.. abomber case and the 
~ Freemen stand-off 
• make Americans won-

der what the world is coming to.· 
J Montana, 1936. The Fort Peck 
Dam, which graces the cover of the 
! irst issue of Life magazine, gives 
t\mericans a sense of pride and hope 
~s the country surfaces from the 
pepths of the Depression. 
... Two competing visions of the na
tion: one alluding to the social disin
tegration and distrust of govern
ment that now swirls at our feet, the 
other celebrating the stubborn opti
·Jllism and abundance of resources 
that once seemed our salvation. 
· Seattle writer Ivan Doig, a histo
rian by training, has made Montana 
his backdrop of choice and become 
the leading chronicler of its history 
through both his fiction and nonfic
tion. In his latest book, "Bucking 
the Sun,'' he returns to Big Sky 
ountry during the 1930s. His partic

ular focus: the building of the Fort 
Peck Dam. · 

"Bucking the Sun" is Doig's first 
novel with a specific historical 
~vent at its center, dne that both 
serves his working-man impulses 
well and spotlights the huge public 
works projects that not only helped 
lift the country out of the Depres
sion but also forever altered the face 
of the West. 

Dams have lost their luster these 
days, in the face of diminishing 

salmon runs and the emphasis on 
keeping natµre natural. But across 
the West they remain mammoth tes
timonials to human will and to the 
important role the federal govern-· 
ment has played and still plays 1n 
this part of the country. 

Unlike the more familiar Hoover 
and Grand Coulee, those massive 
constructs of concrete along the Col
orado and Columbia, the Fort Peck · 
is a dirt-filled barrier four miles 
long and 25 stories high that was 
built to control the flow of the Mis
souri River. Beyond the story of its 
construction is the disa~ter that · 
struck there in 1938, when a 2,000-
foot-long section of it broke off, bur
ying eight men. An "engineering 
misunderstanding,'' Doig explained 
in what seems like a classic of un
derstatement, during a phone call to 
his home in Seattle: Water seeping 
into the shale foundation created a 
crack that sent tons of earth and 
rock plunging downstream in one of 
those made-for-the-movies disaster 
scenarios. 

Doig, who comes to Portland May 
21 for a 7:30 p.m. appearance at the 
Audubon Society of Portland, says 

he got the idea for a novel about the 
dam while doing research for his 
previous books during the 1980s. 
Struck by how many old-timers 
used the Fort Peck project as a refer
ence point, he began investigating 
1its construction, which employed 
10,000 workers. 

"A lot of those people got their 
first radio at Fort Peck, their first 
car, their first truck or motorcycle. 
In other words, they entered our 
century through the building of that 

, dam." 
· Doig says he also was interested 

in building a novel afound the De-
. pressfon because it's one of those 
"sizzle points" in American history 
and one that has particular rele
vance to contemporary politics: The 
New Deal, he points out, not only 
created huge public works projects 
but also welfare reform, specifically 
the safety net that's now being so 
hotly debated in Washington. (That 
net, by the way, included both guar
antees of support for the poor, 
which everybody seems to have an 
opinion on, and for the elderly, in . 
the form of the politically taboo ' 
topic, Social Security.) 

Those familiar with Doig's work 
- most notably "This House of 
Sky," his memoir.of growing up in 
Montana - can sense his alle- · 
giances in his writing. One is to the 
working class, the other to histori
cal detail. He took his wife's hair
dresser to lunch in order to figure 
out what techniques one of his char-

acters, a beautician, used to create 
the waves and curls of the time. 

As for another character, a prosti
tute, Doig says he did field work on 
that one, too: He went to the Oasis 
Brothel Museum in Wallace, Idaho. 

The 57-year-old Doig traces his 
pr{loccupation with "the labor and 
craft a.ngle oflife" to his own up
bringmg, as the grandson of Scot~ 
tish immigrants and son of Montana 
sheep farmers. Growing up ip a 
sparsely populated, remote pocket of 
north-central Montana, Doig saw 
his family's profits wiped out by bad 
weather and decided he wanted a 
different kind of life. 

With his parent's encouragement, 
he became the first in his family to 
graduate from high school and go to 
college. He earned a bachelor's de
gree in journalism from Northwest
ern University and his doctorate in 
history from the University of 
Washington . . 

True to his roots, however, Doig 
values the lessons of a hard-working 
childhood and says they· played a 
part in shaping his successful writ
ing career. "When a chance comes 
up, you know how to grab it and put 
it in your pocket,'' Doig says. "As 
Branch Rickey told Jackie Robin
son, 'Luck is' the residue of de
sign.'" 

Ellen Emry Heltzel writes weekly 
for Arts & Books. She may be 
reached by phone at 221-8066, by fax 
at 294-4026 and by mail at 1320 S. W. 
Broadway, Portland, Ore. 97201. · 

Doig: Noyelist penetrates heart of Northwest Anglo culture · 
I 

"Continued from Page 1 
extremes of Montana weather better 
than Ivan Doig. 
c A truck driver "bucks the sun" 
)Vhen hauling straight into the. glare 
of sunrise or sunset. Likewi e, the 
Duffs buck cosmic forces ih the 
doomful shadow of the rising dam. 
Through shifting points of view, we 
see Fort Peck - a Depression-era 
beehive - from several angles. Ev
erybody works, on the dam itself or 
in the squalid shantytown nearby. 
' They're stubborn Scots. Nobody 

grows much, or even questions be
liefs. They stay in their roles, trad
ing witty barbs and colorful sayings. 

pathetic, rather than tragic. But he 
brings the global Communist move
ment into play. Franklin D. Roose
velt delivers a ringing speech at the 
dam. Even Hitler and Stalin play bit · 
roles. 

"Bucking the Sun" is a big book. 

. vealed. The reason he is so widely, 
and rightly, admired is because of 
his gift for writing Man against the 
elements. People work the land. 

And every once in a while Doig 
just nails it. Listen to this: 

and for years to come, a river of 
sound waited to drown down onto 
the site of Fort Peck - the opera 
shrieks of shale saws, the incessant 
comings and goings of locomotives 
and bulldozers and trucks, the false
tto of steam · whistles, the attacks of 
jackhammers." ·• 

In "Bucking the Sun,'' Doig ham
mers straight to the core of North
west Anglo culture. His is the voice 
of a major writer. He's one of the · 
best we have on what it is to live in, 
and to change, a place. 

Robin Cody is the author of "Rico
chet River," a novel, and "Voyage of 
a Summer Sun," winner of the 1995 

NONFICTION 

(Two books tied for sixth best sell
er.) 
1. IN CONTEMPT, Christopher Darden with 

Jess Walter Regan Books! 
HarperCollins, $26. 

2. BLOOD . SPORT, James B. Stewart 
Simon & Schuster, $25. 

3. THE DILBERT PRINCIPLE, Scott Adams 
Harper, Business, $20 . 

4. UNDAUNTED ,COURAGE, Stephen E. 
Ambrose Simon & Schuster, $27.50. 

'5. MIDNIGHT IN THE GARDEN OF GOOD 
AND EVIL, John Berendt . Random 
House, $23. 

6. RUSH LIMBAUGH IS A BIG FAT IDIOT, 
Al Franken Delacorte, $21.95. 

6. HITLER'S WILLING EXECUTIONERS, 
Daniel Jonah Goldhagen Knopf, $30. 

8. THE RANTS, Dennis Miller Doubleday, 
$21.95. 

9. THE SEARCH FOR JUSTICE, Robert L 
Shapiro Warner, $24. 95. 

10. HOW COULD YOU DO THAT?!, Laura 
Schlesinger HarperCollins, $22. 

· II D7 

FICTION 
1. MOONLIGHT BECOMES YOU, Mary Hig

gins Clark Simon & Schuster, $24. 

2. MALICE, Danielle Steel Delacorte, 
$24.95. 

3. THE TENTH INSIGHT, James Redfield 
Warner, $19. 95. 

4. PRIMARY COLORS, Anonymous 
Random House, $24. 

5. THE CELESTINE PROPHECY, James 
Recflield Warner, $17.95. · 

6 .. THE HORSE WHISPERER, Nicholas 
Evans Delacorte, $23. 95 . 

7. TIMEPIECE, Richard Paul Evans Simon 
& Schuster, $18. 

8. I WAS AMELIA EARHART, Jane Mend
elsohn Knopf, $18. 

9. SHADOWS O.F THE EMPIRE, Steve 
Perry Spectra/Bantam, $22. 95. 

10. SPRING COLLECTION, Judith Krantz 
Crown, $24. 

Last week's best-selling books according to The New York Times 

NONFICTION 
1. REVIVING OPHELIA, Mary Pipher 
Ballantine, $12.50. 
2. WE'RE RIGHT, THEY'RE WRONG, 
James Carville Random · House and 
Simon & Schuster, $10. 
3. DEAD BY SUNSET, Ann Rule Pocket, 
$6.99. 
4. THE LIARS' CLUB, Mary Karr Pen
guin, $11.95. 
5. ,PEAD MAN WALKING, Helen Prejean 
Vintage, $12. 
6. SLEEPERS, Lorenzo Carcaterra Bal
lantine, $6.99. 
7. HOW THE IRISH SAVED CIVILIZA
TION, Thomas Cahill Anchor/Doubleday, 
$12.95. 
8. PAULA, Isabel Allende Harper Peren
nial, $12.50. 
9. AN ANTHROPOLOGIST ON MARS, Ol
iver Sacks Vintage, $13. 
10. THE HOT ZONE, Richard Preston 
Anchor/Doubleday, $6.99. 

FICTION· 
1. LET ME r.ALL YOU SWEETHEART, 
Mary Higgins Clcirk Pocket, $7.50. 

2. THE GREEN MILE: THE TWO DEAD 
GIRLS, Stephen King Signet, $2.99. 

3. THE APOCALYPSE WATCH, Robert 
Ludlum Bantam, $7.50. · 

4. SNOW FALLING ON . CEDARS, David 
Gutei'son Vintage, $12. 

5. TRUE BETRAYALS, Nora Roberts 
Jove, $6.50. 

6. THE CAROUSEL, Belva Plain Dell, 
$7.50. 

7. THE GREEN MILE: THE MOUSE ON 
THE MILE, Stephen King Signet, $2. 99. 

8. MIND. PREY, John Sandford Berkley, 
$6.99. 

· 9. THE RAINMAKER, John Grisham 
Island/Dell, $7.99. 

10. LADDER OF YEARS, Anne Tyler 
Fawcett, $12. 

Had Doig not artfully broadened 
the scope, the Duffs might have been 

It might also have been a great 
book, if not for the stiffness of lan
guage. Doig, with his odd sentence 
structure, is never easy. Wooden di
alogue, especially, slows things 
down. He is curiously reluctant to 
use the simple verb "said." Instead 
(to pick just one exchange) he writes 
"chortled out,'' "hazarded," "decid
ed to .contribute,'' "intoned,' ' 
"plunged on to," and "made himself 
confine to." But Doig fans put up 
with . the rubble for the gems re-

"The hammer sounds racketed 
into the Wheeler night . . . WHAM 
wham-am WHAM-am. While the 
hammers hit those higher notes, a 
pile driver gave bass whumps beside 
the river. The bluffs of the Missouri 
here had ·heard din before - the 
bawling rumble of buffalo herds, the 
last-stand discourse of Sitting Bull's 
winter camp before the summer of 
the Little Big Horn, the axes of 
steamboat woodhawks - but there 
had been half a century of compara
tive silence since any of those. Now 

Oregon Book Award for literary non- r.==================================================;;;;;;::::=:=; 
fiction. 

Lookin!! Glass Bookstore & First Unitarian Church bresent 
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UW poet takes top state writing award· 
David Wagoner receives Pryor award 
BY DONN FRY 

Seattle Times book editor 
Washington state writers are 

nothing if not eclectic. The winners 
of this ·year's Governor's Writers 
Awards - announced today by the 
Washington State Library and 
Washington Commission for the 
Humanities - range from a chil
dren's biography of the Buddha, to a 
novel inspired by· Montana's Fort 
Peck Dam, to the history of a violent 
uprising against the British Raj in 
19th-century India. 

There's even a fond remem
brance of a Seattle cabaret famous 
for performers in drag. 

The recipient of the top award is 
no ·exception. The versatile poet
professor David Wagoner, narried 
winner of the Nancy Blankenship 
Pryor Award for his contributions to 
the state's literary culture, is a man 
of many parts: For mort. man three 
decades, Wagoner has been a much
honored poet of national stature, the 
author of many novels, the longtime 
editor of Poetry Northwest and an 
influential mentor for generations of 
student-writers at the University of 
Washington. 

Wagoner and the 12 other recipi
ents of the annual awards will be 
honored in a ceremony Sept. 19 at 
the Museum of History and Indus
try. The awards recognize books 
published in the preceding calendar 
year by authors who either were 
born in Washington, spent most of 
their early years here or lived here 
for a least a year before their book 
was published. 

This year's Governor's . Writers 
Awards winners include: 

• Ivan Doig, the Seattle novelist 
and memoirist, who becomes a five
time winner of the Governor's Writ
ers Award - the most ever - with 
his honor for "Bucking the Sun" 
(Simon & Schuster), a novel about 
construction of the Fort Peck Dam 
during the New Deal era, seen 
through the lens of the fictional Duff 
family; 

•Jon Krakauer, the bestselling 
Seattle outdoors writer whose 1996 
book, "Into the Wild" (Villard), 
chronicled two years in the life of an 
idealistic young man who drifted 
around the American West after 
college and eventually died of star
vation in the Alaskan wilderness; 

• Carolyn Kizer, the Spokane
born poet who won the Pulitzer 
Prize in 1985, and whose latest 
collection, "Harping On: Poems 
.198_5-1995," was published last year 
by Port Townsend's Copper Canyon 
Press; 

•Jonathan Raban, the British
born Seattle writer whose book 
about failed homesteading in eastern 
Montana early in this century, "Bad 
Land: An American Romance" (Pan
theon), also won the National Book 
Critics Circle Award; 

• Demi, the Carnation-based au
thor and illustrator of numerous 
books for young people, including 
last year's "Buddha" (Henry Holt), a 
retelling of the legend of the Indian 
prince who renounced his wealth 
and sought the path of enlighten
ment; 

•Tim McNulty, a natural-histo
ry writer and poet who lives near 
Sequim on the Olympic Pehinsula, 
whose "Olympic National Park: A 

SEATTLE TIMES 

University of Y'ashington professor and poet David Wagoner has be~n 
named winner of the Nancy Blankenship Pryor Award. · 

Natural History Guide" was pub-" 
lished last year by Houghtvri Mifflin; 

• Don Paulson, a Seattle writer 
and artist, and Roger Simpson, a 
professor of communications at the 
University of Washington, whose 
"Evening at the Garden of Allah" 
(Columbia University Press) re
counted the history of a popular 
Seattle nightclub famous for its fe
male impersonators and lively musi
cal scene; 

•Andrew Ward, a Bainbridge 
Island journalist and novelist, whose 
"Our Bones Are Scattered: The 
Cawnpore Massacres and the Indian 
Mutiny of 1857" (Henry Holt) was a 
historical study of the so-called Se
poy Rebellion, which began as a 
Bengal Army revolt against the Brit
ish East India Company but grew 
into a widespread fight against Brit
ish rule in India. 

• Chara M. Curtis and Rebec-

ca Hyland, both of Anacortes, who 
are the author and illustrator respec
tively of the children's story, "No 
One Walks on My Father's Moon" 
(Voyage Publishing). 

• Alan Thein Durning, a 
Seattle writer and environmentalist, 
whose 1996 book, "This Place on 
Earth: Home and the Practice of 
Permanence" (Sasquatch), was in
spired by his move with his wife and 
children back to his hometown. 

The Governor's Writers Awards 
were chosen by a five-member panel 
from among more than 400 books 
published last year by Washington 
authors. The Pryor Award was se- . 
lected by three jurors based on 
nominations from the public. 

All of the books submitted for 
consideration are added to the 
Washington Authors Collection, 
now more than · 13,000 volumes in 
the state library at Olympia. 
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lJW professor and 10 books 
garner governor's awards 

By JOHN MARSHALL 
P-I REPORTER 

From 400 books, only 10 emerged as 
winners: A powerful meditation on the 
fatal allure of the wilderness. A lavishly 
rendered story about Buddha for chil
dren. A celebration of a gay cabaret in 
Seattle from 1946 to 1956. A literate guide 
to the wonders of Olympic National Park. 
A hard-knuckled family saga about the 
building of a dam in Montana. 

The just-announced 1997 Governor's 
Writers Awards once again highlight the 
wondrous variety of work done every 
year by Washington's writers. 

The recipients of the awards are 
Chara M. Curtis and Rebecca Hy· 
land, both of Anacortes, for their chil
dren's book, "No One Walks on My 
Father's Moon" (Voyage Publishing); 
Demi (no last name) of Carnation for her 
children's book, "Buddha" (Henry Holt); 
Ivan Doig of Seattle for his novel about 
the building of the Fort Peck Dam, 
"Bucking the Sun" (Simon & Schuster) ; 
Alan Thein Durning of Seattle for his 
reflections on environmental living, "This 

Place on Earth" (Sasquatch Books); 
Carolyn Kizer, Pulitzer Prize-winning 
poet and Spokane native, for her collec
tion, "Harping On" (Copper Canyon 
Press). 

Also: Jon Krakauer of Seattle for 
his best-selling examination of the death 
of a drifter in the Alaska wilderness, 
"Into the Wild" (Villard Books); Tim 
McNulty of Sequim for "Olympic Na
tional Park: A Natural History Guide" 
(Houghton Mifflin); Don Paulson of 
Vashon Island and Roger Simpson of 
Seattle for their evocation of past gay and 
lesbian life in Seattle, "An Evening At the 
Garden of Allah" (Columbia University 
Press); Jonathan Raban of Seattle for 
his myth-breaking look at the West "Bad 
Land," (Pantheon Books); and Andrew 
Ward of Bainbridge Island for his 
mammoth history about India, "Our 
Bones Are Scattered: The Cawnpore 
Massacres and the Indian Mutiny of 
1857" (Henry Holt). 

The gala ceremony honoring the 
winners of the 31st annual governor's 
awards will be held at 7 p.m. Sept. 19 at 
the Museum of History and Industry in 

Seattle. The winners will get the chance 
to read fro,m their award-winning works, 
with a free public reception to follow. 

Also honored that night for his 
lifelong contribution to the literary life of 
the state will be David Wagoner, the 
University of Washington professor, 
prize-winning poet, novelist and editor of 
Poetry Northwest magazine for three 
decades. Wagoner, 71, has won presti
gious prizes in his long career, including 
the 1991 Ruth Lilly Poetry Prize with its 
award of $25,000, as well as the respect 
and gratitude of hundreds of students. 

But winning the Nancy Blankenship 
Pryor Award, which recognizes his 
unique contribution to this state, is still a 
particular pleasure for much-revered 
Wagoner. As he says, "It's always nice to 
be well thought of at home - it makes 
one feel safer. I must add, though, that I 
have no sense of having been ignored or 
neglected here, or of having been a 
prophet without a country. Washington 
has always seemed a literate state to me 
and I'm glad they feel I've made a 

See AWARDS, Page C3 

KURT SMITH I P-1 

Prize-winning poet, novelist, editor and UW profes
sor David Wagoner says he's proud that the state 
recognizes he has made a contribution here. 



Awards: State recognition carries weight with writers 
From Page Cl 

contribution here." 
Having so many different state 

authors honored on one evening is 
why the governor's awards ceremony 
is quietly becoming one of the pre
miere literary events of the year. 

As Doig, who is -the recipient of 
his fifth governor's award, puts it, 
"Whenever I'm at the awards ceremo
ny, I always think to myself that this is 
such a classy touch for this state to 
have these awards. They cut across the 
writing community in the state, rang
ing from national best sellers to great 
trail guides. As I sit there, I also reflect 
on how there are years that go into 
every one of these books, probably 
three to four years of effort at making 

, ~vords dance, and all finally getting 
~ their moment in the spotlight." 

. The recognition of one's state also 
seems to imbue the governor's award 
with a particular weight with writers, 
as does having copies of their award
winning books permanently housed in 
the Washington Authors Collection in 
the state library in Olympia. It be
speaks permanence ("what I strive 
for," Curtis says), something that 
extends beyond the marketplace. 
· Krakauer has had the best-selling 

book in the country for several weeks 
this summer, his wrenching account 
of last year's Mount Everest disaster, 
"Into Thin Air." Krakauer has become 
such a national phenomenon that he 

Jon Krakauer Demi 

song to him ("author of the most 
moving book I've read this year") 
during her concert Wednesday eve
ning in Seattle. 

Yet amid all the Everest hubbub, 
having the governor's award for his 
earlier book was like a blast of fresh 
air for Krakauer. As he remarks, "I've 
always liked that book better in a way. 
The award is a huge thrill for me. One 
of my secret ambitions has been to be 
in the company of guys like Doig and 
Raban. This is a real honor; I wouldn't 
miss that ceremony for anything." 

Other recipients relate other satis
factions. For Raban, the British ex
patriate, it is the welcome recognition 

Roger Simpson Don Paulson 

a children's book. For McNulty, it 
makes it worth all the pains he took to 
craft a natural history book "in a clear 
and lyrical way befitting the magnifi
cence of the Olympics." 

But none of the recipients may 
feel greater satisfaction than Paulson 
and Simpson. They had rescued a 
little-known period of local history in 
the gay community just as it was about 
to drift into oblivion with the passing 
of its participants. 

"Whenever we were working long 
and hard on this book, I would ask 
myself why is this important and I 
would always think that if we don't do 

of his adopted home. For Demi, it is r-~--====:;::::;;::-;::::::;-::-::::----:-::--:-' 
another powerful occurrence with a 
Buddha book that, under great dead-
line pressure, seemed to write itself. 
For Hyland, it is confirmation about 
her willingness to tackle something 
she had never done before, illustrating 

heard singer Rosanne Cash dedicate a r-------------------l 

Ivan Doig Chara M. Curtis 

this, this story will die," Simpson 
relates. "To have state acknowledg
ment is an extremely good feeling -
not so much for us, but for the story." 

Adds Paulson: "I'm delighted be
cause this award is a validation of the 
gay community. That, above all, pleas
es me, since this is the first history 
about the Seattle gay community." 
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~ he scene that opens the novel is as 
I! Northwest as the rain. A river forms 

in the Coast Range of western 
Oregon, drawing sustenance from the 
gray skies, the verdant countryside, 
the overgrown slopes tilting toward 
the Pacific Ocean. 

"Metallic at first," the author writes, "seen from the highway 
down through the trees, like an aluminum rainbow, like a slice of 
alloy moon. Closer, becoming organic, a vast smile of water with 
broken and rotting pilings jagged along both gums, foam clinging 
to the lips. Closer still, it flattens into a river, flat as a street, 
cement-gray with the texture of rain." 

A more Northwest sort of opening for a novel is difficult to 
imagine, which may be why "Sometimes a Great Notion" by Ken 
Kesey tops the list of the 12 Essential Northwest Books chosen by 
a group of writers, booksellers and others in the book trade from 
throughout the region. Included in the group were such notable 
Northwest writers as David Guterson, Ivan Doig, Jon Krakauer, 
William Kittredge, Sandra Scofield, Brenda Peterson, Jonathan 
Raban, Rebecca Brown, Deirdre McNamer, Robin Cody, Jack 2 A River Runs Through It, 

Norman Maclean. 
A haunting novella about fly fishing, clear 
waters and a family's past in Montana. See BOOKS, Page D3 

Ken Kesey, author of 

!~~ t,?P.~?~k-~n the 

SECTION 

Sometimes a Great Notion~ · Ken Kesey. 
A powerhouse novel about a spirited 
family caught amid labor strife in 
Oregon timber country. 

3 Snow Falling on Cedars, David Guterson. 
A murder, a mystery, a trial in an evocative 
novel, the Northwest's own "To Kill a 
Mockingbird." 



-----cncu nc~c ·, il·uunn en--_, 
the top book on the 
list:. "I think 'Some 
times a Great Notion' 
is the best thing I'll 
ever write." 
ROY SEBERN PHOTO 

Making Certain 
It Goes On 

Fools Crow, James Welch. The Good Rain, Timothy Egan. Making Certain It Goes On, 
Richard Hugo. A strong novel that gives stunning 

· sight into the lives and psyches of 
ckfeet Indians, 1870. 

A engaging non-fiction tour through 
the 1990s Northwest, a conflicted 
time of growth and doubts. 

The memorable poems of a blue-collar 
Renaissance man, former Boeing worker. 

The Lone Ranger and Tonto 
Fistfight in Heaven, 
Sherman Alexie. 
A hip, poetic breakthrough novel 
about real reservation life today. 

T!JI5 f{OUSE 
OFSKYJ 
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This House of Sky, Ivan Doig. 
A beloved memoir of the 
hardscrabble family life of 
Montana sheepherders, 
corrective to cowboy myth. 

Where I'm Calling From, 
Raymond Carver. 
Harsh realism turned short story 
art by a Northwest native. 

Skid Road, Murray Morgan. 
The birth of a city as romp, with a cast 
of unforgettable characters far more 
colorful than today's. 

Winterkill, Craig Lesley. 
A compassionate novel about a 
Native American rodeo cowboy 
astride family crises and last 
·chances. 
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Nisbet and Molly Gloss. 
Their assignment, at the request of the 

Post-Intelligencer, was to compile a list of the 
12 books that best capture this varied region. 
Pick the dozen books that someone starting a 
Northwest library should begin with, for 
example, or the dozen books that a well-versed 
Northwesterner should have read. 

Eligible for inclusion were books written 
by Northwest authors or books about the 
Northwest (including, for this story's sake, 
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana). 
Works of fiction, non-fiction and poetry could 
all be considered. 

The 35 participants in the survey 
nominated 210 different books, everything 
from Kesey's powerful novel to such unusual 
picks as James Beard's "Fish Cookery" to the 
Dave Thompson's "Never Fade Away: The 
Kurt Cobain Story." The final Essential North
west dozen were those books named most 
frequently. Included were six novels, three 
works of non-fiction, one short story collec
tion, one poetry collection, one novella. 

The winners are (in order): 
1. "Sometimes A Great Notion," Ken 

Kesey, novel, 1964. 
2. "A River Runs Through It," Norman 

Maclean, novella, 1976. 
3. "Snow Falling on Cedars," David 

Gu_terson, 1994, novel. 
4. (tie) "Fools Crow," James Welch, novel, 

1986. 
"The Good Rain," Timothy Egan, non

fiction, 1990. 
"Making Certain It Goes On," Richard 

Hugo, poetry, 1984. 
"Skid Road," Murra Morgan, non-fiction, 

1951. 
8. (tie): "Housekeeping," Marilynne Robin

son, novel, 1981. 
"The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in 

Heaven," Sherman Alexie, novel, 1993. 
"This House of Sky," Ivan Doig, non

fiction, 1978. 
"Where I'm Calling From," Raymond 

Carver, short stories, 1988. 
"Winterkill," Craig Lesley, novel, 1984. 
The list is weighted heavily _toward well

known books of the last two decades, which is 
not exactly shocking, since readers' memories 
are often short. 

But the list does include its share of 
surprises, perhaps none more than the pre
eminence of Kesey's "Sometimes A Great 
Notion." It was named by almost one-third of 
the participants, and easily bested Kesey's 
better known first novel, "One Flew Over the 
Cuckoo's Nest." That verdict was readily 
supported by the author himself. 

"I think 'Sometimes A Great Notion' is the 
best thing I'll ever write," Kesey said recently 
from his home in Pleasant Hill, Ore. "Writing 
it was much different from 'Cuckoo's Nest,' 
which often seemed like filling in the blanks. 

"'Notion,' to my mind, is a great piece of 
work. People sometimes ask me why I don't 
write something like that again and I reply that 
I simply can't. I can't keep all that in my head 
at once anymore. Why, on 'Notion,' I used to 
work 30 hours at a stretch - you've got to 
have youth to do that." 

Kesey added that he was pleased that 
"Sometimes A Great Notion" topped the list of 
essential Northwest books. "I appreciate it. 
When people ask me to sign 'Notion,' they also 

seem to ask apologetically. I tell them what my 
dad said to me: 'You never outgrow your need 
for compliments.' " 

Kesey's hard-knuckled tale of an Oregon 
logging family might well have been expected 
to make the list, but topping it was something 
else again. Still, as the participants pondered 
their lists ("It's not easy," one admitted), 
"Sometimes A Great Notion" kept coming up. 

Among its most fervent fans is Bruce 
Barcott of Seattle, who studied 300 works of 
Northwest literature in compiling "Northwest 
Passages," his 1994 anthology of the region's 
best writing since the first natives told their 
campfire tales. Barcott says "Sometimes A 
Great Notion" has "Shakespearean themes 
played out against a raw, burly Oregon 
backdrop. Still the heavyweight champion of 
Pacific Northwest novels. Huge, bold, sprawl
ing, brilliant. Unrivaled, unchallenged, unsur
passed. (I'll stop before I make a fool of 
myselt) ." 

Bryan Di Salvatore and Deirdre McNamer, 
spouses and writers in Missoula, Mont., 
describe Kesey's novel simply as "the region's 
'Moby Dick.'" 

The next two books on the essential 
Northwest list are hardly surprises. 

Norman Maclean's "A River Runs 
Through It," an elegiac tale of family and fly 
fishing in Montana, was already a cult classic 
even before Robert Redford directed a stun
ning film adaptation. David Guterson's "Snow 
Falling on Cedars,'' the Bainbridge Island 
writer's lush recounting of island crime and 
punishment in the aftermath of World War II 
and Japanese internment, is the reigning 
popularity champ of recent Northwest fiction, 
as well as winner of the prestigious PEN/ 
Faulkner Award. 

Excerpts from many of the 12 Essential Northwest books, along with commentaries 
from the authors, can be found in these two fine anthologies. 

Of the four books tied in fourth place on 
the essential Northwest list, three might be 
considered surprises. The exception is Timothy 
Egan's "The Good Rain," surely the most 
highly regarded non-fiction tour through the 
Northwest territory in recent years, especially 
for its evocation of a suddenly "discovered" 
region caught in a whirlwind of change. 

Murray Morgan's "Skid Road," a rollick
ing look at the characters who shaped early 
Seattle, is the only work of history to make the 
essential list ("The Journals of Lewis and 

geographic facts; his poetry tells the Northwest 
very well." 

James Welch's "Fools Crow" is one of the 
most unexpected books on the list. The Native 
American writer from Montana, who studied 
under Richard Hugo, received several awards 
for his novel written from the perspective of a 
small band of Blackfeet Indians in 1870s 
Montana, but it has usually seemed a kind of 
underground favorite. 

Writer Molly Gloss of Portland - whose 
own novel of Northwest pioneer days, "The 
Jump Off Creek," is rapidly rising in esteem, 
almost making the essential list - said of 
Welch's novel: "Much more than an historical 
novel, this is a stunningly beautiful and rich 
evocative book that illuminates our path into 
the past." 

A much different vision of Native Ameri
can life in the Northwest is found in Sherman 

Norman Maclean's "A River Runs Through It," an 
elegiac tale of family and fly fishing in Montana, 

was already a cult classic even before Robert Redford 
directed a stunning film adaptation. 

Clark" and Jonathan Raban's "Bad Land" just 
missed). 

"Making Certain It Goes On," the collected 
poems of the late Richard Hugo, is the only 
book of poetry on the list and a fitting choice 
indeed, considering his career and impact, the 
way his darkly realistic poems touch on 
everything from the Hoh Rain Forest to West 
Marginal Way. Hugo had more books (five) 
nominated for inclusion on the essential list 
than any other writer. 

As John W. Marshall, poet and co-owner 
of Open Books poetry bookstore in Seattle, 
commented, "There is probably no more 
essential Northwest writer than Hugo. He 
grew up in White Center, worked for Boeing 
and taught in Montana - these are the 

Alexie's "The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight 
in Heaven," which is one of five books tied for 
eighth place on the list. The young Seattle 
writer, who grew up on the Spokane Indian 
Reservation, gives a new view of reservation 
life, where hard-edged humor helps get 
through tough times. 

Barbara Bailey and Michael Wells of 
Bailey/Coy books in Seattle wrote of him: 
"Alexie's writing will have a lasting effect on 
the literature of the Pacific Northwest. His 
stories, novels and poems explore the Native 
American experieJ:1fe in a bold new way." 

Marilynne Robinson's "Housekeeping," a 
quirky coming-of-age first novel about two 
sisters in northern Idaho, may well be the most 
unexpected book of all on the essential 

Northwest list. It has been offered in a mass 
market paperback for several years, a disad
vantage of sorts since trade paperback is the 
more common format for literary works. A 
new trade paperback edition will be published 
this fall by the Noonday Press imprint of 
Farrar, Strauss & Giroux. The book's standing 
may well have been boosted by the arty 1987 
film version, starring Christine Lahti and 
directed by Bill Forsyth. 

"Housekeeping" does seem to inspire 
strong loyalty among those who have read it. 
Editor Barcott calls it his "favorite quiet book 
about the Northwest," while writer Sandra 
Scofield of Oregon describes it as "Idaho 
landscape as metaphor and destiny. A modern 
classic." 

"Housekeeping" also turned out to be the 
only work on the list written by a woman 
(even though contributors to the list included 
15 women and 20 men). 

Several contributors to the list, in fact, 
bemoaned the lack of noteworthy Northwest 
works by female writers. Three novels by 
women almost made the list - Gloss' "The 
Jump Off Creek," Ursula Le Guin's "The Lathe 
of Heaven" and Annie Dillard's "The Living." 

The final books that did make the list 
include two seeming sure things: Ivan Doig's 
beloved Montana memoir, "This House of 
Sky," and Raymond Carver's collected short 
story tour de force, "Where I'm Calling From." 
Less well-known, especially outside his native 
state of Oregon, is Portlander Craig Lesley's 
"Winterkill," a novel featuring an Indian rodeo 
cowboy who confronts his dwindling career 
and family crisis in Eastern Oregon. 

Three other highly regarded novels were 
near misses for the essential Northwest list: 
"This Boy's Life" by Tobias Wolff (coming of 
age in Concrete, Wash.) ; "Another Roadside 
Attraction" by Tom Robbins (1960s high jinks 
in the Skagit Valley); and "A New Life" by 
Bernard Malamud (a New York newcomer 
adrift at a Northwest small college in 1950, a 
delightful satire set at a thinly disguised 
Oregon State, where the late great writer once 
taught). 

Contril>utors 
to the NW list 

Contributing their own lists to 
help determine the 12 Essential 
Northwest Books were: 

Barbara Bailey and Michael 
Wells, Bailey/Coy Books, Seattle. 

Bruce Barcott, writer, Seattle. 
Rebecca Brown, writer, Seattle. 

Robin Cody, writer, Portland. 
Molly Cook, owner of Second 
Story Books and Magnolia's 
Bookstore, Seattle. 

Bryan Di Salvatore and 
Deirdre McNamer, writers, 
Missoula, Mont. 

Ivan Doig, writer, Seattle. 
Molly Gloss, writer, Portland. 
David Guterson, writer, 

Bainbridge Island. 
Sam Hamill, poet and editor 

of Copper Canyon Press, Port 
Townsend. 

Cindy Heidemann, University 
of Oregon Bookstore, Eugene. 

William Kittredge, professor 
at the University of Montana and 
writer, Missoula. 

Jon Krakauer, writer, Seattle. 
Gary Luke, editorial director 

at Sasquatch Books, Seattle. 
John D. Marshall, book re- -

porter at the Seattle Post -Intelli
gencer. 

John W. Marshall, poet and 
co-owner, Open Books, Seattle. 

Kathleen Dean Moore, pro
fessor at Oregon State University 
and writer, Corvallis. 

Murray Morgan, historian, 
Tacoma. 

Jack Nisbet, writer, Spokane. 
Chris O'Harra, co-owner of 

Auntie's Bookstore, Spokane. 
Nick O'Connell, writer, 

Seattle. 
Brenda Peterson, writer, 

Seattle. 
Sherry Prowda and the staff 

at Seattle Arts & Lectures. 
Jonathan Raban, writer, 

Seattle. 
Valerie Ryan, owner of Can

non Beach Book Co., Cannon 
Beach, Ore. 

Roger Sale, professor at the 
University of Washington and 
writer, Seattle. 

Carlos A. Schwantes, histori
an, University of Idaho, Moscow. 

Sandra Scofield, writer, 
Ashland, Ore. 

Elizabeth Wales, agent at Le
vant & Wales Literary Agency 
Inc., Seattle. 

Mark Wessel and Michael 
Lieberman, Wessel & Lieberman 
Booksellers, Seattle. 
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Doig Unleashes Flood of Montana Memories 
BY BRANDON GRIGGS 
THE SALT LAKE TRIBUNE 

As a lover of literature and a 
chronicler of the American West, 
Ivan Doig is pleased with the reac
tion to his newest novel, Bucking 
the Sun. 

In the past year, large audi
·ences have greeted Doig at read
ings in Washington D. C., coastal 
Connecticut and upstate Ver-

.> mont. Even six weeks ago in ce
: lebrity-crazed Los Angeles, con
'! sidered a forbidding wasteland· 
-;for literary authors, he drew ca
:.pacity crowds. 
··., Why the surge of interest in 

Doig's latest book? Maybe reports 
.:. abbut the demise of the novel are 
r~temature. Maybe fiction about 
u.\he West is finally getting nation
J'al recognition. More likely, word
·.of:mouth is spreading among 

.·r·readers who relish Doig's careful
, ~~lycrafted prose. 
... ·"There's a pretty good appreci
<V ation in other parts of the country 
for the kinds of writing going on 
in the West now," explains Doig, 
57, by telephone from his home 
near Seattle. "There is some hope 
[for Western writers]. We hope 
Wallace Stegner broke the trail 
for us and we don't have to be into 
our 60s and early 70s before 
people start turning out in large 
numbers.'' 

Doig, the author of five novels 
and three books of nonfiction, vis
its Salt Lake City Wednesday to 
read from Bucking the Sun, his 
family saga about the building of 
the Fort Peck dam in northeast
ern Montana during the 1930s. A 
writer who appreciates the spo
ken word, Doig brings a touch of 
theater to his readings. He reads 
from enlarged copies of his manu
scripts to avoid using reading 
glasses, which make him dizzy 
when he looks up at the audience. 

"The voice has always been an 
instrument to me," he says. "I 
look on this as sort of a nightly 
performance." 

With almost 500 bookstore ap
pearances under his belt, Doig 
still makes regular pilgrimages to 
his beloved Montana, where he 
grew up and where most of his 
books are set. Once there, he 
drives from town to town greeting 
readers and signing his books. 
Doig is an especially frequent 
guest at The Country Bookshelf in 

- Bozeman. 
r "I've done more signings there 
:than anywhere else on the face of 

: he globe," he says. ·Doig's ap-
-~-------'-'L_!_. , ~ Y...J!' • J~ 

Ivan Doig sees readings as "sort of a nightly performance." 

• Doig Reading 
I van Doig will read 

from and sign his latest 
novel, Bucking the Sun, 
Wednesday at 7 p.m. at 
The King's English Book
shop, 1511 S. 1500 East in 
Salt Lake City. 

dam, a New Deal project on the 
Missouri River that eventually 
employed more than 10,000 
people. The family's internal 
strife plays out against the harsh 
economic realities of the Depres
sion-era shantytowns that sprang 
up to house the dam workers. 

As the novel opens, a truck con
taining the drowned bodies of a 
man and a woman is pulled from 
the lake created by the dam. Both 
bodies are naked. Both are mem-

history - in this case, the build
ing of the Fort Peck dam. It was 
something he had wanted to write 
about for nearly a dozen years. 

"I heard about the Fort Peck 
dam experience time and again in 
Montana working on earlier 
books," he says, choosing his 
words carefully. "And it dawned 
on me, 'This is a big thing in the 
lives of that generation.' Many 
people got their start in life work
ing on that dam." 

History, Doig says, "triggers 
my imagination quite often as a 
novelist. As I work away at these 
characters . . . the history helps 
explain [who they are]. How did 
they grow up? What wars have 
they been in? What jobs have the 
women been able to get? 

"I wince also at being called a 
historical novelist ," adds Doig, 
who holds a doctorate in history 
from the University of Washing
ton. "To me, ~istory is simply part 

Montana novels (English Creek, 
Dancing at the Rascal Fair and 
Ride with Me, Mariah Montana) 
were filled with the rhythms of 
rural speech - what Doig calls 
the ''poetry of the vernacular.'' 

For Bucking the Sun, Doig 
tried a different approach. Bold, 
cinematic and filled with a huge 
cast of peripheral characters, the 
novel is written in a straightfor
ward style that propels the story 
along. 

"What Doig is so good at is cap
turing a sense of a certain period 
of Montana history and telling a 
big, whopping sort of story," 
wrote novelist Judith Freeman in 
a review of Bucking the Sun. "It 
has often been said that the story 
of the West is the story of water, 
and this is certainly one of those 
stories, told in great detail." 

Although Doig has not lived in 
Montana for some 40 years, he 
continues to mine its rich history 
in his books. When asked why, 
Doig says his hardscrabble boy
hood on a central Montana cattle 
ranch keeps a tight grip on his 
imagination. 

"Childhood always remains a 
vivid chapter. The geography of 
childhood and the language - the 
echoes that stay between our ears 
of how people talked around us 
when we grew up - that stays 
with us." An only child, Doig pre
fers to write about large families 
because they offer more opportu
nities for dramatic tension. 

"I am interested in all the an
gles within sizable families," he 
says. "I find these elbowings and 
lovings that go on between sib
lings and parents endlessly fasci
nating." 

Doig lives with his wife Carol in 
a wooded valley north of Seattle 
where he hikes, chops firewood 
and tends a vegetable garden. 
Mostly he reads: everything from 
the late Albert Camus to Irish 
novelist Roddy Doyle to Albanian 
novelist Ismail Kadare to the re
cent memoir by newspaper pub
lisher Katharine Graham. 

And, yes, he is at work on a new 
book: a contemporary novel, set 
mostly in the Pacific Northwest, 
about 50-ish baby boomers 
wedged in a generational vise be
tween their parents and their chil
dren. 

Like the characters in the nov
el, tentatively due in 1999, Doig is 
grappling with technology that is 
shaping the future. After more 
than 20 years of slaving at a man
ual typewriter, for the first time 
he~is using a .word processor to 

'1tbt i nlt tnkt ~ribunt DS 
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As a lover of literature and a 
chronicler of the American West, 
I van Doig is pleased with the reac
tion to his newest novel, Bucking 
the Sun. 

In the past year, large audi
, ences have greeted Doig at read
ings in Washington D.C., coastal 
Connecticut and upstate Ver-

> mont. Even six weeks ago in ce
: lebrity-crazed Los Angeles, con
'! sidered a for bidding wasteland 

:~:tot literary authors, he drew ca
:.:..pacity crowds. 
··., ~why the surge of interest in 

Doig's latest book? Maybe reports 
t about the demise of the novel are 
r~temature. Maybe fiction about 
Q.\he West is finally getting nation
J'al recognition. More likely, word-

, ·_of:mouth is spreading among 
··'·rEfaders who relish Doig's careful
. -~T~erafted prose. 
:. ~· · "There's a pretty good appreci
--: afion in other parts of the country 

for the kinds of writing going on 
in the West now," explains Doig, 
57, by telephone from his home 
near Seattle. "There is some hope 
[for Western writers]. We hope 
Wallace Stegner broke the trail 
for us and we don't have to be into 
our 60s and early 70s before 
people start turning out in large 
numbers." 

Doig, the author of. five novels 
and three books of nonfiction, vis
its Salt Lake City Wednesday to 
read from Bucking the Sun, his 
family saga about the building of 
the Fort Peck dam in northeast
ern Montana during the 1930s. A 
writer who appreciates the spo
ken word, Doig brings a touch of 
theater to his readings. He reads 
from enlarged copies of his manu
scripts to avoid using reading 
glasses, which make him dizzy 
when he looks up at the audience. 

"The vo'ice has always been an 
instrument to me," he says. "I 
look on this as sort of a nightly 
performance.' ' 

With almost 500 bookstore ap
pearances under his belt, Doig 
still makes regular pilgrimages to 
his beloved Montana, where he 
grew up and where most of his 
books are set. Once there, he 
drives from town to town greeting 
readers and signing his books. 
Doig is an especially frequent 
guest at The Country Bookshelf in 

- Bozeman. 
~ "I've done more signings there 
1i>:than anywhere else on the face ·of 
~the globe," he says. 'Doig's ap
:.pearance this week at The King's 
• ~nglish Bookshop will be his first 
~ in Utah since May 1993, when the 
: Utah Humanities Council invited 
t ·him to read in small towns across 
• he state. 
: ~ Bucking the Sun is the story of 

the Duffs, a contentious family of 
' Scottish immigrants who find jobs 
building the massive Fort Peck 

Ivan Doig sees readings as "sort of a nightly performance." 

• Doig Reading 
I van Doig will read 

from and sign his latest 
novel, Bucking the Sun, 
Wednesday at 7 p.m. at 
The King's English Book
shop, 1511 S. 1500 East in 
Salt Lake City. 

dam, a New Deal project on the 
Missouri River that eventually 
employed more than 10,000 
people. The family's internal 
strife plays out against the harsh 
economic realities of the Depres
sion-era shantytowns that sprang 
up to house the dam workers. 

As the novel opens, a truck con
taining the drowned bodies of a 
man and a woman is pulled from 
the lake created by the dam. Both 
bodies are naked. Both are mem
bers of the Duff family. "Married, 
you bet," one sheriff says to an
other. "Only not to each other." 

Having hooked the reader with 
this bit of intrigue, Doig then 
jumps back five years to the be
ginning of the story. As with his 
previous novels, Doig fortifies his 
characterizations and plot twists 
with hearty helpings of Montana 

history - in this case, the build
ing of the Fort Peck dam. It was 
something he had wanted to write 
about for nearly a dozen years. 

"I heard about the Fort Peck 
dam experience time and again in 
Montana working on earlier 
books," he says, choosing his 
words carefully. "And it dawned 
on me, 'This is a big thing in the 
lives of that generation.' Many 
people got their start in life work
ing on that dam." · 

History, Doig says, "triggers 
my imagination quite often as a 
novelist. As I work away at these 
characters . .. the history helps 
explain [who they are]. How did 
they grow up? What wars have 
they been in? What jobs have the 
women been able to get? 

"I wince also at being called a 
historical novelist," adds Doig, 
who holds a doctorate in history 
from the University of Washing
ton. "To me, history is simply part 
of the story. It's not as if I'm writ
ing about the Crusades.' Most of 
my books took place within peo
ple's extended memories." 

Doig's early books (the ac
claimed memoir This House of 
Sky, follow-up Winter Brothers 
and his first novel, The Sea Run
ners) were much praised for their 
rich lyrical style. His trilogy of 

Montana novels (English Creek , 
Dancing at the Rascal Fair and 
Ride with Me, Mariah Montana) 

, were filled with the rhythms of 
rural speech - what Doig calls 
the "poetry of the vernacular." 

For Bucking the Sun, Doig 
tried a different approach. Bold, 
cinematic and filled with a huge 
cast of peripheral characters, the 
novel is written in a straightfor
ward style that propels the story 
along. 

"What Doig is so good at is cap
turing a sense of a certain period 
of Montana history and telling a 
big, whopping sort of story," 
wrote novelist Judith Freeman in 
a review of Bucking the Sun . "It 
has often been said that the story 
of the West is the story of water, 
and this is certainly one of those 
stories, told in great detail. ' ' 

Although Doig has not lived in 
Montana for some 40 years, he 
continues to mine its rich history 
in his books. When asked why, 
Doig says his hardscrabble boy
hood on a central Montana cattle 
ranch keeps a tight grip on his 
irilagina ti on. 

"Childhood always remains a 1 

vivid chapter. The geography of 
childhood and the language - the 
echoes that stay between our ears 
of how people talked around us 
when we grew up - that stays 
with us." An only child, Doig pre
fers to write about large families 
because they offer more opportu
nities for dramatic tension. 

"I am interested in all the an
gles within sizable families, " he 
says. "I find these elbowings and 

1 

lovings that go on between sib
lings and parents endlessly fasci
nating." 

Doig lives with his wife Carol in 
a wooded valley north of Seattle 
where he hikes, chops firewood 
and tends a vegetable garden. 
Mostly he reads: everything from 
the late Albert Camus to Irish 
novelist Roddy Doyle to Albanian 
novelist Ismail Kadare to the re
cent memoir by newspaper pub
lisher Katharine Graham. 

And, yes, he is at work on a new 
book: a contemporary novel, set , 
mostly in the Pacific Northwest, 
about 50-ish baby boomers 
wedged in a generational vise be
tween their parents and their chil
dren. 

Like the characters in the nov
el, tentatively due in 1999, Doig is 
grappling with technology that is 
shaping the future. After more 
than 20 years Of slaving at a man
ual typewriter, for the first time 
he is using a word processor to 
edit his novel-in-progress. 

" I'll give it a shot. I'm still 
drafting on an old gray manual 
Royal. Sometime in the afternoon 
I go over to the computer and put 
in a couple of ·pages of the day's 
work," Doig says warily. "It's 
pretty much a word-oriented life, 
with short bursts into the out
doors." 
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goodwill expressed by the "lower" class toward the upper. Lesbian 
critics will be intrigued by the way Bert Sorrells continues to love 
and respect the beautiful, fun-loving, sad Bonnie, even after she 
freely chooses two female lovers. Critics interested in lenses from 
Zen to language will find a tension-filled, tenuous balance in this 
U. S./Mexico border-dwelling author's ability to cross racial, lin
guistic, sexual, geographic, and legal borders without judgment. 

In Brown's world, the only unforgivable sin is expecting a day's 
work from a tired horse . 

BARBARA "BARNEY" NELSON Sul Ross State University 

Bucking the Sun. By Ivan Doig. (New York: Simon & Schuster, 
1996. 412 pages, $23.00.) 

Ivan Doig's latest novel, Bucking the Sun, may have arrived in 
time to serve as an antidote to the latest syrupy representations of 
the West, such as The Horse Whisperer. Doig's book should be 
required reading for those who would romanticize Montana, and it 
offers an important history lesson for all. The terrain of this book is 
still Montana, by now familiar territory to Doig's readers, but boom
towns have replaced the range in this narrative. 

Scottish immigrants Hugh and Meg Duff have scraped a living 
from a bottomland ranch and raised three sons, but the New Deal, in 
the form of Fort Peck Dam, changes everything. Their land is con
demned and they must establish a new life in perilous Depression 
times. The Duffs sign on to help build the dam, and the novel tracks 
their lives as they become boomtown residents and construction 
workers . Without their land, Doig's characters cast about for a 
future, for a sense of whom and where each will be in the world. The 
process makes them less sympathetic than many characters in Doig's 
earlier work, but the difficulties they face make them emblematic of 
many westerners' lives. 

Bucking the Sun addresses many issues critical to the modern 
West, and it does so head on. And this is where the novel's strength 
lies. Most important, Doig articulates with great critical sympathy 
just how people who care about a place can nevertheless participate 
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it its demise, or at least its radical transformation. The Duff men, 
and the women who marry them, are hardly thoughtless people, but 
their thinking about the dam, the West, and their place in it cannot 
stop a federal project on the scale of Fort Peck Dam. That they think 
about the consequences of their actions at all should do much to 
complicate simple assumptions about people who make what many 
now consider bad environmental decisions. Doig offers a compelling 
profile of some of our western predecessors, coaxing us to under
stand how bad things can happen to good places. 

This is a smart narrative addition to the new western history, one 
that gently reminds us the great American West was a classed soci
ety, where, in this case, the federal government offered laboring 
classes busy work to keep them passive. Doig gives us a range of 
perspectives on the politics of boomtowns, revealing how the West 
accommodates both the entrepreneur and the Communist party mem
ber. In this boomtown environment, Bucking the Sun complicates the 
insider/outsider distinctions so common to western writing. The 
workers, whether locals or strangers, share the need for money, 
while the reasons for disparaging the project vary. The result is a 
complex portrait of an all-too-neglected part of our regional and 
national past. In the bargain, Doig provides one of the best charac
terizations of the uneasy relation between a fiercely independent 
region and the federal government I have read anywhere. In these 
times of angry "Freemen" and militia members, we might all take 
note. 

Bucking the Sun does not deliver the pure narrative pleasure of 
earlier Doig books, but it offers readers an intelligent, well-informed 
look at a crucial and often overlooked period in the "winning of the 
West." 

NANCY COOK University of Rhode Island 
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"Saturday night in the hood, and it's coming alive like a swamp does after sundown ... " I 
. . . . "THE RIGHT MAN FOR THE JOB" BY MIKE MAGNUSON 
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' DAVID STEINBERG 

Of the Journal 

Deadlines 
. , 

help writer 
find words 
•Journalistic traits serve 
award-winning novelist well 

* The Mountains & Plains Booksellers Associ
ation presents its literary award at a banquet 

6:30 p.m. Saturday, La Fonda, Downtown San

ta Fe. The event is open to the public. Tickets 

are $30; proceeds support regional literacy 

programs. For credit-card purchases call 800-

752-0249 by Tuesday. 

* Mountains & Plains Booksellers 1997 win
ners are Ivan Doig, Spirit of the West Literary 
Achievement Award; David London, "Sun
dancer" (fiction); Stephen E. Ambrose, 

"Undaunted Courage" (nonfiction); Gary Sny

der, "Mountains & Rivers Without End" (poet

ry); Andrea D. and Brian Pinkney, "Bill Pick
ett, Rodeo-Rldin' Cowboy" (children's). 

HUMOR 

mast • 1e 

1. "Murder in Brent
wood." Mark 
Fuhrman. Regnery. 
$24.95. 

N 

2. "Personal History." 
· Katharine Graham. 
Knopf. $29.95. 

3. "Simple Abun
dance." Sara Ban 
Breathnach. Warner. 
$17.95. 

4. "Angela's Ashes." 
Frank Mccourt. 

es 

Scribner. $24. 

5. "The Arthritis 
Cure." Jason Theo
dosakis, Brenda 
Adderly and Barry 
Fox. St. Martin 's. 
$22.95. 

6. "Men Are from 
Mars, Women Are 
from Venus." John 
Gray. HarperCollins. 
$23. 

7. "Mastering the 

1o!v 
Zone." Barry f~rs. 
Regan Books. !P.~2 . 

I I 

8. "Gift of Peace.A\ 
Joseph Cardi~ : 
Bernardin. LO~§l 
Press: $17.9~1 1;.. 

9. "Conversation~with 
God." Neale wa;~ch. 
Putnam. $19.9§: 

lbr 
10. "Journey Int!> , ark-

ness." John Dov~las 
and Mark Ols~~ker. 
Scribner/DreW:i $25.-

9::, 1·· 

'Right Man's' 
loser stays 
in trouble 
"The Right Man for the Job" by 
Mike Magnuson 

HarperCollins, $23, 304 pp. 

REVIEW BY FRANK ZORETICH 

Gunnar Lund, the protagonist of this 
first novel, is an amiable jerk from a small 
town in Wisconsin who has left his· long
time former girlfriend to move with a new 
girlfriend and her 10-year-old son to 

. Columbus, Ohio. 
When he's not quarreling with })er, Gun

nar works as a rental-store repossessioq. 
man. Teamed with a partner named 
Dewey, he roams the slums of Columbus 
attempting to retrieve shoddy rental fur
nishings - including televisiOn sets and 
refrigerators - from deadbeats who have 
a thousand excuses for why they're behind 
nn th~1r month.hr na:u.m.en.ts.~·--



* Ivan Doig discusses, signs " Bucking the 
Sun" noon-1:30 p.m. Saturday, Page One, 

11018 Montgomery NE. 

* David London talks about, signs "Sun
dancer" 2-3:30 p.m. Sunday, March 16, Page 

One. 

B 
efore he became an award-winning 
novelist and historian, Ivan Doig 
had been a sheepherder, a newspa
perman and a magazine editor and 

writer. 
He's never forgotten what he first 

learned at Journalism School at Northwest
ern. Like meeting deadlines. 

"I've always got my own deadlines,'1 

Doig said from his home in Seattle. 
"There's a dai- · , 
ly quota of 
words I .do. BUCKING 
And I do them 
every day. 
~ow I'm in the 
first draft of 
the next novel. 
And it's 400 
words a day, 
on two triple-

. spaced pages." 

f 

This daily 
deadline he 
applies within 
the context of I V A N D 0 I G 
a book con-
tract. In 
essence, it's about 
delivering a book · 
every third Dec. 31. · 

"Between that daily 
·quota of words and the 
three-year deadline I 
then carve up my life 
according to how 
many pages I need 
done by a certain time 
every'season," Doig 
said. "And in trying to DOIG: "Daily 
get the stuff together I quota of words,, 
still go out and take a , 
look at what I'm writ-
ing about. I hope that's 
a journalist's trait, lay eyes on what I'm 
writing about." · 

He did that with his latest novel, "Buck
ing the Sun.'; The story is about thr~ gen
erations of the Duff clan that has been 
forced off its bottomland farm by the con
struction of the Fort Peck Dam in Montana 
during the 1930s. The Duffs are fictional · 
but the dam is quite real. 

When the five-year project was complet
ed in 1938, it_held the world's greatest con
centration of workers and equipment since 
the construction of the Panama Canal. The 
earth-filled dam is almost 25 stories tall 
and four miles long. It was the centerpiece 
of the New Deal: The Depression-era pro
ject provided more than 10,000 jobs. 
·· Like real-life families, the Duffs find 
relief work on the project. 

"I got a break on the Fort Peck book in 
that the Montana Historical Society had 

See DEADLINE on PAGE C11 

FAMOUS ART 

SHOWS UP 

I N ·U N U S U A L 

PLACES 
IN. 'B & B' 

REVIEW BY DAVID STEINBERG · T his may be the ultimate in 
pop-up books. Or in fun art 
history books. Or both. 

. The pliable spine lets you 
pull the front cover around so that it 
touches the back cover. Then you tie 
four strands of glued shoe laces that 
reveal a home in the round, a 360-
degree pres~ntation of the rooms of 
"Botticelli's Bed & Breakfast." 

It's a book that appeals to children 
and to adults. Here's why. 
· The visuals. As you might be able 
to tell from photographs accompany-

. ing this review, the three-D images 
are a trip. 

The art. That's Michelangelo's 
David . . . in boxer shorts brushing 
his teeth in the bathroom. 

There's Leonardo da Vinci's Mona 
Lisa standing on a ladder rung hold

. ing· a bottle of wine she's just 
brought up from the cellar. 

Auguste Rodin's The Thinker is 
resting among paintings stored in a 
chamber in the cellar. 

Whistler's Mother is warming her
self in front of a fireplace in the 
library. Behind her is Francisco 
Goya's "The Maja," originally paint
ed in the nude but clothed by request 
from the prudish Mother. But the 
viewer can pull a tab to reveal the 
woman desnuda. 

Even in the bathroom where David 
is brushing his teeth there's other· 
art. Claude Monet's "Water Lillies: 
The Morning" is in, of all places, the 

' toilet. The towels are by Piet Mondri
an in a design taken from one of his 

DAVID BRUSHES UP: 
Michelangelo's statue of David 
wears boxer shorts and brush
es his teeth in the bathroom of 
this 360-degree pop-up book~ 

"Botticelli's Bed & Breakfast" 
by Jan Pienkowski 

lntervisual Books/Simon & 
· Schuster, $23.50 '' 

paintings. 
In all, 56 pieces of art are in the 

B&B collection. Other artists repre
sented in the collection are Albrecht 
Durer, John Constable, Diego 
Velasquez, Katsushika Hokusai, Vin
cent Van Gogh and Rembrandt van 
Ryjn. And a bison from a prehistoric 
cave painting is in the cellar. 

Part-of the challenge is in identifi
. cation. 

The book is the idea of children's 

Jan Pienkows
ki's captivating 

pop-up book "Botticel
li's Bed & Breakfast" 

reveals room after room of art 
in unlikely places. 

HEY BOTIICELLI: Bespecta
cled Venus, at right, peers 
through the wiridow on the 
cover of a pop-up art book for 
children and adults. 

author Jan Pienkowski, put together 
by paper engineers Roger Smith and 
Helen Balmer. 

"It's humorous. Sort of a game for 
adults. And for, the child it's fun and 
interactive. We toyed with' the· idea 
of including the secret paper," said -
Dawn Bentley, executive editor at 
Intervisual Books. 

What secret paper? You find it. 

David Steinberg is Journal book editor. 

a thousand excuses for why they're behind 
on their monthly payments. 

Dewey, an older Black man with inti- ' 
mate knowledge of the territory, tries to 
teach Gunnar all the repo-man tricks. And 
Gunnar learns quickly. ' 

Unfortunately, Dewey is just as pleas~d 
·at helping Gunnar get into trouble as help
ing him to get out of it. The two have · 
adventure after adventure as they drift 
through realms of bitter poverty. Gunn~tr 
is a modern-day Huck Finn, and Dewey. 
plays the role of Jim. : 

Gunnar will do just about anything to : 
please 'and impress the slyly sardonic 
Dewey. Yet with Margaret, his girlfriend, 

See LOSER on PAGE «;11 

Tales celebrate : . 
strong heroine~ 
"Mother and Daughter Tales" retold 
by Josephine Evetts-Secker, illustrat-
ed by Helen Cann ' 

Abbeville Kids, $19.95, 80 pp. 

REVIEW BY. SUSAN STIGER ' 'M other and Daughter . Tales" is full of stepsis- · 
ters hated for their treau
ty, ugly crones who scare 

children and princes who fall in love with 
fair maidens at first sight. 

It's also full of headstrong girls learning . 
the lessons of life - to trust their brains 
and their hearts and that wonderfully 
female combination of the two - intliition. 

This collection of folk tales from a ound 
the world, illustrated in lush, moody water
colors, may tug at your feminist sensibili
ties, but still these girls emerge as hero
ines. Their stories tell of celebrationr.f-er
tility, transformation, independence, 
renewal, community and will - the »o~er 
of women, women's rites, as passed from 
mother to daughter. 

Sadnesses are great: Young girls lose 
their mothers only. to endure hateful step
mothers, women are barren, men are 
deceitful, nature is-harsh. But the stories 
invite discussion about overcoming, 
lessons learned, transformation, losses 

See TALES on PAGE C11 
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good guys bamboozled the vile Nazis 
witli double agents, phony code mes- _ D di• · 
s~ges ~d Oxford~accented dirty ea ID es 
tricks. Silva does not mess around · help writer produce words Tales involve strong heroines :~·.: 
with psychological introspection; he 
gets right into plot. A fatally glam
orous German Mata Hari, whose 
boudoir abilities still are talked of 
back at spy school in Bavaria, filters 
into London and seduces the brilliant 
Y ung American naval officer sec
onded by Churchill to design the six
story floating cement harbors need
ed for the real invasion at Normandy. 

icary, who takes to spying with 
aJacrity, tracks her up hill and down 
dal~ . In the meantime, he also is run
nin~ ~ou,ble agents, sending bogus 
radio codes from dank prison cells 
- and slimming down and buying 
new suits! (The women in the file 
rooms start looking at him with new 
interest.) 
~.Sttva hasn't yet perfected the 

Briti$b class snobbery, the intra
mural sniping between the dug-in, 
Kri.ighted Whitehall aristocrats and 
tlie middle-class intellectuals draft
~d to serve them. But he's good, 
especially in the precise-sounding, 
crucial details about the subway and 
tlixi surveillances across London 
and the helter-skelter car escapes 
through the back roads of northeast 
England on the way to that fateful 
i:.en:dezvous with the waiting Ger
ipan !I-boat. Vicary, like George 
Smiley, never gets the thanks he is 
due._Ifut that is why in the good
teading business there are sequels. 

This review appeared in the Detroit Free 
~ress. 
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But it's also a metaphor for . th; ... 
fragility of life, for transitory bless
ings, for love's limits. 

and Rivers 
Without End 

done SO interviews of people who worked 
on the dam. It was fascinating to find out 
who indulged in what. Then I had six or 
eight sources of my own on the dam," the 

··"'::.::~::=::;:>' ·In the Slavic story, "Snowflake," a 
childless couple grows old and sad 

Is it better to know love and lose it· , 
than not know it at all? Is joy sweet-1· · 
er when you have known great sad-_. 1 

ness and is sadness deeper when~ 
you have tasted joy? And where-., 
does Snowflake go? ~ - + 

Gary Snyder 

Kids Corner 

author said. -

The Fort Peck Dam story, Doig said, 
was complicated. orally. But that drew 
him into the book; not because it involved 
his own family; it didn't. They were Mon
tana sheepherders at the time, and hun
dreds of miles away. 

Fort Peck was the first important event 
in the lives of the people of that area - a 
major agricultural and historical valley 
along the Upper Missouri River. 

The dam, Doig said, "put Lewis and 
Clark's route, 135 miles of it, under a 
lake, and changed the ecology and the 
nature of the river." 

That's the ·kind of dichotomy Doig 
zooms in on - love of the land is trans
formed into a danger to it. 

His work-in-progress takes on a similar 
theme in a different context. "The pro
tagonist is sort of the last environmental 
writer in captivity, he's outlived Edward 
Abbey by a few years, He's a fictional 
guy who writes a Coast Watch column for 
an urban weekly in Seattle. He's facing 
how to keep on writing about it week 
after week, of seeing parts of it being 
hugged to death by people flooding in to 

build their dream homes in green val~ 
leys." 

Doig is fascinated with what he calls "a 
kind of pinba.U movement, the displace
ment of people that's been going on in the 
West, where people bail out of California 
and go to Boise and to Albuquerque." 

••• 
Doig's previous books include "This 

House of Sky" (1978), a National Book 
Award finalist, "The Sea Runners" 
(1982), which was a New York Times 
Notable Book of the Year, and his Mon
tana trilogy, "English Creek," "Dancing 
at the Rasc·al Fair" and "Ride With Me, 
Mariah Montana." 

••• - \ 

Jack Loeffler. will read the acceptance 
speech for Gary Snyder, who is unable to 
attend. And Gwynne Spencer will read 
the acceptance speech for Andrea D. and 
Brian Pinkney, who cannot attend the 
banquet. · 

Youngsters ask questions about their history 
BY JOANNA H. KRAUS ' 

Knight-Ridder Newspapers 

When seventh-grader Andy 
researches his Texas family mots 
for a school as'signment, he discov
ers an ancestor who was believed to 
be a thief: His name was expunged 

from the family Bible. Andy 
becomes determined to uncover the 
truth. The reader is pulled into the 
mystery "Search for the Shadow 
Man/' cleverly crafted by Joan 
Lowery Nixon, as well as an ethical 
dilemma. Ages 8-12. 

"A Different Kind of Courage" by 

- '-

Ellen Howard is a fictionalized 
account of two children who meet as 
a result of being evacuated from 
Europe to America during World 
War II. The children perceive,,their 
parents' selflessness as abandon
ment. A different perspective on a 
much-explored topic. Ages 9 to 13. 

watching other people's children 
play. One particularly harsh winter 
they decide to build a snowchild and. 
in their delight, she comes to life. 
They care for her through the win
ter, but as spring approaches, she 
becomes melancholy and hides in 
the shadows, growing thin and pale. 
The children coax her out to cele
brate Midsummer's Day and they 
build a fire to jump over. When 
Snowflake jumps, she melts at once 
and disappears. Her distraught 
mother goes on searching for her 
for the rest of her life. 

On the surface, it's a sad story, 
maybe even the stuff of bad dreams. 

SoUTllWEsT WOMEN'S 

HISTORY EvENING 

CELEBRATING WOMEN'S 

HISTORY MONTH 

This is a book not just about moth--~ 
ers and daughters, but for motlie~s ,; 
and daughters - to be read togeth- : 
er. These messages aren't obvious · 
and that's_ why they endure: They. -~ 
are meant to be shared, expk>rea ~ 
and felt, ultimately to be unde1;< 1 

stood. Only then can they be-pass~c[ . 
on. · · J J 

Susan Stiger is a feature writer for the 
Journal. 

WELCOMES 
Kate Horsley 

A Killing in New Town 
& Crazy Woman 

Sharon Niederman · , I 
A Quilt ofWordS 

, Cheryl Foote 
Women of the New Mexico Frontier" " 

.Talk & Booksigning • Tuesday, March 11th, 7-8:30pm 1 , .. 

·IVANDOIG 
Bucking the Sun 

1,' ) 

Recipient of the "Spirit of the West Literary 
Achievement Award" 

Talk & Booksigning •Saturday, March 15th, 12-1:30pm~ ·. ' 

OPEN 7 AM -11 :30PM 

1-800-521-4122 • 294-2026 

'' j, 

SW CORNER OF MONTGOMERY & JUAN. TABO 

DATES AND TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. PLEASE CALL TO CONFIRM: · 
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Against 
The Current 
BUCKING tMI SUN 
Sy Ivan Doig 
Simon & Schuster. 412 pp. $23 

By D•'#ld uakln 

T
HE BUILDING of the For1 Peck Dana in eastern 
Moolana: not, on the face of it, the mo11t )'leldJnr 
aubjea for a novel. One of the moat m888ivc of 
FOR'a New Deal projects. the carthcn dam-the 

world's &econd larae1t-pluggcd the wide Mis1JOuri River 
·~th a Cour·mile cork ol drectaed-up eand, 1Ut and cJ11. It 
took seven years Urom 1933 to 1940) and 10,000 ctrilhm 
workers to get the thing ln place. Roarina tbMlytowne 
sprang up lo hou111e the crews end aoak up thelr ovenlow 
,..~ces. Wbcn lhe dam 'Willl done, a 1ok.e coftring a quarter 
of million.acres backed up over the Montana plalm. 

On second thought, what an absolutely &tunning 
premise tor a novel-given the rif ht noYcllet. In lhtdiv 
11u S1111, Ivan Dolr rt.ea adm.trabl;y to the cblllen1e of 
ll.tmJog hydraulic englncerlna Into compelllng narrative. 
A Montanan by blnh and by lndinolion. Dolr untold11 the 
sap of the Fort Peck Dom throu1h its impact on 11 tingle 
family-a clan of recently tranaplanted, peppery Scola 
c3lled the Duffs. "They were the damnedeat bunch to try 
lo 6gure Old,• a new Duff wife mu1t1 about lhe explootve 
family she has married Into. &ear into each other at the 
drop of a hat, but atand CO!tther If the world ao much ae 
looked c:roeHyed at them. Pattnt• Hu1h and Mer CB1Re 

over from Scolland u newtyweda. struggled lot yeant lo 
fan» lhe fickle soil of the Mlteourt rtvcr valley, and raleed 
three handaome lankY eona. Owen, the eldest and braln'
tst, Incurred hie tatber'11 ever1A11dng wrath by obandonln.a 
lhc farm to get an qinetrinJ degree at :801icman, b111 

Do11id Lodin, a SeoltlHOU' ''"''"· iJ ,,.~ Otllllor arlJro,,. 
i"g tlt1 Et1111111t1: 1h Sla""Y Histof1 of Am1rica11 Wtalller." 

Secrets of a 
Southern Town 
THI KING O' BABYLON IHALL NOT 
COME AQAINaT YOU 
By Gt-Ot£e Garrell 
Hartourt Braco. 337 pp. $24 

I)' Jam .. Mynea 

T HE NOVEUsr Gcorae Ganett is one of the wily 
old foxes or American 1dtcn, bit work aa dUflcult 
to olseonhok ae lt la a pleasure to read. The au· 
thor of 25 booke, 1~ of them 'ctlon. he writes 

with an energetic and lneverenl wit lbat might be called 
pr«oclous in a younger man. A native Southerner, con-
11erv~ttve by nature. he doea not hellitatc lo "'l'ite Uke 1 
postmodcmltt •hen il autts his purpose. Author of lhrM 
of tbe finest hi1torkal novels C"ter written-D~tla o/ llt1r 
Foi, 111~ S•tcmiolf, and £,.r,,etl ~ '"' Stt'9-he la u 
knowlc:dnAble about, and appean to take· aa ln\Jcb plea· r .. 

1 

Am<rican ITlllar cuku .... be doe. In lhe rr 

SS PUBLICITY 

rowdy twin brothe1'8 Nell and Bruce. though colJcd to cut 
looac, are edll working tor their father, ralslng alla11a, 
kW1na 1raoehoppers, cunlng drou1ht. 

And then the dam reani up and tum• the Du.fff world 
on itA bead. The government col\demne the fann-the 
dun wtU lood lt-ud Hush. Meg and the twins find 
themeelve11 with no choice but to el1n on with the dam
buUdera. •Goin' e>wen• 18 already there--hc'a lht ·m.1mn-
1er, •one ol the topdoe enalnters In char~ of pumplAB up 
river mud to creale the starrerin« earthen banicr. Owen 
and Hugh prompt'1 R'8Ume the war that atarted when 
<>-en left home. Proud, lra1dble Hugh hates bcinr bc
holdett lO hla cocky eon and hatet •owen'a dam." Ambt- · 
llous, 1Wl1tho, prcssed-crn11e ~n despises hla father's 
bingc-drlnkln1. bJj bluster and biUemc1e, and above all 
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his mullah refusal to admlt that the Fort Peck DIJh is the 
niJtle&t piece of engineering ever. 

Subplot9. moatly lnvoMnir ACX, lovt, m2rtia1te itnd poll· 
tics, proli.teratc. Bruce and Nell get married afl«t rapid· 
fire coumhlps and hurl themselves into cnrrgt'tic ,..._ .. " 
with their willin,:? new wives. Hu({h's brolh<'r Dari11R blow5 
over lrom Sco1J1md. brcilthlng Montlsl polltk-s 111ld 1111n'
quitcd pa~elon tor Mt'g. When '$he som<·wh;it n·h11:ta111ly 
rebuffs him (ap)n). Oariu& con!'ol~• him9cU wit1i a pbt· 
lnum·headed taxi dancer/hooker Darof'd Proxy !(one of 
Dolg's more Inspired ctca1lons), and many \orrit:l 1ry:1hs 
lakr they roo tic the knnt. And all the whil~ th11 .-or1hrn 
behemoth loom!l larger and l.ar~r. aupp\yinR t)1t,• Duff!l 
and their women wilh •the storktt, the lngn·du:nlll otJif,·." 

I
N BOOKS like his acclaimed memoir This if,,,,,, 11/ 
S•y 81\d the brooding Wi11/~r Bmlkf" Dola ia!l wril· 
ten memorably ot lhc immenae, harsh, <'m ty land· 
tc:aoes of the Wc&t; but here he brilliantly co~11res up 

a crowded scene ol mass tn~rilY and mom\'ntou!< l·i11ii: uv
heaval A master prose craJtsman, r>oig movt'lfi nimbly 
from wtde-angle shota of :1ect)ling barroom!'! to do~('·u1is 
of uptight 1o~rnment ol.6ces to the pure pot'l1)1 or <'On· 
etruction and deslructlo,,. One gf:m, among &l·o~ i)l 1hc 
ecene near the novcl'a end ln which Owen looks Dn -,111, 
uelike• as a half.mile sc<.'tion of lhe d~ collapses into the 
river: '"HaU a decide of engineering, milllons of ('Ubic 
yards of Fort reek Dam ... 1»cltJng like brown ~~ar: 

B11d{lf6 the S11n i11so1ood one wtshca it were Cl;awk$,, 
but the novel does suUer from a s~rious mlacalculativn in 
design, Doig open. the book with the dlS<:overy of 1he 
drowned naked bodies of two Ou1b-• man and atWoman, 
married but not to e£cb other. trapped In tht cab of a sut>
merged Ford truck-and he coyly wtlh.bolds their idenli
lles until the no~l'a 8naJ p31ea. A gueaslng gamt of who 
they are and why and how they dJed k~ps the pafcs lum
lng, but ll'a a gim.Julck aod ii end• the book on a ch~ap, 
1tour note. 

Allde from dUa ml9&lep, B•cltilf,f tllt Su11 Is w tour de 
force of hlatork~ fkdon-no. fiction period. Ifs o.ne of 
those books th1t la~ you over as you read II. lnv:adlng 
your daydrums, 1o~lng Its cadences tn your br~n. 11.1rn· 

monlng you back to the pate. Doig writes with &t>11olutc, 
perfttt·pltch aulhoril'Y on dam•, Dutta. lhe Depression, 
and the feel of life under Montana'• fabled aky. \'cs. the 
buildu1e of the Fort reek Dam ls the shltf of • gl\·a1 nov· 
e~and thla b It. • 

means. The narrative moves fu-rwa.rd. In Ila own k>oving. 
a<htonoloalc.al way. and the •truth• of the tventt of April -
1968 la mealed at last, but Garrell la ckarly mott inlrr· 
esied In lhe joumt.-y than in the dtstlnauon. Carrcu 
'know& In his bones what every good novdbt 'knaw!l, 1h:11 
1f you break a story Into lit conwonenr parts. wha~ you itd 
ls rno-re acorie11, all th<' way down, llkt sub.a1omi~ ~idt11. 
And, as lo physics. lhe further down you gu lntv l~t' ~uin 
of the norratlve. the more myslerioua and t1l~nlfthnl the 
slorice become. The ~sull 1::1 AS rou.:h a mairnili;;mt 11ic\"C' 
of social hi&tory and rultur~ C'Ommi..•nlAry a11 ii i~ a novd, 
but more exciting. finally, and funnier, th:an :\ny tlrni~hl· 
arrow leaal thritlcr. 

Indeed, the nu'lt'J l:t b('SI con11idt•rcd &!I a l'hntwd. ,·n· 
gaged and. in place5, acld<t.:hed portrait ol Ott.• thnni;:t'9 
over tl1e last SO yeua In the lite o{ a Soulhtrn :i.mall tuwn. 
told In the voic11s, then and now, or the l)('Ofllt• who liwd 
tho1e chanaes. Perhaps nt'ccesarily, Tone him~cll i!t the 
least interallng charactc."r In the book. but then malst or the 
book la told by much more cntcmlril111 folk•: Mo~ K31z. 
brainy .and Ubldlnous. a Jewish pro!csaor at lht: lot·~ Is~I>" 
tist Colkgc who h.as lum('d fQ writing porn in h• rdirl"· 
mcnti W.E, Gary, a wry and wtU·te>-do A!tkan·Alnt· ri~·an 

r)awyer, who lives hallway between the lool blal·k :and 
white commur\lllt9, not QUJ1e accepted by eilh~:r: rcnro5C' 
Weatherby, brother ol lhc murdcn:d iJrl, who~ id11hhood 
as a slick. New South developer belies hl1 youthful r.-Rl"; 
and, tl>(aklng through lhtlr deposlcions and trlul Iran· 

I I I II I Ill Ill 
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BOOK REVIEW 
··---------------------------------------------------------------( 
i 

A Family of New Deal Dam Builders 
Novel spotlights those who helped tame water in the West 
BUCKING THE SUN 
By Ivan Doig 
Simon & Schuster; 412 pages; $23 

REVIEWED BY JOHN HARVEY 

5 ince his award-winning memoir, 
"This House of Sky," was published 
in the late '70s, Montana-born writer 

and historian Ivan Doig has used the novel 
form to speculate upon the lives of people 
who lived and live in the West. 

With "Bucking the Sun," which is prin
cipally set in the upper reaches of Missouri 
River country in the Depression years lead
ing up to the start of World War II, he has 

1 achieved his most adroit blend of fact and 
fancy in what is perhaps his best book 
since that first work. 

What sets Doig apart from others who 
have farmed the same terrain is the deft 
way he handles the fruits of his research; 
fact and anecdote are woven into the text 
with a light and often humorous touch. 
The sense we have is of a storyteller who is 
familiar and comfortable with his materi
al; as readers, we trust the teller, and so we 
trust the tale. 

Taking as its basis the construction of 
the Fort Peck Dam, a major New Deal pro
ject that brought work to thousands and in 
so doing flooded vast tracts of land, Doig 
centers his story on the lives of the Duff 
family - whose men were immigrants 
from Scotland, as was the case with Doig's 
own kin. If Doig the historian, with his 

. : . light but liberal use of archive material 
-· I from the Fort Peck Dam oral history pro-

1 ject and the pages of the "Engineering 
, News-Record," gives this saga an authentic 

structure, it is Doig the novelist who lifts it 

to great heights with his portrayal of the 
five Duff men - two brothers and three 
sons - and the women they love and mar
ry. 

"Self made men always do a lopsided 
job of it," the novel begins - a wonderful 
phrase - and in part that is what the story 
explores: Hugh Duff and his twin sons, Neil 
and Bruce, forever adapting to the chang
ing demands of the land and work around 
them, learning as they go. Set against them 
is the older son, Owen, who turns against 
his father by going to college to study engi
neering and helpsmastermind the building 
of the dam. 

They are a headstrong bunch, crea
tures of hard work and heady impulse, 
adroit with their hands in every sense, and 
given to wooing women on the tight-grain
ed tongue-and-groove dance floor of the 
Blue Eagle - a floor they laid themselves 
in a single night. 

Hugh, the father, is stubborn -and 
strong-willed, loving his wife Meg almost · 

Doig the historian gives 
this saga an authentic 
structure, while Doig the 
novelist lifts it to great 
heights with his 
portrayal oftheflve 
Duff men and the women 
they love 

despite himself in a relationship that owes 
as much to attrition as it does to affection. 
He respects and admires Meg just as he 
writhes under the weight of her judgment, 
her "nurselike sense of attention, the way 
of peering at you as if clerking for God." 
And some Friday nights, his pay burning a 
hole in his back pocket, he kicks over the 
traces and defies her by spending the night 
in town, drinking the whorehous~ dry. 

Hugh never quite forgives Owen for 
turning his back on him and finding a life 
of his own - a life that threatens the one 
Hugh had struggled to build for himself -
yet nevertheless he eventually bows to the 
inevitable and accepts work on the con
struction of the dam. He moves himself 
and Meg into an ill-built shack, which Ow
en, tellingly, papers over with blueprints to 
stem the cold. . . 

The younger sons also benefit from Ow
en's patronage and find work attached to 
the new project; Neil is seemingly the 
more stable, while Bruce jumps fitfully 
from one dangerous _task to the next, re.I-

ishing each new risk. When Hugh's broth
er, Darius, a left-wing agitator from the 
shipyards of the Clyde, arrives without call 
or expectation in their midst, things are 
thrown up into the air even more. Not only 
are Darius' political beliefs a potential 
threat to the building of the dam, the love 
he has nurtured all these years for Hugh's 
wife, Meg, has the capability of wrenching 
that central relationship asunder. 

But this is not a book about men doing 
what men do; women are given nearly 1 

equal space in the story. Their strengths 
are their own - they are handsome, will
ful, dangerous - and they are not used 
solely to hold family and community to
gether, though to a point they do that too. 
There is a pervading sense that Doig, in 
common with, say, two writers as different 
as Larry McMurtry and Carl Hiaasen, not 
only respects women, he actually likes 
them. For example, Owen's wife Charleen, 
independent and single-minded, becomes 
as involved in the running of her own busi
ness as Owen is in his work on the dam. 

Some way into the novel, Doig uses a 
perfect simile: "This family is like nine ra
dios going at once .... Every Duff a differ
ent station." It's apt because these Duffs 
are talkers, and when they're not talking, 
they're singing, or dancing, or doing all 
three at once. The remark also describes 
how the narrative works, the skill with 
which we are switched around from voice 
to voice, location to location, eavesdrop
ping on a sentence here, a brief scene 
there, a near-documentary description or 
the most intimate of moments. This is a 
story about connections, attractions, shift
ing currents and the relationship between 

See Page 4 
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matic moments in his consistent
ly dramatic and moving memoir 

Looking back, Milani remem
bers himself and his friends in 
the student movement as "the 

- and makeup-free - and that 
unmarried men and women are 
not seen together in public. 

Ht: h.Ut::W \.,HV >~\.-!\... \.-·' '- '- '" '-~ '• J -------

comes when the 15-year-old Mil-
this regime. "From 1979 - when 
the Ayatollah Khomeini came to 

Alix Madrigal is on the staff of The 
Chronicle. 

Dissident Writers in a Post-Cold-War World DAM BUILDERS 
Continued From Page 3 

THE DISSIDENT WORD 
The Oxford Amnesty Lectures 1995 

.., 1 Edited by Chris Miller 
~ · Basic Books; 198 pages; $25 

REVIEWED BY KENNETH BAKER 

' 

he Oxford Amnesty Lectures are an 
: : annual, privately spo~sored, series of 
~ · talks on topics pertaining to human 
.§ · rights; given in Oxford, England. Each 
~ i year the committee selects a theme and 
] - invites prominent intellectuals to respond. 
~ . The public is charged admission and pro
~ · ceeds benefit Amnesty International. Each 
~ · set of lectures is then collected in a book. 

·~ 1 The 1995 installment is the fourth and re
~ : ~ 

1 

grettably the least stimulating. 
~ ! In the West, the term dissidence still :I ' has a Cold War ring to it from its long asso
-· ciation with insurgent writers and artists 
7' in the Soviet Union. The 1995 Oxford Am-
3: , nesty Lectures consider the wide meaning 
~ : of dissident writing in the post-Cold-War 
~ · context. 
~ g · The range of voices in this series may 
al be the most disparate so far, from the arch 

humor of Gore Vidal to the confrontation
al rhetoric of Taslima Nasreen, a Bangla-

--·'··-

deshi writer exiled to Norway by an Islam
ic fundamentalist fatwa, and Nawal El Saa
dawi, an expatriate Egyptian feminist who 
teaches at Duke University. 

One of the most striking aspects of the 
book goes unmentioned: the difference in 
tone between its male and female contrib
utors. The men - Vidal, Andre Brink, 
~ole Soyinka and Edmund White-speak 
with detachment and flair, even about 
painful details of war and oppression. 

The women, in whose lives the acts and 
consequences of dissidence appear to be 
more immediate and dangerous, are edgi
er. "If a philosopher produces many works 
that change nothing in the power system 
because they do not reach people and are 
not understood," Saadawi writes, "he or 
she may remain safe, even prosperous. The 
dissident word must be effective in real 
life, otherwise it loses its meaning and is no 
longer dissident. ... The dissident word is 
an expression of a struggling woman or 
man whose body and mind and spirit are 
inseparable .... Philosophers who are not 
. activists end up as empty shells ... using 
words to fence with ether users of words." 

The reader hears an implicit reproach 

to other lecturers in the Oxford Amnesty 
series that they themselves may not have 
heard before the publication of this book. 

The contributors to the 1995 program 
see red in very different places. Andre 
Brink looks out hopefully from a South Af
rican setting where the current of social 
change finally shifted away from apart
heid and censorship. He has what seems 
like the luxury of asking whether dissident 
writing suffers when its counterforce abat
es. "If it is true that literature is by its very 
nature dissident and oppositional," he 
notes, "it is equally true that it can also 
dissipate itself in mere dissidence and op
positionality; and if an entire literature 
threatens to define itself purely in terms of 
what it is against, there is the real danger 
of forfeiting the very richness and polyph
ony that assured its cultural validity to 
start with." 

Wale Soyinka takes a pan-African view 
and reproaches the West for its parochial
ism. He cites the trial of Mariam Men aistu 
deposed dictator of Ethiopia, a moral ;vent 
he considers "of a dimension that is little 
short of that of the Nuremburg trials." 

See Page 10 

water and land, and about the nature of 
love, its fluctuations and irresistible flow. 

What Doig unders_tands well and de
scrib_es V:ith. fas~inating power is the way 
nothmg m hfe is ever still. You can dam 
rive:s and still they break. You can ignore 
for Just so long the beating of the heart 
but that will do nothing to quell the rush of 
blood along the vein. Owen's constant fear 
is "seepage," the knowledge that no matter 
how much weight of earth you use to stem 
the river's passage, water can still eat its 
way underneath; and in just such a way the 
firmest foundations of a marriage can be 
undermined by a look, a word, by intima
tions of a touch. 

Doig's great achievement is to string his 
compelling narrative along these connec
tions between outer and inner worlds, the 
silent stirrings of the human heart and the 
swelling moments of a river, both imper
ceptible until it is almost too late. He does 
. this with dramatic sweep and yet great 
subtlety, letting the human and the natu
ral spheres spin together and bind to one 
another, almost unseen. • 

John Harvey's forthcoming novel is 'Easy Meat' 
(Henry Hoff}. _ 
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DAM BllltDERS 
Continued From Page 3 
water and land, and about the nature of 
love, its fluctuations and irresistible flow. 

What Doig under~tands well and de
scribes with fascinating power is the way . 
nothing in life i~ ever still. You can dam 
rivers and still they break. You can ignore 
for just so long the beating of the heart, 
but that will do nothing to quell the rush of 
blood along the vein. Owen's constant fear 
is "seepage," the knowledge that no matter 
how much weight of earth you use to stern 
the river's passage, water can still eat its 
way underneath; and in just such a way the 
firmest foundations of a· marriage can be 
undermined by a look, a word, by intima~ 
tions of a touch. 

Doig's great achievement is to string his 
compelling narrative along these connec· 
tions between outer and inner worlds, the 
silent stirrings of the human heart and the 
swelling moments of a river, both imper
ceptible until it is almost too late. He does 
this with dramatic sweep and yet great 
subtlety, letting the human and the natu
ral spheres spin together and bind to one 
another, almost unseen. • 

John Harvey's forthcoming novel is 'Easy Meat' 
(Henry Holt). 
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some weather or dialogue. I'm a 
more natural editor than I am a first 
drafter. I blend it all together and it 
starts to be fun around the third . 
draft. I like the improvements you 
can see in a manuscript by going 
through it time and again: I go 
through a finished manuscript one 
time just to look at all the verbs, 
make sure they're not all 'is' or 'was' 
or all hyper fancy. Another time I'll 
look at sentence rhythms, another 
time at how the sections or even 
paragraphs begin and end. Some
where along the line you have to re
member to go through and see if it 
makes any sense. This time I pulled 
out some Scotch politics - they were 1 

too much lumber on the wagon." 
Finally, if you are Ivan Doig, you 

come up with a memorable beginning 
line - "Self-made men always do a 
lopsided job of it" - and the novel is 
off, pulling readers along willy-nilly. 

Next, Doig says he will write a con
temporary western novel, "set along 
the Pacific Coast and the interior 
West, probably the Montana Rockies 
again, but a book· that will have Alas
ka, Seattle, San Francisco and the 
Rockies. It's about time the baby 
boomers faced the question of 'Can 
you go home again?' People faced by 
a family crisis and can we go back, or 11 
even dare we? That's a couple, three 
years down the line." 
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In the news 
Irish novelist Roddy Doyle will appear in a benefit for Seattle Arts & 

Lectures' Writers in the Schools program, 7:30 p.m., fan. 15 at the First BOOIS United Methodist Church ($5; 624-6600). 
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.. :·BEST 

SELLERS 
Be$tselling books in the 
Pacific Northwest fo~ 
1996, as reported by 
Pdcific Pipeline, a 
Ke:_nt-based wholesale 
·distributor. 

;. Hardcover 
fiction 

1. · "Primary Colors". 
· Anonymous 

2. ~ "Bucking the Sun" 
Ivan Doig 

3. "Executive 
Orders" 
1om Clancy' 

4. "The Tenth 
·Insight" 
James Redfield 

5. , "Crown of 
· Swords" 
'Robert Jordan 

6. · "Name Withheld". 
].A.Janee 

7. 

8. 

9. 

"The Runaway 
Jury" 
john Grisham 
"Behind the 

·· Lines" 
W.E.B. Griffin 
"The Horse 
Whisperer" 
Nicholas Evans 

10. "The Fallen 
Man" 
Tony Hillerman 

-11 "The Web" 
. Jonathan Kellerman 

GETIIN G A READ 
ON THE 

' 

0 ONN FRY 
Seattle Times book editor 

As someone 
who normally 
gravitates 
toward literary 
fiction, I was 
surprised to dis
cover that my 
most memo
rable reading 
experiences of 

1996 were mostly works of nonfic
tion. 

Looking back over my reading 
list for the year, it became clear that 
memoirs and small-scale histories 
are the books that charged my 
imagination. There were some fine 
works of fiction in 1996, of course, 
but the best of those apparently 
were read by other Seattle Times 
reviewers: Alice Munro's "Select
ed Stories," for instance, or David 
Foster Wallace's "Infinite Jest" 
and Graham Swift's Booker Prize
winning "Last Orders." 

In fact, it was not an outstanding 
year for quality literature of any 
genre: The editors of The New 
York Times Book Review found 
only eight books they could agree 
on for their annual "Editors' 
Choice" feature. 

While no single work this year 
knocked me out, in retrospect I'm 

·~---~ ''"'-~~~~--~·'-

year there was Tobias Wolffs 
fying story collection, "The 
in Question" (Knopf). 

So what were the most mo.,.,,..,. _.,,,, 

rable books of 1996? Those 
tioned above, of course, as 
the other titles below, :which 
selected on the basis f 
reading or the opinions of 
Times reviewers. 

This is not a "Top 10" 
rather, these are books r ; leased in 
1996 that will repay your ttention. 

Fiction 

story master shows her "astonish
ability to capture moods and 

uu1Ju""'-"' for which no easy formu
las exist." 

"Last Orders ," by Graham 
Swift (Knopf). This year's winner of 
Britain's prestigious Booker Prize 
traces four men's odyssey to scat
ter the ashes of a departed friend, a 
darkly ' comic journey "which may 
leave even the most cynical readers 
in tears but resplendent in their 
commitment to the joys and cata
strophes we call life." 

"My Other Life," by Paul Ther
oux (Houghton Mifflin). The prolific 

"Burning Your Boat s: The travel writer and 
Collected Stories of novelist is up to 
Carter," by Angela Carter his old tricks: 
Holt). This satisfying, often ~··--~~ -,,..· mixing his own 
collection of the short work of the peripatetic life 
British writer who died of lung can- with liberal doses 
cer in 1992 "will appeal to anyone of imagination to 
enamored of the gothic and produce "that 
macabre, as well as anyone enticed most exotic of all 
by an exquisitely ribald, masterfully journeys, an 
pyrotechnic prose style." excursion into he realm Theroux 

"Derby Dugan's Depression . calls 'what if?'" The result: "a self-
Funnies," by Tom De Haven portrait painted in a hall of mirrors." 
(Henry Holt/Metropolitan). In "In the Beauty of the Lilies," 
1936, a hack novelist and1ghost- by John Updike (Knopf). This acute 
writer for a hugely popular comic observer of life and love among the 
strip wanders an exciting New York American middle class examines 
City filled with gangsters, bordellos the generational ·fallout from a 
and a woman with the most beauti- Presbyterian pastor's loss of faith in 
ful smile in the world. Yet looking "a fast, gripping novel ... a literary 

back 30 years late~:rj, ~A~l ~Bir.~e~a~dy~ftn~d~s~lllE::iim~a~st;e~rw~or;k~.'=' ji;;;: "undercurrents '!! failed ambi ' 

'Alias Grace' 
The enigma of a 19th-century 

murder haunts Margaret 
Atwood's new novel. 

NEXT SUNDAY in BOOKS .. "; 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----. .... . 

California childhood to the Euro
pean battlefields of World War II, 
this longtime Rutgers English pro
fessor and author engagingly 
recounts his development of "the 
crusty shell of a cantankerous skep
tic, committed to exposing the truth 
in the face of dumb insolence from a 
self-serving officialdom.'' 

"HitlerJs Willing Execution
ers: Ordinary Germans and the 
Holocaust," by Daniel Jonah Gold
hagen (Knopf). This provocative 
study by a young Harvard professor 
raised cries of protest in Germany 
because of his powerful, persuasive 
conclusion that "the driving force of 
the Holocaust was the universal 
and extraordinarily virulent anti
Semitism at every level of German 
society." 

"The Living and the Dead: 
Robert McNamara and Five 
Lives of a Lost War," by Paul 
Hendrickson (Knopf). This National 
Boqk Award finalist by a Washing
ton Post features writer is a search
ing examination of five lives irrevo
cably altered - or ended - by a 
disastrous war promoted too long 
by a Defense secretary who pri
vately saw its futility. 

"Sahara Unveiled: A Journey 
Across the Desert," by William 
Langewiesche (Pantheon). This 
mesmerizing journey through the 
v.::i. tn.i:>s:. · nf { n Y A a~~ _;~-i .. 
··the best of Paul Bowles' North 

ft:ic n ULr:itirw~ ruitb it bunnotia 
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4. "The Tenth 
Insight" 
James Redfield 

5. ·"Crown of 
Swords" 
Robert Jordan 

6. ''Name Withheld". 
].A.Janee 

7. "The Runaway 
fury" 
john Grisham 

8. "Behind the 
-Lines" 
W.E.B. Griffin 

9. "The Horse 
• 111 Whisperer" 

Nicholas Evans 
10. "The Fallen 

Man" 
Tony Hillerman 

llr "The Web" 
1 Jonathan Kellerman 

12. "The Deep End 
of the Ocean" 
Jacquelyne 

· Mitchard 

13. ''The Celestine 
.Prophecy" 
fames Redfield 

14.' "How Stella Got 
Her Groove 
Back" 

· Terry McMillan 
15.: "Cause of Death" 

Patricia Cornwell 

Hardcover 
nonfiction 

1. "Men Are from 
Mars, Women 

.Are from 
·venus" 
john Gray 

2. "The Zone" 
Barry Sears with 
Bill Lawren 

3. "Bad As I Wanna 
Be" 

.Dennis Rodman 
with Tim Keown 

4. '' "The Dilbert 
Principle" 
,Scott Adams 

5. "Rush Limbaugh 
Is a Big, Fat Idiot" 
Al Franken 

6. , "The Seven 
Spiritual Laws of 
·Success" 
·Deepak Chopra 

7. "In Contempt" 
Christopher Dard
en with jess Walter 

8. "How Could You 
Do That?" 
Dr. Laura Sch
'lessinger 

9 . . "Midnight in the 
:Garden of Good 

experiences of 
1996 were mostly works of nonfic
tion. 

Looking back over my reading 
list for the year, it became clear that 
memoirs and small-scale histories 
are the books that charged my 
imagination. There were some fine 
works of fiction in 1996, of course, 
but the best of those apparently 
were read by other Seattle Times 
reviewers: Alice Munro's "Select
ed Stories," for instance, or David 
Foster Wallace's "Infinite Jest" 
and Graham Swift's Booker Prize
winning "Last Orders." 

In fact, it was not an outstanding 
year for quality literature of any 
genre: The editors of The New 
York Times Book Review found 
only eight books they could agree 
on for their annual "Editors' 
Choice" feature. 

While no single work this year 
knocked me out, in retrospect I'm 
struck by the liveliness and range 
found in close, narrow-focus exami
nations of people's lives, either 
through memory or historical 
investigation. 

Both Jonathan Raban's "Bad 
Land: An American Romance" 
(Pantheon), which is a lyrical explo
ration of failed Montana home
steading earlier in 
this century, and 
Mary Gordon's 
"The Shadow 
Man: A Daugh
ter's Search for 
Her Father" 
(Random House), 
which just as 
tellingly explores 
the mystery of her own father, fall 
into this category. 

So, too, are such strikingly differ
ent works as "Into the Wild" (Vil
lard), Seattle writer Jon Krakauer's 
wrenching portrait of the final two 
years in the life of a charismatic 
young idealist who marched unpre
pared into the Alaskan wilderness, 
and Calvin Trill in' s "Messages 
from My Father" (Farrar, Straus 
& Giroux), a subtle, funny and 
deceptively profound reminiscence 
of his late father, Kansas City grocer 
Abe Trillin. 

Into this mix, I would even 
insert Seattle writer David Shields' 
iconoclastic and unclassifiable 
"Remote" (Knopf), a quirky and 
irreverent meditation on the clut
tered surface of late 20th-century 
American life. 

My fiction favorites? Well, at the 
beginning of 1996, there was "The 
Moor's Last Sigh" (Pantheon), 
Salman Rushdie's absorbing gener
ational saga of a most singular Indi
an family, while at the end of the 

Fiction 
"Burning Your Boats: The 

Collected Stories of Angela 
Carter," by Angela Carter (Henry 
Holt). This satisfying, often surreal · 
collection of the short work of the 
British writer who died of lung can~ 
cer in 1992 "will appeal to anyone 
enamored of the gothic and 
macabre, as well as anyone enticed 
by an exquisitely ribald, masterfully 
pyrotechnic prose style." 

"Derby Dugan's Depression 
Funnies," by Tom De Haven 
(Henry Holt/Metropolitan). In 
1936, a hack novelist and1ghost
writer for a hugely popular comic 
strip wanders an exciting New York 
City filled with gangsters, bordellos 
and a woman with the most beauti
ful smile in the world. Yet looking 
back 30 years later, Al Bready finds 
"undercurrents of failed ambition, " 
longing and loss" in this "rare com- · · 
bina · athos." 

' ucking the Sun, y van · · 
Doig (Simon & Schuster). The 
Seattle novelist returns once again . : 
to his native Montana for a lively, 
New Deal-era chronicle set a~cuu~•\. <Y>r 
the building of the Fort 
"powerfully rendering life 
death in one family, and through 
them the people and places of the .. ••• 

· American West in the 1930s." · .· .... 
e om an 

Through Doors," by 
(Viking). The Booker t'T1'.zP-1wln·;..······ 

ning Irish author of "Paddy -..nuu'""' ....... 
Ha Ha Ha" has penned a 
examination of an alcoholic 
housewife's escape from dorne~;t1c : 
abuse, written so sensitively 
"we understand why she stays 
this marriage as much as why 
finally ends it in her own v.1>.• . .Lv1Uv1. f • 

ironic way." 
"The Tailor of Panama," 

John le Carre (Knopf). The 
international intrigue keeps 
new possibilities for fiction. This 
involves the lively, often humorous. 
exploits of Harry Pendel, tailor to · 
the diplomatic power brokers 
Panama City who is soon out of 
depth in a game of ·espionage. 

"Martin Dressler: The Tale 
of an American Dreamer," by 

· Steven Millhauser (Crown). This . 
fantastical National Book Award 
finalist, about a 19th-century New 
York hotel entrepreneur whose 
projects grow ever more surreal, is · ·• 
a haunting study of how the inven~ · 
tive mind harbors desires "to over
throw itself, to smash itself to bits · 
and burst into new forms." 

"Selected Stories," by Alice 
Munro (Knopf). This rich overview 
of 28 stories by the Canadian short-
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strophes we call life." 
"My Other Life," by Paul Ther

oux (Houghton Mifflin). The prolific 
travel writer and 
novelist is up to 
his old tricks: 
mixing his own 
peripatetic life 
with liberal doses 
of imagination to 
produce "that 
most exotic of all 
journeys, an 
excursion into he realm Theroux 
calls 'what if?' " The result: "a self
portrait painted in a hall of mirrors." 

"In the Beauty of the Lilies," 
by John Updike (Knopf). This acute 
observer of life and love among the 
American middle class examines 
the generational .fallout from a 
Presbyterian pastor's loss of faith in 
"a fast, gripping novel ... a literary 
masterwork." 

"Infinite Jest," by David Foster 
Wallace (Little, Brown). This 1,079-
page novel is "that rare literary feat 
- a grandly ambitious, wickedly 
comic epic on a par with such great, 
sprawling novels of the 20th centu
ry as 'Ulysses,' 'The Recognitions' 
and 'Gravity's Rainbow'." 

Nonfiction 
"Undaunted Courage: Meri

wether Lewis, Thomas Jeffer
son, and the Opening of the 
American West," by Stephen E. 
Ambrose (Simon & Schuster). This 
absorbing chronicle by an eminent 
historian is a fascinating study of 
the man who successfully led the 

. :most arduous journey into the 
unknown in American history, only 

. to succumb afterward to politics 
and his own personal demons. 

"Great Books," by David 
Denby (Simon & Schuster). Nearly 
30 years after first taking Columbia 
University's two core-curriculum 
courses in Western literature and 
philosophy, this 48-year-old film 
critic re-enrolled, casting "a won
dering eye on the soul-enriching 
complexity and radicalness of the 
Great Books," along the way writ
ing a "great book" of his own. 

"Jesse: The Life and Pilgrim
age of Jesse Jackson," by Mar- · 
shall Frady (Random House). An 
award-winning political journalist 
offers a "rigorously honest" profile 
of the quicksilver African-American 
leader and social activist who rose 
from humble beginnings to make 
bold runs at the Democratic presi
dential nomination in 1984 and, 
especially, 1988. 

"Doing Battle: The Making of 
a Skeptic," by Paul Fussell (Little, 
Brown). Moving from his leisurely 
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study by a young Harvard professor 
raised cries of protest in Germany 
because of his powerful, persuasive 
conclusion that "the driving force of 
the Holocaust was the universal 
and extraordinarily virulent anti
Semitism at every level of German 
society." 

"The Living and the Dead: 
Robert McNamara and Five 
Lives of a Lost War," by Paul 
Hendrickson (Knopf). This National 
Boqk Award finalist by a Washing
ton Post features writer is a search
ing examination of five lives irrevo
cably altered - or ended - by a 
disastrous war promoted too long 
by a Defense secretary who pri
vately saw its futility. 

"Sahara Unveiled: A Journey 
Across the Desert," by William 
Langewiesche (Pantheon). This 
mesmerizing journey through the 
vastness of (mostly) Algeria rivals 
"the best of Paul Bowles' North 
African writings with its hypnotic 
yet unsentimental prose and its 
total submission to its subject: 'the 
drama of desolation and distance' 
that is the Sahara Desert." 

"Love Thy Neighbor: A Story 
of War," by Peter Maass (Knopf). 
Within the growing body of litera
ture on the ethnic conflict and geno
cide in the former Yugoslavia, noth
ing has been written with "such 
compassion and conviction" as this 
work by a Washington Post corre
spondent who "cuts through all the 
Serbian exculpations, firmly and 
convincingly placing the blame for 
this heinous war in their hands." 

"Angela's Ashes: A Memoir," 
by Frank McCourt (Scribner). The 

most extravagant
ly praised memoir 
of 1996 - and of 
many other years 
as well - is this 
first book by a 
retired 66-year-old 
New York high-
school writing 
teacher, who 

recalls how his hard-luck immigrant 
parents left the land of his own birth 
and returned to the grinding poverty 
of their native Ireland, an experi
ence whose scars still dance vividly 
in his memory. 

"The Song of the Dodo: 
Island Biogeography in an Age 
of Extinction," by David Quam
men (Scribner). Traveling to some 
of the world's most remote 
ecosystems, this Montana-based 
natural-history writer tries to 
understand the forces propelling 
the current rush of extinctions, 
and in the process he has produced 
a sobering "masterpiece of science 
journalism." 
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Building Lives 
In Montana 
The power of geography 
in a big, roistering novel 

M
ONTANA NOVELIST IVAN DOIG 

sets himself a challenge in his 
big, roistering new novel, Buck
ing the Sun (Simon & Schuster; 

412 pages; $23). His subject-not just the 
book's setting but also the presence that 
rules its composition-is a monstrous, 
chancy construction project in the mid-
1930s, the huge Fort Peck dam across the 
Missouri River in Montana bottomland. 

To save his novel from the curse 
of what used to 

B lJ C KI N G be called socialist 
T H [ S U N realism, Doig must 

come up with char-
acters large enough 
to symbolize the un
ruly river and the 
vast dam in combat 
as construction pro
ceeds, but sufficient
ly strong and gritty 

in their own right so that they can't be 
yawned away as costumed actors posing 
in front of a diorama. 

He finds effective protagonists in the 
Duff clan, Scottish immigrants and hard
scrabble farmers losing their battle with 
drought and grasshoppers in the river 
valley until the dam project lurches into 
motion. Owen, the bookish eldest son, is 
an engineer. His twin brothers Neil, a 
truck driver, and Bruce, a diver, work in 
the river's murk. Father Hugh is a reluc
tant laborer and enthusiastic boozer, and 
Uncle Darius, a union organizer on the 
run. The younger men marry and risk 
lives and livers as they watch the river 
slowly pool up behind the growing dam. 

The reader is pulled into their story 
by a puzzle the author has set: What two 
Duffs-man and woman, naked, mar
ried but not to each other-are extracted 
drowned from a submerged truck as the 
construction winds down? This is skillful 
manipulation, the novelist as conjurer 
ensuring that the reader's first thought is 
of human beings, not power shovels and 
spillways. The device works beautifully, 
and so does Doig's roguish novel. 
Though not well enough-perhaps nev
er that well, if your characters wear 
jeans-for its author to escape the tag 
"regional." -By John Skow 

BOOKS 

MAKING A STATEMENT: 
Moore plays tricks with the 
notion of poetic justice 

ed statement identifying the 
intended victim as "Pierre 
Brossard, former Chief of 
the Second Section of the 
Marseilles region of the Mil
ice; condemned to death in 
absentia by French courts, 
in 1944 and again in 1946." 
The statement goes on to say 
that Brossard was charged 
with the massacre of 14 Jews 
on June 15, 1945. The docu
ment, which the old man re
alizes was to be pinned on 
his body, concludes, "The 
case is closed." 

To Avenge or to 
Forget the Past? 

Not true, of course, be
cause the old man-who is 
indeed Brossard, although 
he has called himself Pou
liot for many years-sur
vives. But who, in 1989, still 
wants to punish him for his 
past by killing him? Bros
sard assumes that Jewish 
money is behind this at
tempt on his life. That be
lief, a measure of his re
flexive anti-Semitism, will 
have fatal consequences. 

The Statement may 
have a classic thriller's plot 
-a character on the run, 
private power plays behind 
public fa<;ades-but it un
folds in a moral universe in-

A provocative thriller is set in a 
complex moral universe 

finitely more complex and 
compromised than the white hats vs. 
the black hats so typical of the genre. The 
novel asks not only who is trying to 
murder Brossard but also why Brossard 
has been able to remain in France for 

G
IVEN A SCENE IN WHICH AN AS

sassin stalks a potential victim, 
most readers will, in the absence of 
other evidence, instinctively root 

for the quarry. In the opening pages of 
his new novel, The Statement (Dutton; 
250 pages; $22.95), Brian Moore pro
vides just such a scene: in a village in the 
south of France an old man is being 
tailed by a hired killer. The murder, the 
assassin decides, will take place when his 
target drives back to the monastery 
where he has been staying. Feigning en
gine trouble along the route, he waits for 
the old man to stop, then approaches as 
if to ask for a lift, pulls out a pistol and is 
fatally shot twice in the chest by the man 
he planned to kill. 

This sort of narrative turnaround usu
ally provides the pleasure of surprise, the 
sense that poetic justice has foiled a 
malevolent act. Moore quickly cuts off 
such easy certainties. He shows the old 
man examining the possessions of his 
would-be murderer. They include a print-

TIME, JULY 1, 1996 

44 years, receiving asylum 
from various Roman Cath
olic monasteries, and a 1971 
presidential pardon for the 
crimes he committed during 
the German occupation and 
the Vichy regime. 

"It is hard to pass judg
ment on what people did 
back then," says a French 
army colonel who is also 
looking to bring Brossard to justice. This 
remark is the crux of the novel. Does a 
time come when people must be forgiv
en for doing what they mistakenly be
lieved was right or unavoidable? Or 
should evil never be forgiven or forgot
ten? By challenging the reader to con
front these questions, The Statement is 
ultimately unforgettable. -By Paul Gray 
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WATCH 

Norwest CuHurefest 
The University of Denver 

celebrates diversity during the 
fourth annual Norwest 
CultureFest on Sunday. Four 
stages will host nearly 50 per
forming arts groups. Wander
ing performers will also repre
sent traditions from around the 
world. New this year is a chil
dren's tent arid a craft and 
visual arts demonstration 
stage. 

The planning committee is 
seeking volunteers ranging 
from stage crew and beverage 
sales, to guest relations and 
parking assistance. Informa
tion: 871-4626. 

Wallace Roney at the Fox 
Trumpeter Wallace Roney' s 

quintet will perform a show · 
tonight at the Fox Theater, 
1135 13th St., Boulder. Roney 
has earned the respect of his 
peers in his more than 20 
years in the jazz world. He has 
soloed alongside Miles Davis 
as well as joined veterans Her
bie Hancock, Wayne Short~r, 
Ron Carter and Tony Williams 
on a tour billed as "A Tribute to 
Miles Davis." Tickets are 
$10.50 for this 21 and older 
show. Information: 44 7-0095. 
Cowboy poet show 

Peggy Godfrey, Nyle Hen
derson and Mike Lee will high
light the The Lazy B Ranch's 
fourth annual Cowboy Poets 
Show May 25 in Estes Park. 
Entertainment will be provid
ed by the Lazy B Wranglers. 
Dinner will be at 7 p.m., with 
the show beginning at 7:45 
p.m. Tickets are $16 for adults, 
$12 for kids 5 to 12. Show-only 
tickets are $9 for adults, $5 fot 
kids. The ranch is at 1915 Dry 
Gulch Road, Estes Park. Infor
mation: 970-586-5371 or 800-
228-2116. 

SYMPHONY NOTES 
Saturday is the ticket dead

line for the Junior Symphony 
Guild Spring Luncheon and 
Awards Presentation. The 
event begins at 10 a.m. May 23 
at the Brown Palace Hotel. 
The program includes maestra 
Marin Alsop and a member
ship awards presentation. 
Tickets are $23. Information: 
355-7855. 

TODAY'S BEST BETS 
Television 

• Gene Siskel and Roger 
Ebert speak with Tom Hanks 
and Brad Pitt on The Siske! and 
Ebert Interviews, at 7 p.m. on 
KCNC-Channel 4. 

Rocky Mountain News Wed., May 15, 1996 
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Da~ncin 
with language 
Ex-ranchhand, ·newspaperman 
Ivan Doig captures spirit 
of Depression-era Montana 
By Margaret Carlin 
Rocky Mountain News Books Editor 

When Ivan Doig was research
ing his novel, Bucking the .Sun, 
based on the construction of the 
Fort Peck Dam in Montana during 
the 1930s, he was struck by the 
happy memories of the people 
who worked on the giant struc
ture. 

"There are taped oral histories, 
so I could listen to the actual voices. 
These people felt lucky ... it was 
the Depression, you know, bat they 
were young, they were learning 
new skills, they had money in their 
pockets, they were meeting new 
people, there were bars and lots of 
highjinks ... the people remem
bered that period as the apex of 
their lives, exciting times.'' · 

Doig will be in the Denver area 
Friday and Saturday to discuss 
Bucking the Sun (Simon & Schus
ter, 412 pages, $23). Speaking by 
phone from his home in Seattle, 
the author traces the genesis of 
his novel to a Montana newspaper 
article. 

"The story was about a couple 
· found dead in a truck in a compro

mising situation. I decided to use 
the couple as a plot turn - two 
people in the same family, mar
ried, but not to each other." 

Doig, 57, who grew up_ on a 
Mon.tana sheep ranch, chose the 
title of his book from one of his 
rugged father's frequent laments: 
"We'd be driving early in the 
morning or late afternoon, and 
he'd always says, 'Oh, we've got 
to buck the sun all the way til we 
get there!" 

The title also refers, of course, 
to the contentious Duff family 
which oucks the world, playing 
out adventure and tragedy against 
the building of the giant dam and 
the taming of the mighty Missouri 
River. 

The story involves Hugh Duff, 
the hell-raiser; his wife, Meg, 
"who peers at you as if clerking 
for God"; and their sons, Owen, an 
engineer, and twins Neil and 
Bruce. . 

Owen marries social-climbing, 
"panther beautiful" Charlene Jeb
bet; Neil marries her sister, "cute 
as a wink" aspiring writer 

Carol M. Doig 

Ivan Doig will be in Denver Friday and Saturday to discuss Buck
ing the Sun. 
Rosellen; daredevil Bruce marries 

· Kate Millay, a tall, saucy redhead
ed waitress. Into this scene comes 
Hugh's brother, Darius Duff, a 
"bachelor curio" on the run from 
Scotland, who's long been in love 
with Meg, but has a go with the 
delectable Susannah (nicknamed 
Proxy, "short for peroxide") Shan
non, a prostitute and taxi dancer. 

Doig' s favorite character is 
Sheriff Carl Kinnick, a diminutive, 
ornery "fierce doll of a man" who 
tries to keep law and order in the 
rambunctious boomtowns that 
grew up around the dam. "Kinnick 

is a short, fine-boned man who 
looks out of place in big sprawling 
Montana - his physique is at 
odds-with his landscape and at 
odds with his personality.''. 

Interspersed with the family 
brawls is Doig's historically accu
rate detailing of the construction 
of Fort Peck Dam, the enormous 
man-made earth structure in 
remote northern Montana. He 
also depicts the Dust Bowl days, 
with its despairing people clinging 
to hope. 

Doig, a former ranchhand and 
newspaperman, gained recogni-

tion in 1978 
with his first 

book, This House 
of Sky, a memoir 

that won high 
praise. He followed 

that with his dazzling Montana 
trilogy, English Creek (1984), 
Dancing at the Rascal Fair (1987) 
and Ride With Me, Mariah Mon
tana (1990). He's also written the 
novel, The Sea Runners (1982), as 
well as two non-fiction books, 
Winter Brothers (1980) and Heart 
Earth (1993). 

There have been numerous 
prizes, but Doig says that for him, 
the ultimate pleasure is building a 
story on yellow legal pads, word by 
carefully crafted word. He's an 
admirer of literary fiction and in 
fact, dedicates Bucking the Sun to 
six writers around the world: 
"Roddy Doyle (Ireland), Nadine 
Gordimer (South Africa), Ismail 
Kadare (Albania), Maurice Shadbolt 
(New Zealand), Thomas Keneally 
and Tim Winton (Australia). 

"I like their eloquent writing of 
the edge of the world," he says. 
"They use true experiences, in 
contrast to so much contemporary 
writing that comes from the 
author's own psyche." 

Writing for him, Doig says, is a · 
kind of dance with the language. "I 
keep polishing. If I get stuck in 
one part, I leap to another section, 
until I think it works." 

This, his fans can be assured, 
Doig does with distinction in 
Bucking the Sun. 

IFYOU GO 
Ivan Doig will be in Colorado this 

weekend to sign copies of his 
novel, Bucking the Sun (Simon & 

·Schuster, 412 pages, $23): Friday 
from noon to 1:30 p.m. at Stone 
Lion Book Store, 107 N. College, 
Fort Collins (970-493-0030) and 
7:30 to 9 p.m. at Boulder Book 
Store, 1107 Pearl St. (447-2074); 
Saturday from noon to 1:30 p.m. 
at McKinzey-White Book Store, 
8005 N. Academy, Colorado 
Springs (719-590-1700) and 7 to 
9 p.m. at Tattered Cover Book 
Store, 2955 E. First Ave., Cherry 
Creek. Information: 322-7727. 



Stormy Weather 
Seven stories a bout the perils and pleasures 

of life on the Gulf Coast. 

TORRID ZONE 
Seven Stories 
From the Gulf Coast. 
By Jonathan Maslow. 
277 pp. New York: 
Random House. $25. 

By Susan Larson 

T
HE fringed coastline of 
the Gulf of Mexico, 
with its lacy bayous, 
crystalline beaches 

and fragile wetlands, is a 
stormy place. Hurricanes ap
proach from afar and change 
lives forever in only an instant; 
sudden storms move across the 
water without warning. Still, 
human beings are drawn to this 
shore, staking a tenuous hold. 
Long a kind of geographical fan
tasy object, the Gulf Coast is 
also a landscape with a complex 
social history. Jonathan Maslow 
explores the region to great ef
fect in his fine first collection of 
stories, "Torrid Zone." 

He trains his naturalist's 
eye - he is the author of books 
on natural history, including 
"Sacred Horses" and "The Owl 
Papers" - on the human deni
zens of the Gulf Coast. In "The 
Last Lector,'' an old woman 
named Julieta Suarez recalls the 
memory of Cesar Fuentes, the 
lector who read to cigar makers 
while they did their boring work. . 
Cuban immigrants went on 
strike for the sake of hearing his 
voz de oro - his voice of gold. 
Listening to him was their edu
cation as well as their pleasure. 
.When Fuentes read Zola's "Ger
minal,'' Julieta said, "I swear to 
you, it was like every one of us 
was reading, only he had the 
voice." Julieta tells this moving 
story to a younger co-worker 
over a _long afternoon spent 
rolling cigars. But will the young 
woman, who is listening to music 
on her Walkman instead of to 
Julieta, ever really understand 
its meaning? 

In ''Africatown, Children,'' 
the hundred-year-old matriarch 
Mama Lulu recounts the 
African origins of her neigh
bors, descendants of passen
gers on the last slave ship to sail 
into the bay at Mobile, Ala. Like 
Julieta, she has experienced be
trayal in the New World, and 
she knows how to tell a story. 
Like Julieta, Mama Lulu loves . 
her stories, and she loves her 
cooking, serving up "a menu of 

Susan Larson is the book review 
editor for The New Orleans 
Times-Picayune. 

earthly pleasures, long as your 
arm, for all the ages to enjoy." 

In "A Mermaid Pining for 
Her Sailor," Stevie Rae, who 
performs in the Live Mermaid 
show in the town of Crystal 
Springs, tells a fast and funny 
tale of lost love. After a long 
night at the House of a Thou
sand Daiquiris, she and her 
sailor, Jack, got hitched at an 
"evangelical trailer." War took 
him away, but he comes back 
from time to time. Now she 
cracks her gum and tells her 
story in bars. In the show she 
drinks her Coke underwater, 
toasting internatipnal friend
ship, and stares down gators. 

The concluding and partic
ularly · lovely story, "White 
Cranes,'' brings the reader 
around the Gulf Coast to pre
sent-day Port Aransas, Tex., 
where Charles Cincinnatus Cox
moor Jr., a one-legged Vietnam 
veteran and self-proclaimed 
Bubba, takes charter boat 
groups out to see the whooping 
cranes. One day he guides a 
Vietnamese delegation, know
ing that the birds have flown. 
Led to a particular location by 
his passengers, Bubba and his 
wife and daughter are reward
ed with the sight of the entire 
flock - a confirmation of their 
suspicion that "there was some
thing holy about the whoopers" 
- as well as with a kind of emo
tional healing of his war 
wounds. 

The stories featuring his
torical figures -:- "Prince Ham-

-let of the Florida Territory,'' 
about Osceola, the Indian chief, 
and his betrayal by the white 
man; "The Journal of Jean 
Lafitte, Corsair,'' the weakest 
in the collection, that old pi
rate's attempt to set the record 
straight about his life and loyal
ties; and "The Healer: Chronicle 
of a Lost Expedition," in which 
the Moorish slave Estevanico 
reconstructs Cabeza de Vaca's 
wanderings - are less success
ful than those about ordinary 
lives touched by history. 

In a self-indulgent, distract
ing introduction, Mr. Maslow 
says that this book of fiction 
was written in an attic in New 
Orleans, where he "lived off 
oysters and women in the time
honored tradition." Maybe so, 
but he's been out on the salt, 
walked· on the beaches, maybe 
even been in the famous bars 
late at night. That coastal reali
ty, from the serene moonlight 
on water to the garish lights of 
tawdry beach towns, runs 
through "Torrid Zone" and 
gives it magic. 0 

.. 

van Doig is a writer · 
who mal~es re~rs recall 
why they love to read .... "* 

"H . is novels lay · whole worlds 
at your feet and invite yon 

to mal~e them your own. 
11 

· 'One of the great American voices~ 
full. of grace, abounding in humanity, 
easeful in narration, hypnotic in pace, 
·grand in range. 11 

-THOMAS KENEALLY 

-THE WASHINGTON Posr* 

"I van Doig is one of the best we've got, 
a muscular and exceedingly good writer 

who understands our hunger for stories." 

"I . t' s hard to say enough good things 
about what Ivan Doig does when 
he sets words down on a page. 
His prose is at once simple and 
direct, yet rich and fanciful. 

11 

-CHICAGO SUN-TIMES 

Bue K'I 
s 

~ SIMON & SCHUSTER 
~A VIACOM COMl'AHY 

' . 

-E. ANNIE PROULX 
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B<>Ok-signillg trend reaches inevitable 
. . 

.end point as author signs every copy 
by David Streltfeld 
Washington Post 

T he late pop novelist Jacque
line Susann is usually cred- · 
ited with the concept of an 

author autographing as many 
books as possibl.e. At the time, 
signed books supposedly couldn't 
be returned by the store to the 
publisher; they had to be kept · 
until sold. 

Susann, whose "Valley of the 
Dolls" is still one of the top-sell
ing novels of all time, realized 
that adding her signature lo a 
book wouldn't make it better, but 
might make it more valued. It 
w;.ts a form of personal contact, a 
way lo encourage the idea that 
the book was written for one spe
cial reader - the one holding it. 

Although bookstores can now 
re.turn signed books to the pub
lisJ~er for full credit, very few nov
elists these days don't do multi
ple book-signings. At peak peri
.ods, like this month, writers em
bark on multicity and often mul-
ticountry tours, usually groaning 
in despair, realizing the only · 

"l'nt not sure our 
other writers would 
necessarily volunteer 
to do this, but James . 
has always been pas
sionate to do what
ever he can to lielp us 
find readers for him" 
- Sonny Mehta, Knopf 

thing worse is no tour at all. Ivan 
Doig, a novelist whose work often · 
is set in Montana, calculated a 
few years ago that he would end 
up signing about a quarter of the 
20,000 copies of the first printing 
of his latest book. Other writers 
who have endured long signing 
treks would say the same. 

The trend has just reached its 
inevitable end point. James Ell
roy, the self-styled mad dog of 
modern fiction, has signed every 
copy of "My Dark Places," his · 
new book about his mother's 

murder. 
His publisher, Knopf, says that 

amounted to 50,000 copies. Ell
roy, who lives in Kansas, signed 

· about 4,000 blank sheets a day 
for two weeks. The sheets were 
bound into the books this past 
weekend . 

'Tm not sure our other writers 
would necessarily volunteer to do 
this, but James has always been 
passionate to do whatever he can 
to help us find readers for him," 
commented Knopf publisher 
Sonny Mehta. 

Usually, a book becomes more 
valuable when it is signed or, 
even better, inscribed by the au
thor. For instance, a copy of a 
novel by Bob Dole's campaign 
spokesman, John Buckley, "Fam
ily Politics," warmly inscribed to 
columnist Michael Kinsley, was 
on sale for $10 at a Goodwill 
book sale last weekend; without 
Buckley's personalized .touch, it 
would have been $3.50 at most. 

But with "My Dark Places," 
the truly valuable copy will be an 
unsigned one. Asstiming even 
one such copy exists. 



When my vision 
started to go, I thought 

I couldn't cook 
anymore. Then I 

learned about visual 
aids for my kitchen 

so I could keep 
cooking for myself. 

American Foundation 
for the Blind 

We help those 
who don't see well , 

live like those who do. 

Call 1-800-AFB-LINE. 

by Linda Grosskopf 

On a bedroll stretched out 
in the shadiest part of my 
yard on the past hot 4th of 
July, I read the latest Ivan 
Doig book-Bucking the 
Sun .... Reading is what I do 
in my spare time. I like to 
see what other people do 
with their words, I guess. 

Doig is an author I like a 
lot, although he writes 
strange English, to my way 
of thinking. I often have to 
read his sentences several 
times to get a meaning out 
of them that makes sense
maybe I'm just dumb, but I 
don't usually draw that con
clusion! In any case, strange 
English or not, I like his 
stuff. Some of it is true (This 
HouseofSky, 1978),andall 
of it reads like it ought to be 

· .. 

true, which is a compliment, 
to my way of thinking any

way. 
Bucking the 

Sun is at least 
the fourth 

· book where he 
works in the fic-

tional family 
from his 
book En
glish Creek 
(1984), the 
McCaskills 

and their Two _Medicine 
country-and that's kind of 
neat, a thread that runs from 
one to the other. 

The story, without pre
amble, gets a jump start into 
a 1938 scene with the sher
iff of Glasgow watching a 
crane pull a submerged 
pickup out of the waters of 
the Missouri RI ver, " ... For a 
moment he hoped the Ford's 
cab would be empty, then 
canceled that at the prospect 
of having to dray this 
river ... for a body .... The sec
tion watchman swore he 
hadn't heard a motor run
ning, only the splash .... But 
if there wasn't some brand 
of human misbehavior in
volved in a truck visiting the 
bottom of the Missouri on a 
Saturday night at Fort Peck, 
Sheriff Kinnick was going 
to be plentifully 
surprised .... When the crane 
operator lowered the load as 
far up the face of the dam as 

Bucking the Sun 
the boom arm would reach, 
the men clambered to it and 
the undersheriff ... wrenched 
the driver's-side door open. 
The body question was 
settled instantly . Plural. The 
woman lay stretched behind 
the steering wheel... the man 
had slid lengthwise off the 
seat. .. both were 
naked .. .. ' You know them or 
don't you?' the sheriff de
manded over his 
shoulder ... The last name, 
Duff, the sheriff recognized 
from some trouble report or 
another-quite a family of 
them on the dam crew, a 
tribe of brothers and their 
wives, and a father, was it, 
into the bargain? But the 
first names meant nothing 
to him .... 'They're married 
people, right? You said their 
names are both Duff.' The 
undersheriff hesitated. 
'That's the thing about this, 
Carl, ' the undersheriff said 
at last. 'Married, you bet. 
Only not to each other."' 
If you don't want to read 

about sex, then don' t read 
this book. It's ·one of the 
main components of this 
story-it's not dirty, but it's 
explicit, and it's ever
present, and it shadows the 
Duff family's complex re
lationships. 

Basically, the rest of the 
book is spent revealing the 
identity of the Duffs inside 
that pickup cab and how they 
got to be there-is this a 
murder, a suicide, or an ac
cident? And Doig makes you 
want to know which two 
Duffs it is, and I did a lot of 
conjecturing-to no avail, I 
might add. 

From that opening scene, 
the story back tracks imme
diately in time 5 years and in 
location 125 miles down
stream to the Duff farmstead 
as a government man ar
rives to deli vernews to Hugh 
Duff-the bad news is that a 
new government project 
calls for the building of a 
huge dam upstream and, 
when it's finished, their 
homestead will be under 
water. The good news is that 

the government will pay 
them for their land upon 
which they were starving 
anyway and, even better, 
give them a job building the 

. dam-which during the De
pression is something hard 
to come by, a paying job. 

The long and the short of it 
is that Hugh Duff packs up 
his wife and twin 20-year
old sons and moves them to 
the dam site. Duffs have a 
third and older son who hap
pens to be the ci vii engineer 
in charge of the dam con
struction. As in all families, 
there 's friction between dif
ferent members of the Duff 
family, and that waxes and 
wanes as the dam grows. 
The ever-presentquestion
which two Duffs were in the 
pickup-is a problem early 
on because none are mar
ried except the parents. Then 
each son gets married, and 
those three young and pretty 
wives add to the tension and 
possibilities quickly! 

Next, Hugh Duffs brother 
Darius unexpectedly arrives 
on the scene from Scotland, 
and the plot thickens even 
more as it is revealed that 
there's bad blood between 
these two brothers and that 
Hugh's wife Meg has al
ways been attracted to her 
brother-in-law Darius. 

Totopitoff,Dariussoon 
marries a peroxide-blonde 
prostitute! Now there are 5 
male Duffs, 5 female Duffs, 
and 5 Duff marriages, so the 
arithmetic possibilities take 
on sizable proportions as 
Doig tickles and teases the 
reader by developing vari
ous attractions and disagree
ments between them. 

Behind and around all this 
family relationship business 
and the clues and wild goose 
chases provided to the reader 
willing to take the bait is the 
building of the Fort Peck 
Dam itself, which is really 
quite interesting. 

The story is told in an in
teresting way-sometimes 
the Sheriff is the one doing 
the narrating, and then sud
denly we the reader are in-

side the head of one of the 
Duffs, which is usually quite 
an interesting place to be! 
If you'll remember, I al

ways like to figure out where 
the book's title comes from. 
It's usually some obscure 
little line tucked in unobtru
sively, and if you're into 
symbolism (which I'm not), 
it's usually full of that. This 
title was no exception. "The 
sun came up now, Neil con
scientiously squinting down 
toward the side of the road, 
same as he always did the 
first minutes of bucking the 
sun on any of these drives 
into dawn or dusk." .. .I found 
the line for you, but if you' re 
interested in its bigger mean
ing, you' re going to have to 
read the book and dig it out 
for yourself. 

All in all, Bucking the Sun 
is what they call these days 
"a good read." It wasn't re
vealed until the very end 
which two Duffs were in 
that Ford pickup, and al
though I drummed up a lot 
of combinations, I never got 
it right-thanks to the skill 
of Doig at leading me off in 
the wrong direction all the 
time. 

When all was said and 
done, I've liked some of his 
other books better. .. but I 
couldn't have been per
suaded to put Bucking the 
Sun down until I found out 
who was in the pickup and 
why! 

Note: The editor invites 
books for possible review. 
Bear in mind, however, that 
I will neither read nor re
view books I don't like. 
Given my limited amount 
of reading time and my ex
asperating habit these days 
of falling asleep once prone, 
I can't possibly get through 
material that I don't find 
interesting, and I prefer not 
to write negative reviews. I 
like well-written books of 
any genre, although for the 
purposes of this column I 
lean to books with a western 
flavor. 
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DAVID LEE 
Lee, t.he Utahan dubbed •the poetry
hater's poet," will read from his work, 
which indudes My Town, the 1995 
Western States Book Award winner. 
West Linn Public Library, 1595 Bums St., West 
Linn, 656-7853. 6:30 pm Thul'Sdoy, Dec. 5. Free. · 
Visual Arts Center Theatre, Mt. Hood 
Community College. 26000 SE Stark St., 
Gre5ham, 667-6422. Noon Friday, Dec. 6. SJ, 
S2 for students and·seniors. 

SYDNEY, J. THOMPSON 

Local poet Thompson will read from 
her collection, Habitats, which 
explores abuse issues. ' 
Coffee Time. 712 NW 21st Ave., 497-1090. 8 
pm Thursday, Dec. 5. Free. 

IVAN- DOIG 
Revered and oft-honored Seattleite 
Doig will read from Dandng at the 
Rascal Fair, his latest novel set in . 
tum-of-the-century, Montana. 
Powell's Books at Cascade Plaza, 8725 SW 

Cascade Ave., Beaverton, 643-3131. i pm 
Saturday, Dec. 7. Free. 



WESTERNS 

[van Doig's Western characters are stuff of legend 
By David Bean 

. _.Colorado Springs Gazette Telegraph 
. :r 

;) The ranchers and rowdies of Ivan 
· :· Doig's West are a hardy lot; and he 

expects a lot from them. · 
He should. hi these mountains and 

on these plains, Doig sees civiliza-

,· . .... . ;. 

tion taking its next great leap for
ward. 
"If we don't grind the land and the 

beauty that brought us here, we 
have a chance to make something 
very interesting," Doig said during a 
brief stop in Colorado Springs 
recently to promote his new novel, · 
"Bucking the Sun." 

Not that the motives and methods 
of his characters are always pure -
far from it. But they are the stuff of 
legend: tenacious brawlers, stoical 
survivors, brilliant scoundrels and 
misunderstood visionaries. 

"I try not to be nostalgic in my writ
ing,''. said Doig, whose · substantial 
body of fiction and nonfiction cen
ters around life in the West. 

"It's OK to miss how things were at 
the age you were then- if you real- · 
ize there's a difference in life now. 
Nostalgia is unrealistic." 

For "Bucking the Sun," Doig picks 
the perfect time and place to show-

case his vision of the grandness we 
can attain, and why it's such a long 
time coming -
construction of 
the Fort Peck 
Dam in 
Montana dur
ing the early 
days of the New. 
Deal: 

The Duffs, 
driven from 
prime Missouri 
River bottom- Ivan Doig 
land doomed 
by the dam, 
take relief jobs at the massive con
struction site. It's not, for the most 
part, a happy time. 

Doig mixes his tale of the Duffs' 
fortunes and misfortunes with a 
careful chronicling of the ill-fated 
project itself. 

"I hope I didn't get too much of the 
dam-building in there," he said. 

"But history is good for us. It 
reminds us that the West is old - a 
lot older than the white people 
here." 

For a ·short time, this novel brings 
to mind Ken Kesey's "Sometimes a 
Great Notion." The Duffs and 
Kesey's timber-clearing Stampers 
are alike in the wide swa,th they cut 
across the landscape, and the diffi
culty they have finding and holding 
their place in that landscape. 

But "Bucking the Sun" isn't a copy. 
Doig's is one of the most original 
voices out there and has been for a 
longtime. 

He works at it. Up at 4:30 a.m., he 
warms up with 10 pages of the 
American Dictionary of Regional 
English. 

"To put me in a writing mood," he 
said. · 

At 6, he begins crafting the day's 
400words. _ 

"I really enjoy ·doing the third 

draft,'' he said "I'm more of a natur
al editor, where I can see myself 
making a difference - finding a 
richer verb or toning down a verb. 
That's the real fun." 

Doig wears his love for the queen's 
own on .his flannel sleeve. His other 
great love is the W t; a·p a~he got 
to kriow gr ing with a 
roustabout dad on ana ranches 
and in small-town s loons. 

"Where . I'm from .in Montana, 
almost nobody stuck,'' he said. "A lot 
of the West has a ghost;farm, ghost
ranch aspect to it. Not ttiat people 
didn't try, but the foJ'ces of nature 
were more than they could cope 
with. 

"We should accommodate nature 
in the West, instead of trying to bend 
it to our purposes .... We have to see "' 
·ourselves as part of this modern 
West - things don't have to turn 
bad." 

..e_t, 'i /Cp l<.,.-W- £,,~ tf,tA..-, ~~ ~~ 
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Big drama in Big skf country· 
By Alison Arnett 

GLOBE STAFF 

Montana was once mainly fam
ous as Big Sky Country, but lately, 
what with accused mad · bombers in 
its rugged hills, holed-up antigovern
ment ranchers defying the law and 
reclusive movie · stars, it has gotten 
attention · for tales ·of fact ·stranger 
·than fiction. Now Ivan Doig, a native 
Montanan, has woven an epic-size 
novel in "Bucking the Sun," and one 
wonders if there's something about 
the state's very extremes of sky and 
earth that draw out this rush of plot 
and character. 

One family is at the center of the 
story. From mettlesome mother 
Meg and cantankerous father Hugh 
to their three lanky sons and their 
colorful wives to Hugh's radical 
brother Darius, lately arrived from 
Scotland, each member of the Duff 

. family has a story and a piece of the 
action. 

It's a mystery, a puzzle still 
haunting a bad-tempered little sher
iff toward the end of his days: how a 
pickup truck containing two Duffs, 
both nude, plummeted down a ramp 
and into the vast lake formed by the 
Fort Peck Dam. As his undersheriff 
told him the day the bodies were 
found: "Married, you bet. Only not to 
each other." 

· The mystery frames the book, 
the beginning and the end, a seem
ingly .neat package on which to hang 
the story. But there's nothing neat 
and tidy about "Bucking the Sun," 
an expression signifying pushing on 
against the glare of the sunrise or 
sunset. Like the title, the characters, 
for all their foibles, seem almost 
dwarfed by the descriptions of na
ture vs. machinery. 

The battle lines form as the fam
ily struggles to fight off grasshop
pers plaguing its · alfalfa farm on the 
rich Missouri River bottomland. 
Doig lovingly .describes the June 
green of the fields, the line of rocky 
bluffs, the curl of the river against 
the land. He evokes as well the lurk-! ing danger and the sounps of munch-

BUCKING THE SUN 
By Ivan Doi.g 

Simon & Schuster, 412 pp., $23 

ing as the insects inexorably destroy 
the crop. 

With the passage of decades, the 
horrible sweep of agricultural disas
ters that set the stage for the Great 
Depression have been instilled into 
the national memory, especially im
ages of dusty Oklahoma fields. We 
tend to forget the other plagues - of 
grasshoppers, jackrabbits and 
plunging prices. Hugh Duff is deter-

spair, as tO protect downstream land 
from flooding. Doig's descriptions of 
the engineering of this massive 
earthen project, designed to . hold 
back the Missouri River, are a8 de
tailed as those of nature. 

The characters multiply as the 
story moves along, from the original 
Duffs to lovers in quickly sketched 
romances, to wives for the dirt. engi
neer and his less talented bro~hers, 
who are twins. The women are 'tnore 
fully drawn than the men; there are 
the ambitious and beautiful Char
lene, who resents her husband's ro
mance with a pile of dirt; her .~pir
ing novelist kid sister Rosellen and 
the spunky Kate. The clan .~ght . 

... · . ... 

The battle lines 
form as the family 

fights a 
grasshopper 
plague on its 

alfalfa farm. Doig 
evokes the lurking 

danger and the 
sounds of 
munching. 

well have muddled along with re- .. ~. 
sentments under the surface; cou
ples getting along and sometimes 
fighting, with jealousies and f].irta-

. tions, all sticking together ii\ the 
end. ·, 

They might have, except ~ that 
into the mix comes Hugh's brother 
. Darius, fleeing union trouble in, Scot
land. Darius, long in love ~ with 
Hugh's wife, Meg, settles into JVOrk 

· on the dam, but agitates amorig the 
workers on the side, his anarchip be
liefs settling into the family a:q~ the 
story like grit into a machine. His 
colorful choice ofa wife, Proxy,-a taxi 
dancer who does her business m the 
saloon boss' roomy Packard behind 
the bar, adds to the ferment. 

mined to hold on, to fight off nature's Doig adroitly plays his hisWical 
cards as the dam work fills the villains and reap the green gold. His · 

wife is convinced the battle is lost. years and the landscape. His sense 
· ·of the drama of the West, of man 

When a government agent shows up against nature, of FDR's pusp to 
to tell them President Roosevelt is employ a destitute population, of the 
offering salvation by drowning their dark worldview of Darius the oil
land and giving them jobs, he is furl- er, is effective. His characters, par
ous. He is even more furious when ticularly the women, sound motlern 
he discovers his eldest son, Owen, and believable. 
will design the dam's earthen fill. The abrupt ending, the sol~g of 

This antagonism - the father's the mystery, is a surprise, with Jjttle 
stubbornness about agriculture, the shading and few telltale signs. It's as 
brilliant son's belief in technological though Montana's natural dramf ran 
progress - develops as the clan away with the author. In the Tl.$h to 
moves to the site of.Fort Peck Dam, tell the story, to fit in the histo , to 
a monumental project devised as get in all the characters, "Bu king 
much to produce jobs and wages, to the Sun" seems to plunge in the 
drive back the national sense of de- man-made lake itself . . 



me :oemrMoore movie now aomg poony at 
the box office. Having seen the film twice, 
Hiaasen expr~ little disappointment He 
describes his limited involvement with Holly
wood as "really pleasant" and says he 
laughed at many scenes in the movie. More
over, it hasn't changed his life. He still has to 
sit in a room and write his next book, due out 
in 1997. And every book is "an agony." 

By Deirdre Donahue 

About this list: USA TODA Y's list Is based on a compu1er 
analysis of retail book sales na11onwlde last week. Included 
are more 1han 1 mlHlon volumes from approximately 3,000 
large-lnven1orv, dlverse-con1ent books1ores. 

USA TODAY calcula1es a list of approximately 250 best
selUng books. The first 50 are listed at right. Others may be 
referred 1o elsewhere In the newspaper. 

Reporting stores include: Borders Books & Music, 
Bo6ks1ar, Bookstop, Brentano's, Crown Books, Davis Kidd 
Booksellers (Temessee), Doubleday Book Shops, Hungry 
Mind Books1ore (St. Paul), Joseph-Beth Booksellers (Lex
lll!110n, Clnclmaff), ll'l{Tam Book Company (reporting re1ail 
sales for lndependenf books1ores inclodlng Hawley-Cooke 
Booksellers, Louisville and a sampling of Little Professor 
Book Cen1ers), Laurlafs and Royal Dlscount Book S1ores, 
Oxford Book S1ores (Atlan1a), Scribner's Books1ores, Tat-
1ered Cover Book S1ore (Denver), Waldenbooks, Wa1er
s1one's (Bos1on), B. Dalton Bookseller, Barnes & Noble Inc., 
Books-A-MIUlon and Bookland, Books & Co. (Dayton). 

The book list appears every Thursday 

IU -22 How Stella Got Her Groo'Ve Ba ck[Terry McMillan Stella, 42, finds love with a younger man on her Caribbean vacation (F) 

• @ 20 Bad as I Wanna Be/Dennis Rodman with Tim Keown Janitor turned NBA star tells how he learned to be himself (NF) 

Iii 26 The Celestine Prophecy/James Redfield The search for an ancient Peruvian manuscript (F) 

32 28 Chicken Soup for the Soul/Jack Canfield, Mark Victor Hansen 101 short takes that aim to inspire (NF) 

33 29 Dr. Atkins' lew Diet Revolutlon/Robert C. Atkins Low<arbohydrate diet in four stages (NF) 

34 262 Stormy Weather /Carl Hiaasen Scam artists, lowlifes and good guys converge after Florida hurricane (F) 

35 45 Vertical Run/ Joseph Garber Dave ElliOt has 24 hours to find out why everyone wants to kill him (F) 

36 24 The Witness/Sandra Brown Public defender's dream come true turns into a nightmare (F) 

37 166 Finding Moon{Tony Hillerman Newspaper editor searches for dead brother's baby in Asia (F) 

a1~ 50 Gods and Generals/Jeff Shaara Son of the author of The Killer Angels writes prequel (F) 

• @ 60 Emotional Intelligence/Daniel Goleman Emotional intelligence can lead the way to success and happiness (NF) 

40 37 The 7 Habits of Highly Eftectlve People/Stephen CAJvey How to get your life priorities straight for success (NF) 

41 35 A 3rd Serving of Chicken Soup for tlle Soul/Canfield, Hansen CAJllection of 101 stories on parenting, love and more (NF) 

D t1 38 Simple Abundance/Sarah Ban Breathnach 366 inspirational messages for women (NF) 

43 238 Strange Highways/Dean Koontz Six novellas, six stories and two novels, including the title novel (F) 

44 43 Reviving Ophelia/Mary Pipher How parents can help daughters get through adolescence (NF) 

• u 33 In Contempt/Christopher Darden with Jess Walter Black prosecuter tries to maintain integrity during O.J. trial (NF) 

46 27 Op-Center 3: Games of State[Tom Clancy, St~ve Pieczenik Paul Hood and his team become entangled in neo-Nazi violence (F) 

47 56 Matllda/Roald Dahl, art by Quentin Blake 6-year-old genius develops telekinetic powers (F) 

48 54 What to Expect When You're Expecting 
Arlene Eisenberg, Heidi Murkoff, Sandee Hathaway 

Reassuring guide for mothers-to-be (NF) 

49 259 Burning Angel/James Lee Burke Robicheaux's case involves Vietham, voodoo, the mob, racial scandal (F) 

50 32 The Eyes of Darkness/Dean Koontz Mother begins to believe that her son is not dead (F) 

Viking, $23.95 

Delacorte, $22.95 

Warner, $17.95 

HCI, $12.95 

M. Evans, $12.95 

Warner, $6.99 

Bantam, $6.50 

Warner Vision, $6.99 

HarperPaperback, $7 .99 

Ballantine, $25 

Bantam, $23.95 

Fireside/S&S, $14 

HCI, $12.95 

Warner, $17.95 

Warner Vision , $6.99 

Ballantine, $12.50 

ReganBooks, $26 

Berkley, $6.99 

Puffin, $4.99 

Workman, $10.95 

Hyperion, $6.99 

Berkley, $7.50 

cnn . - e emuracea me 
structure and purpose 
of the military. 

155 Jack and Jackie: Por
trait of an American 
Marriage by Christopher 
Andersen (Morrow, 
$24). J&J punctures the 
Camelot myth based on 
more than 450 inter
views. Some oi the 
book's contentions: 
Jack had a premarital 
affair with Audrey Hep
burn, and Jackie had a 
brief romance with actor 
William Holden. 

191 I Lived to Tell It All by 
George Jones with Tom 
Carter (Villard, $23). Ttie 
country music great 
started out in poverty as 
one of eight children 
growing up in east Tex
as. After he became 
famous, he had other 
demons: drugs, alcohol 
and debt. 

In 'Sun,' traveling a family's dark-and rocky terrain 

By Carol M. Doig 

Ivan Doig: A Montana clan clashes in his 
eloquent novel 'Bucking the Sun.' 

Bucking the Sun 
By Ivan Doig 
Simon & Schuster 
409 pp., $23 

By Angela Herrin 
USA TODAY 

In the spring of 1938, a pickup 
truck is pulled from the Mi~uri 
River, near Montana's mammoth · 
Fort Peck earthen dam project The 
bodies of a man and woman are in
side, their clothes floating beside 
them. 

Is this a married couple, the sher
iff asks the crowd of dam workers, 
and was this murder or an accident? 
Well, their last name is Duff and 

tpey're married all right, an embar
~ worker finally says - just not 
to each other. 

The sheriff will spend the next 50 
years. pondering this riddle, trying to 
unravel just how he and this couple 
arrived at the riverbank that day. 
But the story really belongs to the 

Duffs, a rough, 
Book Review raucous family 

struggling with 
the cross-cur

rents of secrets and grudges swirling 
around them. 

This is familiar territory for Ivan 
Doig: the . misunderstandings and 
tragedies that plague generations of 
the same family, that divide brothers 
and estrange lovers. 

In earlier books, like Dancing at 

the Rascal Fair and English Creek, 
these tales were set in the Montana 
of the past as ranchers struggled to 
hold onto homesteads and their fam
ilies in the raw, unsettled West They 
fight floods, blizzards and locusts. 

More importantly, they fight each 
other. 

This time, it is government and 
technology ii1 the form of the unre
lenting advance of the Army Corps 
of Engineers that threatens the fam
ily. In a New Deal program worked 
out in Washington, the government 
takes the Duffs' bottomland farm so 
a huge earthen dam can be built 
acr~ the Missouri. 

The Duffs all find work at the 
dam, but it's-an uneasy alliance. Old
est son Owen, who left the farm for 

college, is a head engineer on the 
project, while his father and two 
younger brothers find jobs as labor-

· ers. 
The family resentments don 't 

prove any easier to tame than the 
river itself. Hugh Duff can't relin
quish his role as powerful patriarch 
of the family; his wife can't forgive 
his harsh carelessness. As each son 
marries, new tensions emerge over 

. the limits of love and control. 
The answer to the riddle - which 

two members of the Duff family end 
up in that submerged truck in the 
Missouri River ? - doesn't show up 
until the last page of the book. But in 
such an epic tale, written in such a 
geography of love and pain, there's 
little temptation to skip pages. 

BlJ CKING . 

l VAN DOI G 



• Carol M. Doig photo 
Ivan Doig at the Fort Peck Dam Spillway. Below, President Franklin_ D. Roos~velt visits Glasgow, Mont., in 1934. 
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l71an Doig aims fo~ a new· dimension with his latest book 

By Dan Webster 
Staff writer 

ew contemporary novelists are more 
closely associated with Mbntana, the 
state and the mystique than Ivan Doig. 

Certainly his literary output, which 
includes the Montana-based trilogy 
"English Creek," "Dancing at the 

Rascal Fair" and "Ride With Me, Mariah 
Montana," suggests that. 

Especially Montana-like is his 1978 memoir 
"This House o(Sky." · ' 

In fact, each of these books alone bears more 
of a feel for the Big Sky state than do a whole . 

·shelf of self-styled reminiscences of what it's like 
t~ pass a season or two in the wilds of Libby, 
Livmgston or Wisdom. . 

Yet Doig, reflecting a sensibilitY that has been 
tempered by years of living in such non-Mont~na 
locales as Chicago and Seattle, doesn't define his 
work as "inherently Montanar,t." 

And that goes particularly for his newest novel 
"Bucking the Sun," Doig's fifth work of fiction ' 
(and his eighth book overall). For despite having 
a trademark Montana setting, the Fort Peck Dam 
building project of the 1930s, "Bucking the Sun" 
is Doig's attempt to capture someth~ng bigger., 

"I kind of wish, in fact, that the dam was not set 
~ Mo:itana," Doig ~aid during a recent phone 
i~terview from a Chicago hotel. "It might have 
given the book a different dimension. It might not 
have been seen so much as a Montana novel as 
what I see it as - which is an American West 
novel." 

Trouble is, it's difficult to separate what is 
specifically Montana from what is traditionally 
the West. 
· The the~es in "Bucking the Sun" are certainly 
emblematic of the West as a :whole: the struggle 
between those who work their own land vs. those 

. who see the land as something to use for the 
grea~er good of society; the spirit of individuality 

Photo courtesy of the Montana Historical Society, Helena 

Bu Kl G 

Ivan Doig. will read from 
his novel "Bucking the 
Sun" at 7 tonight at 
Auntie's Bookstore, Main 
and Washington. 

vs. the power of government; family closeness vs. 
the prevailing tensions inherent among self-
reliant family µiembers. . 

Yet those same themes apply perfectly well to 
Montana, too. Thus it's only natural for Doig to 
center his story on the Fort Peck :Qam, 
Roosevelt's New Deal project that still ranks as 
?ne ~f the most amazing engineering feats ever 
Imagmed, much less accomplished. It entailed ' 
building an earthen dam 25 stories high, four .. 
miles wide to hold back the waters of the 

Continued: Doig~C3 



D.oig· 'Bucking the Sun' 
.reaches beyond Montana · 
Continued from 81 

Missouri River. 
In addition to flood control, the 

dam - which took six years to build 
~ (1933-39)-provided some 10,500 
jobs during the ~iddle years of the 
Great Depression. 
· Doig explores the project, and 

examines his themes, thi::ough tbe 
-family Duff. A brood of Scottish 
ancestry, the Duffs are headed by 
proud Hugh, whose industrious 
nature has been doubly wounded. 
The first injury came courtesy of a 
seeming betrayal by his eldest son, 

t. Owen~ the second involved losi~g the 
. family farm to the very dam project 
that Owen is helping honcho. 
: 10wen is the one who left, deserting 

his demanding and needy father in 
the search for more education and a 

. 1 better chance to make his mark. 
.. Owen's younger brothers, twins 
Bruce and Neil, are the ones who 
stayed. The first is a wild sort who 
speeds through the boomtowns 
surrounding the impending dam on 
his motorcycle; the second is more 
sober and unafraid to work double 
shifts if it means a better life. 

·And there are the women who live 
wlth, and all in their own way love, 
these men·. Mother Meg endures 
Hugh's occasional drunken benders 
while overseeing the lives of her 
children. Charlene is bound to Owen, 
her pride in him matched only by her 
resentment of Meg. Spirited Kate 
and bookish Rosellen are the 
respective wives of Bruce and NeiL 

Into this mix comes Darius 
(pronounced Da-rye-us), Hugh's 
lirother and a socialist with a shady 

'.Past. And the complicating factor 
';here is that Darius marries a saloon 
. doxy named Proxy (short for . 

( ~-peroxide) but maintains his torch for 
~Meg. . 

""'· · ~l of this family tension is 
·" heightened by the fact that Doig 

·reveals early on that two of the Duffs, 
each married to someone else, have 

- been found not only in a 
compromising situation but also 
dead, drowned by the very water held 
hostage by the new dam. 

The rest of the book, told in 
flashback, is a guessing game as to 

'who these individuals are, with Doig 
revealing clues as the pages pass by. 

The backdrop against which this 
literary melodrama plays out, 

though, is what provides "Bucking 
the Sun" its special feel. The Fort 
Peck project was something that has 
intrigued Doig since his youth. 

It was as a boy that the 56-year-old 
White Sulphur Springs native read 
the first issue of Life magazine, 
whose cover featured Margaret 
Bourke-White photographs of the 
eastern Montana site. Later on, he · 
was fascinatetl by stories of "the big 
slide of1938," an accident that killed 
eight dam workers. 

Years later, long after he had 
moved away, earning college degrees 
at Northwestern University and - · 
working as a journalist at various 
Midwestern spots, he again heard 
about Fort Peck while working on his 
trilogy. · 

"It's bound to be like this in . 
Spokane and other parts of the 
West," Doig said. "Whenever you 
talk to somebody, you only talk.for a 
few minutes before you find that you 
know somebody in common." 

That was how Fort Peck came up 
again and again. "Everybody had a 

. relative who worked there or 
· · something of that nature," he said. 

Doig spent three years on the 
book, the first 12.months doing 
nothing but research. He found t~e 
technical information he needed m 
an obscure trade publication, and he 
buoyed this both with interviews of 
50 Fort Peck veterans collected by 
the Montana Historical Society and 
by finding other dam vets on his own. 

Doig admits that he might have set 
his story somewhere else, maybe even 
putting the Duffs to work on al_lother 
well-known Roosevelt-era project, 
the Grand Coulee Dam. But, he said, 
"That would have lost all the earthen 
dam aspects and some ?f the ot~er 
shimmering elements like the Life 
magazine cover and people being . .. 
driven out of this ·particular Missoun 
River valley." · , · 

Ultimately, it may not matter. In 
the end, "Bucking the Sun" ends up 
being pure· Doig - at once . . 
Montanan and Western, coexistmg 

. parts of the same geographic pie. 
"That's what I'm always after," he 

said. "And it's not just the West of 
America: It's wesr of the places tHat 
run things ... . That's the kind of 
writing that interests me, anq that's 
what I think we're trying to do in the 
West. We're out beyond the usual 
suspects in the literary and power 
centers." 



New titles selling well are DR. ATKINS' QUICK & EASY, GOD WANTS YOU TO BE 
RICH (this one sold very well in hardcover, Tattered took 60), TIMELESS HEALING 
(Tattered took 80), SUCCULENT WILD WOMAN (the accounts do have excellent 
sales with LIVING JUICY, Tattered sold 289 copies total and took 100 of this one, most 
accounts are going for the display), TUMBLING, MEGATRENDS ASIA (this also has 
great hardcover sales Tattered took 100), THE END OF ALICE, FOUNDING FATHER, 
MANAGEMENT OF THE ABSURD, BEACHCOMBING FOR A SHIPWRECKED GOD 
(a personal favorite, I am stacking this title with reps choice help), BLOOD SPORT, 
THE SONG OF THE DODO (Tattered sold 132 of the hardcover and most stores report 
good sales), .§LICKING THE SUN <This is my best paperback on the list .Tattered took 
2 s Id 279 co ies td . Not a lot of problem titles on this list, accounts are not -
taking big amounts of HEART FULL OF GRACE, GODFATHER LEGACY, MY 
D.EAREST LOVE , CLICK (crowded field) or PERSONA PR1NCIPLE but they are 
representing them. I have had some problems with STEPHEN POLLAN'S GUIDES as 
the sales history is awful, the promo is good but only my largest accounts will bring in 
the amount of books required. I have also had two comments on Rohde's ITALIAN SO 
FAT, LOW FAT, NO FAT that Italian low fat cookbooks are numerous. I could use 
some more information on THE ZONE GARDEN, it seems most of my territory is in 
Zone 5 but Tattered's expert said mountains are Zone 4, now I am a little confused as 
to which book to push ( I was pushing 567, Tattered wanted 345, now I am selling 
both. HELP is needed here for Colorado and Utah, which book do I sell?). 
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/ Bucking tl1e Su11, by Ivan Doig. 

Bucking the Sun opens with a murder and 
ends with its solution, but this novel is anything 
but a fast-paced thriller. Doig follows the expe
riences of the extended Duff family as their lives 
intersect and overlap while they work on the 
New Deal financed Fort Peck (Montana) Dam 
project. Doig's concentration on detail and his
torical accuracy, as well as his large cast of 
characters, demands the slow delivery. But what 
the novel lacks in pulse-pounding plot twists it 
gains in rich prose, human insight, and character 
development. Doig excels at creating the world 
in which his characters live and making the 
reader feel that he, too, inhabits that world. His 
storytelling is nuanced and always rings true. 
Bucking tlte Sun is an extremely satisfying book. 

Simon and Schuster $23 ...J 



BUILDING CHARACTERS 

I F You'1u: TAl<IN<i HIE TROUBLE TO 

plow through book reviews, 
you probably love to read. In 

my experience, book readers also 
love to eat, so please forgive me a 
few trite but apt conceits-culi
nary references to the two books 
rc\·icwed here. The first is a solid 
concoction of historical fact in a 
spicy fictional sauce, served on a 
bed of whodunit mystery. The 
other is a gourmet feast of original 
and dazzling complexity present
ed by a superbly talented chef. 

nur;JCING TifE SUN 
by Ivan Doig 

Simon & Sclmster 
$23.00 (11ardcover) 

The first bite into Ivan Doig's new 
novel, Bucking tile Sun, leaves a 
bitter taste, in my opinion. The 
dedication page reads "To novel
ists who deliver the eloquence of 
the edge of the world rather than 
stammers from the psychiatrist's 
bin," and there follows a short list 
of authors, including the inescap
able implication that Doig is one 
of their number. Both the lan-
6uu6\; dnd the sentiment seem to 
me inexcusably arrogant and the 
book is not the eloquence of the 
edge of the world, whatever that 
is. It is, fortunately for his readers, 
an ably executed novel. 

Bucking tile Sun is based on the 
building of northeastern Mon
tana's Fort Peck Dam in the 1930s, 
a project that still ranks high 
among the engineering feats of 
this century. At the time, it was 
the largest earth-filled dam ever 
attempted: a hundred million cu
bic yards of fill dirt, not counting 
the stupendous amounts of gravel 
and rock, to build a berm four 
miles long and as high as a twenty
five-story building. Missouri River 
water backed up behind the dam 

by foseplz Bourque 

I VAN D 0 I G 

eventually submerged farmland 
more than a hundred miles away. 

So awesome was the project that 
journalists and historians scram
bled for comparisons to translate 
its size into humanly understand
able terms. Three and a quarter 
million people could stand on the 
surface of the dam and each have 
a square yard to move around in. 
All the fill <lirt loaded into twelve
foot-long, one-and-a-half-ton 
trucks would circle the globe at 
the equator more than nine times. 
It's still so important to the state 
of Montana that then-Governor 
Stan Stephens convened a round
table in 1992 to discuss the recre
ational and development poten
tial of Fort Peck Lake and the 
Missouri River. 

The author clearly did a lot of 
research into the building of the 
dam. His descriptions of the work, 
the machinery, the events, the 
townsites, and even the sheer 
scope of the enterprise have the 
ring of authenticity. Certainly he 
startled me with the realization 
that in the twenty-six years I've 

been in Montana I've never seen 
Fort Peck Dam, and his presenta
tion of the history was compelling 
enough to prompt me to plan a 
trip to see it. 

Doig has enlivened his gargan
tuan historical framework with 
the fictional Duff clan, a semi
dysfunctional family consisting of 
the parents, three sons, and their 
wives. Owen, the eldest son, is 
chief civilian engineer for the 
dam. Hugh, the patriarch, and the 
two youngest sons, are put to 
work on the dam as laborers when 
their farm is gobbled up by the 
U.S. government to make way for 
the dam waters. For the duration 
of the novel, which rou.ghly coin
cides with the years it takes to 
build the dam, the family's life is 
centered around that huge dirt 
and concrete structure. 

The mystery facet of the novel is 
presented in the first chapter, a 
pair of deaths for which there is 
no explanation or even identifica
tion until the end of the novel. 
Quite a few novelists have recog
nized recently that mysteries seH 
like hot dogs at a ball game. To 
Doig's credit, his "whodunit" re
mains a subplot that grows natu
rally. out of the characters' person
alities, and he keeps it suitably ih 
the background, contributing to 
the overall tension without get
ting in the way of character devel
opment, which is his real 
strength. 

Owen, the central character, is 
the rebellious son who left the 
farm against his father's wishes 
and got himself an engineering 
education. Ironically, he's respon
sible for building the dam that 
displaces his family's farm and dis
rupts their lives. His status as in
sider /outsider adds further compli
cations to family relationships in 
crisis. And to further roil the mix-

N 0 V E M 8 E R I D E C E M B E R 1 9 9 6 89 
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!!Can we have community without authority? 
~'- · · ·~c1111,11M-11•11,i1~ · · · · · · ~;~~Y~1:~~f~i~i~!i~~~!~g~J]?~:. 
j: nor Lipman (\_Y.ashi!_lj!on Square, $10). A hu-
:. . . . . . morous view of romance-bolds sway in these 
f BY DOLORES AND mm1st~rs used political clout t o serve their con- lighthearted tales of love, tell ingly borrowing 
f ROGER FLAHERTY gregatw~s. . . . its title from a self-mocking verse by Dorothy 
: The virtues ot that time-but nut necessarily Parker. Lipman is the author of three novels. 
~ all their _ma~ifestat_iuns-cann~t and should ~ThP Way MPrz A~·t. ThPtl She Found M"' an<l 

T ou much choice and too few voict's of' au- nut be d1sm1ssed with the .. can t go back to Oz - sabP/ '.-; BPd. 
thority are the chemicals of s0<:ial inst a- zie and Harrie.t°· putdown. Ehrenhalt writes. Th •· · ale's Son b\' . ·.. _ 
bility. the fine kettle uf fish where Wt' He cites the W:!Us in America und the pre-\'ic - . n is mu tip e J1 1igr: 

find ourselves in the late 199Us with n11 gu ide - tu rian era in England ~ts times of rampant inc.li- p l _v J\' H. a\·a ca< em\· graduate and \hir in• 
lines on how lo live. Su Alan Ehrenlwlt writt':-. , ·idualism that were rolled back to more Clltn- \ eteran of' Vietnam . the careers o t' fiH• .-\nna p• 
in his provocative and readable defense of rnm - munitarian wavs. the first bv World War II. the li s graduates who rnse to national prom inenn· 
munitarian virtues, The Lost City ( Hasic other by the a~cendance ot' Queen Victoria . a during the Reagan years become emblematic , 
Books, $14). The book seems destined to be a very authoritarian monarch. the lingering significance of America 's failed 
classic of social criticism. Perhaps, the author says. the moral crisis of military hopes in Vietnam. The subjects are: 

Chicagoans-we and our parents-are his our time is as strong as war or economic col- Arizona Sen. John McCain, Iran-Contra playe 
case studies. lapse were in the past as a Oliver North, novelist and 

Longing for c:ommunit:v·. often based in nos- force sufficient to foster a re - former Secretarv of the 
talgia for the 1950s. has been expressed often in turn to older values. Navy .James Webb and 
this decade: Basic to all the writing is a yearn- Ehrenhalt holds little North 's immediate superiur 
ing for safety. stability and the network of rela- hope that our Baby Boom on the National Security 
tionships the middle-aged recall from their generation is ready "'to rec- Council, Robert Mcfarlane 
childhoods. At the same time. no o ne seems ugnize that pri•.-acy. individ - and ,John Poindexter. 
nostalgic fur the authoritarianism uf the same uality and choice are nut free 
time. But. Ehrenhalt writes. "'authority and goods, and that the society MASS MARKETS: The 
comml.)nity have in fact unrn,ie!ed together .. that places nu restrictions on Nun's Tale, b\· Candace 
and the unraveling will stup only with the reim - them pays a high price fur Robb (St. ~ar-tin.s/Dead 
position of some authoritarian structures. that decision." Letter. $5.99) . a m\'sten· 

There are other custs tu community, as Eh'-..'. Better, he says, to look to that shams its peri-od a~d 
renhalt shows in unsentimental portraits of ~the next generation . setting as well as its title 
1950s life in St. Nicholas of!olent!ne parish on -!?rncin~at 1;r.

1
Rascal from Geoffrey Chaucer. wit I 

the Southwest Side. m the South Sides Bron- t __ ~ hy l;;:m I) l! detective Owen Archer up t• 
zeville and in split - level subdivisions of Elm- f~qjhger §1.~l. n this W8~ his quiver in wimpled in-
hurst. To have a sense of common purpose. novel, the m1 die volume of trigue in 14th century Eng-
people in all three communities gave up acer- a trilogy, Scottish settlers land; The Fallon Blood, I)\· 
tain personal autonomy in choosing friends and grapple with the challenges 1 0 . Robert Jordan writing as . 
of places to shop and wo rs hip. They accepted of life in the Montana high - van °'9 

· Reagan O 'Neal O:o_r~.~ .. 
authorities in school. at wo rk and at home lands during the first three decades of this cen - %6.99 ). a novel of the American Revolution. set 
who often overstepped fairness and common -tury. Other titles in the trilogy are English in Charleston , S.C.: Witches' Bane, hv Susan 
sense. Crefd~ (1984) and Ride with Me, Mariah Mon - Wittig Albert (Berkley/ Prime Crime, -$5.99) . a 

But these people had a sense of' place. in '--\ tww ( 1990) . - Halloween mystery involving Texas herbalist 
communities where neighbors kept an eye out"> Cit Life hv · d Rvbczvnski · - China Bayles in murder linked to charges o f 
for each other's kids. where the local butcher stone. . n t is cu tura 1s ory o mencan New Age witchcraft : Stone Tears, by Terry 
kne\Y everyone and everything, where the presi - <.:1bes. special attention falls on the effect of de- Goodkind (Tor, $6.99) . a fantasy novel. sequel 
dent of the savings and loan insisted on the s ign. planning and architecture on the quality tu the Wizard 's First Rule . set in a vaguely 
personal integrity of borrowers. where t he par- of ever~·da~' urban life. Chicago is s ingled out as British-sounding land where Sisters o f the 
ish priest walked the streets to talk tu families t he plaee that in vented the s kyscraper, fi ne - Light a id the Keeper of t he Underwo rld . with 
g_athered on fro nt stoo ps and black Baptist t uned th e not io n of a commerc ial downtown 11 nl ~ · a magic swo rd tu keep matters in ha nd. -
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1'1 W!t!J NONFICTION 
The American Cinema: Directors and Dlrec> 
tlons, 192~1968, by Andrew Sarris (Da Capo, 
$14.95) . When this book was first published, in 
1968, many critics looked down on American 
movies as standardized products of the Hollywood 
assembly line. In contrast, European movies, with 
their realistic settings, open-ended stories, and raw 
sexuality, were held up as better models for young 
filmmakers and grist for academic analysis. It was 
Andrew Sarris's mission to reclaim the studio 
movie; his method was the auteur theory-actually 
less a theory than a way of seeing. Sarris claimed 
that, wittingly or not, Hollywood directors had sub
verted the studio system by imprinting their 
movies with their own predilections and styles. Af
ter a section on "pantheon directors" (which in
cludes such foreigners as Jean Renoir and Fritz 
Lang), the book discusses the careers of hundreds 
of Hollywood directors, from the renowned (Ford 
and Hawks and Welles) to the obscure (Rex In
gram and Harry D' Arrast). If the theory hasn't held 
up all that well, the impulse behind has succeeded: 
The heyday of the studio movie, froll) roughly 1930 
to 1945, is now recognized as the classic period for 
the collective art of movie-making. 

FICTION 

r 13 . e centra vo ume m e au or's ac-
claime t£!!2BI_ ng is ree , published in 1984, 
was the first), Dancing follows the story of two 
Scottish immigrants, Angus McCaskill and Rob 
Barclay. The two left a Scottish port in 1889 to head 
for a new life iri a new land. Doig charts their lives 
and fortunes for the next 30 years as they settle 
into the beautiful, brutal Two Medicine Country, an 
area at the base of the Rocky Mountains in Mon
tana. As they raise families and make lives for 
themselves, Angus finds himself in a fateful contest 
of the heart with Anna Ramsay, the woman he has 
come to love. 

The History of Danish Dreams, by Peter Hoeg 
(Delta, $12.95). Hoeg's best-selling Smilla's Sense 
Of Snow was his first novel to have been published 
in English, in 1993, but History is actually his first 

Fritz Lani (rt~) 

book. Published in Hoeg's native Denmark in 1988, 
the sprawling narrative chronicles the history of that 
country through a series of vignettes about various 

_ eccentric characters. The author propels events at a 
relentless pace, rapidly spanning generations of odd
balls, mystics and iconoclasts. Among his eclectic 
band: a visionary girl who leads her fellow villagers 
on a holy pilgrimage to the coast; a circus acrobat ro
mantically involved with a criminal; and a count who 
attempts to prevent the passage of time by stopping 
all the clocks on his estate. 

11 . 
avmg e er c 1 oo ome m po ane, 

Wash., right after high school, 41-year-old Julia 
Ives returns to confront her painful past Divorced 
and pregnant, Ives wants to solve the mystery of 
her mother's disappearance--apparently volun
tary- before giving birth to her own daughter. 
"With this pregnancy my old memories had begun 
to swell within me," she reflects, "rising through 
the fabric of my adult life which I'd woven so 
soundly, and I had no idea what would be left of me 
once all those memories broke through." To find 
out she must face her father, whose hard drinking 
filled her youth with terror, and revisit all the sig
nificant sites and personalities she escaped from 23 
years earlier. Hegi expands Ives' journey toward 
self-discovery into a poignant examination of an 
American family. 



I van Doig shares visi n of old west with SU 
Local 
author 
tries to 
dis pell 
.some of 
the myth 
surrounding· 
the "old 
West." 

S' ~~ \} ''N"" .1~ 
SUSAN MYERS 
Staff Reporter 

Cowboys. 
Horses. 
Sheriffs and gunfights. 

The American West has long 
been mythologized in terms of ac
tion and individuals. 

Author Ivan Doig, who visited 
campus last Thursday, hopes to 

. change this tradition. 
Doig, best known for his novels 

"English Creek" and "Dancing al 
the Rascal Fair," writes about com
munity life in the American West. 

Ivan Doig 

" ll'm] interested in how things 
work out here and how they don't. 
lll write not just about the other 
side but the other sides, plural , of 
the West," he explained. 

Ivan Doig is one of this country's 
most notable living writers; he is 
also a vo ice from the Northwest. 

Montana born and bred, Doig 
has lived in Seattl e for the past 
thirty years. His stories, which deal 
with these two landscapes, are m,as-

tcrful blends of 
place, time, and 
communities. 

"I see memo
ries as the stories 
our own lives tell 
us ," sa id Doi g, 
who is usually 
cons idered a his
torical fiction 
writer. However, 
this Ph.D. histo
rian thinks of 
himself simply as 
a novelist. 

"I grew up dur
ing some impor
tant historical 
events," he ex 
plained with an 
example of his 
uncles in World 
War II. The y 
were just two 

boys in a small Montana town and 
suddenly they were fighting a war 
in Europe. 

"This kind of thing has interested 
me. It can change your life," con
cluded Doig. 

Ivan Doig's latest novel, "Buck
ing the Sun," deals with change on 
all levels: personal, political, fa
milial and environmental. 

It is set in the 1930s and centers 
around the building of Montana 's 

Fort Peck Dam, one of Roosevelt's 
New Deal projects designed to cre
ate jobs. 

Fort Peck, which stops up the 
mighty Missouri Ri ver, spans four 
miles and ri ses twenty-five stories 
into the air. 

I see niemories 
as the stories 
our own lives 

tell us. 
IVAN DOIG 

. When it was built it was the larg
est earthen dam ever created. 

Although Doig considers the dam 
just another character in his book, it 
is undoubtedly a metaphor fot many 
of the other ideas he deals with. 

Whether it is the slow, frustrat
ing progression through the De
pression or the dangerously unbal
anced tensions be t ween two broth
ers , Doig addresses large Ii fc issues 
that must be dealt with step by step. 

"Dams are a wildly complicated 
issue," Doig mentioned, alluding 
to their political significance. 

Indeed, although we usually give 

them little thought, dams influence 
all of our lives. 

They bring us water, make elec
tricity nnd alter our environment. 
And, as Doig shows us , there arc 
dams just as large and comp I icatcd 
bet ween ours cl ves a 11d o t hn pc op le. 

"I'm not an expert on anythi11~ I 
write about," claims Doig; hut you· d 
never know it. 

lvan Doig is an intense researcher. 
His characters, stori.es, and settings 

are usually made up , but a tremen 
dous amount of research goes into 
every detail of his books. 

"He always believes in going toa 
place," explained his wife, " look
ing at what's there , taking notes. 
and listening to whatcvcr"s therc--
even if it's only the birds ." 

Perhaps Doig's greatest talent is 
the grace with which he weaves 
together fact and fiction , research 
and imagination, personal memory 
and the memories of a nation. 

"I don't like stuff about guys and 
their horses," he said; although he 
admitted the need for these cultural 
myths. 

"In the end," he concluded, " if 
we focus on families and how they 
try to cope, if we go through the old 
human stories and the new human 
stories-love, betrayal , and just try
ing to get on with life-I think 
we ' ll have enough lo write about." 
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Allbyffi se 

____ · .d , guide 
.· ~tea et s ... . 

The Northwest Bookfest celebrates its 
second year~ and the memoir takes 

center stage. By Claire Dederer 

t's the question for
ever on the lips of literal-minded 

·· · novel haters: "Why should I read 
something that never happened?" 
Authors now seem to be asking 
themselves, "Why should l write 
something that never happened?" 
The memoir is enjoying ~ vogue. 
Publishers' lists are swelling with 
slickly packaged tell-alls; autobiog

~ raphy has a presence on the best-
sellers lists with truly literary books 

like Mary Karr's The Liars~ Club; novelists like Tobias Wolff are flocking to the format. 
James Atlas explored the resurgence of the confessional in The New York Times Mag
azine last spring: " ... Nearly two dozen nlemoirs are being published this spring, 
with more to come, supplementing the 200 titles-by one book review editor's esti
mate-published last year."> 



• 
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The importance of this trend was not lost 
on the people at the Bookfest, whose pre
sentations are put together by several plan
ning committees of writers, publishers, 
agents, and bookstore managers. Each com
mittee has a specialty: "Literary Fiction and 
Nonfiction," "Category Fiction," and so 
on. According to programming coordinator 
Jennifer O'Neal, two of this year's com
mittees, independent of each other, insisted 
on addressing the memoir. "They both said 
that there's so much happening this fall 
with memoirs, it could easily justify at least 
two separate panels." The result was three 
memoir-specific events: the panels "Through 
the Looking Glass: When Memoir Takes 
on a Life of Its Own," and "Welcome 
Home: Bringing Family into Fiction aµd 
Nonfiction," as well as a workshop on 
"Writing What You Know," moderated by 
noted Seattle memoirist Brenda Peterson. 

The events will probably be packed, 
thanks to the memoir's almost universal 
appeal. "The contemporary memoir is like 
the Nature Theater of Oklahoma in 

· Kafka's fable 'America,' where everyone 
can be an artist. Everyone can be an auto
biographer," writes Atlas. To write a mem
oir, all you need is a childhood-it's the 
author's early life that drives the story bus. 
Done well, autobiography spins childhood 
nightmares into gold: Carolyn See's 
Dreaming: Hard Luck and Good Times 
in America torqued a background of alco
holism into a beautiful, funny meditation 
on family. Susannah Kaysen coldly exhib
ited, like a scab, her year in a mental insti
tution in the highly effective Girl, Inter
rupted. In the recent movie Small Faces, a 
kind of film memoir, the character Lex 
Mclean says, "I dreamt I was a man. 
Luckily when I woke up I was still a boy." 
Lex is a boy after the memoir writer's 
heart. In the contemporary memoir, child
hood is allowed its due. It exerts such a 
strong influence that sometimes subsequent 
accounts of adulthood do feel like a dream. 

But that's when all goes well. When it 

doesn't work, memoir mirrors victim cul
ture or shock culture: Shabby memoirists 
write as if the extremities of their personal 
histories automatically render their narra
tives meaningful. The young writer in par
ticular seems to be drawn to the healing 
promise of autobiography. In Secret Life, a 
memoir of an abused childhood, Michael 
Ryan reveals that he has had sex with his 
dog. (Neatly appealing to both victim and 
shock camps.) Ryan's book is but one 
example: "Poor little me" has never been 
said so many ways. The upshot: While it's 
true "everyone can be an autobiograph
er," it's not true that everyone else will 
want to be an autobiography reader. 

Still, the memoir's strong pull on aspir
ing writers is what makes it such a good 
topic for the Bookfest, which has become a 
major destination for writers: all those 
famous authors, all those workshops, all 
those publishers gathere.d under one roof. 
Last year, the writing and publishing work
shops overflowed with eager. writers. This 
year, the Bookfest is ready and waiting. 

Aside from the memoir writers partici
pating in the above-mentioned workshops 
and panels, many of the featured speak
ers-novelists, journalists, and poets
have also written memoirs: Ivan Doig's 
This House of Sky; poet Louis Simpson's 
The King My Father's Wreck; Robert 
McNeil's Wordstruck. Jonathan Raban 
writes a kind of memoir with his reportage 
of his adventures, as does Jon Krakauer. 
There's a wide gap between the having 
and the telling of a story, and these writers 
have bridged it handily. Maybe it's because 
they're old enough, or bold enough, to 

have collected really interesting experi
ences. Maybe it's because as seasoned writ
ers, they know that what you leave out is 
as important as what you put in. (For all 
we know, they too have had sex with their 
dogs, and just had the sense not to mention 
it.) Or maybe-call me simplistic-they 
were simply good writers before they 
became good memoir writers.• 

Y•r 1st omortunitv to h• 1118 nmtettal trom her lonl-aWahed new llDl*I 

author of Anatomy of the 
Spirit: The Seven Stages 
of Power and Healing 

Purchase tickets locally at: 
University Bookstore, 4326 University Way, 

NE, Seattle • 206/ 634-3400 
Seattle Unity, 200 Eighth Av N • 206/622-8475 

Tickets $22 in advance • $30 at .the door 

For an opportunltv to learn In depth, 
attend the seminar: 

Friday, December 6-7 
Red Lion Hotel Bellevue 

Learn how to use seven universal spiritual 
laws as a blueprint for healing & developing 
personal power . 

Contact The ConferenceWorks! to register 
or for a free brochure. lax 317/ 328-1475 

phone 800/395-8445 

Continuing Education Credit available for seminar 

····••;&•••••._ ••• ._ ................ ••..&A.A.ol ... '11..._.,. ......... _. .... ,. .... 

Forthwith, a selection of recommended read
ings and highlights selected by Seattle Weekly 
critics Claire Dederer and Emily Baillargeon. For 
reasons of space, we couldn't cover everything: 
There are some impressive genre fiction presen
tations (though now it's called category fic
tion-how's -that for correct?), and lots of great 
stuff happening for kids, too. The book arts line
up is also promising this year, including cool 
papermaking, marbling, and binding how-tos. 

Saturday 
10 Mistakes Writers Make When Trying to Publlsh 

Ma ybe the biggest mistake is that everyone 
wants to be a writer. Mary Allee Kier, a literary 
agent, leads a panel of editors and agents, 
including Betsy Amster, David Brewster (an edi
tor at Houghton Mifflin, not the Seattle Weekly 
publisher), and Phyllis Hatfield, who will offer 
their lists of mistakes and positive solutions. 
According to Kier, who travels frequently 
between NYC and Seattle to pitch Northwest 
authors, we are a hot property right now. But
and it's a big but-the market isn't able to sup
port the glut of would-be Gutersons. You 've got 
to put your artistic detachment aside and learn 
the business of marketing to get out of the slush 
pile. 10:15-11:30, Stafford Stage.-E.B. 

On Her Own Adventure-Last ·year, the panel on 
women's travel writing was filled to the rafters. 
This year, on a bigger stage, find moderator 
Susan Fox Rogers, editor of Solo: On Her Own 
Adventure, as well as Gretchen Legler, fishing 
memoirist, Marybeth Bond, who has edited 
books of women's travel essays, Jean Gould, 
who edited a book on adventure travel for 
women over 50, and novelist Katherine Govler, 
who edited the travel book Without a Guide. 
Expect a lot of inspiring Extreme Travel anec
dotes, as well as advice for women travelling 
alone. An antidote to that voice inside you 
telling you not to go. 10:30-11:45, Maclean 
Stage.-C.D. 

Andrew Grove-Imel president Andrew Grove 
took, as the title of his new book, his own 
famous Silicon Valley epigram, Only the 
Paranoid Survive. He'll be interviewed by the 
Weekly's · Fred Moody (/ Sing the Body 
Electronic: A Year with Microsoft on the 
Multimedia Frontier), who assures me that 
though Grove is indeed a business guy, the inter
view will be far from dull. "He's witty, he's 
charming, and he swears extravagantly with 
flair and style," promises Moody. Though 
Grove's bio makes him sound like an elder 
statesman of the computer business, Moody 
says that's not the case. " He's Mel Gibson in 
Braveheart, down there in the trenches fighting. 
In fact, I think he's going to have his face paint
ed blue for the interview." 10:30-11:30, Carver 
Stage.-C.D. 

Jonathan Raban- The man who has been called 
the best writer in Seattle has a new book out: 
Bad Land: An American . Romance. The book, 

"An intellectual romp through the north woods." 
-Kathryn Anderson 

"Shelee and Me is thoroughly 
erotic ... Superb. "-Tributary Magazine 

"Paul Cohn's Shelee and Me is a 
life metaphor masquerading as 
an American love story .. .Important 
fiction." -The View 

This suspense-filled novel 
scores an emotional 
knockout: Shelee and Phil 
together share successful 
lives and careers. When they· 
befriend three young sexual 
abuse victims, they become 
victims themselves and pay 
a fearful price. 

Now at Northwest bookstores and Amazon.com 
Dist. By Pacific Pipeline, Kent, WA 
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which was excerpted last spring in The New 
Yorker, tells the story of the descendants of early 
20th century homesteaders in Montana. Native 
Englishman Raban is beloved for his American 
odyssey Hunting Mr. Heartbreak. Raban's con
versation is erudite, not to mention damned 
funny. Come and hear. 11:45-12:30, Carver 
Stage.-C.D. 

Poetry Reading: Bart Baxter and Debora Greger
Talent in our local poetry scene is refreshingly 
diverse, as with the pairing of these two accom
plished writers. Baxter is a storyteller, with a keen 
sense of narrative and urban setting. He never 
fails to give a good reading or performance, 
according to John W. Marshall of Open Books: A 
Poem Emporium. Baxter's newest book, Peace 
for the Arsonist, should prove him one to watch. 
In her intelligent new collection, Desert Fathers, 
Uranium Daughters, Debora Greger, formerly of 
Hanford, writes through her childhood self about 
her father's job at the nuclear reservation. 11:45-
12:45, Beard Stage.-E.B. 

VI Hilbert speaking with Sherman Alexie- Upper 
Skagit elder and storyteller Vi Hilbert will per
form, then talk with novelist Alexie, who is so 
popular that pretty soon bookish Seattleites will 
be buying "I love Sherman" bumper stickers. 
The two will discuss efforts to reclaim the 
Lushootseed language, the language once spo
ken by tribes in our region. 11:45-12:45, 
Stafford Stage. - C.D. 

The Power of the Story: Motheread/Fatheread
Once upon a time, my parents used to read to 
me until I was old enough to oblige my younger 
brother myself. Now, sadly, it's Nint~ndo (big 
bad wolf) or television. The Washington 
Commission for the Humanities has adopted a 
program to reinstate the institution of parents 
reading to their children. In this 
interactive demonstration, learn 
how to share stories with chil
dren so that the experience tran
scends the "happily ever after." 
12-1, McCarthy Stage.-E.B. 

Life Off the Map - Why anyone 
weuld seek out the danger and 
discomfort of mountaineering is 
worth a good deal of discussion. 
Seattle writer Jon Krakauer (Into 
the Wild, Eiger Dreams) made a 
passionate, personal inquiry into 

travel guides I've ever had the pleasure to use. 
Dalton pioneered the interweaving of political 
and cultural background with basic travelling 
nuts and bolts. James O'Reilly has edited two 
books (France and Thailand) in the Travelers' 
Tales series. Rick· Steves' Europe Through the 
Back Door guidebook has spawned a Back 
Door industry, with a TV show and a newslet
ter. And Australian Maureen Wheeler founded 
Lonely Planet Publications with her husband 
Tony, creating a series that has become the Bible 
of no-budget travelers the world over. 12:45-2, 
Carver Stage.-C.D. 

Seeing Is Believing: The Novel in Words and Pictures 
! was never a big fan of Nick Bantock's Griffin 
and Sabine; it was such a mess. But other writ
ers working with pictures and collage have 
come up with far more interesting results. 
Moderator Barbara Hodgson, who founded 
Byzantium Books with Bantock, has authored 
The Tattooed Map, an imaginary account of her 
travels in Morocco, including hotel bills, sketch
es, and photos. Karen Elizabeth Gordon wrote the 
fabulous Transitive Vampire series, the coolest 
grammar books in the world . She uses gothic, 
Edward Gorey-ish examples to explain gerunds 
and dangling participles. Artist Persimmon 
Blackbridge has a brand new book coming out: 
Sunnybrook: A True Story with Lies. 
Vancouver, BC, poet Michael Turner's Hard Core 
Logo tells the story of an imaginary punk band, 
from garage beginnings to reunion tour, with 
poems illustrated by photos. His Company 
Town does the same for the year in the life of an 
imaginary BC fishing town. 1-2:15, Beard 
Stage.-C.D. 

Ivan Doig-Doig, one of the foremost chroniclers 
of the West, reads from his latest, Bucking the 

8~tside0~:mgazf~e ~t~ryb~i~lija~~ ,,,,. ) j# ) 

May's fatal ascent of Mt. '' ''131:slrnpsortlM'ffovelA RJiular Guy 
N~~idst.Ro~:;~s b(~~l~i;i;ts wi~} explores thern0tilr~~g11t~ rel~tionship. 
Doubt), who has written about 
life in the wild for Outside, the 
Atlantic, and National Geographic. 12:15-1:15, 
Hugo Stage.-C.D. 

The Considerate Traveler-Seattle Times writer Jim 
Molnar moderates a vagabond's wet dream team 
in a discussion of the ethics of travel. Bill Dalton 
founded Moon Publications in 1973 with the 
classic Indonesia Handbook, one of the best 

Get a little ~e in your life! 
,,,,,. 

J~ 
Next session begins November 4. 

e-mail: info@academy-of-languages.org 
GD Washington Academy of Languages 

(206) 682-4463 

OPENING NOVEMBER 10 

YOUR SOURCe fOR ]ewisb kooks, 
t;ifTS, aRTS, CRafTS, music 

& cbiLoRen 's special Ties 

2201 N.E. 65TH ST., SEATTLE 
-across from Bagel Oasis-

TEL: 206-527-1130 

Sun. Expect lots of talk about big men in a big 
land from this big-themed (and brilliant) writer. 
1:30-2:15, Maclean Stage.-C.D. 

John Edgar Wideman -Stopping through on a 
cross-country sweep to promote his first book 
in six years, The Cattle Killing, Wideman will 
be interviewed by PBS's Upon Reflection host 

LOSE WEIGHT 
WITH HYPNOSIS 

''! went from a tight, 
uncomfortable size 14 
to a sleek size 10 with 

Dianne's weight control 
program. Even while 
traveling, I still lost 8 

pounds and did not feel 
deprived. Hypnosis 

is terrific! Do it! 
-WW, Kirkland 

Dianne Cox 
Clinical 

Hypnotherapist 

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 

STOP SMOKING 
''It's tremendous! 
I smoked for over 
40 years and 1 quit with 
the first hypnosis session. 
Hypnosis works!" 

-Barbara W, 
R.N Seattle 

111453-7796 ~ 
E~TSIDE HYPNOSIS CENTER 
320-108th •Suite 600 •Bellevue 

Marcia Alvar. This should be a memorable con
versation, highlighting Wideman's intelligence 
and cultural concerns, his Pittsburgh youth, his 
recent stint as guest editor of Best American 
Short Stories 1996, and the novel that is riding 
a tidal wave of acclamations. 1:45-2:45, Hugo 
Stage. -E.B. 

Louis Simpson-Heralded for his 
personal, somehow fami liar nar
ratives and his informal obser
vations that read like quiet 
breaths, Simpson is a poet in 
tune with modern American life. 
(One of my favorite poems ques
tions a poet's need to write ver
sus the . need to be recognized 
with the riddle, "What'.s the 
sound of one hand clapping?") 
Memoir is another place 
Simpson has ventured recently, 
in The King My Father's Wreck . 
Fully aware of the colloqui
alisms, history, and traditions of 
individual and family experi
ence, Simpson's work in either 
genre is as impressive as it is 
gently startling. 2: 15-3: 15, 
Carver Stage.- E.B. 

I'll Take My Stand: Waging War Over Northwest 
Forests-A powerhouse panel, moderated by 
Richard White, University of Washington history 
professor, author of The Organic Machine, and 
certifiable brain since he received a MacArthur 
"Genius" grant- last year. A volatile mixture of 
panelists will be discussing the contested state of 
the Northwest forests. Contrarian Alston Chase is 
author of the classic Playing God in Yellowstone 
and of a new critique of the enviro movement, In 
a Dark Wood. Kathie Durbin is an editor at 
Cascadia Times and the author of Treehuggers: 
Victory, Defeat, and Renewal in the Northwest 
Ancient Forest Campaign. Professional hillbilly 
Robert Leo Heilman (author of Overstory Zero: 
Real Life in Timber Country, about his days as 
a tree planter in the Cascades) will be there to 
tell them they're all full of yogurt. 2:30-3:45, 
Maclean Stage.-C.D. 

Writing What You Know-The mantra of many a 
writing workshop- "Write what you 
know" -can be the most friendly of jumping
off points for any aspiring writer. After all, who 
could possibly see things just the way I do.? 
Brenda Peterson, who has written both fiction 
and nonfiction to high praise, moderates a 
panel workshop with Sheila Bender, Chelsea 
caln, and Demetria Martinez, all of whom have 
particularly distinctive stories and voices. 2:45-
4, McCarthy Stage.-E.B. 

Forget Faulkner- Writer's writer Barry Hannah is 
touring the States with his latest book, High 
Lonesome. He talks with fellow Oxford, 
Mississippi, native son Larry Brown (Father's Son, 
Big Bad Love) about growing up in a town over
shadowed by a literary giant-in th.is case, 
Faulkner. We hope they'll tell us what Oxford 

puts in the water to produce such great writers. 
Whiskey, maybe. 3:30-4:30, Carver Stage.-C.D. 

Music To Your Eyes: Merging Music and Llterature 
Authors/parielists Alan Chong Lau, Nancy Rawles, 
and Jan Wallace are part of a Writers in Schools 
program where they explore the paths language 
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can take when approached through a musical lens 
such as jazz, in a discussion moderated by Nathan 
Hale teacher Shannon Conner. The authors and 
featured students will read from their own work. 
4:15-5:30, Maclean Stage.-E.B. 
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You Can Take the Poetry Out of the Northwest, But ... 
- Poetry, time and again, derives from pretty 
places. But is our West, our common topogra
phy, the manifest destiny of local poets? Jim 
Hepworth, editor of Confluence Press and a 
poetry teacher at Lewis-Clark State College in 
Boise, will head this discussion, drawing upon 
the themes and variations of poetic regionalism. 
With Seattle-area poets Sean Bentley, Argentina 
Daley, and Sharon Hashimoto. 4:15-5:30, 
McCarthy Stage.- E.B. 

Tom Robbins-Reading a Tom Robbins book is like 
reading a "Choose Your Own Adventure,"
you're never quite sure where it's headed but 
you want to hang on for the ride. The La Conner 
author speaks with KUO W's Marcie Sillman and 
presents his work. 4:30-5:30, Hugo Stage.
E.B. 

Through the Looking Glass: When Memoir Takes on a 
Life of Its Own-Our fascination with real life is 
reflected in bestse ller lists week after week, as 
many authors find that their own lives make for 
good reading. How should writing distill one's 
own experience? And how much of what we 
remember is a) worth retelling and b) accurate? 
A panel discussion will be led by the award
winning author of Writing the Memoir: From 
Truth to Art, Judith Barrington, with writers 
Kim Barnes, John Daniel, Lisa Dale Norton, and 
David Shields, author of the savvy, splin
tered memoir Remote. 4:30-5:45, Stafford 
Stage.- E.B. 

STEVES NEWS. 
NOW OPEN IN FREMONT. 

Specializing in newspapers and 
magazines from around ' the world. 

News 
DAILY SAM TO 9PM - lOPM FRI & SAT 

3416 Fremont Ave N (formerly the Daily Planet). 
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12:30 

1:00 

1 :30 

2:00 

2:30 

3:00 

3:30 

4:00 

4:30 

5:00 

5:30 

The Seattle Times 
presents 

The Richard 
Hugo Stage 

. 
l 0:45am- l 2:00pm 
terary Caffeine 
ooks That Keep 
OU Up All Night 
Pamella Goodfellow, 

Li 
B 
Yi 

m oderator, with Mary 
aheim, Mary Sharon 

Plowman, and 
Mary Jo Putney 

D 

. 
Li 

12: 15 - l : 15pm 
fe Off the Map 
Jon Krakauer 
Speaking with 
David Roberts 

. 

I 

. 

l :45 - 2:45pm 
John Edgar 
Wideman 

nterviewed by 
Marcia Alvar 

s 
3:15-4:15pm 

herman Alexie 
With musical 

guests 

. 

Jim Boyd and 
Res Bound 

4:30- 5:30pm 
Tom Robbins 
nterviewed by 

Marcie Sillman 
I 

'-----~ 

Starbucks Coffee 
presents 

The Norman 
Maclean Stage 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
l 0:30 - 11 :45am 
On Her Own 
Adventure 
Women & 
Solo Travel 

Susan Fox Rogers, 
moderator, with 

Marybeth Bond, Jean 
Gould, Katherine 

Govier, and Gretchen 
Legler 

......... "' ....... 
12:00- l:l5pm 
Next Stop, 
Hollywood 
The Art of 

Screentay Writing 
An y Spletzer, 

moderator, with Randy 
Sue Coburn, Victoria 

Jenkins, David 
Schulman, and 
Ritk Stevenson 

..•...•••.....•. 
1:30- 2:15pm 
Ivan Doig 

..••..........• • 
2:30- 3 :45pm 

I'll Take 
My Stand 

Waging War 
Over the 

Northwest Forest 
Richard White, 
moderator, with 
Alston Chase, 

Kathie Durbin, and 
Robert Leo Heilman 

................ 
4: 15 - 5:30pm 

Music to Your Eyes 
Merging Music 
and Literature 
Shannon Conner, 
moderator, with 

Alan Chong Lau, Nancy 
Rawles, and 
Jan Wallace 

"I I I 

Amazon.com Books 
presentS 

lhe Rtymonfl 
Carver Stage 

....•.•..•...... 
l 0:30- 11 :30am 

Andrew Grove 
Interviewed by 

Fred Moody 

................ 
11 :45am- l 2:30pm 
Jonathan Rabon 

.,, ..••.......... 
12:45 - 2:00pm 

The Considerate 
Traveler 

The Ethics of 
Travel Writing 

Jim Molnar, moderator, 
with Bill Dalton, James 
0' Reilly, Rick Steves, 
and Maureen Wheeler 

..............•. 
2:15-3:15pm 

Louis Simpson 

..............•. 
3:30- 4:30pm 

Forget Faulkner 
A Conversation 

with Larry Brown 
and Barry Hannah 

••••••e••••••••• 
4:45 -6:00pm 

The Shape A>f 
Things to Come 

How Science 
Fiction Writers See 

the Future 
Greg Bear, moderator, 

with Lois McMoster Bujold, 
Chris Bunch, K. W. Jeter, 

and Spider Robinson 

Tower Books 
presents 

The Jomes 
· Beard Stage 

. . . "" ... -........ 
10: 15 - 11 :30am 

Snake Oil 
May Be Good for 

You After All 
Ralph Golan, 

moderator, with Carmen 
Rene Berry, Michael 
Murray, and Cynthia 

Waring 

• <t: •••••••••••••• 

11 :45am - l 2:45pm 
Poetry Reading 
Bart Baxter and 
Debora Greger 

•••• tt ••• *" ••••••• 

1:00- 2:15pm 
Seeing Is Believing 

The Novel in -
Words and 

Pictures 
Barbara Hodgson, 
moderator, with 

Persimmon Blackbridge, 
Karen Elizabeth Gordon, 

and Michael Turner 

..........••.•.. 
2:30- 3 :45pm 
*!?@#! 
Cartoonists, 

Commentary, and 
Campaigns 

Bill Radke, moderator, 
with Chris Britt and 

David Horsey 

................ 
4:00 - 5:00pm 
Joe Kane 

When Indians 
and Oil Giants 

Collide 

Public Radio 
Partnership 'resents 
The William 

Stafford Stage 

••••••••••• 4'I •••• 

10:15-11:30am 
10 Mistakes 

Writers Make 
When Trying to 

Publish 
Mary Alice Kier, 

mod~rotor, with Betsy 
Amster, David 
Brewster, and 

Phyllis Hatfield 

•••a:••••········ 
11 :45om - l 2:45pm 

Vi Hilbert 
Speaking with 

Sherman Alexie 

•• 4lt + f) #. C'. G ta •• 0 a. 
1:15- 2:00pm 

Book-It Repertory 
Theatre 

"A Couple of 
Kooks" 

by Cynthia Rylant 

··········~····· 
2: 15 - 2:45pm 

Spider Robinson 

1$$8~~~15!·······~.flfll 

3:00 - 4: 15pm 
Don't Leave Me 

Like This! 
When Serial 

Mysteries End 
Adam Woog, moderator, 

with Katherine Beck, 
Robert Ferrigno, Candace 
Robb, and John Straley 

• +.#it+. e 11' + + e *" + + G 

4:30 - 5:45pm 
Through the 

Looking Glass 
When Memoir 
Takes on a Life 

of Its Own 
Judith Barrington, 

moderator, with Kim 
Barnes, John Daniel, 
Lisa Dale Norton, and 

David Shields 

Arts & Humanities* 
presents 

The Mory 
McCarthy Stage 

. ............... 
l 0:30- 11 :30am 

Wide Awake and 
Thriving 

Proactive Business 
Leadership 
Practices 

Kristine Sullivan, 
moderator, with Jennifer 

James and Robert Spector 

•............... 
12:00- ·1:15pm 
The Power 

of the Story 
Motheread 
Fatheread 

Presented by the 
Washington Commission 

for the Humanities 

................. 
1:15- 2:30pm 

Paper Gardens 
Cultivating the 

Writing Life 
Linda Stark, moderator, 
with Ann Lovejoy, Jim 

Nollman, and Noel 
Richardson 

................. 
2:45- 4:00pm 

Writing What 
You Know 

Writers' Workshop 
Brenda Peterson, 

moderator, with Sheila 
Bender, Chelsea Cain, 

and Demetria Martinez 

................ 
4:15- 5:30pm 

You Can Take 
Poetry Out of 

the Northwest, 
But ••• 

James Hepworth, 
moderator, with Sean 

Bentley, Argentina Daley, 
and Sharon Hashimoto 

*King County Arts 
Commission and 

Washington Commission 
for the Humanities 

. ..•............ 
l 0:30 - l 2:00pm 
A Web Site of 

One's Own 
Designing and · 

Building Your Own 
Web Page 

Free Range Media 

.. ,, ............. 
12: 15 - l :30pm 

Potential or Peril? 
Publishing on the 

World Wide Web 
Poul Andrews, 

moderator, with 
John Alderman and 

John Healy 

•.•.•.•.•...•... 
2:00 - 3:00pm 

From Hap,ening to 
Has- een 

Best and Worst 
Web Sites 

Loren Schwartz, modern-
tor, with Paul Andrews 

and David Robison 

..•............. 
3:30 - 5:30pm 
Once Upon a 

Screen 
Interactive 
Storytelling 

Nana Kuo, moderator, 
with Mark Hall, Greg 

Roach, and Scott 
Rosenfelt 

The Book Arts 
Demo Area 

. ............... 
10:30- l l:l5am 
Letterpress 
Printing and 
Calligraphy 

.....•.......... 
11 :30am - 12: l 5pm 

Gildin{ for 
the Boo Arts 

Charles Douglas 

........•....... 
12:30 - l : l 5pm 

An Artist Presents 
Her Books 
Mare Blocker 

...............• 
1:30- 2:15pm · 
Block Print 
Illustration 

Larry Lewis 

. ............... 
2:30 - 3: l 5pm 

Papermaking 
Chris Chennault 

. ............... 
3:30 - 4: l 5pm 

An Artist Presents 
Her Books 

Barbara Tetenbaum 

................ 
4:30 - 5: l 5pm 

Creative 
Correspondence 

Michael Jacobs 

ill 
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THE SEATTLE TIMES 
PRESENTS 

THE RICHARD 
HUGO STAGE 

STARBUCKS COFFEE 
PRESENTS 

THE NORMAN 
MACLEAN STAGE 

AMAZON.COM BOOKS 
PRESENTS 

THE RAYMOND 
CARVER STAGE 

TOWER BOOKS 
PRESENTS 

THE JAMES 
BEARD STAGE 

PUBLIC RADIO PARTNERSHIP ARTS S HUMANITIES* 
PRESENTS PRESENTS 

THE WILLIAM THE MARY 
STAFFORD STAGE McCARTHY STAGE 
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10: 15 -11 :30 AM 10: 15 -11 :30 AM 

MICROSOFT 
PRESENTS 

THE NEW MEDIA 
STAGE 
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1:30-2:15 PM Maclean Stage 
IVAN DOIG 

Ivan Doig joins us for a presentation of selections 
from his newest work, Bucking the Surra novel that 
examines the lives of an extraordinatry American family 
caught up in a monumental national undertaking-and 
the newly reissued Dancing at the Rascal Fair. 

Ivan Doig was born in Montana and grew up along 
the Rocky Mountain Front where much of his writing 
takes place. A recipient of the Pacific Northwest 
Booksellers Award for literary Excellence and the 
Governor 's Writers Award, Doig was honored in 1989 by 
the Western literature Association with the Distinguished 
Achievement Award for his body of work. • Bucking the 
Sun (Simon f. Schuster)· Dancing at the Rascal Fair 
(Simon f. Schuster) • This House of Sky (Harcourt Brace) 

1:45-2:45 PM Hugo Stage 
JOHN EDGAR WIDEMAN 
INTERVIEWED BY MARCIA ALVAR 

In plague-ridden eighteenth-century Philadelphia, 
an itinerant black preacher searches for an endangered 
African woman. His struggle to find her and save them 
both plummets him into the nightmare of a society vio
lently splitting itself into white and black, white over 
black. John Edgar Wideman, "one of America's premier 
writers of fiction" (The New York Times), share passages 
of his first novel in six years and discusses his literary 
effort to reconfigure the paradigm of race. 

Hailed as one of contemporary America's premier 
writers of fiction, John Edgar Wideman grew up in the 
Homewood section of Pittsburgh, a setting used for a 
number of his award-winning novels and stories. He 
received the PEN/Faulkner Award in 1984 and 1990-the 
first author to win that award twice-and was shortlisted 
for the National Book Award. According to the New York 
Times Book Review, "the more you read John Edgar 
Wideman, the more impressive he seems." • The Cattle 
Killing (Houghton Mifflin) • The Best American Short 
Stories 1996 (Houghton Mifflin) • Philadelphia Fire 
(Vintage) 

Host of the PBS television program Upon Reflection, 
Marcia Alvar is highly regarded for her stimulating con
versations with accomplished authors. She lives in 
Seattle. 

NEW MEDIA 

2:00-3:00 PM New Media Stage 
FROM HAPPENING TO HAS-BEEN: 
BEST AND WORST WEB SITES 

Last year, Northwest Bookfest featured a panel of 
local experts who discussed the best and worst on CD
ROM. This year, our esteemed panelists fill you in on the 
hottest Web sites on-line, as well as those you should 
simply pass on by. 
MODERATOR: 

Loren Schwartz, who holds degrees in both fine arts 
and economics, is currently at Starwave Corporation, 
where he works on the Sting CD-ROM, All This Time, and 
as an associate producer for ESPNet. 
PANELISTS: 

Paul Andrews is a technology columnist for The 
Seattle Times. 

David Robison has managed sites such as Hewlett
Packard Internet Solutions, Microsoft BackOffice, and CBS 
Eye on the Net. A founder of Current Cities, a monthly 
electronic journal, he now works as the production man
ager for Palazzo deMix. 

2:15-3:15 PM Carver Stage 
LOUIS SIMPSON 

The King My Father's Wreck, the memoir by poet 
Louis Simpson, brings together autobiographical essays 
composed over a seven-year period. The stories reflect 
the drama of Simpson's life: from his early childhood in 
Jamaica to D-Day with the 101st Airborne, from surviving 

a life-threatening illness to winning the Pulitzer Prize. 
His latest poetry collection, There You Are, is considered 
the most representative work of a poet who is widely rec
ognized as a modern classic. 

Louis Simpson, winner of a Pulitzer Prize in poetry 
and the Columbia Medal for Excellence, is the author of 
thirteen books of poetry in addition to works of literary 
criticism and an autobiography. Simpson worked as a 
professor of English at the State University of New York at 
Stony Brook from 1967 until his retirement in 1993. • The 
King My Father's Wreck (Story Line Press) • There You Are 
(Story line Press) 

2:15-2:45 PM Stafford Stage 
SPIDER ROBINSON 

It's been more than 20 years since Spider Robinson 
introduced readers to Mike Callahan's Crosstime Saloon
your average neighborhood bar featuring the occasional 
alien, talking dog, and mythological creature or two. 
While the original saloon is gone, Callahan 's spirit lives 
on in Mary's Place, featured in Robinson's newest novel, 
Callahan's Legacy. The new bar is just as friendly as the 
old and, for better or worse, just as unique. Robinson 
invites sci-ti fans to pull up a stool at the most famous 
bar in the galaxy. You'll be glad you did. 

Spider Robinson lives with his wife and occasional 
writing partner, Jeanne Robinson, in Vancouver, British 
Columbia. Since he began writing professionally in 1972, 
Robinson has received a multitude of awards, including 
three Hu gos and a Nebula. • Callahan's Legacy (Tor) • 
Starmind (Tor) 

CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE 

2:30-3:45 PM Maclean Stage 
l'LL TAKE MY STAND: 
WAGING WAR OVER NORTHWEST FORESTS 

The future of our forests demands a fresh social 
vision, say those who have led the environmental charge. 
Join authors in a look back at the human causes and 
consequences of initiatives to resolve the conflict in 
Northwest forests . With an environmental movement in 
crisis, Congress threatening to shred environmental leg
islation, and increased violence in affected local com
munities, is a solution possible? 
MODERATOR: 

Richard White, scholar of the American West, argues 
that we cannot understand human history without natur
al history, and vice versa. White is a professor of history 
at the University of Washington. • The Organic Machine 
(Hill f. Wang) 
PANELISTS: 

Immortalized in John McPhee's Encounters with the 
Archdruid, David Brower, director of the Sierra Club, 
founded Friends of the Earth and the Earth Island 
Institute. • Let the Mountains Talk, Let the Rivers Run 
(HarperSanFrancisco) 

Alston Chase is a syndicated columnist and frequent 
contributor to national magazines, and a leader in envi
ronmental ethics. • In a Dark Wood (Houghton Mifflin) • 
Playing God in Yellowstone (Harvard) 

Award-winning journalist Kathie Durbin began 
tracking the Pacific Northwest's old-growth forest con
flict in 1989. Durbin is a contributing editor for the 
Cascadia Times. • Tree Huggers: Victory, Defeat, and 
Renewal in the Northwest Ancient Forest Campaign (The 
Mountaineers) 

A regular regional commentator for KUOW, Robert 
Leo Heilman began writing about life as a timber worker 
in Oregon's Umpqua Valley after an accident prevented 
him from continuing seasonal work. • Overstory Zero: 
Real Life in Timber Country (Sasquatch) 

2:30-3:45 PM Beard Stage 

*!J@#! 
CARTOONISTS, COMMENTARY, AND CAMPAIGNS 

David Horsey of the Seattle Post-Intelligencer and 
Chris Britt of The Seattle Times square off in a discussion 

(with live illustration) of the election season from the 
humorous viewpoint of the editorial cartoonist. 
MODERATOR: 

Named Best Public Radio Personality by Seattle 
Weekly readers, Bill Radke is part journalist, part come
dian. For several years he's hosted KUOW's Morning 
Edition, and now hosts Rewind, a light-hearted look 
back at the week's news. 
PANELISTS: 

David Horsey is the Seattle Post-Intelligencer's 
award-winning, nationally-syndicated editorial cartoon
ist. A finalist for the 1987 Pulitzer Prize, Horsey lives in 
the Wallingford district of Seattle with his wife and kids. 
• The Fall of Man (Seattle P-1 Books) 

Editorial cartoonist Chris Britt, formerly with the 
Tacoma News Tribune, joined the editorial staff of The 
Seattle Times in July, 1996. Britt is a nationally syndicat
ed cartoonist whose work has appeared in The New York 
Times, The Washington Post, and Newsweek. 

2:45-4:00 PM McCarthy Stage 
WRITING WHAT You KNow: 
MEMOIRS, POETRY, AND JOURNAL WRITING 

Learn from practitioners of the craft of autobiograph
ical writing in its many manifestations, with a special 
emphasis on memoir, poetry, and fiction . What are the 
benefits to keeping a journal? Can writing about person
al experiences help you tap a wellspring of ideas for fic
tion and poetry? 
MODERATOR: 

Award-winning writer Brenda Peterson is the author 
of three novels and two collections of nonfiction. She 
lives on Puget Sound. • Sister Stories (Viking) ·My 
Mother's Tattoo and Other Family Memoirs (POD) 
PANELISTS: 

Author and teacher Sheila Bender inspires writers to 
put everyday-life stories on paper. She is currently 
writer-in-residence at Seattle University. • Writing 
Personal Essays: How to Shape Your Life Experiences for 
the Page (Writer's Digest Books) 

Chelsea Cain lives in Portland, where she works as a 
freelance writer. Her recent memoir is her first book. • 
Dharma Girl (Seal Press) 

Albuquerque native Demetria Martinez was charged 
in 1987 with conspiring against the U.S. government and 
aiding the entry of Salvadorans, and later acquitted on 
First Amendment grounds. She now lives in Tucson, 
where she is at work on her second novel. • Mother 
Tongue (Ballantine) 

3:00-4:15 PM Stafford Stage 
DoN'T LEAVE ME LIKE THIS! 

The popularity of series fiction confirms that readers 
often prefer the familiar and are disappointed when an 
author tries something new. How do authors make the 
decision to leave a favorite character behind and create a 
new one? On the other hand, how do they keep a series 
character interesting and compelling? 
MODERATOR: 

Seattle native Adam Woog is the author of over a 
dozen nonfiction books for young adults. His column on 
crime and mystery fiction appears monthly in The Seattle 
Times. 
PANELISTS: 

Seattle's Katherine Beck has made a major departure 
with her most recent novel. Having previously published 
twelve books in two separate mystery series under the 
name K. K. Beck, this is her first book to be published 
under her full name. • Bad Neighbors (Doubleday) • Cold 
Smoked (Mysterious Press) 

After careers as a poker player, college professor, and 
newspaper reporter, Northwest native Robert Ferrigno 
now makes his living as a bestselling mystery novelist. 
His newest novel will be a major motion picture from 
Twentieth-Century Fox. • Dead Silent (Putnam) • Dead 
Man 's Dance (Berkeley) 

Candace Robb lives in Seattle with her husband, 
Charlie, and two cats. She recently returned from a 
research trip to Yorkshire and is working on the next 
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MICHELLE KUMAT~ / SEAT~LE TIMES 

keep good sitters to themselves. Pcunela · 
Weinberg says she has always shared 
everything - books, clothes,' even her 
most expensive jewelry - with friends. 
But she now draws the line at her sitter's 

, .. 
I" ...... ,v 

Bookfest 
opens eyes :2:

and ears ·: ·. :-~ 

·-, r,, 

. ,,.. ' • 

.. 

to reading:: :\ 
BYDoNNFRY 
Seattle Times book editor .. c:· 

The su~cess of this year's North~ 
west Bookfest was apparent to festi~ 
director Kitty Harmon in a persoµa1 
way: This year, she finally got tQ:t>ea 
fair h If 

. .... .. 
goer erse . . · .:, -.;. ~ 

"Everything' s been goinK ·· ?91> 
smoothly, I've actually been able· ·.Sit 
down and enjoy a couple of the events~ 
said Harmon yesterday aftem09n~:. 
festival browsers jammed the aisle$ ai1t1 
crowded into author presentations'.; :!-~ 

"My fun festival moment was wli~~ 
friend and I were taking on a to~ 
ment ~bble player, ~d Will Sb~ 
walked by and got to see µs make~@
point play - we had a triple.,w:Ca. 
SCOre " ,".;.•.; . ..~ ."~; 

This was like making a revers~~ 
handed dunk in a game of pickui·~ 
ketball, only to diseover Shawn ~ ~ · 
watching from the· sid~line~. Sh<( 
who delighted a festival audience ,~ 
terday with round of word games and 
brain-teasers, is crosswords editor~qt 
The New York Tilnes~ But he is ~ · 
haps best-knowri in Seat~le as tfl~ 
wee~Jy "pu~zlemaster" on · N~~\Q.lJjl_ 
Pubbc Rad10's Sunday vers10 .~· 
"Morning Edition." 

1 
_ • '- . 

Hannon and her staff of three, a 
with approximately 350 on-site v<1UJ1,
teers and about 100 planning-co~ 
tee members, managed to pull off q.°11!Z 
ond annual Northwest Bookfest a~ 
48 that seemed to please 23,000 .. 
ers as well as _ 175 exhibitors ran.Bflm 
from bookstores, to small press~"" 
major publishing houses. ~ 

Improvements compared with ll.e 
inaugural festival were noticeable, ~ 
palpable: The unheated. 110,Q.9.!Z:
square-foot warehouse was comfo~e 
throughout the weekend, aide_ · 1 
sparkling full weather; indoor "comfort 
stations" seemed to eliminate muClitOf 
last year's queuing-up for outdoor pot:(
a-johns; and concentrating most fao~ 
services in connecting galleries altmg 
the south side of the warehouse avoided 
last year's gridlock between exhibit 
browsers and food-iine customers. . -

Once again, all proceeds beyond 
PYnPn<:.4'>~ n nJl hio t prnprl ...,,_,,"" .~ 1-"' ,- r .t , ,...;. 

ed literacy projects in the five-start 
Northwest region. Harmon said counl
ing the donations (the event was f.r~, 
but fairgoers were asked to consi~r 
donating $5) would be completed later 
today or tomorrow. . , ,~; 

Since the Bookfest celebrates 1111 
aspects of books, reading and writilig, 
the event is large and pleasmilf 
unwieldy. But here are a few obsem:. 
tions throughout the festival: 

• Jonathan Raban, the British writer 
who has lived in Seattle since 1990, 
noted that his new book, "Bad 1aI?:~ -~ 

• f 

PLEASE SEE iJookfest O·~ : ~ 
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.Northwest Bookfest: Read all about it 
BY DONN FRY 

Seattle Times book editor 

It looks better 
than ever. 

Or, maybe 
that should read 
"better than last 
time," since the 
Northwest Book

fest has had only one previous edi
tion . The program for- this week
end's annual event clearly shows 
that the organizers have built on last 
year's success to design a festival 
that not only is larger but also more 
responsive to the interests shown 
by 1995's 23,000-plus fairgoers. 

"We took to heart the feedback 
people gave us on last year's festi
val and did our best to tackle the 
challenges that were in our power 
to improve," said festival director 
Kitty Harmon, whose staff exam
ined hundreds of response forms 
filled out last year by exhibitors, 
volunteers and fairgoers. 

"They may be subtle improve
ments, but they'll make a differ
ence.'.' 

Purely in terms of physical com
for t, fe stivalgoers Saturday and 
Sunday will find significant 
improvements: The outdoor port-a
johns that created queues in the 
October chill last year have been 
replaced by indoor "comfort sta
tions." Lap blankets also will be 
available for audiences at the 
Richard Hugo Stage, the festival's 
largest- and chilliest- presenta-

- tion area at the far watersid~ end of 
the warehouse. 

Activities and presentations for 
children have been increased, too. 
So has attention to the art of the 
book - presentations will include 
everything from papermaking, to 
the computer-generation of books, 
to a handmade-books-as-art exhibi
tion. 

Though Bookfest' s home - the 
large, unheated warehouse facility 
on Seattle's Pier 48 - has not 
grown, the number of stages and 
ipresentation areas ,has increased 
from 14 to 16. So has the number of 
readings, panel discussions and 
demonstrations - from 71 to 82. 

More major publishing houses 
will be exhibiting their books this 
weekend, and last year's roster of 
visiting big-name authors - Nor
man Mailer and Studs Terkel -
looks pretty modest compared with 
this year's stellar lirieup: how about 
Ann Beattie, Barry Hannah, Mona 
Simpson, John Edgar Wideman, 
Robert MacNeil, Pam Houston, 
Pulitzer-winning poet Louis Simp
son, Larry Brown, puzzle master 
Will Shortz and U.S. Poet Laureate 
Robert Hass? 

They will be joined, of course, by 
a host of luminaries who happen to 
live in the Seattle area - writers 
such atj Tom Robbins , Jonathan 
Raban , Jayne Ann Krentz , Ivan 
Doig . .. l}ern}an Alex,ie, ,;£?,.rf!p~ f- , 

e ·ergort, eti:!g Bear, David 
hield:s ~ Jon icKr.~0Jt.rer 1t ~aitb1ttine 11 

General information 
•Book/est hours are 10 a.m. 
to 6 p. m. Saturday and Sun
day at Pier 48 on the Seattle 
waterfront. That's at the foo t 
of Main Street~ irt the Pio
neer Square area. 
• Parking on the pier is lim
ited to exhibitors and media. 
Metered and free parking is 
available in the area, though 
Sunday fairgoers are 
reminded that a Seahawks' 
game at the Kingdome will 
limit available parking. 
Parking also is available in 
the garage of the Seattle Art 
Institute, 2375 Elliott Ave., 
for the special all-day rate of 
$3 (the Book/est program 
mistakenly says $4); free 
shuttle buses run between the 
garage and Pier 48. The 
garage is also accessible to 
the waterfront trolley along 
Alaskan Way. 
•Fairgoers with handi
capped or elderly passengers 
may drop them off in the Pier 
48 parking area before find
ing off-site parking. 
• The Pier 48 warehouse 
can be chilly, so dress appro
priately. 

Beck, Robert Ferrigno and many, 
many more. 

All told, some 200 authors will 
be giving readings or taking part in 
discussions and presentations. And 
there will be approximately 175 
exhibits - from small local book
stores (Brothers Books ,. Gregor 
Books, etc.) and publishers (Epi
center Press, Fjord Press, etc.) to 
publishing giants such as Harper
Collins and Random House. 

Most reassuring, however, is the 
one thing that hasn't changed: Ben
eficiaries will still be selected liter
acy programs in the five-state 
Northwest regioni The Northwest 
Bookfest is free, but fairgoers are 
asked to consider a $5 donation 
toward literacy. Last year's inau
gural Bookfest raised $27 ,311. 

Free Northwest Bookfest pro
grams are available at more than 60 
branches of the Seattle and King 
County public library systems, as 
well as about 50 bookstores in the 
Seattle area. Space doesn't permit 
reproduction of the entire schedule, 
but here are some basic details and 
Bookfest highlights: 

Ongoing activities 
Microsoft Explorer Theater 

features a program each hour about 
the Internet, interactive books and 
games, library access and other 
online activities. 1 

links to authors in other countries 
and assistance in creating your own 
literary Web page. 

Antiquarian Row features dis
plays by Seattle used- and rare-book 
dealers. 

I Envision has information about 
the Goodwill Community Learning 
Center's literacy program. 

Reading Club Clubhouse pro
vides information and advice to book 
clubs or those hoping to start one. 
Make contacts, get title suggestions 
or solicit new members here. 

The Giant Book Swap allows 
you to trade your old paperbacks for 
someone else's old paperbacks. 

The Book Arts Center fea
tures ongoing demonstrations of 
letterpress and woodblock printing, 
calligraphy, gilding, papermakiri.g 
and marbling and bookbinding, as 
well as presentations by book 
artists Mare Blocker and Barbara 
Tetenbaum. 

Young Writers and Readers 
includes an extensive program of · 
book- and reading-related activitie$ 
for children. For details, see the 
Weekend section in Saturday's 
Seattle Times. 

Special events 
The Governor's Writers 

A wards Ceremony kicks off 
Bookfest weekend at 7 p.m. tomor
row at the Museum of History and 
Industry. With Ivan Doig as emcee, 
Gov. and Mrs. Lowry present the 
1996 awards to the authors of 10 
books. Spencer G. Shaw, master 
storyteller and professor emeritus 
of library science .at the University 
of Washington, receives the Nancy 
Blankenship Pryor A ward for his 
contributions to the state's literary 
heritage. 

OK Hot~l Spoken Word closes 
Bookfes.t week~nd with perfor
mances by rhythmic rockers and 
spoken-word artists John S. Hall, 
Roger Manning, Kinnie Star and 
others. Doors open 8 p.m,: Sunday 
at the O.K. Hotel, 212 Alaskan Way 
s. ($5; 621-7903). 

Northwest Bookfest 
··.,! ;i:. ' 
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Speakeasy On-line Cafe , a j $ 
,Bpo~e?t y7rsi~on,, ot" t~e C.ff~. at 2304" '. · ·'· , 
Second Ave., prov1cfes access to thtt . i ~ 
_Wq?d iWiide> We:b~ ,'l!nt~rnetwideQ 

Authors, presentations 
Saturday 

"Ten Mistakes Writers Make When Trying 
to Publish," William Stafford Stage, 10:15 
a.m. 

"On Her Own Adventure: Women & Solo 
Travel," moderated by Susan Fox Rogers, 
10:30 a.m., Norman Maclean Stage. 

"A Web Site of One's Own," building your 
own page on the World Wide Web, 10:30 
a.m., New Media Stage. 

Jonathan Raban, 11:45 a.m., Raymond 
Carver Stage. 

"Potential or Peril?," publishing on the 
World Wide Web, moderated by Seattle 
Times Personal Technology columnist 
Paul Andrews, 12: 15 p.m., New Media 
Stage. 

"Life Off the Map" features 04tdoors writ
ers/climbers Jon Krakauer and David 
Roberts, 12:15 p.m., Richard Hugo Stage. 

"The Considerate Traveler," the ethics of 
travel writing, moderated by Jim Molnar of 
The Seattle Times, 12:45 p.m. , Raymond 
Carver Stage. 

Ivan Doig, 1:30 p.m. , Norman Maclean 
Stage. 

Novelist John Edgar Wideman, interviewed 
by Marcia Alvar, 1:45 p.m., Richard Hugo 
Stage. 

Science-fiction writer Spider Robinson, 
• 2:15 p.m., William Stafford Stage. 

Louis Simpson, the Pulitzer Prize-winning 
poet, 2:15 p.m., Raymond Carver Stage. 

"I'll Take My Stand," waging war over the 
Northwest forest, moderated by UW histo
rian Richard White, 2:30-p.m., Norman 
Maclean Stage. 

"Cartoonists, Commentary and Cam
paigns," moderated by Bill Radke, 2:30 
p.m., James Beard Stage. 

"Don't Leave Me Like This!," on series 
mysteries, moderated by Seattle Times 
mystery columnist Adam Woog, 3 p.m., 

• William Stafford Stage. 

Novelist and poet Sherman Alexie, with 
musical guest Jim Boyd, 3: 15 p.m., Richard 
Hugo Stage. 

"Forget faulkner," a conversation with 
Barry Hannah and Larry Brown, 3:30 p.m., 
Raymond Carver Stage. 

Tom Robbins, interviewed by Marcie Sill
man, 4:30 p.m., Richard Hugo Stage. 

"The Shape of Things to Come," how sci
ence-fiction writers see the future, moder
ated by Greg Bear, 4:45 p.m., Raymond 
Carver Stage. 

MIKE SIEGEL 

Ivan.Doig appears at 1:30 
Saturday on the Norman 
Maclean stage. 

Sunday 

" lf It's Tuesday, This Must Be Regency 
England," romance novels, moderated by 
Susan Andersen, 10:30 a.m., James Beard 
Stage. 

"The Way Things Weren't," fantasy writ
ing, 10:30 a.m., Norman Maclean Stage. 

Will Shortz, New York Times crosswords 
editor and "puzzlemaster" for National 
Public Radio, 10:45 a.m., Richard Hugo 
Stage. 

"Whose Family? Whose Values?," moral
ism in politi s, moderated by Jim Compton, 
11 :45 a.m. , Raymond Carver Stage. 

"How to Collect, What to Collect, Why to 
Collect," symposium on book collecting, 
moderated by Mark Wessel , 11:45 a.m., 
William Stafford Stage. 

Novelist and former PBS newsman Robert 
MacNeil, interviewed by Ross Reynolds, 
noon, Richard Hugo Stage. 

"Cyberspace, Here I Come!," how to break 
into multimedia, 12:45 p.m., New Media 
Stage. 

Poet Laureate Robert Hass, interviewed 
by Kim Stafford, 1:15 p.m., Richard Hugo 
Stage. 

"Reflecting the World," artists' books and 
book artists, 1:15 p.m. , James Beard Stage. 

"A Cabal of Critics," moderated by Bruce 
Barcott, with Jack Olsen, Mona Simpson 
and Michael Upchurch, 1:30 p.m., Norman 
Maclean Stage. 

"The New Frontier of Censorship,;, con
tent restrictions on the World Wide Web, 
2:30 p.m., New Media Stage. 

"Copper Canyon's Silver!," 25 years of 
poetry at Copper Canyon Press, moderated 
by Sam Hamill, with poets Emily Warn and 
William O'Daly, 2:45 p.m., Mary McCarthy 
Stage. 

Mona Simpson, 3 p.m. , Norman Maclean 
Stage. 

"Living with Ow-selves," promises and 
perils of the sustainability movement, 
moderated by Seattle Times columnist 
Cecile Andrews, 3 p.m., Raymond Carver 
Stage. 

"The Sixties: A Force for Good or Evil?," 
moderated by Walt Crowley, with Tom 
Robbins, John Carlson et al. , 4 p.m., 
Richard Hugo Stage. 

Ann Beattie, 4:15 p.m., Norman Maclean 
Stage. 

Pam Houston, 4:45 p.m., Raymond Carver 
Stage. 

Mona Simpson 
speaks Sunday at 3 
p.m. on the Norman 
Maclean stage. 

f' 
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Single, tall, short or skinny: Authors, 
like lattes, come in all sizes at · Bookfest / 

By JOHN MARSHALL 
P-1 R~PORTER 

G 
etting· a new festival off 
the ground is heavy li~ing. 
Staging the same festival a 
second time is more a matter of 
fine tuning. 

That is the hope of the organizers of 
the Northwest Bookfest, which will be held 
tomorrow and Sunday, 10 a.m.-6 p.m., in 
its second edition at Pier 48 on the Seattle 
waterfront. 
More than 200 authors . - both regional 
and national - will make appearances, 
participate in panel discussions or read
ings and sign their books. There will be 175 
booths showcasing the wares of publish
ers and related exhibitors, giving the event 
the air of an indoor country fair for 
books. 

Just pulling off a major new event 
that drew 23,000 people to an unusual 
setting was a considerable accomplish
ment last year. Trying to improve the 
festival experience for those who attend 
has become the top priority this year. 

"We've tried to improve or get 
around the limitations of the facility,'' 
promises Kitty Harmon, festival director. 

Much has been done to try to · 
transform the chilly, drafty confines of Pier 
48 into a more hospitable setting, al
though organizers still urge festivalgoers to 
dress warmly. More heaters and lighting 
have been brought in and sound baffling 
has been added to improve acoustics at 
the various stages. And of great concern to 
latte-crazed Northwesterners: the num-
ber of espresso pumping stations has been 
tripled (to three). 

What Northwest Bookfest organiz-
, ers cannot do much about is the difficult 

parking situation ~long the waterfront 
and in neighboring Pioneer Square, espe
cially on Sunday when the Seattle 
Seahawks play a home game in the 
Kingdome. Organizers would clearly 
have chosen a weekend without a Sea
hawks game if they could have, but it 
was not possible since the date of the book 
festival was set long before the 1996 

A check mark indicates a recommendation 
by the P-I's John Marshall. 
TODAY 

MICHAEL BERUBE - Reads 'Life as We 
Know It,' noon, University Book Store, 4326 
University Way N.E. 634-3400. 

RICHARD SIMMONS - The exercise guru 
signs 'Farewell to Fat,' 12':30-2 p.m., Price Costco, 
8629 120th Ave. N.E., Kirkland. 

LOIS McMASTER BUJOLD - Reads 
'Memory,' 3 :30-5 p.m., University Book Store. 634-
3400. 

MICHAEL J. NORDEN - Author reads 
'Beyond Prozac, ' 7 p.m., Barnes & Noble, 2700 
N.E. University Village. 517-4107. 

TERRY GOODKIND - Reads 'Blood of the 
Fold,' 7 p.m., University Book Store. 634-3400. 

AFTER LONG SILENCE - Writers of the 
anthology 'Sisterfire: Black Womanist Fiction and 
Poetry,' 7:30-9:30 p.m., Rose Room, North Seattle 
Community College, 9600 College Way. N. 527-
3709 or 525-5373. 

""'SUE BENDER - Reads 'Everyday Sacred: 

schedule was announced for the Nation
al Football League. -

One possible remedy for festival
goers is to park in the garage of the 
Seattle Art Institute on Western Avenue 
Gust north of the Pike Place Market). 
The garage is offering half-price parking 
($3 per day) and a free shuttle bus will 
run regularly between the. garage and Pier 
48. Riding the waterfront streetcar is 
another option. 

But those intent on avoiding traffic 
and crowds would probably be well advised 
to attend the festival during its initial 
hours tomorrow. -

Admission is again free, with a 
donation of $5 suggested. Donations at the 
door last year raised $27,311 for area 
literacy groups. 

Food and drink is available at the 
festival, including the Frankfurter, Pie
cora's Pizza, Noah's Bagels, Starbucks 
and Fratelli's Ice Cream and the Blue Moon 
Tavern. 

Organizers are particularly proud of 
the wide variety of activities for children, 
which have been increased this year. 
They include a kids' scavenger hunt (11 
a.m. both days), reading cave, create-a
book center, storytellers' big top and , 
appe~rances by such well-known chil
dren's authors as Nikki Grimes, Demi, Ted 
and Gloria Rand, plus a slide show by 
noted animal photographer Art Wolfe. 

Among tl~e headlining authors for 
adults are Southern novelists l.arry Brown 

A Woman's Journey Home,' 7:30 p.m., East West 
Bookstore, 1032 N.E. 65th St. 523-372.6. 

""'JOHN EDGAR WIDEMAN - The noted 
writer reads from his first novel in years~ 'The Cattle 
Killing,' 7:30 p.m., Mount Zion Baptist Church, 
1634 19th Ave. 624-6600. 

KAREN ELIZABETH GORDON with BAR
BARA HODGSON - Reads 'Paris Out of Hand: A 
Wayward Guide,' 8 p.m., The Elliott Bay Book Co., 
101 S. Main St. 624-6600. 
SATURDAY 

,,.,, JAY LENO - Television talk show hosVco
median signs 'Leading With My Chin,' 12:30 p.m., 
University Book Store. 634-3400. 

TERRY GOODKIND - See Friday listing. 2 
p.m., Barnes & Noble, 626 106th Ave. N.E., 
Bellevue. 451-8463. 

TOMASEEN FOLEY - Irish storyteller reads 
oral -traditions at 4 and 7 p.m., Nordic Heritage 
Museum, 3014 N.W. 67th St. $10. 621-8646. 

JOHN DANIEL - Portland poet reads 
'Looking After,' 6 p.m., The Elliott Bay Book Co., 
101 S. Main St. 624-6600. · 
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and Barry Hannah (3:30 p.m. tomor-
row), poet laureate Robert Hass (1:15 p.m. 
Sunday), novelist Ann Beattie (4:15 p.m. 
Sunday), novelist Mona Simpson (3 p.m. 
Sunday), novelist and journalist Robert 
MacNeil (noon Sunday), short story writer 
Pam Houston (4:45 p.m. Sunday), and 
novelist John Edgar Wideman (1:45 p.m. 
tomorrow). 

Northw~st writers include Ivan Doig · 
(1:30 p.m. tomorrow), Tom Robbins (4:30 
p.m. tomorrow), Brenda Peterson (2:45 
p.m. tomorrow), Sherman Alexie (3: 15 p.m. 
tomorrow), J.A Janee (2:45 p.m. Sun-
day), Jon Krakauer (12:15 Saturday), Jayne 
Ann Krentz (10:30 a.m. Sunday), Sam 
Hamill (2:45 p.m. Sunday), Jonathan Raban 
(11:45 a-.m. tomorrow), Earl Emerson 
(1 :30 p.m. Sunday), Kathleen Dean Moore 
(4:45 p.m. Sunday), Robert Ferrigno (3 
p.m. tomorrow), Jack Olsen (1:30 p.m. 
Sunday), and Whitney Otto (4:45 p.m. 
Sunday). 

Three people whose work appears in 
the Post-Intelligencer and who have done 
books are on discussion panels: cartoon
ist David Horsey (2:30 p.m. tomorrow), 
garden columnist Ann Lovejoy (1 :15 
p.m. tomorrow) and reporter John Marshall 
(4:45 p.m. Sunday). 

Among the more intriguing panels 
are likely to be the following: 

• "I'll Take My Stand: Waging War 
Over the Northwest Forest," at 2:30 p.m. 
tomorrow, .with Richard White, Alston 
Chase, Kathie Durbin and Robert Leo 
Heilman. 

• "The Shape of Things to Come: 
How Science Fiction Writers See the 
Future," 4:45 p.m. tomorrow, with Greg 
Bear, Lois McMaster Bujold, Chris Bunch, 
K.W. Jeter and Spider Robinson. 

• "Whose Family? Whose Values? 
Moralism in Politics Today," 11:45 a.m. 

. Sunday, with Jim Compton, Stephanie 
Coontz, Michael Lerner and William Noth-
durft. · 

• "The Sixties: A Force for Good or 
Evil," 4 p.m. Sunday, with Walt Crowley, 
John Carlson, Stephanie Coontz, Paul 
Dorpat, Michelle Malkin, Diane Medved, 
Tom Robbins and J.T. Stewart. 

""'ROBERT HASS - The U.S. poet laureate 
reads 'Sun Under Wood,' 8 p.m., Elliott Bay. 624-
6600. 
SUNDAY 

WRITERS' OPEN MIKE - Poets and short 
story writers read from their works, 7-9 p.m., Sun & 
Moon Music, 310 W. Harrison St., Kent. 854-
4724. 
MONDAY 

""' LADY ANTONIA FRASER- Noted En
glish biographer signs 'Faith and Treason,' noon, 
University Book Store. 634-3400. She also reads 
from her works, 7:30 p.m., 5th Avenue Theatre, 
1308 Fifth Ave. Tickets: $15-$18. 621-2230. 

MARTHA ROTH - Minneapolis author reads 
'Goodness,' 5 p.m ., Elliott Bay. 624-6600. 

MICHELLE BEAUDRY - Reads 'How to Tell 
If You're Dead,' 7 p.m., Barnes & Noble, 1530 11th 
Ave. N.W., Issaquah. 557-8808. 

BARBARA HAMBLY - Reads 'Mother of 
Winter,' 7 p.m., University Book Store. 634-3400. 

CONTINUED on Next Page 

Top 
books 

Here is The New York Times 
best-seller list for the week end
ing Oct. 12, 1996. 

This 
week Fiction 

1 THE DEEP END OF THE OCEAN, by Jacquelyn 
Mitchard . (Viking, $23.95) 

2 DESPERATION, by Stephen King. 
(Viking, $27 .95) 

3 EXECUTIVE ORDERS, by Tom Clancy. 
(Putnam , $27.95) 

4 THE REGULATORS, by Richard Bachman . 
(Dutton, $24.95) 

5 

6 

JACK AND JILL, by James Patterson . 
(Little, Brown, $24.95) 

TO THE HILT, by Dick Francis. 
(Putnam, $24.95) 

7 THE CELESTINE PROPHECY, by James 
Redfield . (Warner, $17 .95) 

8 THE RUNAWAY JURY, by John Grisham. 
(Doubleday, $26.95) 

9 FALLING UP, by Shel Silverstein . 
(HarperCollins, $16.95) 

10 THE NOTEBOOK, by Nicholas Sparks. 
(Warner, $16.95) 

This 
week Nonfiction 

1 THE DILBERT PRINCIPLE, by Scott Adams. 
(Harper, Business, $20) 

2 SLOUCHING TOWARDS GOMORRAH, by 
Robert H. Bork. (Regan Books/HarperCollins, $25) 

3 DON'T BLOCK THE BLESSINGS, 
by Patti LaBelle. (Riverhead, $24 .95) 

4 HOW GOOD DO WE HAVE TO BE? by Harold S. 
, Kushner. (Little, Brown, $21.95) 

5 UNLIMITED ACCESS, by Gary Aldrich. 
(Regnery, $24.95) . 

6 THE RUN OF HIS LIFE, by Jeffrey Toobin. 
(Random House, $25) 

7 ANGELA'S ASHES, by Frank Mccourt. 
(Scribner, $24) 

8 DOGBERT'S TOP-SECRET MANAGEMENT 
HANDBOOK, by Scott Adams. 
(Harper, Business, $16) 

9 JAMES HERRIOT'S FAVORITE DOG 
STORIES, by James Herriot. 
(St. Martin's, $17 .95) 

10 MIDNIGHT IN GARDEN OF GOOD AND EVIL, 
by John Berendt. (Random House, $23) 

:~:k Advice/how-to/mtsc. 
1 MAKE THE CONNECTION, by Bob Greene and 

Oprah Winfrey. (Hyperion, $18.95) 

2 MEN ARE FROM MARS, WOMEN ARE FROM 
VENUS, by John Gray. (HarperCollins, $20) 

3 THE ZONE, by Barry Sears with Bill Lawren . 
(Regan Books/HarperCollins, $23) 

4 PRACTICAL INTUITION, ' by Laura Day. 
(Villiard, $20) 

Weeks 
Last on 
week List 

3 5 

1 3 

4 9 

2 3 

5 6 

6 3 

7 · 139 

11 22 

10 21 

Weeks 
Last on 
week List 

1 26 

5 4 

1 

3 5 

9 15 

2 5 

4 6 

6 4 

10 130 

Weeks 
Last on 
week List 

1 5 

3 179 

2 32 

1 

The listings are based on computer-processed sales figures from 3 985 bookstores and 
from representative wholesalers with more than 50,000 retail ouu'ets. 

Northwest bookshelf 
Brief. summaries of recent books by Northwest author,s and 
publishers, as well as books about regional topics. 

• Where River Turns to Sky, by Gregg Kleiner (Avon 
Books, $23). An Oregon writer pens an affecting first 
novel, set in the Northwest, in which an 80-year-old man 
opens a home where no one will have to die alone; a 
powerful meditation on aging and friendship. 

• Wandering & Feasting: A Washington Cook
book, by Mary Houser Caditz (Washington State 
University Press, $22.95). An Issaquah writer, who is a 
fifth-generation Washingtonian, tours the state and 
compiles an absolutely charming cookbook that celebrates 
both the state's history and its regional specialties. 

• Flying High, by Eugene Rodgers (Atlantic Monthly 
Press, $27.50). A Virginia professor provides a thorough 
one-volume history of The Boeing Co., after being granted 
extensive interviews and access to company archives. 
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A-dam <ind 
- f J 

a family · 
. . 

Tale revisits 
MOntana 
ofthe'30s 

'Bucking the Sun' 

***' outof4stars 

By Ivarr Doig 
Simon & Sch~ster, 412 pages $23 

Review by Barbara Holliday _ 
Unless you are a U.S. history 

.student,_a .dam engineer or~ a Mon-
tana native, ·•· 

you may never have heard of the 
Fort Peck Dam, built in the 1930s. 
Good enough reasop . to read Ivan 
Doig's new novel, -"Bucking the 
Sun." It is as readable an account of 

··what was then the largest earthen 
dam ever attempted that you are 
going to find outsid~ =pr working 
texts. .. !~ ; 1 .. 

Doig, whose most'meniorable 
novel is "1be House of Sky,~ has 
written a book almost as unwieldy 
as the 123 million-plus cubic yards 
of dirt ordered in the 1930s by the 
Corps of Engineers to harness the 
Mis.souri River. That is part of the 

. story. The other part is an engross
ing account of boomtown shanty 
living, everlasting mud, ,. raucous 
workers, the Depression arid a re
markable family of Scots ·named 
Duff who give the tale its humanity. 

Doig begins with . a teaser. A 
nude couple are found dead in a 
truck pulled from the bottom of the 
river. Doig gives nothin&: away. We 

Novelist~ Doi~··,'· 
1·._ 

read the entire novel trying to de
cide which of the Duffs (we guess 
that much) has been so careless or 
so _victimized.Jn.Jhe meantime. we 
are treated to a full history of each 
member of the family. 

Hugh arid Meg Duff came from 
Scotland to a homestead in Montana 
and lost it when the dam was built 
Hugh is a binge drinker, Meg an 
admirable, rather prickly wife "with 
a little nock in her chin." 

Son Owen, who becomes fill 
master of the dam, is a bright, 
earnest fellow with a rather uppity 
wife, Charlene; . the twins, Bruce, 
wi]d, and Neil, quiet. have restless 
wives, -RoseIJen and Kate. Hugh 
muses, ""Were there no jolly, neutral 
unsharpened women that the Duff 
men could eVer find? .. 

Finally, . there is Darius (accent 
on the middle syllable with a long 
"i"), Hugh's brother, who has re
tained from his shipbuilding days on 
the Clyde a messianic hotheaded
ness against authority. Darius han
kers after Meg but finally, under 
duress, marries a prostitute. 

The atmosphere- reeks with the 
smell of the river, bad iWhiskey and 

B .(, . . ....,KINC .. ) c .. -· .1 l 
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~0,000 souls trapped in back-break
ing labor. It is ·a _real broth of 

- emotions and ambitions along with 
. tfle tactical logistics and inevitable 
mishaps of earthen dam building. 

Bruce gets the job of diver,' 
checking pilings in the river. Hugh 
hates the whole scene and takes it 
out in liquor. Neil strives. Owen, 1 

after his fashion, holds everything 
together until everything slips. Dari
us worries himself and us. 

• Doig toys a little with the reader 
at the end. The characterizations to 
that point do not necessarily match 
the people in the truck. 

But Doig, a native of Montana, 
has given us a slice of Americana as 

· authentic as the Western trek, as 
: troubling as the newsmaking Free
men of today. Add the ways of men 
and woman and you feel the pulse of 
lives "blindfolded and raw," in, to 

· borrow a word from one of the 
rough-edge characters, a "rangu-
tang,. of a novel. · 

· Barbara Hoi/iday is a retired 
~ Free Press book editor reading many 
hundred miles south of the Fort Peck 
.Dam in Arizona. __ J 



BOOKSELLING 

All Roads Lead to Handselling 
At the King's English in Salt Lake City, 
co-owner Barbara Hoagland uses spe
cial events to handsell books. For a 
reading of the children's book I Know 
What You Do When I Go to School by 
local author Ann E. Cannon (Gibbs 
Smith), Hoagland held a Friday-night 
pajama party for 35 kids. And at 
Christmas she has separate book-sign
ing parties for adults and children, 
featuring local authors, including Pat 
Bagley and Elaine Ferguson. 

Book groups are excellent sources 
for suggestions on what to handsell, ac
cording to Gregg Parker, owner of the 
Little Professor Book Center in Erie, Pa. 
"We also highlight bestsellers from the 
past, early books from well-known au
thors and books that have won awards," 
Parker said. In Erie, books about ship
ping on the Great Lakes, Native Ameri
cans and local history all sell well. 

Regional books are big sellers at the 
UConn Co-op in Storrs, Conn., accord
ing to general book manager Suzanne 
Staubach. Sweet Revenge by University 
of Connecticut faculty member Regine 
Barreca (Crown) is doing well, as are 
Trout: An Illustrated History by Yale stu-

dent James Prosek (Knopf) and 
Provincetown by Leo Connellan (Curb
stone), the new poet laureate of Con
necticut. In addition, Staubach is hyp
ing The Soul's Code: In Search of Char
acter and Calling by James Hillman 
(Random House), a book she said the 
staff found "fascinating and accessible," 
and The Home Team by Rebecca Lobo 
(Kodansha America). "And although it's 
not out yet, I'm dying to sell Eros, Magic 
and the Murder of Professor Culianu by 
Ted Anton [Northwestern Univ.]," 
Staubach said, adding that she was cap
tivated by its mix of intellectual biogra
phy and spell-binding true crime. 

Local titles are also hot sellers at 
Bookworks in Whitefish, Mont. Night 
of the Grizzlies by Jack Olsen (Home
stead) sells particularly well, as do 
nature and star-gazing guides. "We 
are right next to Glacier Park, and 
everyone is worried about being 
eaten by a grizzly," explained owner 
Susan Zahrobsky. Other popular local 
titles inclu r collec
tion ue Spruce by Davi Long 
(S S), Bucking the Sun by Ivan Doig 
(S& . 

Jamie Harrison (St. Martin's), Jim's 

Masters Degree in 
Publishing Studies 

Apply now to gain a PLACES ARE LIMITED 

place on this distance SO DO NOT DELAY. 

learning course to Contact: Lesley Gunn, 

qualify you in all aspects The School of Information 

of the publishing & Media, 
The Robert Gordon 

industry both University, 

conventional and 352 King Street, Aberdeen, 

electronic. Entering its 
Scotland. UK. AB9 2TQ 

Tel: +44 (0) 1224 262963 
second year in January, Fax: +44 (O) 1224 262969 
this course from a e-mail: l.gunn@rgu.ac.uk 
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daughter. Bookworks also claims 
Richard Ford, who lives in Missoula, 
Mont., as one of its own. 

In the constant effort to highlight 
books, Zahrobsky often makes "quirky, 
eccentric groupings of books." Among 
her favorite groupings are Dead Au
thors Who Still Publish, People Who 
Wish They Lived in Montana but 
Don't and Cookbooks Covered with 
Grease. She also admits to increasing 
sales of wedding and divorce books by 
placing those sections side by side with 
only the abuse section separating 
them. 

"The beauty of being an indepen
dent is that you can have all the fun you 
want without a corporate suit breathing 
down your neck," Zahrobsky said. 

Main Street 
Leads to Heart 
Of Community 
To MAIN STREET BOOKS in Houston, 
Tex., being a community leader is as 
important as being a bookselling en
gine. Among the store's diverse claims 
to fame in its community, it offers in
store tutoring and free Internet access, 
holds health fairs and has its own radio 
show. And thanks to Main Street's 
serendipitous location next to a Sears 
store, it is the only bookstore in the 
world that accepts the Sears credit card. 

Described as "multicultural" by 
Arthur Akers, who co-owns Main 
Street with his wife, Phyllis, the store is 
5000 square feet and carries 15,000 ti
tles. Its inventory leans toward nonfic
tion and is tailored to appeal to people 
of varied ethnic and religious back
grounds; at Main Street, the Torah and 
the Koran co-exist peacefully. 

Opened in November 1994, the store 
grew out of a wholesale business that 
the Akerses have run for six years. Th:> 
company, called Renaissance Books a' 
based in nearby Spring, handles s0 
35,000 titles, mostly children's and 
cational, that it supplies to area s, 
and libraries. 

"We're constantly brainstormin~ 
coming up with new ways to serve 
community;' Arthur Akers said. On 
day that Akers spoke to PW, he w, 
alone in the store since he had di ~ 
patched his staff to two communit; 
events to set up tables of books. 

As the only bookstore satellite of < 

local nonprofit literacy group calle-

; . 
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Ip,.!~Uect in Western hinterlands hardly the stuff of fi~tion 
I
. n 1984, just a day after I had arrived 

at the University of Colorado, one of 
my new colleagues told me that he 
expected me to renege on my promise 

to take the job. 
"Why on Earth would you think that?" I 

asked; my injured honor immediately 
rea·ching a temperature very near boiling. 

":Itdidn't have anything to do with you," 
he --~id. "I just couldn't figure out why 
anyone would leave the East Coast and 
come to the middle of nowhere." So here 
was .a .face-to-face confrontation with that 
syndrome known as the Western Inferiori
ty Complex. 
~'a once very well-established pattern 

of thought, the home of intellect and tal
ent was the East Coast. The accumulation 
of ability in the East left only a few scat
tered · shreds of intelligence to spread 
around the hinterlands. 

Back in the 1980s, people of intellectual 
ambition, who found t~mselves stuck in 
the :west, could only hope for better days, 
when they might be released from their 

. ~;. 

PATRICIA 
LIMERICK 

exile on the pe
riphery. 

The sense of re
gional inferiority 
was as big as the 
Flatirons. 

And then every
thing changed. In 
1992, Newsweek 
recorded the trans
formation, an
nouncing that "the 
West is in the 
midst of a don't
fence-us-in liter-
ary explosion com

parable to the Southern literary renais
sance in the 1930s." 

Trying to stay abreast of this movement 
is nearly impossible; the established writ
ers keep up a steady rate of production, 
and striking new writers appear on the 
scene ev,ery month. It is easy to forget 
how rec~nt, and how sudden, this transfor
mation has been. Take the example of 

writer Ivan Doig. In the 1990s, you can 
stand anywhere, throw a stone, and hit an 
Ivan Doig fan. His memoir of his Montana 
childhood, "This House of Sky," made his 
reputation, and his novels - "English 
Creek," "Dancing at the Rascal Fair," 
"Ride with Me," "Mariah Montana" and 
"Bucking the Sun" - raise both the spirits 
of bis readers and the profits of his pub
lishers. 

And yet in the 1970s, 12 publishers in a 
row rejected "This House of Sky." Most of 
the editors said that they liked Doig's 
writing a great deal, but they knew for a 
fact that the manuscript had no potential 
as a trade book. 

"Unfortunately, as much as I do like 
your work," one editor wrote, "I find that 
what you have here is not at all commer
cial." 

One hopes that these editors weren't 
risking the money for their children's edu
cation on the stock market or betting 
much meney on horse races. Like the edi
tors who rejected the manuscript of Nor-

man Maclean's "A River Runs through It" 
("These stories have trees in them," one of 
them explained), these cultural arbiters 
were prophetically impaired, blinded by 

• their belief that talent sits in a great, cen
tralized, recognizable heap on the East 
Coast. 

"Vindication" is too weak a term for the 
satisfactions that have come to Ivan Doig 
and lots of other Western writers in the 
past 20 years. 

Talent is now decentralized; Western 
writers have built a foundation for region
al self-understanding,~s well as self-es
teem. 

The Western Inferiority Complex should 
be on its last legs. Is it? Old habits die 
hard, and this one may cling to life for a 
long time. More important, when Western 
writers succeed, what impact does this 
have on the society around . them.? 

Twelve years ago, when my colleague 
SUIJ>rised me with his memorable display 
of the Western Inferiority Complex, my 
reply didn't reach much past surprise. I 

live with the annoying memory of having 
been caught speechless. So help me out: 
Go· to a bookstore or a library and con
template the abundance and quality of re
cent books in the Western literature sec
tion. 

Then tell me what I could and should 
have said in 1984. The prize for the best 
entry is an autographed copy of Ivan 
Doig's first book. 

On Sept. 24, at 7 p.m., at the Denver 
Athletic Club, Ivan Doig will present CU's 
Center of the American West Annual Lec
ture: "Makings: Trying to Put the West 
Together." For information, call 492-4879. 
On Oct. 5 and 6, the Rocky Mountain Book 
Festival will bring some of the West's 
most accomplished writers to Currigan 
Exposition Hall; for information, call 
273-5933. Both events are free and open to 
the public. 

i~~tricia Limerick is a history prof~ssor at CU-Boulder J 
and co-chair of the board of the Center of the Ameri
can West. 
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Author Ivan· Doig negotiates a changing West 

Doig specializes in 'slow poetry of fact.'. 

r.1 [ ) 3 \ c (-' "What I'm interested in is, what do you 
come back to? How much change can you 

By Jack Cox 
Denver Post Staff Writer 

A
s a kid growing up in Montana in 
the 1940s and '50s, Ivan Doig of
ten accompanied his father on 
trips into saloons to hire haying 

crews. 
"We'd be met at the door by a blue fog 

of cigarette smoke," the award-winning 
novelist remembers. 

"You go back there now to those small 
towns and it's hard not to find an emer
gency medical supply firm where these 
men - now emphysema sufferers - get 
their oxygen tanks." 

It's that kind of "jolting change," says 
Doig, that he is exploring in his next book, 
a novel set in San Francisco. Seattle and 
nonurban Alaska. 

"It's a book about the contemporary 
West, but one that I hope raises an eternal 
question - Can you go home again?" he 
says. 

"It deals with baby boomers being call
ed back to the West by family crisis and 
deciding whether to stay. 

swallow?" 
And, by the same token, how much lack 

of change? 
"They may have their cell phones, their 

satellite dishes and their Jeep Cherokees," 
Doig observes, "but they've still got to 
contend with Rocky Mountain weather 
and bad roads in winter." 

The book will be the ninth by the author 
of the acclaimed "This House of Sky" who 
will be in Denver tomorrow for a free pub
lic lecture at 7 p.m. at the Denver Athletic 
Club, 1325 Glenarm Place. 

The talk, after which Doig will be avail
able to sign copies of his books, is spon
sored by the University of Colorado's Cen
ter of the American West. 

Doig, now 57, has put together a vivid 
picture of the West over the past 20 years, 
mixing personal experience and regional . 
history in a series of novels set mainly in 
Montana. 

The most recent, "Bucking the Sun" (Si
mon & Schuster, 1995), takes place against 
a backdrop of the construction of the Fort 

Peck Dam, which was pictured on the cov· 
er of the first issue of Life magazine. 

"My speech will be about how I and 
some other writers use ingredients of the 
West in fiction," Doig said in a telephone 
interview from his home in Seattle. 

"The thrust of the talk will be what I 
call the 'slow poetry' of fact - details 
that you pick up in small-town caf es and 
bars, that are specific to the West, wheth· 
er they're turns of phrase or cowboys 
wearing belt buckles the size of truck radi· 
a tors. 

"There are endless stories in the Wes~" 
'he went on. . 

"Take the comeback of the grizzly bears 
very near the Rocky Mountain Front 

. Range area where I lived in high school. 
"They are starting to become plains ani

mals again. So we have beekeepers and 
oat farmers having to worry about them." 

Western writers may move to other 
parts of the country, but like such South
ern authors as Willie Morris, William Sty
ron and Pat Conroy, "We never go thatfar 

Please see DOIG on 2E 



Ivan Doig now regarded 
as dean of West's writers 
after passing of Stegner 
DOIG from Page 1 E 

from the home country in our minds, 
<•nd sometimes not even physically," he 
n'Jted. 

"Even though I've lived in a suburb of 
~)eattle for 30 years, I'm still within a 
day's drive of Montana. I can leave af
t.er breakfast and before dinner be in 
Missoula." 

A former r.anch hand and newspaper
! man, Doig has bachelor's and master's 

degrees from Northwestern University 
· nd a doctorate in history from the Uni
versity of Washington. 

Widely regarded as the dean of West
ern writers now that Wallace Stegner 
has passed from the scene, Doig thinks 
~ ; ome of the best writing in the region at 
!'resent is being done in memoir form, 
n1uch of it by women. 

As examples, he cited "Homestead" 
by Montana's Annick Smith, one of the 
1.·xecutive producers of the movie "A 
River Runs Through It;" "In the Wilder
ness" by Idaho's Kim Barnes; "Balsam
root" by Mary Clearman Blew, a teach
er at the University of Idaho; "Riding 
the White Horse Home" by Wyoming's 
Teresa Jordan; and "Refuge" by Utah's 

A former ranch hand 
and newspaperman, 
Doig has bachelor's and 
master's degrees from 
Northwestern 
University and a 
doctorate in history 
from the University of 
Washington. 

Terry Tempest Williams. 
"I would hesitate ... to call any of us 

regional writers, because we are all try
ing to be bigger than that. We're trying 
to write about life." 

"William Carlos Williams said real 
writers ought to be doing classic writing 
on local stuff. 

"He called it 'words marked by a 
place.' ~ 

"I think that's what a lot of writers 
are trying to aim for." 

··-- ------·---- --------

Ivan Doig's most recent book, 'Bucking the Sun,' takes p\ 
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Aristocrats plot 
and picnic while 

coal miners sweat 
and die underground 

in 'Gorky Park' 
author's new thriller 

ROSE 
By Martin Cruz Smith 
Random House; 364 pages; $25 

REVIEWED BY CAREY HARRISON 

I t is in the brutally divided land
scape of Northern England in 
the 1870s that Mill Valley writer 

Martin Cruz Smith, whose "Gorky 
Park" elevated him to the front 
rank of international best-sellers, 
has set his new mystery, "Rose." 

From its vast coal mines, as 
Smith notes, the North of England 
was S\J.pplied with fuel that powered 
its ships and steam machinery. 
Above ground, Britain's merchant 
princes dined in palaces; below 
ground, miners sweated, slaved and 
often died in the treacherous coal 
mines. 

Of all Britain's mining towns 
with their "dark satanic mills," none 
was darker than Wigan, in Lan
cashire, the scene of Smith's novel. 
As we might expect, Smith has f ash-

See Page 9 

Waiting to 
Punctuate 
HOW STELLA GOT 
HER GROOVE BACK 
By Terry McMillan 
Viking; 368 pages; $23.95 

REVIEWED BY PATRICIA HOLT 

F or readers who wonder about 
the stupendous success of 
Danville author Terry McMil

lan's 1992 novel, "Waiting to Exhale," 
the heroine in McMillan's latest work 
wants you to know, she doesn't get it, 
either. 

"I pick up the hardcover version of 
'Waiting to Exhale' by that Terry 
McMillan which I bought when it first 
came out and I've been meaning to 
read for a couple of years now," Stella 
Payne explains in her breathless style 
about 60 pages into "How Stella Got 
Her Groove Back," 
"and after reading 
like the first 50 or 60 
pages I don't know 
what all the hoopla is 
about and why 
everybody thinks 
she's such a hot 
writer because her 
s- is kind of weak 
when you get right Terry McMillan 
down to it and this 
book here has absolutely no literary 
merit whatsoever at least none that I 
can see and she uses entirely too much 
profanity." 

It's a typical outpouring from Stel
la, a securities analyst who later finds 
herself downsized out of the firm to 
which she, at 42, believes she has given 
some of her best years, and about 
which she says with refreshing brava
do, "You know what? F- 'em." That 
kind of talk is not profanity to Stella; 
it's simply an accurate expression of 
the way she feels. 

Similarly, Stella does not read criti
cally or seek out consistency in charac
ter development or narrative intention 
in books such as "Waiting to Exhale." 
Her critique of McMillan's novel comes 
right off the top of her head, which af -

See Page 12 
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van 01 is a writer 
who rnal~es r~aders recall 
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BOOK REVIEW 

THE EDITORS RECOMMEND I SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE BEST .SELLERS April 28, 1996 

Weeks Weeks H ere are some noteworthy new titles our critics re- This 
Fiction Bay Area 

Last on This 
Nonfiction Bay Area 

Last on I 
gard highly: Week Week Ust Week Week ~ -1 TAKING BACK OUR STREETS, Willie L. Williams I PRIMARY COLORS, Anonymous (Random House;, 1 13 I IN CONTEMPT, Christopher Darden (Regan 2 

with Bruce B. Henderson (Scribner; '}J37 pages; $23): With 320 pages; $24): Scandal galore in this insider's /HarperCollins; 384 pages; $26): Prosecutor's 

I sagacity and not a little humor, Los Angeles chief of police expose of one governor's (guess who?) revealing lament of O.J. Simpson trial. 

Williams describes the long-needed but much-resisted 
presidential campaign. 2 UNDAUNTED COURAGE, Stephen E. Ambrose 3 9 

changes he instituted since taking over from Daryl Gates 2 INDEPENDENCE DAY, Richard Ford (Knopf;451 3 12 (Simon & Schuster; 511 pages; $27 .50): Author of 

I 
pages; $24): Sequel to "The Sportswriter" - "D-Day" captures romance of Lewis & Clark. 

to transform the LAP D's "paramilitary" system to a more real estate agent seeks new life. 3 THE ZONE, Barry Sears (HarperCollins; 234 pages; 1 20 "community-based" model. His innovations include neigh- 3 MOONLIGHT BECOMES YOU, Mary Higgins Clark - 2· $22): Diet book extols proteins. I borhood police substations, use of nonlethal tools such as (Simon & Schuster; 332 pages; $24): Manhattan 
rubber bullets and pepper spray, unusual-occurrence photographer investigates murders. 4 HITLER'S WIWNG EXECUTIONERS, Daniel Jonah 4 4 
training, minority hiring policies, foot patrols and crack- 10 3 

Goldhagen (Knopf; 619 pages; $30): German 4 NEANDERTHAL, John Darnton (Random House; anti-Semitism led to Holocaust, says Harvard 
· downs on internal racism. 368 pages; $24): Secret expedition to find scholar. 

THE TEMPLE BOMBING, Melissa Fay Greene (Addison- missing link goes awry. 5 EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE, Daniel Goleman 8 30 
Wesley; 502 pages; $25): The author of "Praying for Sheet- 5 THE CELESTINE PROPHECY, James Redfield 4 109 (Bantam; 352 pages; $23.95): Psychologist 

rock" returns with a revealing study of the 1958 bombing (Warner; 240 pages; $17.95): Fable about search contends that optimism is ignored in IQ tests. 

of Atlanta's richest and oldest synagogue after its rabbi 
for ancient prophetic manuscript. 6 STREET SOLDIER, Joe Morgan (Delacorte; 305 

took a stand against racism. Investigating the suspects' ali- 6 IN THE PRESENCE OF THE ENEMY, Elizabeth 2· 7 pages; $22.95): Founder of S.F. 's Omega Boys 
George (Bantam; 519 pages; $23. 95): The Club tells how he turned boys from the streets bis, exposing the district attorney and looking at the city's kidnapping of a Conservative minister's to school. 

contradictory racial history, Greene culminates this rivet- daughter is at the heart of complex mystery. 7 RUSH LIMBAUGH IS A BIG FAT IDIOT & OTHER 6 14 ing story with building suspense as the trial begins. 7 THE DEBT TO PLEASURE, John Lanchester (Henry 5 4 OBSERVATIONS, Al Franken (Delocorte; 271 
Holt; 212 pages; $20): Witty novel-in-disguise pages; $21.95): "Saturday Night Live" alumnus 

BEFWEEll FHE llllES 
tells story in book of seasonal menus. is tough-minded and amusing. 

8 ABSOLUTE POWER, David Baldacci (Warner; 469 - 5 8 MIDNIGHT IN THE GARDEN ••• , John Berendt 9 42 
Continued From Page 8 

pages; $22.95): The president is up to no good in (Random House; 388 pages; $23): Account of 
sleazy but fast-moving thriller. murder among Savannah's eccentrics reads like 

fortlessly guides us back and forth to each story. Indeed, 9 BUCKING THE SUN, Ivan Doig (Simon & Schuster; 13 2 
a comic gothic novel. 

we can't take our eyes off this enormously talented little 412 pages; $23): Duff family men build 9 MEN ARE FROM MARS, WOMEN ARE FROM 15 172 
dog who, in "A Tale of Two Cities," moves his head and controversial dam during New Deal era, by VENUS, John Gray (HarperCollins; 287 pages; 

eyes in such a way that he appears to be reading the letter author of "This House of Sky." $20): Gender differences explained by the 

I 0 ROSE, Martin Cruz Smith (Random House; 364 1 
stargazing therapist from Mill Valley. 

that brings Charles back to France and certain death until -
his double (a human being whb' looks nothing like a dog) pages; $25): Mill Valley author of "Gorky Park" I 0 SIMPLE ABUNDANCE, Sarah Ban Breathnach -

turns to 17th century Northern England in (Warner; 528 pages; $17.95): Three hundred 
takes his place at the gallows. latest riveting thriller. sixty-five essays on living with Spirit .. 

In romantic scenes, it's amusing but then quite touch- II THE HORSE WHISPERER, Nicholas Evans 9 30 II BLOOD SPORT, James B. Stewart (Simon & 13 6 
ing to see the beautiful Esmeralda embrace the paw of the (Delacorte; 402 pages; $23): Hollywood formula Schuster; 479 pages; $25): "Den of Thieves" 

Hunchback of Notre Dame; or to doesn't keep us from caring a.bout injured author makes Whitewater interesting but 

watch Roxanne look beyond the furry 
animal or troubled family. offers few revelations. 

long snout of Cyrano to the eloquent 12 LOVE, AGAIN, Doris Lessing (HarperCollins; 352 6 4 12 TRANSCENDENT CHILD, Lillian Rubin (Basic; 229 
pages; $24): Sudden re-emergence of fierce pages; $23): S.F. psychotherapist shows how lover within; or to witness Rebecca erotic yearnings surprises 65-year-old woman. resilient individuals overcame childhood abuse. 

come to love Ivanhoe, who in full ar- 13 AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MY MOTHER, Jamaica - 12 13 APPETITES, Geneen Roth (Dutton; 245 pages1 5 2 mor has vanquished a Norman oppo- Kincaid (FSG; 228 pages; $20): Eloquent story of $20.95): Bay Area author examines friendships, 
nent with a ball-and-chain carried be- solitary woman by author of "Annie John." success and fulfillment. 
tween his teeth. 14 BABEL TOWER, A.S. Byatt (Random House; 622 - 1 14 THE SEVEN SPIRITUAL LAWS OF SUCCESS, 7 65 

The show does not stint on the issu- pages; $25.95): Third in quartet of novels by Deepak Chopra (New World Library; 128 pages; 

Wishbone as es of modern life - single parents "Possession" author follows young English $14): Spiritual how-to. 

head most households, and African 
intellectual in pre-World War II London. 15 PIANO LESSONS, Noah Adams (Delacorte; 150 Oliver Twist Americans and Latinos (not enough 15 MALICE, Danielle Steel (Delacorte; 352 pages; 15 2 pages; $20.95): Fifthsomething NPR 

Asians) are integrated into both plot and classic story. Oc- $24.95): Young woman strikes back against commentator's journal of his year learning to 
rapist father, seeks new life .. play the piano .. 

casionally the thoughts of children prove more eloquent 
than anything adults might say. Depressed about his par- Quality Paperbacks Bay Area Fiction National 
ents' divorce, a boy tells Samantha, "Every night I used to 

I SNOW FAWNG ON CEDARS, David Guterson 1 30 I MOONLIGHT BECOMES YOU, M.H. Clark 1 2 wish they'd get back together, but lately, I don't know, (Vintage; 50 l pages; $12): Courtroom drama 2 MALICE, Danielle Steel they're happier now, so I guess that's good, right?" Sam explores postwar Japanese American life. - l 
answers, "Well, I still think of the way it was before my . 2 MOO, Jane Smiley (Fawcett; 414 pages; $12): 2 7 3 PRIMARY COLORS, Anonymous 2 12 
parents got a divorce. They gave me this (present) on my Author of "A Thousand Acres" skewers 4 THE QLESTINE PROPHECY, James Redfield s 113 birthday, the one before they decided to split up. I keep it academia in a funny but complicated novel.. O> 

because it reminds me that despite everything, we still 3 LADDER OF YEARS, Anne Tyler (Fawcett; 326 4 9 5 SPRING COLLECTION, Judith Krantz 11 4 0 
0 

had some good times together." Is that maturity speaking pages; $12) "The Accidental Tourist" author's 6 SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE, Steve Perry "' 9 2 ;:o 

or barely masked anger? Viewers are left to decide. story of wife who leaves family. m 

7 THE HORSE WHISPERER, Nicholas Evans 
-~ < 

At the end of every show, a key production element - 4 PAULA, Isabel Allende (HarperCollins; 330 pages; 3 3 7 32 m 
~ 

motion-tracking, green-screen photography, makeup for $12.50): San Rafael novelist's letter to dying 8 FIRST KING OF SHANNARA, Terry Brooks 3 4 
Frankenstein, horses chasing Ali Baba, a slow-motion 

daughter creates magnificent autobiography. 
9 MONTANA SKY, Nora Roberts 10 Ii 5 DEAD MAN WALKING, Sister Helen Prejean 7 10 5 

scene in "Rip Van Winkle" (you should see his little beard!) 10 IN THE PRESENCE OF THE ENEMY, E. George 
- is explained by an expert on staff who shows how to use 

(Vintage; 276 pages; $12): Louisiana nun's 6 6 s. 
gripping account of time spent with death row t 

state-of -the-art technology on a shoestring budget. inmate. g 
A new lil!e of WISHBONE CLASSICS (HarperCollins; 6 WE'RE RIGHT, THEY'RE WRONG, James Carville 6 7 

\ Nonfiction National ~ 
123-l'}Jj pages; $3.99 each) has been released (the first two (Random House; 183 pages; $10): Clinton 

I IN CONTEMPT, Christopher A. Darden 1 4 
§" 

are "Don Quixote" and "The Odyssey"), but with mixed adviser's funny, instructive response to r Republican "myths." 2 -BLOOD SPORT, James B. Stewart results. Untortunately, there is no parallel story of Wish- 2 5 ~ 
bone at home with Joe and family. So each retelling of the 7 GOD: A BIOGRAPHY, Jack Miles (Vintage; 446 - . 1 3 UNDAUNTED COURAGE, Stephen E. Ambrose s· 8 i 

pages; $15): Former Jesuit looks at Old 3 

classic is so abridged and simplified that it becomes plod- Testament as novel about guy named God. 4 RUSH UMBAUGH IS A BIG FAT IDIOT, Al Franken 4 13 ~ 
ding in print without another element - well, a dog - to llO 8 THE LIAR'S CLUB, Mary Karr (Penguin; 320 pages; - 1 5 THE SEARCH FOR JUSTICE, Robert L. Shapiro 

~ 

liven things up. Although sketches of Wishbone (not in 3 3 • g $11. 95): Two memorable self-destructive yet ~ 

costume!) appear to explain terms, so far these books re- lovable parents come to life. 6 MIDNIGHT IN THE GARDEN ••• , John Berendt 6 104 
.. 

semble stripped-down Cliffs Notes for kids. Better to whet 9 REVIVING OPHELIA, Mary Pipher (Ballantine; 36 l - 42 7 HOW COULD YOU DO THA T?I, Laura Schlesinger 7 12 ii your whistle on classics through the "Wishbone" show pages; $10. 95): Pulitzer Prize-winning novel 
now and wait until you;re old enough to read the real celebrates richness of ordinary lives. 8 EMOTIONAL INTEWGENCE, Daniel Goleman 8 30 
thing - and that includes all those 52-year-olds who tape I 0 THE SIXTEEN PLEASURES, Robert Hellenga (Delta; 9 37 9 YOU'LL NEVER MAKE LOVE ••• , Robin, et al, 12 9 . '° the show at 5 p.m. and watch it later as an antidote to 369 pages; $11.95): Young American book 

10 ITT AKES A VILLAGE, Hillary Rodham Clinton 10 14 j ~ mutilation-motif horrors like "Copycat" and "Seven." • restorer travels to Florence, learns about love. 

i ~ 
Patricia Holt is book editor for The Chronicle. 

The Bay Area best-selt.r lists or. compiled each Tuesday from o telephone survey of TM notional best-seller lists or. based Oil computer-proctu«/ ,.,,arts from boolistolflS Olld / UI 
bookHlt.rs whose r.ports or. wtlighted according to stor. volume. wholesalers throughout the United States. "New York Times 
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SUSPENSE 

Scottish· _spunk 
Clan carves out a living from the land, 

but not without hc:irdship· 

Bucking the Sun 
By Ivan Doig 

~&Schuster, $23 

By BRYAN W. BOGLE 
SPEClAl TO THE STAR · TELEGRAM 

In the early Sunday dawn, when Sheriff 
Kinnick opens the driver's door of the Ford 
Model A winched up from the dark Missouri 
Ri ver, the sight of two naked bodies seems 
not to startle so much as shock the cluster of 
dam workers crowding around the dripping 
truck. The dead are identified by the local 
undersheriff as Duffs - married, but not to 
each other. These suspicious deaths begin 
Ivan Doig's latest novel. 

Backing up five years from this prologue, 
the writer introduces the reader to the 
em igrant, Scottish, Duff Clan. They struggle 
to farm. contending with drought and 
grasshopper plagues, only to be uprooted by 
Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal. A dam on 
the Missouri becomes a perfect project of 
make-work for the displaced and jobless of 
the Great Depression. 

Like others uprooted from the 100-mile
long lake, the Duffs drift to the government 
employment offered at the dam site. Hugh 
and Meg come with their young adult twins, 
Bruce and Neil, only to meet their older son, 
Owen, already in place as the chief civilian 
engineer in charge of the earthen fill that is 
to make up the heart of the dam. Father and . 
eldest son, both bitter over Owen's choice to 
leave farm ing for engineering. arrange a 
grudging truce . Owe.n's wife, Charlene, 
works impatiently to earn respect from Hugh 
and Meg. 

The family settles into the beaverboard 
shantytown of Wheeler and soon becomes 
widel y known as a clan of strength and 

perseverance. All are cast against the 
difficult birth of the Fort'Peck Dam in the 
late 1930s, then 
and now the 
world's largest 
earth-filled dam. 
Fighting the 
endless Montana 
winters for the 
chance to dredge; · 
tons of mud and 
gravel, Owen 
struggles to 
balance this 
earthen child, the 
arrival to 
manhood of his 
two brothers, 
and the savage 
binges of their 
father. 

Writing as 
always with his 
sweeping love of 
the Montana fran Doig 

land and sky, 
Doig's deep research into the historical 
archives of the region have created a novel 
that accurately portrays the vernacular of the 
Montanan landscape of the 1930s. Doig's 
sparkling prose dances tightly back and forth 
within the family. · 

The night that Uncle Dariu~ m'arries 
saloon worker Proxy Shannon brings 
everyone to his brother Hugh's home: 

'The production of coffee began . Hugh 
insisted they all move on into the Blue 
Room. Gamely confronting the blueprint 
decor, Proxy declared it real interesting, it 
somehow reminded her of a place she once 
worked in that had mirrors everywhere -
Darius asked if the coffee was ready yet. 

Speaking of ready, Hugh tossed back at him, , 
Darius had taken a scandalous length of time 

·to gird himself up for.... .·· 
matrimony, had he not?~. Just 
then Rosellen, clued in by-•wifi _ _,,,.. · 
whispers from Charlene on tlie' \ 
way over in the truck, wanted to 
know from Proxy how she ever · 1 

got into taxi dancing. Oh, Proxy · 
generalized, from pretty early in 
life she had been on her own . 
On her back is more like it, . 
Charlene thought and smothered 
a giggle. Owen, his arm around 
her, gave her a complicit hug; 
for his part he was looking 
ahead with fascination to the · 
mixed tints of red and 
peroxide." 

Equally at home in both 
fiction and nonfiction, Ivan 
Doig moves interchangeably 
from one medium to the other 
with fiction reading like history 
and remembrances reading like 
stories. As the reader follows 

the complex and shifting relationships within 
the Duff family, the question' of just who is 
in the truck becomes more baffling. 

In tandem with his intricate prose, Doig 's 
plot unfolds subtly to reveal the identity of 
the two drowning victims in the last pages. 
Al~ng the way the novel births an archetypal 
western American family whose descendants 
we are in spirit if not in blood. In the future, 
when our children look back to find their 
roots in 20th-century literature , they'll find 
no brighter mirror of life than Ivan Doig. 

BRYAN W. BOGLE Is a Fort Worth builder 
and free-lance reviewer. 

-----··--·---- - - --·---- -



Taking the plunge in Depression-era Montana/71/ik~ ChlClfL~ Jri:tJrc. 

I 
van Doig has woven an epic-size 
novel in "Bucking the Sun." set 
in Depression-era Montana. One 
family is at the center of the 
story. From mettlesome mother 

Meg and cantankerous father Hugh 
to their three lanky sons and their 
colorful wives to Hugh's radical 
brother Darius, each member of the 
Duff family has a story and a piece 
of the action. 

It's a mystery, a puzzle still 
haunting a bad-tempered little sheriiI 
toward the end of his days: how a 
pickup truck containing two Duffs, 
both nude, plummeted down a ramp 
and into the vast lake formed by the 
Ft. Peck Dam. As his undersheriff 
told him the day the bodies were 
found: "Married, you bet. Only not to 
each other." 

The mystery frames the book, the 
·beginning and the end, a seemingly 
neat package on which to hang the 
story. But there's nothing neat and 

Book review 

Bucking the Sun 
By Ivan Doig 
Simon & Schuster, 412 pages, $23 

Reviewed by Alison Arnett 
Boston Globe 

tidy about "Bucking the. Sun," an 
expression signifying pushing on 
against the glare of the sunrise or 
sunset. Like the title, the characters, 
for all their foibles, seem almost 
dwarfed by the descriptions of nature 
vs. machinery. 

The battle lines form as the family 
struggles to fight off grasshoppers 
plaguing its alfalfa farm on the rich 
Missouri River bottomland. Hugh is 
determined to hold on, to fight off 
nature's villains and reap the green 
gold. His wife is convinced the battle 
is lost. When a government agent 
shows up to tell them President 

Roosevelt is offering sal va ti on by 
drowning their land and giving them 
jobs, he is furious. He is even more 
furious when he discovers that his 
eldest son. Owen. will design the 
dam's earthen fill. 

This antagonism-the father's stub
bornness about agriculture, the bril
liant son's belief in technological pro
,gress-develops as the clan moves to 
the site of Ft. Peck Dam, a monumen
tal project devised as much to pro
duce jobs and wages to drive back the 
national sense of despair, as to pro
tect downstream land from f1ooding. 

The characters multiply as the 
story moves along and the whole clan 
might well have muddled along with 
resentments under the surface, cou
ples getting along and sometimes 
fighting, with jealousies and flirta
tions, all sticking together in the end. 

They might have, except that into 
the mix comes Hugh's brother Darius, 
fleeing union trouble in Scotland. 

Darius, long in love with Meg, settles 
into work on the dam but agitates 
among the workers on the side. his 
anarchic beliefs settling into the fam1 
ily and the story like grit into· ·a 
machine. ··· 1'-0 

Doig adroitly plays his historic~! 
cards as the dam work fills in die 
years and the landscape. His sense'. of 
the drama of the West, of man against 
nature, of FDR's push to employ. ~a 
destitute population, of the dark 
world view of Darius the spoiler, '~. 
effective. His characters, particulafjy 
the women, sound modern and bef.iev~ 
able. :: ; 

The abrupt ending, the solvin·g~ 
the mystery, is a surprise, with li~'. 
shading and few telltale signs. It's .)j;' 
though Montana's natural drama -nm; 
away with the author. In the rush.:ro'. 
tell the story, to fit in the history, t~ ; 
get in all the characters, "Bucking the · 
Sun" seems to plunge into the man- , 
made lake itself. ! ·• 



------·-~-
BUCKING THE SUN 
By Iran Doig 
Simon & Schuster, $23 
ISBH 0684811715 

REVIEW BY JAMES NEAL WEBB 
The played-out soil of the Great 

Depression provides fertile soil for the 
novelist. Steinbeck knew this paradox; 
now a new generation of writers has redis
covered it. 

Set in the great wide open of I 930s 
Montana, Bucking the Sun could be 
called a family saga. A 

of a booming, brawling construction town 
alongside the dam, and you have the mak
ings of an engaging story, even in the 
hands of an adequate novelist. 

Ivan Doig is far from merely adequate. 
He has a unique tum of phrase, echoing 
the cadences and syntax of his native 
Montana, and (I'm guessing here) perhaps . 
the voices of Scottish ancestors as well, 
for the narrative voices of the characters 
ring true. Everything about Bucking the 
Sun reflects the truth, whether it's the way 
boisterous people can sometimes be shy, 
or how a cold wind can make you lean 
unconsciously. 

Work is what this 
WPA project-a great 
earthen dam across the 
Missouri River-is being 
built, and the family Duff is 
inextricably involved in its 
construction. 

BUCKING 
novel is about. It is the 
driving force of the plot, 
as it was the driving 
force of FDR's alphabet 
organizations. Work per
meates the lives of 
everyone, and it is no 
different between these 
pages; the populace of 
Fort Peck is bound 
together by what they do. 
Most striking, Doig 
depicts perfectly the self
righteousness of people. 
Let's face it, most people 
honestly believe they do 

Owen Duff is an engi
neer, and his first big break 
means he will have to 
uproot his own family from 
their soon-to-be-flooded 
valley f ann. His younger 
twin brothers take the 
change easily, but the bitter
ness between him and his 
father festers, despite the 
jobs they acquire working 

V .AN 

on the massive project. His long-suffering 
and strong-willed mother makes the best 
of her situation, but even she is tom emo
tionally asunder with the arrival of her 
husband's leftist brother from Scotland. 
Stir in this mix a trio of \vives, a murder 
mystery, and the conflicts and temptations 

D 0 l G 

the right thing, and the 
people of Bucking the Sun are the same 
way. The good and the bad rationalize 
what they do, and sincerely feel they are 
in the right-just as in real life. 

Ivan Doig deserves to have a bestseller 
with this entertaining novel, and if there is 
any justice in the world, he will. ~ 

10 • JULY 1996 http://www.bookpage.com 
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I 'Bucking the Sun' sizzles, then fizzles 
1 

Bucking the Sun; Ivan Doig 
· ~ 8: Schuster; $23 

Seattle writer Ivan Doig returns to his cher
ished Montana roots for the setting of his new 
Depression-era novel, "Bucking the Sun." Us
ing the massive Fort Peck Dam construction 
site as backdrop, Doig introduces us to the 
Duffs, a family long driven by injured pride 
and cross-purposes. But when the death of 
two of them under curious - even suspicious -
circumstances brings the sheriff snooping 
around, the family draws together in reflexive 
self-protection. 

In real life, when the Fort Peck Dam strad
dled the throat of the Missouri River in the late 
1930s, it drowned scores of family farms be
hind it. The people displaced hy the dam were 
thrown life rings, however, in the way of jobs 
with guaranteed wages, as the federal gov
ernment hired them as laborers to complete 
this amhilious project. 

This i~jusl one of the ironies Doig exploits in 
"Bucking the Sun," when patriarch Hugh Duff, 
wife Meg and their twin sons are uprooted by 
the land buyout. When they, like the rest, go 
downriver to find work at the dam site, they 

THE BOOKMONGER 
Baitlara. Uoyd McMlchael 

come across Owen Duff, the estranged eldest 
son, who had abandoned fanning some years 
before to go to college. He now works as one of 
the engineers mastenninding the dam's con
struction. 

On top of this, throw in the sons' marriages 
to thrc-e spirited young women v.rith agendas of 
their own and the arrival from Scotland of 
Hugh's brother - a brooding man with com
munist sympathies, a long-smoldering desire 
for si:,ter-in-law Meg, and a dark secret that 
has precipitated his appearance in Big Sky 
Coun:.ry. 

These problematic relationships are com
plicated even further by ramshackle housing, 
alcohol abuse, violence and prostitution in the 
temporary and freewheeling settlements 
where the workers live. The plot becomes as 
thick as porridge. 

Doig is such a gifted writer - the vast Mon
tana landscape and the bow1dless overarching 
sky are painted to perfectio:1 with his master
ful prose. He has an uncanny ear for dialogue, 

and his characters crackle With vitality- both 
in their disappointments and in their dreams .. 
His account of the brutal yet magnificent dam·' 
construction reflects painstaking historical 
and technical research. And when it comes to 
plot, he threads through the intricacies of ever
changing human relationships with gossamer 
perfection. 

But after 400 pages of purely delicious sto
ry development, complex characterization, 
wonderful scene-setting and top-notch sus
pense, Doig falls down on the job in the closing 
pages of the book. While the ending he manu
factures is a surprise, the character motivation 
behind it is lame: One player makes an un
convincing sacrifice while another, who for
merly had operated with.an int.cresting set of 
flaws, suddenly transforms into a completely 
villainous boor. 

While the conclusion to this family saga is a 
disappointing fizzle, everything leading up to 
it makes for an immensely satisfying read. 

Barbara Lloyd McMichacl's column deals 
with the books: authors and publishers of the 
Pacific Northwest . The column appears in this 
space on alternating Sundays. 
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LUST IN THE WEST 

Bucking the Sun 
By Ivan Doig 

Simon and Schuster 
-4~pp.,$23 

Mr. Ward la a Courler-Joumsl busi
ness writer. 

I VAN DOIG opens his latest Mon
tana saga on the slopes of Fort 
Peck Dam in 1938, just as that 
monumental earth-work on the 

mighty Missouri is nearing comple
tion. A dam crane pulls a soggy Ford 
Triple A truck out of the new lake, and 
the sheriff finds a man and woman in 
the cab, drowned, and naked. Indica
tions are the truck slipped out of gear 
and rolled into the lake while they 
were otherwise occupied. The sheriff 

A REVIEW BY JOE WARD 

knows the pair. They share the last 
name Duff. Married? the sheriff asks. 
"You bet," the deputy says. "Only not 
to each other." 

We flash back. Doig's tale of the · 
construction of the dam, a New Deal 
recovery effort, centers on a bunch of 
Duffs. They are among the throngs 
who weathered the last of the De
pression working on the dam, and 
living in shanty towns made famous 
in the first edition of Life magazine. 

There are Hugh Duff, an immi
grant farmer forced off his land by 
the project, and his wife, Meg. They 
have . three adult sons, Owen, Bruce 
and Neil. The sons marry one by one, 
each latching on to an interesting 
woman. Then their Uncle Darius, 
from Scotland - a bachelor who 
once had an interest in Meg - shows 
up, quite possibly on the lam from 
some politics-related trouble in the 

old country. 
Then he marries. As the builders 

worry with construction deadlines 
and the colonels of the Corps of En
gineers, and raucous times progress 
in the wide-open dance halls of the 
makeshift towns, the possible inter
esting combinations for the pair in 
the underwater truck multiply. 

We get inside the heads of all the 
Duffs, who individually and jointly 
are reaching for goals lofty and not, 
and trying to sort out what it means 
to be family. And they are a lusty lot. 

Doig is a Montanan who employs 
a sparse Western style, with cadences 
that seem to fit the tongue of Nation
al Public Radio's Dick Estell, "The 
Radio Reader." 

Estell has read Doig's This House 
of Sky and Dancing at the Rascal 
Fair, among others. 
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From Sweet Hom·e Remedy 
To A Diversity Of Crime 

J. BY FLORENCE GILKESON , , 
SWEET REMEDY, by Linda 
PhillipsAshour. Simon & Schuster, 
New .York, N.Y. 335 pages. $23. 
Polly Harrison has split with her 

husband, her children are 
vociferous in their complaints, and 
her aging grandmother moves in . . 
Polly aspires to write country 
music but financial woes make it a 
little difficult to pursue such a 
career, especially when she tries to 
juggle her family and household 
duties. 
And Granny Settle is a case all by 

herself. A former rodeo owner and 
operator, with her late husband, 
Granny has distinct ideas about life 
and living. She brings soil from her 
native Oklahoma on this visit to 
Los Angeles. 

"Sweet Remedy" plays along 
slowly but steadily to restore a 
broken family to a degree of 
normality. 
The writing is beautif ul--as when 

she describes a departure by 
Granny: "She was leaving my 
.home the way she entered it months 
before .. .matter-of-factly, with her 
pure, unblinking view of the world 
pulled down over her eyes like the 
brim of a familiar hat" 

But the plot is not my preferred 
reading material, and this reviewer 
had difficulty completing the book, 
which reads somewhere between 
soap opera and daytime talk show 
IJµlterial. 
Ashour is the author. of "Speaking 

in Tongues" and "Joy Baby." She 
teaches writing at UCLA and has 
received a Beck Fellowship from 
Denison Universitv. 
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Doig's Sun shines brightly 

Bucking the Sun 
by Ivan Doig 
Simon and Schuster 

ByDANOKO 
For decades Ivan Doig has crafted 

some of the most distinct and elo
quent prose in the American West. 
Along with the late Wallace Stegner, his 
memoirs and novels have given voice 
to an emergent American culture-a 
culture defined by its landscapes and 
heartaches rather than its attachment 
to the established conventions of New 
York, Paris and London. 

With such a reputation, each new 
Doig book brings with it a certain clut
ter. Before the reading begins, Doig 
fans wonder whether · the book will 
match earlier efforts, or whether it will 
simply suffice-realizing that sufficien
cy for Doig marks a literary pinnacle in . 
its own right. · 

Fortunately for Doig devotees, his · 
latest-the 409 page novel Bucking the 
Sun-secures the author's place 
among America's literary Pantheon, 
and probably establishes him amongst 
the world's most accomplished novel
ists. 

This is not praise given lightly. 
Indeed, I can imagine Ivan Doig-

whom I interviewed in these pages last 
year-shaking his head demurely. But 
the fact of the matter is that Bucking 
the Sun compares to the best work of 
Tolstoy and Faulkner, breeding a true 
feel for a place and time which exists 
beyond the reach of most Americans' 
memory. 

Bucking the Sun tells the story of 
the building of Fort Peck Dam on the 
Missouri River in the 1930s. It's a tale 
with no real heroes and no single pro
tagonist, focussing rather on the 
adventures and misadventures of a 
Scotch-American family by the name of 

· Duff. 
P~triarch Hugh Duff and matri

arch Meg Milne Duff have three sons_..:. 
the . twins Bruce and Neil, and big 
brother Owen. Before the book's half · 
over, we meet uncle Darius, Hugh's 
brother, a Scottish Marxist. For each of 
these strong-willed Duffs, there is a 
match, including a pair of sisters
Charlene and Rosellen Tebbet, mar
ried to Owen and Neil respectively
and Darius' wife, Proxy (short for per
oxide), a taxi dancer/prostitute. 

In its clannish scope and geogra-
. phy, Doig's latest yarn is dosely relat
.ed to those he has spun in his English 
Creek trilogy and eisewhere. At the 
same time, the author charts new ter
ritory focussing on the machinations 
and the politics (Fort Peck was a New 
Deal project) surrounding the great 
earthen dam, as well as the desires of 
the individuals-Duffs and others
who work there. 

With this book, Doig manages to 
take an epic project, the damming of 
the great Missouri, and place it on a 
human scale. 

Owen is one of the engineers in 
charge of the project; his father Hugh's 
farm, abandoned at the book's outset, 
is situated on the floodplain . In one 
way or another, every aspect of the 
Duff's lives-economic, professional, 
personal-is tied to the project. 

Doig capably imbues the 
damming of the river with symbolic 
and literary value. As the story unfolds, 
and the mysteries of the river and its 
multifarious currents wend their way 
through the story, the reader finds 
him/herself carried away. 

The only possible complaint 
against this ,book is that it covers too 
much ground. But for those who have 
entrenched themselves in Doig's work 
and the West's other voices this criti
cism will not hold much water. 

Doig extensively researched 
Bucking the Sun, and one particular 
acknowledgement-found at the 
book's end-seems to capture not just 
his effort, but his evocative capacity. 
On page 412 Doig thanks his wife 
Carol, in his words, "for her love and 
tolerance while I went away for three 
years into the 1930s." 

Thank you, Ivan Doig, for bring
ing so much of that time back 
with you. 

Excerpt from 
. Ivan Doig's 
Bucking the · Sun 

The next-to-last Monday in 
October, ordinarily a time of year 
when not . much · is underway in 
northern Montana except the weath
er sharpening its teeth, the money 
began· at Fort Peck. 

The hiring in Glasgow . that 
morning had a carnival spirit to it. 
Men milled into lines, expectant, not 

wanting to hope too much but buoy~ 
ant with the prospect of a paying job, 
a steady half-dollar,an-hour after the 

· cashless bafflement the Depression 

had brought. Preference, Hugh Duff 
noted, seemed to be wholesale. 
From the talk of them, here were 
other bottomland farmers and back
pocket ranchers from along the river, 
but the streets of Glasgow had been 
swept to come of with some of these 
other specimens. He and Neil and 
Bruce stayed together in the crowd, 
for what that was worth. They had 
filled out employment forms, been f 
given a brass button with an employ
ment number (9 for Hugh, Neil 10, 
and Bruce inexplicably 5 7) to pin on 
a shirt pocket, and stood around 
waiting for the transportation which 
the government men told them every 
five minutes would be here in five 
minutes; the first day of anything· has 
some wobble to it. At last they 
climbed up into one of the "crew 

trucks for the jouncing ride of seven
teen miles to the river. So far, Hugh 
thoroughly despised everything 
about government relief work. 

The Duffs knew enough about 
riding in the back of a truck on rut
ted sectionline roads to stand up 
behind the cab, hanging on to the 
boxboards, and so while the 
Glasgow street denizens tried .to sit 
and were getting their spines pound
ed from the base up, Hugh, Neil, and 
Bruce met the Fort Peck country 
face-on. 

When their truck, in the lead, 
topped into the view o{ sprawling 
river plain, Neil 's and Bruce's first 
thought was the same: that the 
makeshift little convoy of trucks and 
pickups and a couple of touring cars 
would turn one way or the other 
from this overlook and head off 
toward tighter terrain where the dam 
site must be. But there w~s nothing 
to head off toward . 

Upstream and down, across and 
beyond, the valley of the Missouri 
boomed away to horizons of its own 
making, wide-open country split 
down its middle by a muscular tan 
channel-no, on closer inspection, 
two channels; the river here divided 
around a massive wedge of silt called 
Cow Island-where century in and 

century out · these .twin flows-no, 
honestly three flows; the third a river 
if timber and brush in and of itself 
substantial, miles of diamond wil
lows and stands of leafless cotton
woods along the near bank-had 

ebbed and. swelled wi.th the method
ical might of the seasons. 



Historical Fiction 
With Contemporary 

Montana Edge 
Doig delivers what his readers expect 

~/z7/qr,, /ne 
By Brad Knickerbocker ( hv n hc.m~/fi1(fl/[h1 

I
F there is any potential problem with really eajoying a con
temporary writer - relishing the thought of the next book 
- it's that the new work will simply replow safe ground, be 

too predictable in style and subject matter. Or, alternatively, 
that there will have been a jarring departure in approach. 

With Ivan Doig's latest novel, fans need not worry. All the 
steel and sweetness, the granite and light, the humor and 
sharp dialogue, in Doig's writing are here with new flair and 
depth. The grit and warmth is 
pure Doig, only more so. 

"Bucking the Sun," Doig's fifth 
novel (he has written three non
fiction books as well), is set in his 
home state of Montana during 
the Great Depression of the mid
l 930s. Thanks to the Roosevelt 
administration, Fort Peck Dam 
on the Missouri River is to be a 
massive public-works project 
that will employ thousands, in
cluding some whose homesteads 
will be inundated by the lake it 
creates. 

The tale centers on the Duff 
family. Patriarch Hugh and his 
wife, Meg, Scottish immigrants 
who are just barely making it on 
land tougher than they are; their 
elder son, Owen, an engineer and 
"fillmaster" on what will be one of 

Bu c r< T·N G 
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BUCKING THE SUN 
By Ivan Doig 

Sinwn & Schuster, 
412 pp., $23 

the largest earthen dams ever built; twin younger brothers, 
Neil and Bruce; and Hugh's brother Darius, a militant Marx
ist shipyard worker who shows up running from a violent past 
in Scotland carrying political and personal grudges. 

Quite soon, all the Duff men are married - to women (two 
of them ·-sisters) just as tough-minded, yet vulnerable, as the 
Duffs are. We know from the start that a man and a woman 
from two ~different couples will end up naked and dead in a 
truck tllf-~: .~as rolled off the dam. 

DoigJ has the perfect background for this kind of writing. 
He gre"'1

1

.;up on Montana ranches before going off to get a doc
torate il history. His factual recounting of the Fort Peck Dam 
project : · s full of fascinating historical tidbits. The scenes 
where F )R himself came to see the project and speak to the 
awed as. embly gives a gritty newsreel quality to events. 

In fact, I kept wishing that photographs from that time had 
been included. 

The promise of the era is fully felt, as well as the growing 
concern about events in Europe as the shadow of fascism falls. 
Some of the characters are politically radical to the point of 
being anarchic - a chilling precursor to the ,militias and 
"freemen" found in that part of the country today. 

If there is one weakness in "Bucking the Sun," it's that the 
surreptitious affair between two of the Duffs is not fully de
veloped - not developed at all, in fact. From all we 're told, it 
could just as easily have been any two others, and there's 
plenty to work with here without it, which leaves one won
dering why it's there in the first place. 

But this is a relatively minor quibble. Ivan Doig is a terrific 
writer and a great storyteller wi,th a healthy outlook as indi
ca~ed in his dedication: "To,1uovelists who Jeliver the elo
q~nge .. of the edge of tp~1 fWorld rather than stanuners from 
the psy~~irurun:s · bin.", . 

I'm looki11g forward to his next work, whatever it may be. 

•Brad Knicke1'/Jocker is a. Monitor correspondent who 
covers environmental issues from Ashland, Ore. 
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By CMOI M. Doig 

Ivan Doig: A Montana dan clashes in his 
eloquent novel 'Bucking the Sun.' 

In 'Sun,' traveling a family's dark and rocky terrain 
Bucking the Sun 
By Ivan Doig 
Simon & Schuster 
409 pp., $23 

By Angela Herrin 
USA TODAY 

In the spring of 1938, a pickup 
truck is pulled from the Missouri 
River, near Montana's mammoth 
Fort Peck earthen dam project The 
bodies of a man and woman are in
side, their clothes ftoating beside 
them. 

Is this a married couple, the sher
iff asks the crowd of dam workers, 
and was this murder or an accident? 
Well, their last name is Duff and 

they're married all right, an embar
rassed worker finally says - just not 
to each other. 

The sheriff will spend the next 50 
years pondering this riddle, trying to 
unravel just how he and this couple 
arrived at the riverbank that day. 
But the story really belongs to the 

Duffs, a rough, 
Book Review raucous family 

struggling with 
the cross-cur

rents of secrets and grudges swirling 
around. them. 

This is familiar territory for Ivan 
Doig: the misunderstandings and 
tragedies that plague generations of 
the same family, that divide brothers 
and estrange lovers. 

In earlier books, like Danc!ng at 

the Rascal Fair and English Creek, 
these tales were set in the Montana 
or the past as ranchers struggled to 
hold onto homesteads and their fam
ilies in the raw, unsettled West. They 
fight ftoods, blizzards and locusts. 

More importantly, they fight each 
other. 

This time, it is government and 
technology in the form of the unre
lenting advance of the Army Corps 
or Engineers that threatens the fam
ily. In a New Deal program worked 
out in Washington, the government 
takes the Duffs' bottomland farm so 
a huge earthen dam can be built 
across the Missouri . 

The Duffs all find work at the 
darn, but it's an uneasy alliance. Old
est son Owen, who left the farm for 

college, is a head engineer on the 
project, while his father and two 
younger brothers find jobs as labor
ers. 

The family resentments don't 
prove any easier to tame than the 
river itself. Hugh Duff can't relin
quish his role as powerful patriarch 
of the family; his wife can't forgive 
his harsh carelessness. As each son 
marries, new tensions emerge over 
the limits of love and control. 

The answer to the riddle - which 
two members of the Duff family end 
up in that submerged truck in the 
Missouri River? - doesn't show up 
until the last page of the book. But in 
such an epic tale, written in such a 
geography of love and pain, there's 
little temptation to skip pages. 

BUCKING 
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Authors, fittingly, 
get the last word 
a , convention 

Jocelyn 
McClurg 
BOOK 

~,.. ..... ,._. .. REPORT 

A 
uthors are invited to speak at the American 
Booksellers Association convention every 
year. The speeches are more than mere "buy
my-book" pleas - they can yield amusing, 

thought-provoking and sometimes even inspirational 
remarks. Here's some of what we heard at the conven
tion, held earlier this month in Chicago. 

David Guterson, who won the ABBY award for the 
book booksellers most enjoyed "handselling" during 
the past year, praised bookstores for their part in 
promoting his novel usnow Falling on Cedars." He 
singled out the people who work in them as "individ
uals who care about books, who love them deeply for 
all the right reasons, who want others to love them, 
too. It's this love of books that makes a bookstore truly 
a bookstore. There's no way this love can be faked, 
either." 

Art Buchwald, whose new memoir "I'll Always 
Have Paris" (Putnam, September) covers the 14 years 
he spent in Paris working for the Herald Tribune: "I 
noticed that the Herald Tribune did not have an enter
ta.L-llnent page. So I went to see the managing editor 

- and said I would like to write a 
· nightclub and restaurant column. 

He said that the Trib didn't need 
one, and if it did I wouldn't be the 
person to write it. Some people 
would consider this rejection. But · 
I waited till he went home and 
then I went in to see the editor, 
and said the managing editor and 
I were talking about me doing a 
nightclub column. The editor 
thought it was a dandy idea and 

• Buchwald hired me for $25 a week .... This 
is really a love story that I wrote, played against the 
golden age for Americans in the '40s and '50s. To 
paraphrase Marcel Proust, 'It was the best of times and 
the 1>¢St of times.' " 

:Neil Simon, whose memoir "Rewrites" will be 
pubUShed this fall by Simon & Schuster: "What I've 
beert:able to put down in prose is something I've never 
beeli]ible to do in a play-put down my own thoughts 
and~~ own feelings exactly as I remembered them. 
... Writing this book opened up a treasure chest of 

l. oys~aiid sadnesses, of memories long forgotten .... I 
ov~d ~ting this book. It was cathartic, it was painful, 

it ~enlightening and it was a terrific time." 
LOU}Se Erdrich, author of .. Tales of Bumlns Love" 

(H~~rCollins), spoke of her childhood love affair 
with,.°09oks: "We possess books and are possessed by 
thein·in tum. 

Evefy one of us was created out 
of fietions, and we live out those 
stoti~s· that most profoundly seep 
inti)our souls. I don't think, real
ly, ~at computers are going to 
repJ.,a~e the book itself, because I 
thinlf we crave that intimacy with 
the~.\VTiter ... I got book-drunk, 
~<l:-Still do." 

Jvan Dole, author of "Buck· 
Inc ·111e Sun" (Simon & Schus-
ter); ~'In my everyday life I try to Erd . ch 
get po.etry and literature on peo- • " 
pie. 01) the characters first. People poor in all else. are 
often: rich in language. . . . I always try to attain a 
language that makes a shimmer behind the story -
the appeal, the wonder of the vernacular of people's 
lives ~oming through .... '' 

Donald Hall, whose book of poems "The Old 
Ute't has just been published by H~ug~ton Mifflin, 
saii:l-he has written about only one subject m the last 14 
months, the illness and death of his wife, poet Jane 
Kei:ryon: "Poetry makes itse_lf poetry by being bea':1ti
fut: not by lying about what is ugly and not by m~ng 
wliatis ugly beautiful. But that strange amalgamation, 
th#:e~ergy that comes from conflict, can make out of 

' su(fering song, and that son~ is the blood tha.t flows 
am0ng us .... We need help with our everyday life, and 
literature, and I think especially poetry, helps the most 
wh~n. life is the hardest." 

John Edpr Wideman, whose novel "The Cattle 
KJllinC" will be published by Houghton Mifflin this 
fall: .,'Mainstream culture systematically trivializes fic
tioti: ; : . In this marketplace what sells is consensus. 
.. :-1 seek in fiction some hint that imagination can 
change the world, that the world is unfinished, a hint 
that: W.e are not always doomed to make copies of 
copieErbut possess the power to see differently and the 
guts- and good fortune to render accessible to oth.ers 
some- glimmer of what our souls experience. Stones, 
after 811, are a gift .... Unless we're willing to imagine 
wh:aUt might feel like inside another skin, we are 
im~?_soned within our own." 
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BOOKS 
Bucking the Sun 
by Ivan Doig 
(Simon & Schuster) 

This is a "'historical 
novel" about one of the 
greatest of the great 
Keynesian public works 
of FDR's New Deal, the 
building of the Fort 
Peck dam. (I have no 
idea why the book isn 't 
called "Bucking the 
River" -that's what 
it's about.) It is also a 

Dolg's writing ls alternately 
brilliant and awkward. 

be pigeonholed as genre VtTiting. 

.. regional novel" 
about Doig's beloved 
Montana; and at the 

I VAN D 0 I G 

Which is not to say I'm an un· 
qualified Doig enthusiast This 
book gets back-cover praise from 
E .. Annie Proulx, which is appro
priate, because at its best Doig's 
prose has something of the muscu-

same time it's a •'family saga" novel because 
it charts the way that one particular alfalfa
fanning clan, the Duffs. is sucked into orbit 
around the great dam's irresistible econom
ic gravitation. But none of these somewhat 
contemptuous genre labels quite fits Doig's 
writing. You want to protest that this is sim
ply a novel, because it's too well-written to· 

lar, almost poetic density with 
which readers of The Shipping 

News will be familiar. And Doig can also 
have a casual, clever freshness even in the 
most superficially ordinary passages. The 
odd placement of an adverb ("'ears still were 
burning") forces the reader to drink the sen· 
tences slower, and think harder about the 
taste of them. 
· On the other hand, too much of Doig's 

- --- ---· ·-- ;._: prose is just that: prose-overwritten and 
~ awkward in a way that fatally reminds you 
·· mid-image of the writer laboring at the 

=======~-------·· · page. Doig doesn't like the repetition of .. he 
June 7, 1996 

said" in dialogue so he is forever writing 
S~·everyday, like engineering the world's things like ... These'll do,' Hugh evaluat-
biggest-ever dirt. dam) circa 1935. But again i ed"-and the result, instead of a seamless 
Doig betrays himself here; in too many 1 scene, is a Literary Writer who won't quite 
places you can see him at work with his own i get out of our way. . . 
shovel, piling onto the narrative great wet i As always, Doig has written a book that's 
he~ps of i~t~resting technical facts and his· t clearly based on years upon years of careful 
tone~ tnvia. Hard-won research, and In· } research in ancient technical manuals and 
terestmg enough: You can tell that he just i obscure state archives. One of the pleasures 
couldn't bear to put 1t aside. i of the book is that you learn so much about 

~e~ple ~~em to either love or hate Ivan 1 the mechanics of the everyday (and the not· 
Doig s wntmg, but I can never decide. He f 
has a great lyrical gift. and an undeniable 
talent for evoking a sense of time and place. 
But the shortcomings are strangely obvious 
and stra-ngely intrusive-as if, afte.r seven 
we~l·recetved books, there's still a novice 
wnttng student and Nobel Prize winner in· 
side this man, wrestling for control. 

- RICHARD. FARR 
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BOOK REVIEW 

A Family of New peal Dam Builders 
Novel spotlights those wl10 helped tame water in the West 
BUCKlNG THE SUN 
By !va.1 Doig 
Sim'Jn & Schuster; 412 pages; $23 

REVIEWED BY JOHN HARVEY 

5 ince his award-winning memoir, 
"This House oi Sky," was published 
in the late '70s, Montana-born writer 

and historian Ivan Doig has used the novel 
form to speculate upon the lives of people 
who !i';ed and live in the West. 

With "Bucking the Sun," which is prin
cipally set in the upper reaches of Missouri 
River country in the Depression years lead
ing up to the start of World War II, he has 
achie;·ed his most adroit blend of fact and 
fancy i.n what is p~rhaps his best book 
since that first work. 

Wh at sets Doig apart from others who 
have !armed the same terrain is the deft 
way he handles the fruits of his research; 
fac t and anecdote are woven into the text 
with a light and often humorous touch. 
The se::l.Se we have is of a storyteller who is 
familiar and comfortable with his materi
al; as readers, we trust the teller, and so we 
trust the tale. 

Taking as its basis the construction of 
- the Fort Peck Dam, a major New Deal pro

ject th.at brought work to thousands and in 
so doing flooded vast tracts of land, Doig 
centers his story on the lives of the Duff 
family - whose men were immigrants 
from Scotland, as was the case with Doig's 
own kin. If Doig the historian, with his 

. ; light but liberal use of archive material 
·· ! from the Fort Peck Dam oral history pro

J ject and the pages of the "Engineering 
1 News-Record," gives this saga an authentic 

structure, it is Doig the novelist who lifts it 

to great heights with his portrayal of the 
five Duff men - two brothers and three 
sons - and the women they love and mar· 
ry. 

"Self made men always do a lopsided 
job of it," the novel begins - a wonderful 
phrase - and in part that is what the story 
explores: Hugh Duff and his twin sons, Neil 
and Bruce, forever adapting to the chang
ing demands of the land and work around 
them, learning as they go. Set against them 
is the older son, Owen, who turns against 
his father by going to college to study engi· 
neering and helpsmastermind the building 
or the dam. 

They are a headstrong bunch, crea
tures of hard work and heady impulse, 
adroit with their hands in every sense, and 
given to wooing women on the tight-grain
ed tongue-and-groove dance floor of the 
Blue Eagle - a floor they laid themselves 
in a single night 

Hugh, the father, is stubborn and 
strong-willed, loving his wife Meg almost · 

Doig the historian gives 
this saga an authentic 
structure, while Doig the 
novelist lifts it to great 
heights with his 
portrayal of the five 
Duff men and the women 
they love 

despite himself in a relationship that owes 
as much to attrition as it does to affection. 
He respects and admires Meg just as he 
writhes under the weight of her judgment, 
her "n urselike sense of attention, the way 
of peering at you as if clerking for God." 
And some Friday nights, his pay burning a 
hole in bis back pocket, he kicks over the 
traces and deCies her by spending the night 
in town. drinking the whorehous~ dry. 

Hugh never quite forgives Owen for 
turning his back on him and finding a life 
of his own - a life that threatens the one 
Hugh had struggled to build for himself -
yet nevertheless he eventually bows to the 
inevitable and accepts work on the con
struction of the dam. He moves himself 
and Meg into an ill-built shack, which Ow
en, tellingly, papers over with blueprintsto 
stem the cold. _ . . 

The younger sons also benefit from Ow
en's patronage and find work attached to 
the new project; Neil is seemingly the 
more stable, while Bruce jumps fitfully 
from one dangerous _task to the next, rel· 

ishing each new risk. When Hugh's broth
er, Darius, a left-wing agitator from the 
shipyards of the Clyde, arrives "Without call 
or expectation in their midst, things are 
thrown up into the air even more. Not only 
are Darius' political beliefs a potential 
threat to the building of the dam, the love 
he has nurtured all these years for Hugh's 
wife, Meg, has the capability of wrenching 
that central relationship asunder. 

But this is not a book about men doing 
what men do; women are given nearly 1 

equal space in the story. Their strengths 
are their own - they are handsome, will
ful, dangerous - and they are not used 
solely to hold family and community to
gether, though to a point they do that too. 
There is a pervading sense that Doig, in 
common with, say, two writers as different 
as Larry McMurtry and Carl Hiaasen, not 
only respects women, he actually likes 
them. For example, Owen's wife Charleen, 
independent and single-minded, becomes 
as involved in the running of her own busi
ness as Owen is in his work on the darn. 

Some way into the novel, Doig uses a 
perfect simile: ''This family is like nine ra
dios going at once .... Every Duff a di!f er
ent station." It's apt because these Duffs 
are talkers, and when they're not talking, 
they're singing, or dancing. or doing all 
three at once. The remark also describes 
how the narrative works, the skill with 
which we are switched around from y·oice 
to voice, location to locatio~ eavesdrop-

. ping on a sentence here, a brief scene 
there, a near-documentary description or 
the most intimate oC moments. This is a 
story about connections, attractions, shift· 
ing currents and the relationship between 

See Page 4 
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Ivan Doig's latest.novel is a marvel of construction 
Bucking the Sun 
By Ivan Doig (Simon & Schuster) · 
$23, 412 pp. . 

The amazing variety of novels 
today brings to mind thoughts of 
concerts, mostly down-home shows .. . 
in small venues with horrible 
acoustics and overpriced drinks. 

Most of the works seem like 
warm-up bands. They're a little off
rhythm. They feature eight-minute 
drum solos for no apparent reason. 
The fit of applause you give at the 
end stems more from relief than 

U.S. writers. He 
has received 
praise from all 
sides and stirring 
reviews for all of 
his books. Little 
can be added to 
raise his stature. ·- -

That said, 
"Bucking The 

Scott Coy Sun" is a glorious 
Lammers . piece of writing. 

T In person 
PERFORMANCE: Ivan Doig will 
appear for a literary performance 
and reception at 8 p.m. Saturday 
at Mount Baker Theatre. Pur-

. chase tickets ..:..__ $8 ~ Mount 
Baker Theatre, 734-6080, or Vil
lage Books, 671-2626. 

Doig shows no hope, drives the narrative. · 
. signs of fading. It · . 

is another step forward for a novel- . Dmg wastes no time engrossing . 

appreciation. . . 
By contrast, Ivan Doig's new 

"Bucking The Sun" is a headliner. 
It is tight and assured. Each narra
tive . song .builds on the last, reach
ing new heights. Any and all en-

. ist already yards ahead of the pack. . the reader in the story. By page 13, 
. The novel is a sweeping story of ··the overriding mystery of the novel. 

an ill-fated family and its involve- is set in place. Two members of the . 
ment in one of the most complex 10-strong Duff clan are found to
enginecring feats in U.S. history, gether, naked and dead, in a sub
the construction of the -Fort Peck merged truck. 
Dam in Montana in the 1930s. The "Married, you bet," the sheriff 
family, named Duff (think rough), investigating the deaths is told. 
is the heart and soul of the story. Its "Only not-to .each other." · · 

cores are blessings. - · 
The Montana author ·already is 

deemed among the few great living longing and d~spair~ tinged with . Next, the novel flashes back to 

:~.:t~~-~·~~; -~-: ~~~(<;:·::.:. •.. --·. : ~ :'· .. · .. /;:~. : :: ··:_ 

: ~·:·~.-~_!J3}r.tf :;~c.: ·I<, · 1-::,;N.i:t1~:·;:-r•:· 
\1w:'", . ··· ·· ,, 

ing which Duffs were the unlucky 
ones. 

The novel is immensely intricate, 
yet it easily carries the reader 
through the story. Doig's loving 
portrayals of the Duff family mem
bers are entrancing, even though 
few of the Duffs are lovable . . 

Even the mundane comes alive 
in "Bucking The Sun." Never really 
cared about how an earthen dam 
was constructed? Neither did I. But 
Doig made me want to know; I was 
constantly intrigued. 

If there is any downside to such a 
magnificent book, it is that the 
novel makes other works seem less 
worthy by comparison. But then, 
without marginal opening bands, 
how can you judge the excellence of 
the headliners? . ·· . 

five years earlier without . divulging ~ ·.· · Scott Coy Lammers is a Birch 
the identities of the dead. You'll fly Bay writer who reviews books for 
through the next 400 pages wonder- . The Bellingham_ Herald . 

. . -.... _ -



Against 
The Current 
BUCKING THE SUN 
By Ivan Doig 
Simon & Schuster. 412 pp. $23 

By David Laskin 

T
HE BUILDING of the Fort Peck Dam in eastern 
Montana: not, on the face of it, the most yielding 
subject for a novel. One of the most massive of 
FDR's New Deal projects, the earthen dam-the 

world's second largest-plugged the wide Missouri River 
with a four-mile cork of dredged-up sand, silt and clay. It 
took seven years (from 1933 to 1940) and 10,000 civilian 
workers to get the thing in place. Roaring shantytowns 
sprang up to house the crews and soak up their overflow 
wages. When the dam was done, a lake coveririg a quarter 
of million acres backed.up over the Montana plains. 

On second thought, what an absolutely stunning 
premise for a novel-given the right novelist In Bucking 
the Sun, Ivan Doig rises admirably to the challenge of 
turning hydraulic engineering into compelling narrative. 
A Montanan by birth and by inclination, Doig unfolds, the 
saga of the Fort Peck Dam through its impact on a single 
family-a clan of recently transplanted, peppery Scots 
called the Duffs. "They were the damnedest bunch to try 
to figure out," a new Duff wife muses about the explosive 
family she has married into. "Tear into each other at the 
drop of a hat, but stand together if the world so much as 
looked cross-eyed at them." Parents Hugh and Meg came 
over from Scotland as newlyweds, struggled for years to 
farm the fickle soil of the Missouri river valley, and raised 
three handsome lanky sons. Owen, the eldest and braini
est, incurred his father's everlasting wrath by abandoning 
the farm to get an engineering degree at Bozeman, his 

David Laskin, a Seattle-based writer, is the author of ''Brav
ing the Elements: The Stormy History of American Weather." 

Secrets of a 
Southern Town 
THE KING OF BABYLON SHALL NOT 
COME AGAINST YOU 
By George Garrett · / 
Harcourt Brace. 337 pp. $24 

By James Hynes. 

T
HE NOVELIST George Garrett is one of the wily 
old foxes of American letters, his work as difficult 
to pigeonhole as it is a pleasure to read. The au
thor of 25 books, 14 of them :fiction, he writes 

with an energetic and irreverent wit that might be called 
precocious in a younger man. A native Southerner, con
servative by nature, he does not hesitate to write like a 
postmodernist when it suits his purpose. Author of three 
of the finest historical novels ever written-Death of the 
Fox, The Succession, and Entered by the Sun-he is as 
knowledgeable about, and appears to take as much plea
sure in, American popular culture as he does in the plays 
of Christopher Marlowe. 

His latest novel, The King of Babylon Shall Not Come 
Against You, is as difficult to categorize as any of his pre
vious books. The narrative is in the form of a dossier-in
terviews, bits of trial transcript, depositions, catalogues of 
unusual facts-compiled by Billy Tone, an author of true 
crime books. Tone has returned to his hometown of Par
adise Springs, Fla., to research the events there of early 
- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

fames Hynes is the author of "The Wild Colonial Boy." 

ILLUSTRATION BY ANTHONY RUSSO FOR THE WASH INGTON POST 

rowdy twin brothers Neil and Bruce, though coiled to cut 
loose, are still working for their father, raising alfalfa, 
killing grasshoppers, cursing drought. 

· And then the dam rears up and turns the Duffs' world 
on its head. The government condemns the farm-the 
dam will flood it-and Hugh, Meg and the . twins find 
themselves with no choice but to sign on with the dam
builders. "Goin' Owen" is already there-he's the "fillmas
ter," one of the topdog engineers in charge of pumping up 
river mud to create the staggering earthen barrier. Owen 
and Hugh promptly resume the war that started when 
Owen left home. Proud, irascible Hugh hates being be
holden to his cocky son and hates "Owen's dam." Ambi
tious, gung-ho, pressed-crease Owen despises his father's 
binge-drinking, his bluster · and bitterness, and a~ove all 

ILLUSTRATION BY ANTHONY RUSSO FOR THE WASHINGTON POST 

April 1968, when ' a midget evangelist known as Little 
David and a local bank teller named Alpha Weatherby 
were found shot to death in Little David's trailer just out
side of town. On the same evening, the evangelist's tent 
was burned down, an Episcopal minister apparently 
hanged himself in his attic, and a local photographer was 
assaulted by unknown assailants. . 

This is not a conventional detective story by any 

·: •. ·;. ; 

his mulish refusal to admit that the Fort Peck Dam is the 
niftiest piece of engineering ever. 

Subplots, mostly involving sex, love, marriage and poli
tics, proliferate. Bruce and Neil get married after rapid
fire courtships and hurl themselves into energetic sex 
with their willing new wives. Hugh's brother Darius blows 
over from Scotland, breathing Marxist politics and unre
quited passion for Meg. When she somewhat reluctantly 
rebuffs him (again)', Darius consoles himself with a plat
inum-headed taxi dancer/hooker named Proxy (one of 
Doig's more inspired creations), and many torrid trysts 
later they too tie the knot. And all the while the earthen 
behemoth looms larger and larger, supplying the Duffs 
and their women with "the stories, the ingredients of life." 

' ,:" 

I
N BOOKS like his acclaimed memoir This House of 
Sky and the brooding Winter Brothers Doig has Writ
ten memorably of the immense, harsh, empty land
scapes of the West; but here he brilliantly conjures up 

a crowded scene of mass energy and momentous civic up
heaval. A master prose craftsman, Doig moves nimbly 
from wide-angle shots of seething barrooms to close-ups 
of uptight government offices to the pure poetry of con
struction and destruction. One gem, among scores, is the 
scene near the novel's end in which Owen looks on· "stat
uelike" as a half-mile section of the dam collapses into the, 
river: "Half a decade of engineering, millions of cubic 
yards of Fort Peck Dam ... melting like brown sugar.". 

Bucking the Sun is so good one wishes it were flawless, 
but the ·novel does suffer from a serious miscalculation· in 
design. Doig opens the book with the discovery of the 
drowned naked bodies of two Duffs-a man and a woman, 
married but not to each other, trapped in the cab of a sub
merged Ford truck-and he coyly withholds their identi
ties until the novel's final pages. A guessing game of who 
they are and why and how they died keeps the pages turn
ing, but it's a gimmick and it ends the book on a cheap, 
sour note. 

Aside from this misstep, Bucking the Sun is a tour de 
force of historical fiction-no, fiction period. It's one · of 
those books that takes you over as you read it, invading; 
your daydreams, lodging its cadences in your .brain, sum
moning you back to the page. Doig writes with absolute, 
perfect-pitch authority on dams, Duffs, the. Depression, 
and the feel of life under Montana's fabled sky. Yes, the 
building of the Fort Peck Dam is the stuff of a great nov-, 
el-and this is it. ' • 

means. ·Tue ·narrative moves forward, in its own looping, 
a-chronological way, and the "truth" of the events of April 
1968 is revealed at last, but Garrett is clearly more inter
ested in the journey than in the destination. Garrett 
knows in his bones what every good novelist knows, that 
if you break a story into its component parts, what you get . 
is more stories, all the way down, like subatomic particles.· 
And, as in physics, the further down you go into the grain 
of the narrative, the more mysterious and significant the 
stories become. The result is as much a magnificent piece · 
of social history and cultural commentary as it is a novel, 
but more exciting, finally, and funnier, than any straight
arrow legal thriller. 

Indeed, the novel is best considered as a shrewd, en
gaged and, in places, acid-etched portrait of the changes 
over the last 30 years in the life of a Southern small town, 
told in the voices, then and now, of the . people who lived 
those changes. Perhaps necessarily, Tone himself is the 
least interesting character.in the book, but then most of the 
book is told by much more entertaining folks: Moses Katz, 
brainy and libidinous, a Jewish professor at the local Bap
tist College who has turned to writing porn in his retire
ment; W.E. Gary, a wry and well-to-do African-American 
lawyer, who lives halfway between the local black and 
white communities, not quite accepted by either; Penrose 
Weatherby, brother of the murdered girl, whose adulthood 
as a slick, New South ; developer belies his youthful rage; 
and, speaking through their depositions and trial tran
scripts, the putative murderers, "Goathead" Papp, little · 
David's advance man, and Geneva lasoeur, the evangelist's 
300-pound common-law wife and former exotic dancer. 

Together these characters, and others too numerous 
to mention, tell the stories that make up the larger narra
tive of the novel, ranging from a learned and rueful disqui
sition about the ravages of a uniform national culture on a 
regional one, to a flat-out hilarious story involving a boot
legger, two gallons of moonshine, and a chamberpot 
(which I wouldn't spoil by -Continued on page 13 
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Ivan Doig's latest novel is a marvel of construction 
Bucking the Sun 
By Ivan Doig (Simon & Schuster) 
$23, 412 pp. 

The amazing variety of novels 
today brings to mind thoughts of 
concerts, mostly down-home shows 
in small venues with horrible 
acoustics and overpriced drinks. 

Most of the works seem like 
warm-up bands. They're a little off
rhythm. They feature eight-minute 
drum solos for no apparent reason. 
The fit of applause you give at the 
end stems more from relief than 
appreciation. 

By contrast, Ivan Doig's new 
"Bucking The Sun" is a headliner. 
It is tight and assured. Each narra
tive song builds on the last, reach
ing new heights. Any and all en
cores are blessings. 

The Montana author already is 
deemed among the few great living 

U.S. writers. He 
has received 
praise from all 
sides and stirring 
reviews for all of 
his books. Little 
can be added to 
raise his stature. 

That said, 
"Bucking The 

Scott Coy Sun" is a glorious 
Lommers piece of writing. 

T In person 
PERFORMANCE: Ivan Doig will 
appear for a literary performance 
and reception at 8 p.m. Saturday 
at Mount Baker Theatre. Pur
chase tickets - $8 - Mount 
Baker Theatre, 734-6080, or Vil
lage Books, 671 -2626. 

Doig shows no hope, drives the narrative. 
signs of fading. It 

is another step forward for a novel- Doig wastes no time engrossing 
ist already yards ahead of the pack. . the reader in the story. By page 13, 

The novel is a sweeping story of the overriding mystery of the novel 
an ill-fated family and its involve- is set in place. Two members of the 
ment in one of the most complex 10-strong Duff clan are found to
engineering feats in U.S. history, gether, naked and dead, in a sub
the construction of the Fort Peck merged truck. 

J;VA N. D O .l G .:. 

Dam in Montana in the 1930s. The "Married, you bet," the sheriff 
family, named Duff (think rough), investigating the deaths is told. 
is the heart and soul of the story. Its "Only not to each other." 
longing and despair_, tinged with~~N_e_xt, the novel flashes back to 

five years earlier without divulging 
the identities of the dead. You'll fly 
through the next 400 pages wonder-
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ing which Duffs were the unlucky 
ones. 

The novel is immensely intricate, 
yet it easily carries the reader 
through the story. Doig's loving 
portrayals of the Duff family mem
bers are entrancing, even though 
few of the Duffs are lovable. 

Even the mundane comes alive 
in "Bucking The Sun." Never really 
cared about how an earthen dam 
was constructed? Neither did I. But 
Doig made me want to know; I was 
constantly intrigued. 

If there is any downside to such a 
magnificent book, it is that the 
novel makes other works seem less 
worthy by comparison. But then, 
without marginal opening bands, 
how can you judge the excellence of 
the headliners? 

Scott Coy Lammers is a Birch 
Bay writer who reviews books for 
The Bellingham Herald. 
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Ivan Doig's Montanans take part in~ huge construction project. 

· BUCKING THE SUN 
By Ivan Doig. 
412 pp. New York: 
Simon & Schuster. $23. 

By Timothy Foote 

U
NLIKE most Scots, Ivan Doig wears 
his heart on his sleeve. He is a man 
more than half in love with history, his . 
own included. His best book, "This 

House of Sky," is a nonfiction ticket to the au
thor's boyhood in the Montana of the 1940's, 
with his mother, who died when he was 6, his 
ranch-hand dad and his unforgettable grand
mother. In matters of work and grief, of place 
and kinship, he can make you remember with 
him and sometimes weep - unless, of course, 
you have a heart of stone and come from the ef
fete East. 

Doig novels can be something else again. A 
historian and journalist by training, he has none
theless striven for years to bear witness to Mon
tana history in fiction, and to become if not the 
Homer at least the Virgil of generations of Scots 
who migrated to northwestern Montana before 
and after it became a state in 1889. 

Mostly they are sheepmen, like his father 
and grandfather, predictably plagued by coyotes 
and big cattlemen, small grazing allotments and 
savage weather. (Doig books rarely spare us a 
description of a mile-high Montana blizzard; 
after one of these, few readers will blame him for 
living in Seattle.) His Scots are stubborn, endur
ing and reticent, not exactly ideal subjects for 
popular fiction in an age of tell-all talk shows and 
whiny therapy. 

Like any novelist, especially a novelist bent 
on giving history lessons, Mr. Doig is obliged to 
throw a bone to readers who may find them
selves in need of fluffy things like romance, sus
pense and plot. The last time out, in "Ride With 
Me, Mariah.Montana," he smuggled a centenni
al celebration of-Montana's past under a fig leaf 
of fiction. The story involves a rancher father 
banging around the state with his divorced 
daughter, who is a photographer, and his former 
son-in-law, a journalist. The two are collaborat
ing on a series of newspaper articles, so they · 
teach us a lot about Montana. But what is sup
posed to keep laggards reading is whether or not 
(as the dad fears) the daughter will fall for the 
ghastly former son-in-law again and once more 
ruin her life. 

The good news about "Bucking the Sun" is 
that here Mr. Doig artfully seasons the history 
lesson by serving it up with an intricate case of 
murder. This helps with the occasional lon
gueurs· of what is otherwise a wide-screen, De
pression-era narrative largely devoted to the 
problems of building the Fort Peck Dam. This 
was a time when 17 million people (in a popula
tion of about 140 million) were out of work. When 
Franklin Roosevelt was pouring Government 
money into jobs through the W.P.A. and the 
P.W.A. When Harry Hopkins scored over the 
less generous Harold Ickes with the line "But 
Harold, people don't eat in the long run, they eat 
every day.'' The Fort Peck Dam (which made 
the first cover of Life magazine in November 
1936) put 10,000 people to work. When finished, it 
created a reservoir 135 miles long, provided 

Timothy Foote is a senior editor and writer at 
Smithsonian magazine. 

flood control and was the biggest earth-fill dam , 
in the world. · 

To shovel this construction epic into narra- 1 

tive as painlessly as possible, Mr. Doig mixes ! 
fact and fiction, filtering as much history as he 1 

• 

can through the lives of the Duff family, whose : 
members all labor on the dam, often under the .: 
tutelage of Owen Duff, one of its chief engineers. 
An elder brother looking out for his kinfolk. and 
constantly at odds with Hugh, his tippling fa
ther, Owen manfully commands fleets of 
dredges and legions of workers, directs earth
moving miracles and fends off disaster from 
flood and ice during the inevitable Montana bliz
zard. His mother, Meg, cooks for workers in a 
mess hall - and puts up with Hugh. Owen's 
reckless, feckless younger brother Bruce 
moves from job to job, finally becoming a diver 
in the murk of the Missouri. Careful Neil , 
Bruce's twin, bushwhacks and drives a truck. · 

Along the way, all three boys get married. 
We also hear a speech by F.D.R., "the big gravy 
spreader himself," learn about Fort Peck's 
shantytown housing and the prevalence of prosti
tution (remarked upon even by Life) and are 
taught the difference between "tunnel muck
ers," "catskinners" and "shovel runners." 
Loads of rock hauled in from the nearby hills to I 
reinforce the dam bring in piles of angry rat- I 
tlesnakes - so many that workers make money '. 
selling souvenir rattles. i 

I 
F the Duff men are not exactly from cen- : 
tral casting, at least central casting would ; 
have little trouble placing them. The ' 
women they marry are more interesting - ! 

especially one called Proxy (from peroxide ; 
blonde), a whore not quite with a heart of gold . . 
Mr. Doig somehow manages to make her be- ' 
lievable even though she marries Hugh's long
lost brother, Darius, while still taking on any- ' 
body with cash who pleases her down at the ! 
Blue Eagle tavern. It is Darius, though, who ! 
brings a measure of complexity to the novel. A ' 
shipyard union organizer from Scotland with a ! 
"need to chew at the heels of the powers that . 
be," he turns out to be a man who actively wish- 1 

es the dam project ill. 1 

If, while reading the above, you've been ; 
wondering about that murder, that ' s exactly : 
what happens to readers of "Bucking the Sun." : 
With the guile of a Montana coyote, the author i 
lures you through his romance with the big dam : 
with teasing hints and guesses. Bit by bit, he lets ' 
you realize that the dead bodies (of two of the . 
Duff clan) are no accident, and that more Duffs 
seem to be involved. But, full of Scottish family · 
loyalty, how could they be? And so, out of 10,000 · 
workers on the dam, Mr. Doig reduces his sus-

1 

pects to 10 - creating a neat, excruciating Aga- · 
tha Christie country-house murder set down in 
sprawling Montana. And even when the who of it 
becomes clear, the how of it remains a mystery 
that will hold any summer reader to the very · 
last sentence. 0 

Author's Query 

For a study of Spaniards who . settled in the 
United States and Mexico after the Spanish Civil 
War (1936-39), I would appreciate hearing from 
anyone in possession of unpublished autobio
graphical materials, including letters, written by 
exiles. SHIRLEY MANGINI 

2240 Stanley A venue, #9 
Signal Hill, Calif. 90806 

E-mail: samg@csulb.edu 
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Ivan Doig Sherman AJexie 

Northwest authors draw 
praise, deflect criticism 

By JOHN ~BALL 
. N REfQllftR 

C 
HICAGo - Northwest authors ~ had 
their time in the ABA spotlight tlm year, 
~Ivan Doig, David Gut~ 
Shermaii Alexie and Betty J. F.adie. 

' • • • • • • • 
Doig ~ one of five Speakers at ABA's 

premiere literary event, a Sunday hmcheon that also 
featured American poet laureate Robert H-. ncml· 
ists Susan Power and John F.dgar Wide~ \:1 • 
Donald Hall. Hass introduced ~by . mg . .. . • 
memoir, "This House of Sky," 8:' ~ Amenc:an ~JC. 

Doig, loo~ unusually se~ m sport coat . 
tie responded with a soft-spoken, but eloquent descrip
tio~ of his approach as a writer. He told the crowd of 
500, "I see it as M'i everyday job to ~ lite~ and 
poetry over to people. rve always tried to attain a 
language that makes a shimmer~ the ~ory." .. 

Guterson arrived at ABA to find himself and hil 
work splashed across the front page of a ~ 
convention edition of USA Today. The Bainbridge 
Island writer's first nove~ "Sno~ Falling on. Cedars," 
was listed ~ the fourth best-selling book this year, 
after "The Rainmaker" by John Grisham, "Primary 
Colors" by Anonymous ~ "Men Are From Mars, 
Women Are From Venus by John Gray. 

The staggering sales of "Snow falling on . 
•. · Cedars" turned Guterson into the eighth bes!.selling 

'\J.s. writer tffis year, in USA Today's tabulation. 
So it was no great surprise that booksellers 

named "Snow Falling on Cedars" as the favo.rite book 
they sold during the year (it had been a finalist for 
the same award last year). The "ABBY". carries a $5,000 
prize and a :fi~y glass sculpture. 

· Seattle Post-Intelligencer • Thursday. June 2 

. the -aWard SuDaai ~- .. ~ -=-~~-- ; I 
, .. told~ of ~lle~ !f*.be was"~ : 

,., ·honored to have this recognitiOn from ~;g . •
1 · ·. know books better than anyone eJse." ~ • : 

" · : Guterson came in for some light criti~m in a •I 
\ . New York Observer article that was literal)' Topic. A •i J throughout ABA. The article was a savage attaCk on • 1 

the selection of 20 writers that Granta ~tabbed : 
as ''the best American novelists under 40.' Guter- • j 

. ,IOn's Granta ph9togtlph, which showed the wtiter i • • , 

~. leelining barefoot"on a couch, was repub~hed Jn the •' 
New York Observer with the C8iJtion: "Granta - or J . . · • l 
Crew? David Guterson." That promped a huge ! 
laugh ~m the author himself. • 
• Alexie. Seattle's other honoree oo the Granta list, • 
lid. not get off so easily, becoming one of the prime • 

· . <~ pranta targets of the Observer's Vmce Passaro, who • 
. } :f,tJt'I'Ote, "Mr. A1exie is the Native American representa- ! 

live. The judges probably thought they couldn't do • 
· ~jvithout him . . . . Mr. Alexie presents narrative that • 
t~ Jooks more like notes than finished product" • 
· · · Alexie had come to his second straight ABA to • 

; - promote his fall nove~ "Indian Killer," for Atlantic • 
Monthly Press and also to receive a book award from ! 
the Before Columbus Foundation for his first nove~ • 
"Reservation Blues." In5tead, Alexie found himself • \ 
in the unfamiliar position of being harshly _criticized, • l 
and even controversial. • f 

He minced no words in respome, saying, "fm •:!·{ never surprised by anybody's racism, but to blame 
Granta for the diversity of its list is absurd. If I hadn't 
achieved a lot already, I might comider criticism of my 
selection to have some validity. But rve been one of . • \ 
the most critically acclaimed young writers. I've actually • 
been surprised that I have ~ received more 
criticism. Probably 95 percent of my reviews have been 
positive - and nobody's that good. Certainly not 
me." 

Having a far more pleasant time in the ABA 
spotlight was Betty J. F.adie of Seattle, who burst onto 
the best-seller lists with an account of her near-death 
experience C'Embraced by the Light') that was first 
released by a tiny publisher. Now, F.adie basked in 
big commercial publisher star treatment, as Pocket 
Books fired up its publicity engine for her fall book, ( 
"The Awakening Heart." 

F.adie's lighted pidure bad a place of prominence 
in the Pocket Books booth, she Wu toasted at a I 
breakfast for booksellers, her autograph session l 
drew throngs of eager fans. And F.adie was treated to i 
~ ultimate ABA plum for a writer - a publisher- . \ 
ho&ed, invitation-Only dinner party at the Ritz.Carlton. . 

F.adie has arrived, and then some. A few years 
ago, she was an unknown writer struggling to get 

; tpublished. Now, she is a prime example ofwhat _ ~ 
bestsellerdom can bestow. . -:;:. 



Building Lives 
In Montana 
The power of geography 
in a big, roistering novel 

M
ONTANA NOVELIST IVAN DOIG 

sets himself a challenge in his 
big, roistering new novel, Buck
ing the Sun (Simon & Schuster; 

412 pages; $23). His subject- not just the 
book's setting but also the presence that 
rules its composition-is a monstrous, 
chancy construction project in the mid-
1930s, the huge Fort Peck dam across the 
Missouri River in Montana bottomland. 

To save his novel from the curse 
of what used to 

B l .' C K I N u be called socialist 
T H E S U ~ realism, Doig must 

come up with char-
acters large enough 
to symbolize the un,. 
ruly river and the 
vast dam in combat 
as construction pro-

1 v A N Do 1 J ceeds, but sufficient-
ly strong and gritty 

in their own right so that they can't be 
yawned away as costumed actors posing 
in front of a diorama. 

He finds effective protagonists in the 
Duff clan, Scottish immigrants and hard
scrabble farmers losing their battle with 
drought and grasshoppers in the river 
valley until the dam project lurches into 
motion. Owen, the bookish eldest son, is 
an engineer. His twin brothers Neil, a 
truck driver, and Bruce, a diver, work in 
the river's murk. Father Hugh is a reluc
tant laborer and enthusiastic boozer, and 
Uncle Darius, a union organizer on the 
run. The younger men marry and risk 
lives and livers as they watch the river 
slowly pool up behind the growing dam. 

The reader is pulled into their story 
by a puzzle the author has set: What two 
Duffs~man and woman, naked, mar
ried but not to each other-are extracted 
drowned from a submerged truck as the 
construction winds down? This is skillful 
manipulation, the novelist as conjurer 
ensuring that the reader's first thought is 
of human beings, not power shovels and 
spillways. The device works beautifully, 
and so does Doig's roguish novel. 
Though not well enough- perhaps nev
er that well, if your characters wear 
jeans-for its author to escape the tag 
fCregional." · ·-· - By John Skow 

B 0 0 KS 

MAKING A STATEMENT: 
Moore plays tricks with the 
notion of poetic justice 

ed statement identifying the 
intended victim as "Pierre 
Brossard, former Chief of 
the Second Section of the 
Marseilles region of the Mil
ice, condemned to death in 
absentia by French courts, 
in 1944 and again in 1946." 
The statement goes on to say 
that Brossard was charged 
with the massacre of 14 Jews 
on June 15, 1945. The docu
ment, which the old man re
alizes was to be pinned on 
his body, concludes, c~The 

case is closed." 

To Avenge or to 
Forget the Past? 

Not true, of course, be
cause the old man-who is 
indeed Brossard, although 
he has called himself Pou
liot for many years-sur
vives. But who, in 1989, still 
wants to punish him for his 
past by killing him? Bros
sard assumes that Jewish 
money is behind this at
tempt on his life. That be
lief, a measure of his re
flexive anti-Semitism, will 
have fatal consequences. 

The Statement may 
have a classic thriller's plot 
-a character on the run, 
private power plays behind 
public. fa9ades:_but it un
folds in a moral universe in-

A provocative thriller is set in a 
complex moral universe 

finitely more complex and 
compromised than the white hats vs. 
the black hats so typical of the genre. The 
novel asks not only who is trying to 
murder Brossard but also why Brossard 
has been able to remain in France for 

G 
!VEN A SCENE IN WHICH AN AS

sass_in stalks a potential victim, 
most readers will, in the absence of 
other evidence, instinctively root 

for the quarry. In the opening pages of 
his new novel, The Statement (Dutton; 
250 pages; $22.95), Brian Moore pro
vides just such a scene: in a village in the 
south of France an old man is being 
tailed by a hired killer. The murder, the 
assassin decides, will take place when his 
target drives back to the monastery 
where he has been staying. Feigning en
gine trouble along the route, he waits for 
the old man to stop, then approaches as 
if to ask for a lift, pulls out a pistol and is 
fatally shot twice in the chest by the man 
he planned to kill. · 

This sort of narrative turnaround usu
ally provides the pleasure of surprise, the 
sense that poetic justice has foiled a 
malevolent act. Moore quickly cuts off 
such easy certainties. He shows the old 
man examining the possessions of his 
would-be murderer. They iri.clude a print-
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44 years, receiving asylum 
from various. Roman Cath
olic monasteries, and a 1971 
presidential pardon for the 
crimes he committed during 
the German occupation and 
the Vichy regime. 

"It is hard to pass judg
ment on what people did 

. back then," says a French 
army colonel who is also 
looking to bring Brossard to justice. This 
remark is the crux of the novel. Does a 
time come when people must be forgiv
en for doing what they mistakenly be
lieved was right or unavoidable? Or 
should evil never be forgiven or forgot
ten? By challenging the reader to con
front these questions, The Statement is 
ultimately unforgettable. ~By Paul Gray 
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just over a century ago may well 
ertjoy pursuing Our Landlady, a 
collection of newspaper columns 
about a small town in the newly ad
mitted state of South Dakota, by L. 
Frank Baum, who would later give 
the world the unforgettable tale of 
Dorothy's adventures in the land of 
Oz. Baum, a young man from New 
York who followed Horace Greeley's 
advice about going West, Baum 
spent three years (1888-1891) in 
Aberdeen, S.D., where he con
tributed a humorous, mildly satiri
cal column to the Aberdeen Satur
day Pioneer. 

Baum's column featured the fic
titious character "Mrs. Bilkins," a 
lively, opinionated, penny-pinehing 
woman who runs a boarding house 
and cuts every corner she can when 
it comes to feeding her sometimes 
hard-up paying customers. 

Mrs. Biikin's decided opinions 
on a variety of subjects, from 
droughts, crop failures, and eco
nomic fluctuations to suffrage, Pro
hibition, and politics, exhibit a dis
tinctive blend of naivete, 
shrewdness, cynicism, and dogged 
optimism. 

Although these journalistic vi
gnettes scarcely rise to the artistic 
and imaginative heights of his Oz 
books, they constitute a colorful 
sampling of Americ-ana and are ex
pertly edited and annotated by 
Nancy Tystad. Koupal in an attrac
tive, illustrated volume. 

The 28 st'Ories selected by editor 
John Suthe1fand for The Oxford 
Book of English Love Stories, 
were chosen in large part for the 
ways in which they confound con
ventional expectations. They are, 
indeed, a far cry from the world of 
Harlequin romances. 

In these love stories, love does 
not always conquer all, and even 
when it does, the result is not al
ways the proverbial happy ending. 
Many of these stories are surpris-· 
ingly unsentimental and, perhaps 
even more surprisingly, most are 
quite unerotic. 

LAND GIRLS 
By Angela Hu:tih 

St. ·Martin's Pr:ess/ A 
Thomas Dunne Book 
378 pp. 1 $23.95 By L . . 

A Fl.NE BAU\NCE 
By Rohinton Mistry 

Alfred A Knap/ 
640pp~, $26 

THE OXFORD BOOK OF 
ENGLISH LOVE STORIES 

Edited by John 
Sutherland 

Oxfard University 
Press 

452pp.,$~5 

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR 

Readers who are prepared to forgo · 
the predictable will find stories that 
brilliantly illuminate many kinds of 
love: foolish, wise, casual, caring, ob
sessive, deluded, self-sacrificing, and 
selfish. Beginning in the late 17th cen
tury with a rather colorless tale by the 
colorful Aphra Nehn, commonly cred
ited as the first Englishwoman to make 
her living by the pen, the collection 
sMps over the 18th century to proceed 
chronologically into the 19th and · 20th 
centuries. (Irritatingly, the editor fails 
to provide the actual dates of the sto
ries' composition or publication, per
haps out of a mistaken beli-ef that to do 
so invites readers to consider them 
mere "period pieces.") 

Sutherland has done an unusually 
fine job of finding interesting and rel
atively unfamiliar works by very fa
mous authors, including Mary Shelly, 
Anthony Trollope, William Makepeace 
Thaekeray, Thomas Hardy, Rudyard 
Kipling, H.G. Wells, John Galsworthy, 
Somerset Maugham, Virginia Woolf, 
D.H. Lawrence, Aldous Huxley, 
Katherine Mansfield, and ·Elizabeth 
Bowen. 

It probably says more about the 
temperament of this particular editor 
than it does about the English love 
story in general that most of these sto-

. , ries end unhappily: with noble self-re
nunciation at best, despair and ruin at 
worst, and a great deal of betrayal and 
disillusionment in between. 

But there are also shafts of sweet
ness and light. From Thackeray's 
daughter, Anne Ritchie, there's a deli
cate story of devotion narrated by a 
man unembittered by his disappoint
ment; from Phyllis Bentley, a crisply 
written account of malice that ends up 
outsmarting itself. 

OUR LANDLADY 
Frank Baum. · 

University of Nf]br(iska ; 
~Press ' 

285pp., $35 

Although this anthology of love sto
ries may not be a collection to warm 
the hearts of true romantics, it brings 
together a fascinating and enlighten
ing variety of perspectives on the 
harsher realities that may lie in wait 
for unsuspecting lovers. 

• Merle Rubin regularly reviews 
books for the Monitor. 

A Jury of One's Peers Goes Up in Smoke 
By Lawrence J. Goodrich 

JOHN GRISHAM'S latest legal 
thriller, "The Runaway Jury," 
has it all: mystery, legal ma

neuvering, behind-the-scenes 
views of a trial, jury tampering, 
and plenty of other skullduggery. 

Taking a page from today's 
headlines, Grisham takes us to 
Biloxi, on Mississippi's Gulf 
Coast, and the latest tobacco 
trial. The combatants/conspira
tors/protagonists are many, but 
most of the action centers around 
two men, Rankin Fitch and 
Nicholas Easter. 

Fitch runs the tobacco com
panies' secret legal fund. He's a 
bully who hires the lawyers, jury 
consultants, and investigators, 
and who fixes the juries. His 
clients are scared silly of him, but 

they put up with him because Big play hardball - complete with 
Tobacco hasn't lost a case since spitballs and beanballs. 
he 's been in charge. This is no civics-textbook 

The stakes are tremendous for trial. As the action unfolds, both 
plaintiff and defendant alike. If sides are trying to fix the jury, but 
the jury finds that cigarette that panel seems to have a mind 
smoking killed Jacob Wood, and of its own. Before long it's going 
that he couldn't quit because the on strike and dictating terms to 

THE RUNAWAY JURY 
By John Grisham 

Doubleday, 401 pp. , $26.95 

tobacco companie.s got him 
hooked as a child and then spiked 
their cigarettes with more nico
tine to keep him hooked, the 
coalition of trial lawyers fmanc
ing the case expects to cash in 
big in future lawsuits. The to
bacco companies need to head 
that off. Both sides are ready to 

the judge. It 's a runaway jury. 
As usual, Grisham draws a 

finely detailed, realistic picture of 
the action and the characters. 
The judge, the lawyers on both 
sides, the witnesses, even the 
court officers are. painted as real 
human beings with real foibles. 
And true to Grisham's style, just 
when you think you know the 
ending, you suddenly find out 
that you don 't. · 

•Lawrence J. Goodrich is a 
Monitor editor ial writer. 

·Historical Fiction 
With Contemporary 

Montana Edge 
Doig delivers what his readers expect 

By Brad Knickerbocker 

I F there is any potential problem with really ertjoying a con
temporary writer - relishing the thought of the next book 
- it's that the new work will simply replow safe ground, be 

too predictable in style and subject matter. Or, alternatively, 
that there will have been a jarring departure in approach. 

With Ivan Doig's latest novel, fans need not worry. All the 
steel and sweetness, the granite and light, the humor and 
sharp dialogue, in Doig's writing are here with new flair and 
depth. The grit and warmth is 
pure Doig, only more so. 

"Bucking the Sun," Doig's fifth 
novel (he has written three non
fiction books as well), is set in his 
home state of Montana during 
the Great Depression of the mid-
1930s. Thanks to the Roosevelt 
administration, Fort Peck Dam 
on the Missouri River is to be a 
massive public-works project 
that will employ thousands, in
cluding some whose homesteads 
will be inundated by the lake it 
creates. 

The tale centers on the Duff 
family. Patriarch Hugh and his 
wife, Meg, Scottish immigrants 
who are just barely making it on 
land tougher than they are; their 
elder son, Owen, an engineer and 

. "fillmaster" on what will be one of 
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BUCKING THE SUN 
By Ivan Doig 

Simon & Schuster, 
41,pp., $23 

the largest earthen dams ever built; twin younger brothers, 
Neil and Bruce; and Hugh's brother Darius, a militant Marx
ist shipyard worker who shows up running from a violent past 
in Scotland carrying political and personal grudges. 

Quite soon, all the Duff men are married - to women (two 
of them sisters) just as tough-minded, yet vulnerable, as the 
Duffs are. We know from the start that a man and a woman 
from two different couples will end up naked and dead in a 
truck that has rolled off the dam. 

Doig has the perf-ect background for this kind of writing. 
He grew up on Montana ranches before going off to get a doc
torate in history. His factual recounting of the Fort Peck Dam 
project is full of fascinating historical tidbits. The scenes 
where FDR himself came to see the project and speak to the 
awed assembly gives a gritty newsreel quality to events. 

In fact, I kept wishing that photographs from that tin1e had 
been included. 

The promise of the era is fully felt, as well as the growing 
concern about events in Europe as the shadow of fascism falls. 
Some of the characters are politically radical to the point of 
being anarchic - a chilling precursor to the militias and 
"freemen" found in that part of the country today. 

If there is one wealrness in "Bucking the Sun," it's that the 
surreptitious affair between two of the Duffs is not fully de
veloped - not developed at all, in fact. From all we're told, it 
could just as easily have been any tw'o others, and there 's 
plenty to work with here without it, which leaves one won
dering why it's there in the first place. 

But this is a relatively minor quibble. Ivan Doig is a terrific 
writer and a great storyteller with a healthy outloo~ as indi
cated in his dedication: "To novelists who deliver the elo
quence of the edge of the world rather than stammers from 
the psychiatrist's bin." 

·r m looking forward to his next work, whatever it may be. 

•Brad Knickerbocker is a Monitor correspondent who 
covers environmental issues from Ashland, Ore. 
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More than 

\ . 

Ivan Doig aims for a new dimension with his latest book 

. By Dan Webster 
Staff writer 

ew contemporary novelists are more 
closely associated with Montana, the 
state and the mystique than Ivan Doig. 

Certainly his literary output, which 
includes the Montana-based tiilogy 
"English Creek," "Dancing at the 

Rascal Fair" and "Ride With Me, Mariah 
Montana," suggests that. 

Especially Montana-like is his 1978 memoir, 
"This House of Sky." · . 

In fact, each of these books alone bears more 
of a feel for the Big Sky state than do a whole -
shelf of self-styled reminiscences of what it's like 
to pass a season or two in the wilds of Libby, 
Livingston or Wisdom. 

Yet Doig, reflecting a sensibility that has been 
tempered by years of living in such non-Montana 
locales as Chicago and Seattle, doesn't define his 
work as "inherently Montanan:;, 

And that goes particularly for his newest novel, 
"Bucking the Sun," Doig's fifth work of fiction 
(and his eighth book overall). For despite having 
a trademark Montan.a setting, the Fort Peck Dam 
building project of the 1930s, "Bucking the Sun" 
is Doig's attempt to capture something bigger. 

"I kind of wish, in fact, that the dam was not set 
~ Mo?tana," Doig ~aid during a re~ent phone 
u~terview from a Chicago hotel. "It might have 
given the book a different dimension. It might not 
have been seen so much as a Montana novel as 
what I see it as - which is an American West 
novel." 

· Trouble is, it's difficult to separate what is 
specifically Montana from what is traditionally 
the West. 

.The themes in "Bucking the Sun" are certainly 
emblematic of the West as a whole: the struggle 
between those who work their own land vs. those 
who s'ee the land as something to use for the, 
greater. good .of so~iety; the spirit of individuality 

Photo courtesy of the Montana Historical Society, Helena 

B UCKING 

THE S UN 
·Reading . 

Ivan Doig will read from 
his novel "Bucking the 
Sun" at 7 tonight at 
Auntie's Bookstore, Main 
and Washington. 

vs. the power of government; family closeness vs. 
the prevailing tensions inherent among self- · 
reliant family members. 

Yet those same themes apply perfectly well to 
Montana, too. Thus· it's only natural for Doig to 

. center his story on the Fort Peck Dam, 
Roosevelt's New Deal project that still ranks as 
one of the most amazing engilleering feats ever 
imagined, much less accomplished. It entailed 
building an earthen dam 25 stories high, four 
miles wide to hold back the waters of the 

Continued: Doig/C3 
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l;IOig: 'Bucking the Sun' 
reaches beyond Montana 
Continueq from 81 

Missouri River. 
ln addition to flood control, the 

· dam - which took six years to build 
(1933-39) - provided some 10,500 

; jobs during the. middle years of the 
Great Depression. 

Doig explore's the project, and . 
examines his themes, through the 
family Duff. A brood of Scottish 
. ancestry, the Duffs are headed by 
proud Hugh, whose industrious 
nafute has been doublyw~unded. 
The first injury came courtesy of a 
seeming betrayal by his eldest son, 
Owell' the second involved losing the 

,, f~mily .farm to the very dam project 
that Owen is helping honcho. 
. Owen,is the orie who left, deserting. 

his demanding and needy father in 
the search for more education and a 
better chance to make his ~ark. 

· ·· Owen's younger brothers, twins 
Bruce and Neil, are the ones who . 
stayed. The first is a wild sort who 
speeds through the boomtowns 
surrounding the impending dam on 
his motorcycle; the second is more 
sober and unafraid to work double 
shifts if it means a better life. 

And there are the women who live 
";'ith, and all in ~heir own way love, 
these men. Mother Meg endures . 
Hugh's occasional drunken benders 
while overseeing the lives of her 
children. Charlene is bound to Owen, 
her pride in him matched only by her 
resentment o'f Meg. Spirited Kate · 
and bookish Rosellen are the 
.respective wives of Bruce and Neil. 

Into this mix comes Darius 
. (pronounced Da-rye-us), Hugh's 

brother and a socialist with a shady 
. ppst. And the c~mplicat~ng factor 
· 'here is that Danus marnes a saloon 
'"' doxy named Proxy (short for 

peroxide) but maintains his torch for 
Meg. , 

. All of this family tension is 

. heightened by the fact that Doig 
. reveals early on that two of the Duffs, 
· each married to someone else, have 
~ been found not only in a 
· 'compromising situation but also 

dead, drowned by the very water held 
hostage by the new dam. · 

the rest of the book, told in 
flashback, is a guessing game as to . 
'who these indiviouals are, with Dmg 
'fevealing clues as the pages pass by. 

The backdrop against which this 
literary me.lodrama plays out, 

' 

though, is what provides "Bucking · 
the Sun" its special feel. The Fort 
Peck project was something that has 
intrigued Doig since his youth. 

It was·as a boy that the 56-year-old 
White Sulphur Springs nati~e read 
the 'first issue of Life magazine, 
whose cover featured Margaret 
Bourke-White photographs of the 
eastern Mont~na site. Later on, he 
was fascinated by stories of "the big 
slide of 1938," an accident that killed 
eight dam workers. 

Years later, long after he l)ad 
. moved away, earning college degrees 
at Northwestern University and 
working as a journalist at various 
Midwestern spots, he again heard 
about Fort Peck while working on his 
trilogy . 

"It's bound to be like this in 
Spokane and other parts of the 
West," Doig said: "Whenever you 
talk to somebody, you only talk for a 
few minutes before you find til.at you 
know somebody in common." 

That was how Fort Peck came up 
again and again. "Everybody had a 
relative who worked there or 
something of that nature," he said. 

Doig spent three years on the 
book, the first 12 months doing 
nothing but research. He found t~e 
technical information he needed m 
an obscure trade publication, and he 
buoyed this both with interviews of 
50 Fort Peck veterans collected by 
the Montana Historical Society and 
by finding other dam vets on his own. 

Doig admits that he might have set . 
his story somewhere else, maybe even 
putting the Duffs to work on a~other 
well.:known Roosevelt-era project, 
the Grand Coulee Dam. But, he said, 
'That would have lost all the earthen 
dam aspects and some of the other · 
shimmering elements like the Life 
magazine cover and people be~ng . 
driven out of this particular M1ssoun 
River valley." 

Ultimately, it may not matter. In 
the e·nd, "Bµcking the Sun" ends up 
being pure Doig - at once . . 
Montanan and Western, coexisting 
parts of the same geographic pie. 

"That's what I'm always after," he 
said. "And it's not just the West of 
America: It's west of the places that 
run things .... That's the· kind of 
writing that interests me, and that's 
what I think we're trying to do in the 
West. We're out beyond the usual 
suspects in the literary and power 
centers." 
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